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Abstract 
 

 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) has far outgrown its initial purpose as a standard 

visual notation for constructing intuitive, high-level blueprint models of object-oriented 

software. A series of extension, such as OCL, XMI, ASL, MOF, UML profiles, and 

different proposed formal semantics, to the language and to its application scope have fed-

off each other in synergy. While these extensions constitute a sound starting point to make 

UML the pivotal element for the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and Semantic Web 

(SW) visions, many other building blocks are still missing, including: (1) Complete formal 

semantics for UML and OCL; (2) UML inference engine based on such semantics to 

support model checking and intelligent agent reasoning with  UML semantic web 

ontologies; (3) UML model compilers to fully automate both structural and behavioral code 

generation from detailed UML/OCL models.  

In this thesis, we present the MODELOG framework based on a single proposal to 

address these three issues: it consists of an automatic mapping from fully refined 

UML/OCL models to the object-oriented logic programs in the Flora-2, an executable and 

Turing-complete language with a well-defined formal semantics. 

We developed the MODELOG mapping as model transformations. As source for 

these transformations, we reused the UML2 and OCL2 metamodels provided by OMG and 

as target we developed a Flora metamodel. As we experimented and compared two 

language to implement the transformation: the dedicated transformation language ATL 

based on OCL, and Flora itself viewed as a model transformation language.  As validating 

case study for MODELOG, we developed the Triangram robotic assembly puzzle. It is an 

example of planning tasks often executed by agents and it requires a complex class 

hierarchy together with complex structural and behavioral constraints. The Flora PSM of 

this puzzle was entirely automatically generated from its UML/OCL model by applying the 

MODELOG transformations. 

The main originality of this thesis is twofold. First, it simultaneously tackles various 

gaps in UML for its new extended role: formal specification language, MDE, semantic web 

services and agent engineering, Second, it does so without putting forward any new 

language but only by reusing a theoretically consolidated and efficiently implemented one. 

In contrast, previous proposals tend be limited to one or two such applications while often 

proposing new languages. 

The thesis makes contributions to various fields: 

• For MDE, it shows the feasibility of completely automated full structural and 

behavioral executable code generation from a UML/OCL PIM, on a non-trivial, 

complex case study involving automated reasoning; 

• For agile development, it reconcile that the robustness of formal methods with 

the early testing of fast prototyping, since MODELOG not only generates 

executable code, but also model checking code from UML/OCL models. 
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• For UML and OCL, it provides a fully integrated denotational formal semantics 

in Transaction Frame Logic on which Flora is based; 

• For logic programming, it provides compositional metamodels of all the 

languages integrated in the Flora platform that clarify their relations and make them 

available as source or target language for a variety of MDE tasks such as model 

checking and fast prototyping; it also provides a way to develop logic programs 

using the consolidated full-life cycle object-oriented software engineering 

processes; 

• For agent engineering, it shows how to get combine the complementary 

strengths of the object-oriented and logic paradigms, the two mostly widely reused 

in agent-oriented methods; 

• For the semantic web service development, its introduced a highly automated 

MDE approach allowing to model them visually with UML-based industrial 

strengths method and CASE tools, and automatically generate their specification in the 

W3C standard SWSL, which is a XML-enabled variant of Flora.   

 

Keywords: model-driven engineering, model transformations, object-oriented logic programming, fast 

prototyping, intelligent agent development, semantic web service development, MOF, UML, OCL, Flora, 

ATL. 
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Resumo 
 

 

UML (Unified Modeling Language) transpôs sua proposta inicial de servir como notação 

visual para construir rascunhos de modelos de alto nível para software orientado a objetos. 

Uma série de extensões para a linguagem e o escopo de suas aplicações foram propostas 

com forte sinergia entre si, tais como OCL, XMI, ASL, MOF, perfis UML e diferentes 

propostas de semântica formal. Enquanto estas extensões constituem-se em um ponto de 

partida para tornar UML o elemento pivô para as visões de Engenharia Dirigida a Modelos 

(EDM) e Web Semântica (WS), muitos outros elementos continuam ausentes, incluindo: 

(1) semântica formal completa para UML e OCL; (2) máquina de inferência para UML, 

baseada em tal semântica para dar suporte à verificação de modelos e raciocínio com 

agentes inteligentes que fazem uso de ontologias especificadas via UML na web semântica; 

(3) compiladores UML para permitir geração de código estrutural e comportamental de 

forma totalmente automática a partir de modelos UML/OCL. 

Nesta tese, nós apresentamos o arcabouço MODELOG, baseado em uma única 

proposta para resolver estas três questões: Um mapeamento automático de modelos 

UML/OCL para programas lógicos orientados a objetos em Flora-2, uma linguagem 

executável, Turing completa e com uma semântica formal bem definida. 

 Nós desenvolvemos o mapeamento do MODELOG através de transformações de 

modelos seguindo a visão EDM. Como fonte destas transformações, nós reusamos os meta-

modelos providos pela OMG para UML 2.0 e OCL 2.0 e, como destino, nós 

desenvolvemos um meta-modelo para Flora-2.  Nós também experimentamos e 

comparamos duas linguagens para implementar as transformações: a linguagem ATL, 

destinada à especificação de transformações EDM e que é baseada em OCL, e a própria 

linguagem Flora, que pode também ser utilizada como uma linguagem de transformação de 

modelos. Como estudo de caso para validar o MODELOG, nós desenvolvemos o jogo de 

montagem de polígonos chamado Triangram. Trata-se de um jogo que envolve tarefas 

típicas da inteligência artificial, como tarefas de planejamento, a serem executadas por 

agentes. Adicionalmente, o triangram requer uma hierarquia de classes complexa 

adicionada de especificações estruturais e comportamentais. O modelo PSM Flora para este 

jogo foi gerado automaticamente a partir de seus modelos UML/OCL através da aplicação 

das transformações EDM do MODELOG. 

 A principal originalidade desta tese é dupla. Primeiro, ela simultaneamente ataca 

várias lacunas em UML em seus novos papéis: linguagem de especificação formal, EDM, 

serviços da web semântica e engenharia de software para agentes inteligentes. Segundo, ela 

faz isto sem precisar adicionar novas linguagem intermediárias, mas reusando uma já 

consolidada e eficientemente implementada. Em contraste, trabalhos prévios são aplicados 

apenas a uma ou duas aplicações de UML e, adicionalmente, propõem novas linguagens 

intermediárias para estes fins. Esta tese traz contribuições para vários campos: 

• Para EDM, ela mostra que é factível a geração automática de código executável 

estrutural e comportamental a partir de modelos PIM, especificados com 
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UML/OCL, através de um estudo de caso complexo envolvendo raciocínio 

automático; 

• Para o desenvolvimento ágil, ela reconcilia a robustez de métodos formais com a 

prototipagem rápida e testes antecipados, desde que o código gerado por 

MODELOG, além de ser executável, permite a verificação de modelos 

UML/OCL; 

• Para UML e OCL, ela provê uma semântica formal denotacional integrada em 

Sequential Transaction Frame Logic, na qual Flora é baseada; 

• Para a programação em lógica, ela provê meta-modelos compostos de todas as 

linguagens que integram a plataforma Flora, clarificando suas relações e as 

colocando como possíveis linguagens fonte ou destino para uma variedade de 

tarefas EDM, tais como verificação de modelos e prototipagem rápida. 

Adicionalmente, esta tese também provê um caminho de desenvolver programas 

lógicos através de processos de desenvolvimento de software orientado a 

objetos já consolidados; 

• Para a engenharia de software para agentes inteligentes, ela mostra como 

combinar vantagens complementares dos paradigmas lógico e orientado a 

objetos, os dois mais amplamente reusados no desenvolvimento de agentes 

inteligentes; 

• Para o desenvolvimento de serviços na web semântica, ela introduz uma técnica 

EDM que permite especificar tais serviços com modelos UML através de 

ferramentas CASE já consolidadas e, posteriormente, gerar automaticamente a 

sua especificação no padrão SWSL, proposto pela W3C, e que é uma variante 

de Flora baseada em XML para representar serviços da web semântica. 

 

Palavras-chave: engenharia dirigida a modelos, transformações de modelos, programação lógica orientada a 

objetos, prototipação rápida, desenvolvimento de agentes inteligentes, desenvolvimento de serviços nas web 

semântica, MOF, UML, OCL, Flora, ATL. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction and Motivation 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________ 
 
“Nothing is lost, nothing is created, all is transformed.” 

    Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier (1743-1794) 

____________________________________________ 
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In recent years, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Booch et al., 1998] has far 

outgrown its initial purpose as a standard visual notation for constructing intuitive, high-

level blueprint models of object-oriented software. A series of extension to the language 

and to its application scope have fed-off each other in synergy. The main incorporated, 

proposed or associated extensions to the language are the following: 

• The incorporated functional object-oriented language OCL (Object Constraint 

Language) [Warmer and Kleppe, 2003] standard, a declarative textual 

annotation language to specify complex logical and algorithmic constraints 

among any element of an UML model; 

• The associated XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [Grose et al., 2002] standard, 

an XML-based concrete textual syntax for UML models extended with object-

oriented reflective functionalities to make them persistent, exchange among 

various CASE tools and send them as messages through networks; 

• The associated Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [Poole et al., 2001] [OMGa, 2006] 

standard, a visual abstract syntax to specify computational languages, data 

models and meta-data models based on the UML class diagram; 

• The proposal for Action Semantics Language (ASL) [Mellor and Balcer, 2002], 

an imperative textual annotation language to specify fine-grained behaviors as 

procedures in programming language independent fashion; 

• The proposals for formal semantics of UML and OCL, such as [Gogolla and 

Parisi-Presicce, 1998], [Börger et al., 2000] [Rodrigues, 2000] [Eshuis and 

Wieringa, 2001] [Aredo, 2002], [Kuske et al., 2002], [Varro, 2002];  

• The UML 2.0 profiles [OMGb, 2006] [OMGc, 2006], each one extending 

standard UML with elements corresponding to the constructs of a specific 

implementation platform or a modeling domain; 

• The proposals for Agent UML [AUML, 2006] that extends UML with new 

elements to model intelligent agents and multi-agent systems.  

These language extensions were motivated by a set of application scope extensions 

that includes:  

1. UML as a visual syntax for data and meta-data modeling; 

2. UML as a visual syntax for computational language and middleware design; 

3. UML as a low-level, semi-formal specification language to build models detailed 

and precise enough so that full structural and behavioral source code can be 

generated from them; 

4. UML as a formal specification language for automated model checking and 

verification; 

5. UML as a knowledge representation language for intelligent agents.  
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These extensions are associated with ambitious OMG (Object Management Group)
1
 

and W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)
2
 standardization efforts to bring about far-

reaching innovative visions to the software industry:  

• Extensions 1 to 4 are associated with the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
3
 

initiative [Kleppe et al., 2003], which aims at (a) separating business modeling 

concerns from implementation platform concerns, (b) separating application 

domain specific business modeling from modeling computational services that 

recur across application domains and (c) automating many steps of the software 

engineering process; 

• Extension 5 is associated with the Semantic Web (SW) initiative [Davies et al., 

2003], which aims at providing web-published domain ontologies as knowledge 

bases to be reused by intelligent information gathering and e-business agents for 

autonomous reasoning, communication, negotiation and cooperation. 

While the UML extensions mentioned above constitute a sound starting point to 

make UML the pivotal element for the MDE and SW visions, many other building blocks 

are still missing from UML before it can truly play this role. The following sections discuss 

some of them. 

Formal Development and Model Checking 

UML specifications and models are far more precise and less ambiguous than their natural 

language counterparts. They go a long way into facilitating communication between all the 

actors involved in the development of a system. However, the current UML standard is 

merely semi-formal, since its semantics is only defined in natural language rather than in 

some rigorous mathematical notation. This severely hinders the construction and use of 

automatic development tools for model verification, behavioral code generation and code 

testing in UML-based system engineering processes. To overcome this limitation, various 

proposals have recently been put forward to provide formal semantics to various UML 

diagrams [Gogolla and Parisi-Presicce, 1998], [Börger et al., 2000] [Rodrigues, 2000] 

[Eshuis and Wieringa, 2001] [Aredo, 2002], [Kuske et al., 2002], [Varro, 2002]. These 

proposals are very diverse in terms of the formal languages they use to describe UML 

diagrams and the development task automation functionalities that can be provided by tools 

relying on these languages. However, these proposals share a common tendency to: 

• focus only on OCL, in isolation, outside of their context provided by the 

diagrams that they adorn; 

• provide only operational semantics, but no denotational or axiomatic semantics. 

This is problematic since the first is generally thought to be helpful in practice 

mainly to CASE tool developers, while the second and the third are generally 

thought to be better geared towards language designers and application 

designers, respectively [Gupta, 1999]; 

                                                 
1
 http://www.omg.org/ 

2
 http://www.w3.org 

3
 Also named Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) or Model-Driven Development (MDD). 
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• rely on structurally impoverished imperative or functional formal languages that 

do not fit well the structure rich object-oriented paradigm used in most UML-

based development processes; 

• rely on low-level, and often quite arcane formal languages [Schmidt, 1997] that 

forces the analyst to get into minute algorithmic details, that ought to be 

abstracted until implementation, or entirely through the use of declarative 

programming [Schmidt, 2001]; 

• rely on a combination of multiples different paradigm languages, typically one 

language to formalize the structural UML model, another one to formalize 

desired temporal properties of the behavioral UML model, another one to 

implement CASE tools reasoning about models using these two formal 

notations, and often yet a different one to implement the system under 

development from the UML model. 

As a result, a development team wishing to leverage these proposals to combine the 

intuitive visual clarity of UML with the rigor, robustness and CASE-tool automation of 

formal methods faces a steep learning curve as well as a large development time overhead 

at the modeling stage. Given that time to market is the most critical factor in most real-life 

development projects, cost-conscious practical approaches are needed to widen the 

applicability scope of formal, UML-based development. 

In this thesis we propose one such alternative approach, the first one to date to 

provide an unified formal semantics for UML class diagrams and OCL constraints within a 

single formalism. 

Model-Driven Development and Transformations 

The key idea of the MDE is to shift the emphasis in effort and time during the software life 

cycle away from implementation and testing and towards modeling, meta-modeling and 

model transformations.  In order to reach this goal, MDE prescribes the elaboration of a set 

of standard models. The first one is the CIM (Computational Independent Model) that 

captures application domain ontology of entities and activities independently of the 

requirements of a computational system. The CIM is used as input to the elaboration of the 

PIM (Platform Independent Model), which captures the requirements and design of a 

computational system independently of any target implementation platform. OMG put 

forward UML 2.0 to specify the CIM and PIM. In turn, the PIM serves as input to the 

elaboration of the PSM (Platform Specific Model), a translation of the PIM geared towards 

a specific execution platform. Finally, the PSM serves as input to the generation and the 

test of source code.  

The expected benefits of this MDE approach are twofold. The first is to lower the 

cost of deploying a given application on multiple platforms through reuse of the CIM and 

PIM. The second is to reach a higher level of automation in the development process, 

through the specification of generic transformations among those standard models. In the 

current state of the art, the whole potential for automation has not yet being reached. This is 

due to the fact that OMG standard model transformation language, QVT (Query-View and 

Transformations) [OMGe, 2006] has been published only too recently to be fully supported 

by any CASE tool. Another reason is the lack of an illustrative example of significant size 

to truly validate the feasibility of fully source code generation from a PIM or to serve as a 
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didactic reference guide for QVT (or other alternative model transformation language, such 

as ATL - Atlas Transformation Language [ATL, 2006]) transformation developers. 

In this thesis, we provide the first such example using both ATL and the object-

oriented logic programming language, Flora. The transformations of this example are 

capable of generating an entire structural and behavioral implementation from a PIM 

specified in UML.  

Agile Development and Fast Prototyping 

Agile development process [Cockburn, 2002] is a current trend in the software engineering 

whose main goal is to minimize the amount of effort and time spent in building system 

before obtaining a running testable prototype, as compared with mostly manual object-

oriented, model-based established development process such as RUP [Kruchten, 2000]. 

 There are several methodologically opposite ways to reach this goal.  The first XP 

[Beck, 2000], lowers the level of abstraction at which most time and effort are spent back to 

source code. It views models as non-persistent notes aiming solely as temporary cognitive 

help for the manual immediate production of application and test source code. Those 

models must therefore be very partial, high level with all the refinement of the application’s 

understanding and specification accounting directly of the code level. 

 The history of software engineering has established that the level of abstraction 

provided by mainstream programming language, whether object-oriented (e.g., Java and 

C++) or not (e.g., C and Ada) is far too low to fully support development and evolution 

tasks of a large complex software carried out over a long life cycle by a large team of 

developers subject to high personal turnover. Thus, we view XP as a viable approach to 

agile development only for mid-size short life cycle project developed by stable, small 

teams, using very high level declarative programming languages such as Flora. 

 The second approach to agile development is fully automated MDE, where all the 

costly manual development is invested at the high abstract level of metamodels, UML 

profiles, model transformations, CIMs and PIMs reusable artifacts: while it is clearly less 

agile from XP for a single development project due to the up front investment of multiple 

fully refined models, it becomes far more agile than XP for developing product lines with a 

long life cycle for this initial investment is recoup by not having to write low-level source 

code for each new variant or upgrade of the product. 

 The MODELOG approach that we propose in this thesis tries to combine the best of 

these two approaches: 

• Using a fully automated MDE approach for long agility in large project; 

• Using a very high-level programming platform for fast prototyping and 

testing at very early stage of the development process. 

It overcomes the main drawback of XP with high level platform: mainly that they 

tend to lack (a) key scalability features such as components distribution; (b) sophisticated 

IDE integrated with standard CASE tools for testing and configurations management; and 

(c) a large developer community and consequently scarce didactic literature and open 

sources tools or libraries. 
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Intelligent Agent Development 

There are several differences between agents and objects, but we emphasize here two of 

them. First, agents encapsulate own goals (even if implicitly) in addition to data and 

behavior. Second, agents have decision autonomy to (1) pro-actively execute behavior to 

satisfy their goals and (2) negate or negotiate the execution of a behavior requested by 

another agent, while objects unconditionally execute invoked behavior only reactively. 

The AOSE (Agent-Oriented Software Engineering) methodologies can be classified 

in four groups: 

1. OO methods; 

2. Formal methods; 

3. Agile methods; 

4. Agent-oriented methods. 

 The first group is based on preexistent Object-Oriented Software Engineering 

(OOSE) methodologies. They have a complete development process with notations and 

languages (such as UML and Java) following the OO paradigm to reuse the most succeful 

software engineering paradigm with all its well known advantages. But it also has 

drawbacks: high overhead that prevents the fast prototyping; and lack of a built-in general 

purpose inference engine. Examples of methodologies belonging to this group are: MASB 

Method [Noulin and Brassard, 1996], CoMoMAS [Glaser, 1997] and MAS-

CommonKADS [Iglesias et al., 1998]. 

 The second group extends formal methods. These methodologies use robust 

modeling techniques leveraging languages with formal semantics. However, paradigm 

mismatch between the generally logic-based modeling language and the generally 

imperative implementation language allows introducing source code level semantic errors 

during implementation from a previously verified model. In addition, when the formal 

language is not based on logic, an inference engine cannot be used to verify the model 

preventing automatic reasoning on the model. SLABS [Zhu, 2002] is an example of 

methodology following these features. 

 The third group uses a single step for modeling and implementing the system. In 

such case, the running source code is the model. In contrast, the methodologies pertaining 

to this group disregard the requirement and test phases in the development process. This 

group aims to reach fast prototyping either (1) extending eXtreme Programming [Beck, 

2000] towards AOSE methodologies; or (2) through logic programming that relies on 

programming languages with formal semantics allowing to reconcile formal methods with 

fast prototyping. MASXP [Knublauch, 2002] is an agent-oriented XP extension, while 

CaseLP [Martelli et al., 1998], InteRRap [Müller  and Pischel, 1993],  DESIRE [Brazier et 

al., 1997] and Minerva/LUPS [Alferes et al., 2001] are constraint logic programming with 

agents constructs. 

 The last group refound all such concepts from an entirely new base: an immense 

endeavor for multi-agent systems (such as agent coordination) and disregard consolidate 

paradigms. ZEUS [Nwana et al., 1999], GAIA [Wooldridge et al., 2000], Prometheus 
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[Padgham and Winikoff, 2002] and MaSE [DeLoach, 1999] are examples of AOSE 

methodologies underlying on new, purely, agent-oriented methods. 

Multi-agent systems engineering is far more challenging than “bread and butter” 

software engineering such as information system. It requires integrating a wide array of 

concepts from sophisticated automated reasoning, distributed computing, concurrency, and 

software engineering. For that reason, purely agent-oriented methods have only be used up 

to date for toy projects as proof of concepts, not for any real world large scale system 

development. 

 The strengths of the logic programming paradigm are to provide built-in general 

purpose inference engines integrating multiple reasoning service and to reconcile the agility 

of early testing fastly programmed running prototype with the long term robustness of 

formal methods. 

 The strengths of the object-oriented paradigm are to support the entire software life 

cycle from early requirement to testing and deployment and to benefit from many 

consolidated standard languages, CASE tools and built components providing a variety of 

services. 

 The weaknesses of the logic programming paradigm are precisely the strengths of 

the object-oriented paradigm and vice-versa. While both paradigms have been used 

separately as basis for agent-oriented extension, there is, to the best of our knowledge, only 

a single proposal in previous research for using an integration of objects with logic as the 

basis to develop multi-agent systems: [Damasceno, 2003]. In this work, a team of soccer 

playing agents for the Robocup’s 2D simulation League was first manually modeled at a 

fully refined level with UML and OCL. From such model a Flora implementation of the 

agent was manually developed. MODELOG extends this approach with full structural and 

behavioral automatic code generation using the meta-modeling and model transformation 

technologies from MDE. This leads to a model-driven, model-transformation based AOSE 

approach that reconciles the scalability, reusability and full life-cycle strengths of OO based 

AOSE with: (a) the agility, fast prototyping, early testing of agile AOSE; and (b) the formal 

verification based robustness of formal AOSE. 

In this thesis, we advocate a hybrid object-oriented logic paradigm for the entire 

development process, that we call MODELOG (Model-Oriented Development with 

Executable Logical Object Generation). Within MODELOG, the modeling stage relies on 

UML for object orientation and viewing OCL (Object Constraint Language) as a logical 

language. The implementation and test rely on Flora. They are automatically generated 

through model transformations specified in either ATL or Flora itself. 

Semantic Web Service Development 

Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [Gruber, 1995]. 

They provide a common vocabulary of an area and define the meaning of the terms and the 

relations between them. Ontologies have been applied to different areas, such as 

information retrieval, electronic commerce and intelligent information integration.  

A fundamental decision when building ontologies is the choice of the representation 

language, i.e., the language used to specify it. A set of languages have last been used: F-

Logic [Kifer et al., 1995], CYCL [Lenat and Guha, 1990], LOOM [MacGregor and Bates, 
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1987], Ontolingua [Gruber, 1993], etc. With the advent of the semantic web, many other 

languages have been created: DTD, XMLS, RDF Schema, XOL, OIL, DAML-OIL, OWL 

and SWSL [W3C, 2006], of increasing expressive power.  

SWSL is the most complete formalism to represent ontologies and web services. It 

includes a novel combination of features that hitherto have not been present in a single 

system. SWSL is designed in several layers and Flora-2 is considered the more complete 

platform covering these layers
4
.  

A growing group of researchers advocate UML as a Semantic Web Service (SWS) 

language. It has indeed many advantages over W3C standards in that respect: visual clarity, 

intuitiveness, comprehensive expressiveness, wide user base and the availability of many 

industrial strength case tools for UML model edition and maintenance [Baclawski et al., 

2001] [Cranefield, 2001]. The idea of these works is to use UML as front-end language and 

one of the semantic web languages as the textual language to represent the ontologies and 

web services. However, neither of them uses SWSL and the respective Flora-2 engine as 

representation language and engine to support intelligent agent reasoning with UML 

ontologies and web services. In addition, the main drawback is that, up till now, there is no  

available inference engine to directly reason with web ontology or implement intelligent 

web service represented in UML. Thus SWS modeled in UML must be manually translated 

into a knowledge representation language for which inference engine is available. 

MODELOG make such translation automatic. It thus integrates OMG and W3C 

standards as follows. Adopting UML/OCL as front-end language to represent web service 

ontologies and adopting SWSL as the W3C standard language to represent textually web 

service ontologies, allowing, thus, (1) to represent semantic web service ontologies as well 

as individual web services in a visual and intuitive way; and (2) to reason on semantic web 

service ontologies as well as on individual web services. 

1.1 MODELOG: An Unifying Approach 

Many different proposals have been put forward that tackle one or two of the issues raised 

in the previous section. In this thesis, we present the MODELOG framework based on a 

single proposal that consists of defining an automatic mapping from precise UML fully 

annotated with OCL specification to the object-oriented logic language Flora-2, a 

executable Turing-complete expressive formal language.   

The hypothesis of this thesis is to show that is possible to fully generate automatically 

all the structural and behavioral executable code from UML class diagrams fully refined 

with OCL constraints and specifications for a medium intelligent agent application. The 

next two subsections describe the adopted methodology for showing that this hypothesis is 

consistent. 

The MODELOG mapping is not restricted only to OCL invariants as most of the 

related works. Conversely, it covers: (1) OCL constraints (invariants, pre and post-

conditions); (2) OCL derivation rules; (3) Full code of side-effects free operations specified 

with the body keyword; (4) Full code of operations with side-effects specified as post-

conditions, as indicated in [OMGd, 2006]. 

                                                 
4
 Flora covers 5 of the 7 layers defined in SWSL. It includes all layers except Courteous rules and 

Nonmonotonic Lloyd-Topor layers. 
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In addition, MODELOG does not refine a UML/OCL PIM. As opposite, we propose 

transformations that map a fully refined PIM (UML class diagrams fully annotated with 

OCL specification)  to Flora PSM, i.e., no additional information previously not stated in 

the source model is added to the generated target model. 

The long term vision of MODELOG contributes to various sub-fields of computer 

science. MODELOG has potential to address simultaneously all issues previously 

presented. This vision is illustrated in Fig. 1-1 that shows the MODELOG as the point of 

synergy between different areas hereabout not interacting. However, this thesis focuses on 

one of them that is to allow fast prototyping of intelligent agents by fully automated Flora 

code generation from UML and OCL specification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1: MODELOG full potential and envisioned contributions 

A MDE Approach: Transforming UML and OCL Models into Flora 
Programs 

To generate Flora code from UML and OCL specification is a clear case where we may 

employ MDE because we must (1) transform a platform independent model (UML and 

OCL) to a platform specific model (Flora); and (2) transform this generated PSM (set of the 

generated EMF
5
 objects following Flora metamodel) to the Flora textual source code.  

                                                 
5
 Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [Budinsky et al., 2004] is a framework on which the MODELOG is 

implemented. In fact, MODELOG generates EMF objects according to the Flora metamodel. More details are 

later presented. 
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The system building process according to the MDE approach may be summarily 

described in four steps: (1) to define the source metamodel; (2) to define the target 

metamodel; (3) to specify the transformations on elements from source metamodel to target 

metamodel; and (4) to automatically execute the transformations specified in the step (3). 

In this thesis, we reused both UML and OCL metamodels provided by the OMG 

Group [OMGb, 2006] [OMGc, 2006] [OMGd, 2006] and developed a MOF metamodel to 

the Flora language, an expressive multi-paradigm language that integrates object-oriented, 

logic and procedural aspects in a concise syntax and formal, logic-based semantics. 

Given the source and target metamodels, the next steps within the MDE vision in 

order to make MODELOG reach their initial goal were: (1) to specify the transformation 

rules between these metamodels; (2) to traverse all the EMF objects generated from UML 

and OCL to Flora in order to generate the textual Flora source code; and (3) implement 

these transformations. We have adopted ATL as language to specify and implement the 

transformations rules. However, for various parts of the transformations, we have 

experimented Flora itself as transformation language.  

Triangram Case Study 

In order to illustrate and validate the UML-OCL mapping, we have created the Triangram, 

an intelligent agent solving a particular variation of tangram geometric puzzle. The goal of 

the puzzle is to rearrange the tangram pieces (also named tans) which are triangles 

available on the table to form regular hexagons.  

 Triangram is formed by: (1) UML class diagram containing 27 classes and diverse 

relationships, such as generalization, association and association-classes; (2) More than 400 

lines of OCL specification illustrating the use of invariants, derive, pre and post-conditions, 

let expressions and body constructor completely specifying methods of classes; (3) Object 

diagram containing instances that form a snapshot of the system at a point of the time ; and 

(4) The Flora code generated containing the taxonomy and fact bases corresponding to (1), 

(2) and (3) and the rule base resulting from the OCL mapping. Furthermore, Triangram is a 

representative and non-trivial case study able to illustrate the PIM and PSM specifications 

and to validate our transformation definitions and execution. 

The transformation consists of  more than 1000 lines of ATL. By applying them to 

the UML and OCL PIM of the application, the entire 1050 lines of structural and behavioral 

Flora code implementing the model were fully automatically generated
6
.  

Triangram is a rich, complex and representative case study for transformations 

involving PIM specified by UML-OCL models and PSM specified in Flora code.  

Moreover, it fits well as an intelligent agent application since requires search strategies and 

reasoning to be performed by agents involved in the application. 

                                                 
6
 In the current version, MODELOG has fully automatically generated PSM Flora objects from UML/OCL 

specifications. However, the task of generating textual Flora source code from the PSM Flora objects is not 

completely finished yet, but it constitutes itself a very trivial task that will be straightforwardly reached by 

traversing the PSM Flora objects structure. 
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Insight: Single Transformation to Overcome Many Limitations 

Automatically mapping a set of precisely OCL-annotated UML diagrams to a 

corresponding Flora program can form the basis for the key missing building blocks that 

we mentioned before. This is possible thanks to the special versatility of Flora language: 

 

• Flora is a formal specification language with coinciding well-defined model-

theoretic semantics of denotational flavor and proof-theoretic semantics with 

both axiomatic and operational flavors ; 

• Flora is a general-purpose, Turing-complete, object-oriented, logic 

programming language; 

• Flora is a data modeling, data definition, transactional data manipulation and 

data query language that subsumes relational, deductive, object-oriented and 

object-relational database languages; 

• Flora is a declarative rule-based language to specify and implement 

transformations between object-oriented structures; 

• Flora is a knowledge representation language to define, query and reason with 

ontologies that include inheritance hierarchies of structured concepts, complex 

logical constraints among the attributes of these concepts, rules to derive new 

concept instances from defined ones and update operations in a concept instance 

base.  

In addition, the freely available efficient inference engine Flora-2 implements 

automated non-monontonic deductive, abductive default reasoning and inheritance 

reasoning. 

1.2 Scope of the Thesis 

We present in the subsequent sections the consolidated contributions of this thesis.  

During the process of developing the MODELOG mapping from UML/OCL to 

Flora, we have classified issues in object-oriented logic programming as well as in meta-

modeling and model transformations. We discuss each of them in the due relevant chapter 

of the thesis. They constitute minor complementary contribution of our work. 

The main originality of this thesis is twofold. First, it simultaneously tackles various 

advanced UML applications such as semantic web ontologies and agents, UML formal 

semantics, UML model transformation, and code generation and verification from UML 

models. Second, it does so without putting forward any new language but only by reusing a 

theoretically consolidated and efficiently implemented one. In contrast, previous proposals 

tend be limited to one or two such applications while often proposed new languages. 

1.2.1 Contributions to Agile Development and Code Generation 

Since changing a model means changing the software, MDE approach helps support agile 

software development allowing to completely specify the models without hindering the 

building system process because the implementation phase will be automatically executed.  

 Fast prototyping is the main goal of agile development. Considering UML and OCL 

as standards for defining PIMs and Flora as an executable PSM, the MODELOG turns 
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feasible the fast prototyping of any system whose PIM is specified through the OMG 

standards. In addition, MODELOG appears as a pioneer work in generating behavioral 

code from OCL specifications able not only to verify constraints, but also execute methods 

with or without side-effects in a declarative and executable platform. Moreover, it also is 

able to deduce derived properties specified with OCL. 

1.2.2 Contributions to OOLP 

Since modern logical programming involves languages and platforms that tightly integrate 

multiple paradigms and purposes, we have defined several metamodels for that. All of them 

were built in a compositional approach that faithfully mirrors their structure as a simple 

core and a set of largely orthogonal and complementary extensions. With such an approach, 

one starts by independently metamodeling the core and each extension in a separate 

package, to then assemble them together. Therefore, more than a complex metamodel to the 

Flora language, we have built one metamodel for each one of the logical formalism 

involved in this final platform. 

Another important contribution of this thesis to Object-Oriented Logic 

Programming (OOLP) is that generating code from UML and OCL it is in effect 

incorporate OOLP into the general full life cycle and industrial-strength CASE tool 

supported OOSE methods. The benefits with this integration are mutual. On the one hand, 

it encourages applications developed following logical paradigm to adopt the development 

of high-level models before starting the implementation phase, taking advantage, hence, of 

the UML and OCL standards and their visual clarity and wide user base. On the other hand, 

software development processes and methodologies that make use of UML and OCL may 

take advantage from logical programming-based applications being provided by a powerful 

platform able to make intelligent reasoning on their high-level specifications, in effect, 

combining, in a simple formalism, the advantages of abstract model verification and 

concrete instance testing. 

1.2.3 Contributions to Model-Driven Development and Transformations 

Concerning MDE, the research proposed: (1) turns feasible the complete structural and 

behavioral code generation from UML diagrams (PIM) to Flora code (PSM); (2) proposes 

and uses Flora as an declarative and executable model transformation language; (3) gives a 

meta-model to Flora-2 and hence allows it to reach their full potential as a general PSM 

standard for fast prototyping emergent applications; and (4) constitutes, as far as we know, 

the first medium-size case study that validate the feasibility of fully automated model 

transformation flavor of MDE. 

1.2.4 Contributions to Intelligent Agent Development 

MODELOG combines the complementary advantages of logical programming (seen by 

many researchers as the paradigm most appropriate for implementing the reasoning of 

intelligent agents) with object-oriented paradigm by its facilities and wide number of tools 

for fully supporting it.   

UML-OCL and Flora emerge as best choices for modeling and implementing 

intelligent agent-based systems, respectively. In addition, the automated mapping among 

modeling and codification task is a key aspect of the most modern trends in software 

engineering, information systems, databases and artificial intelligence. Therefore, 
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MODELOG agglomerates the main strengths of the main groups of Agent-Oriented 

Software Engineering (AOSE) methodologies, by:  

(1) Reusing technologies already well-consolidate of OO paradigm-based AOSE;  

(2) Using robust modeling techniques derived from its formal semantics of formal 

methods-based AOSE;  

In addition, the Triangram case study is a rich, complex and representative case 

study for transformations from UML-OCL to Flora code.  Moreover, it fits well as an 

intelligent agent application since requires search strategies and reasoning to be performed 

by the agents involved in the application. Together, all these features aforementioned carry 

out the triangram as an important contribution of this thesis to the community of MDE and 

intelligent agent development. 

1.2.5 Contributions to UML-based Formal Development 

Concerning Formal Methods, the research proposed: (1) gives a formal semantics to UML 

class diagrams and OCL expressions in a single, simple, declarative and object-oriented 

language; and (2) offers a tool to verify UML models adorned with OCL constraints, 

checking consistency and completeness of each artifact and across artifacts; 

1.2.6 Contributions to Semantic Web Service Development 

Concerning the Semantic Web, the research proposed puts together three complementary 

works but till then not combined: (1) UML and OCL as front-end language to specify 

ontologies and web services; (2) SWSL as textual language to represent web services 

ontology; and (3) Flora as inference engine for reasoning with SWSL specifications. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the UML 

and OCL languages as well as their related technologies. In addition, in this chapter we 

detail MDE and the role that UML-OCL play in this approach. In Chapter 3 we introduce 

and justify the MODELOG choices according to a set of criteria also defined in this 

chapter. In Chapter 4, we present the OOLP paradigm. This paradigm is illustrated through 

the Flora-2 language and their respective theoretical foundation: STFL. Both are the target 

languages involved in the MODELOG transformations. They are presented through a 

compositional metamodel, emphasizing how each formalism and language fits in the final 

target metamodel. In Chapter 5, we describe the MODELOG framework and its 

architecture as well as all the transformations specifying how to transform UML-OCL into 

Flora. In addition, the application that automatically executes these transformations is 

presented and discussed. In Chapter 6, we detail the case study built to validate and 

illustrate the MODELOG transformations. In this chapter, all the transformations specified 

and discussed in Chapter 5 are illustrated by some excerpt of the Triangram case study. In 

Chapter 7, we introduce the main related works with MODELOG, emphasizing their 

limitations and in which points they differ from this thesis. Finally, we make some 

conclusions and remarks in Chapter 8, where the main contributions and limitations of this 

work are stated. 
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2 MDE and OMG Languages 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________ 

This chapter introduces the UML and related standards provided by the OMG 

consortium. In particular, OCL and MOF are detailed due to their crucial role 

in the MDE vision. In order to illustrate some of the main artifacts of these 

standards, we provide in this chapter some excerpts from the case study 

presented in Chapter 6. Finally, we present an important gap in MOF to reuse 

metamodels and propose a new facility that addresses it.  

____________________________________________ 
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This chapter introduces MDE (Model-Driven Engineering) and related standards provided 

by the OMG consortium. They are crucial for understanding the MODELOG core and its 

contributions. Since the OMG has often released several standard proposals, we present in 

this section only six of them used in this thesis. First, we present the main concepts 

involving the MDE approach. Second, we present the MOF (Meta Object Facility) 

formalism, proposed to construct metamodels, models of models. Third, we present UML 

(Unified Modeling Language), focusing on the UML class diagrams and its metamodel. 

Fourth, we present XMI (XML Metadata Ingerchange), an XML-based textual format 

modeling language to persistently store and exchange over networks MOF and UML 

graphical specifications. Fifth, we present the semi-formal OCL (Object Constraint 

Language) language and its metamodel. Sixth, we present QVT (Query, Views and 

Transformations) language, a proposal for specifying queries, views and transformations on 

models. We also present in this chapter, the ATL (Atlas Transformation Language), an 

alternative transformation language that overcomes some of the QVT limitations. In 

addition, we present an innovation of our work concerning metamodel reuse that constitutes 

a minor and complementary contribution of this thesis. Finally, we finish this chapter by 

putting the MDE and OMG languages together in an overall figure. 

2.1 Model-Driven Engineering 

MDE is a software engineering approach defined by the OMG. Its main goal is to speed-up 

the development process by providing the highest possible level of automation for the 

following tasks: implementation, migration from one implementation platform to another, 

evolution from one version to the next, integration with other software.  

2.1.1 Motivation 

Four main problems in the traditional software development process have motivated the 

MDE proposal [Kleppe et al., 2003]: 

• The productivity problem – in order to reduce time to market of the next product 

or release, the requirements and analysis steps of the software development 

process do not receive the necessary attention. This is the reason Extreme 

Programming (XP) [Beck, 2000] has rapidly become popular; 

• The portability problem – Every year new technologies are invented and become 

popular. As consequence, the software needs either be ported to the new 

middleware and platforms or make changes in its codification; 

• The interoperability problem – software systems need to communicate with each 

other. As new software components to be integrated emerged, more important is 

how you have developed your software to guarantee its interoperability; 

• The maintenance problem – documentation has been a weak link in the software 

development process. Frequently there is no time to produce them appropriately. 

Once the code has been altered, this problem is aggravated. 

2.1.2 CIM, PIM and PSM 

The key idea of the MDE is to shift the emphasis in effort and time during the software life 

cycle away from implementation and testing and towards modeling, meta-modeling and 

model transformations.  In order to reach this goal, MDE prescribes the elaboration of a set 
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of standard models. The first one is the CIM (Computational Independent Model) that 

captures an organization’s ontology and activities independently of the requirements of a 

computational system. The CIM is used as input for the elaboration of the PIM (Platform 

Independent Model), which captures the requirements and design of a computational 

system independently of any targets implementation platform. OMG put forward UML and 

OCL to specify the PIM. In turn, the PIM serves as input for the elaboration of the PSM 

(Platform Specific Model), a translation of the PIM geared towards a specific platform. 

Finally, the PSM serves as input to both the implementation and the test generation.  

The expected benefits of this MDE approach are twofold. The first is to lower the 

cost of deploying a given application on multiple platforms through reuse of the CIM and 

PIM. The second is to reach a higher level of automation in the development process, 

through the specification of transformations among those standard models.  

2.1.3 Vision 

Traditional software development process is iterative and code-driven. Fig. 2-1 shows the 

main steps of a typical process that starts with the requirements elicitation (UML + Natural 

Language) followed by analysis and design (UML model). The result of these three initial 

steps is a set of diagrams (e.g., class diagrams, use-cases and sequence diagrams) and 

documents partially specifying the functional and not-functional requirements and design 

(UML models). They incorporate several levels of information and abstractions, including 

platform-dependent decisions, mixing hence two orthogonal concerns: business refinement 

and translation to a specific plataform on which the software must be implemented. 

Normally, much the time is spent in coding and testing. In Fig. 2-1, the artifacts produced 

from each step are distributed in the horizontal axis (representing the executability scale) 

and in the vertical axis (representing the abstraction scale).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Current Standard Practice: Object-oriented development 

 There is gap between the diagrams and the code resulting from the three-first steps 

of the process. Since the iterative process is frequently followed only to the last two steps 

(programmer’s shortcut), this gap turns bigger always the system evolves and changes are 

done in the code. 
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The MDE approach currently pursued by mostly MDE followers, illustrated in Fig. 

2-2, differs from the traditional approach previously shown in the following aspect: The 

first-two steps result in a set of machine-processable models. The diagrams of the analysis 

step may be partially manually generated from the requirement step, whereas the source 

code may be fully manually generated from the application realization PSM that in turn 

may be also fully manually generated from the application realization PIM (also fully 

manually generated from the application specification PIM). As shown in Fig. 2-2, there is 

no mixing of concerns, since the business refinement is fully reach by traversing the 

abstraction scale (vertical axis), whereas the translation to a specific platform is fully 

reached by traversing the executability scale (horizontal axis). 

In the current state of the art, the whole potential for automation has not yet being 

reached. This is due to the fact that OMG standard model transformation language, QVT 

(Query-View and Transformations) has been published only few months ago and 

consequently is not yet fully supported by any tool. Another reason is the lack of a large 

scale example illustrating the practical use of QVT or other alternative model 

transformation language, such as ATL (Atlas Transformation Language). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Today’s MDE:  Extreme modeling  

 The MDE approach to be pursued by the most of the MDE followers, illustrated in 

Fig. 2-3, differs from the currently pursued MDE approach previously shown in the 

following aspect: The design and codification steps are automatically generated from the 

previous one. The automation is guaranteed by tools that must implement transformations 

on the artifacts produced by different steps of the life cycle. The code is completely 

generated from its formal specification. 

In short, we can identify the following building blocks of the MDE framework: 

• High-level models, written in one or more standard, well-defined language, 

that are consistent, precise, and contain enough information about the 

system; 

• Definitions of how a PIM is transformed to a specific PSM and how a PSM 

is transformed to code (and vice-versa), that can be automatically executed; 
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• A language to write these definitions. This language must be interpreted by 

transformation tools. Thus, it must be a formal language; 

• Tools that implement and execute transformation definitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Tomorrow’s MDE: UML Programming 

2.1.4 Models, Metamodels and Metametamodels 

UML is a formalism to build models. MDE approach is based on transformations PIM-

PIM, PIM-PSM, PIM-Code, etc. Nevertheless, these transformations map concepts. For 

instance, to transform an UML model into Java code, the transformation is specified in 

terms of concepts of the different formalisms of modeling: an UML class into a Java class 

or an UML attribute into a Java attribute. Thus, it is necessary to express the concepts of 

the formalisms involved in the transformations. They are expressed by metamodels. 

Another formalism, named metalanguage, is required to write metamodels. Figures 2-4 and 

2-5 (extracted from [Klepper and Warmer, 2003]) illustrate these relations between the 

formalisms and models used in the MDE approach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Models and Metamodels in MDE approach  
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Figure 2-5: Language and meta-languages in MDE approach 

2.1.5 Operations on Models 

MDE promotes models as central elements of the software development process. This has 

increased the demand for operations to be realized on models in the different stages of the 

software cycle life (analysis, design, design, test and implementation phases).  These 

operations usually take models as input and return another (transformed) model as output. 

The range of models operations used during a MDE development process is wide: edition, 

abstraction, refinement, merging, alignment, refactoring, querying, verification, execution, 

storage, mappings, etc.  

Most operations on models are based on model transformations. A model 

transformation can have vertical or horizontal dimensions [France and Bieman, 2001]. 

Vertical transformations occur when a source model is transformed into a target model at a 

different level of abstraction. Model abstraction and model refinement are examples of 

vertical transformations. The former has a more abstract model as output, whereas the latter 

has a less abstract model as output. Code generation from a UML model into a target 

programming language is an example of model refinement
7
 and the inverse process 

(reverse engineering) in an example of model abstraction. A horizontal transformation 

occurs when a source model is transformed to a target model that is at the same level of 

abstraction as the source model. Horizontal transformations are carried out to support 

model evolution. [Judson et al., 2003] identifies three types of model evolution: 

• Corrective evolution is concerned with correcting errors in design; 

• Adaptive evolution is concerned with modifying a design to 

accommodate changes in requirements; 

• Perfective evolution is concerned with modifying a design to enhance 

existing features. 

                                                 
7
 Since some detail be added (refined) from the model to the code generated. In case of the code generated be 

exactly as specified in the model, we have model mappings instead of model refinement. 
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Model refactoring refers to the transformations that support perfective model 

evolution. Fig. 2-6 illustrates the code generation (from a PSM) operation, whereas Fig. 2-7 

shows the refactoring operation applied at the PIM level
8
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Code generation model operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Refactoring at PIM level model operation 

 No tool implements all the possible operations on models. Available ones are 

focused on two or three operations. Thus, several tools are needed to support the complete 

set of operations often required by a MDE approach. Frequently, different tools use 

different standards and have different understanding of the same model operation. 

Therefore, interoperability tools are needed to connect these tools. Model-Bus [Blanc et al., 

2004] is an example of environment providing interoperability services among the most 

varied MDE CASE tools. 

                                                 
8
 The refactoring operation may be applied at any level of abstraction in the MDE process: CIM, PIM, PSM 

or even the code. 
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2.1.6 Model and Metamodel Manipulation APIs 

A metamodel may be represented either in textual format or as objects of an oriented-object 

language. Currently, there are one standard textual format, XMI (XML Metadata 

Interchange) [Grose et al., 2002], and two options for the object-oriented language option: 

JMI (Java Metadata Interface)
9
 and EMF (Eclipse Model Framework)

10
, both using Java 

objects. A metamodel in the XMI format is represented as an XML Schema or a DTD 

(Data Type Definition) [Birberck et al., 2001]. This way, the models that instantiates the 

metamodel are represented by valid XML documents according to that XMLS or DTD, as 

shown in Fig. 2-8. On the other hand, JMI and EMF use Java classes as structure to 

represent metamodels while Java objects represent the instantiated models, as shown in Fig. 

2-9.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Metamodels and models represented as XML documents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-9: Metamodels and models represented as Java classes and objects 

2.2 MOF 

The OMG has raised MOF (Meta Object Facility) as the language for describing 

metamodels.  As any language, MOF has its own metamodel, named meta-metamodel.   

The MOF metadata framework is typically described as a four layer architecture commonly 

called OMG metadata architecture, as shown in Fig. 2-10. This architecture presents the 

layers M0 and M1 as data and the layers M2 and M3 as metadata, called metamodels. M3 

                                                 
9
 http://java.sun.com/products/jmi/  

10
 http://www.eclipse.org/emf/  
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permits to describe the constructors used in M2 as well M2 does to M1, both, by using 

meta-modelling constructs provided by a single meta-metamodel called MOF model. For 

instance, an UML model (M1) is an instance of the UML metamodel (M2) described with 

MOF. Thus, the UML metamodel is in turn an instance of the MOF model (M3).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-10: OMG meta data A\architecture 

 

 MOF is a language for describing other languages. For instance, the UML 

metamodel, which describes the UML elements and their semantic restrictions, is an MOF 

model example.   

 MOF is based on UML and it allows building metamodels as class diagrams 

annotated with OCL constraints, i.e., it allows describing the concepts and their relations by 

means of classes, attributes, operations and associations. Thus, we can see a MOF model as 

an UML class diagram describing models
11

. MOF reuses constructs from UML class 

diagrams at the meta-level as illustrated in the table 2-1. For this reason, we postpone the 

illustration of the MOF syntax to the subsection 2.3 together with the UML class diagram 

syntax.  

 Additionally, the MOF definition includes a specification of the interface for a MOF 

repository. This interface allows one to query information about M1 models from a MOF-

based repository. It is defined by using CORBA-IDL and it is thus usable in many 

environments. For instance, JMI is a Java native interface providing the same functionality.  

 The MOF is also used to define an interchange format for M1 models. Any 

language provided by a MOF metamodel is able to generate interchange format for its 

models in that language. This interchange format is XML-based and is called XMI. It has a 

crucial role in order to provide interoperability between modeling tools. Since MOF is 

defined using itself, XMI can be used to generate standard interchange formats for 

meteamodels as well [Klepper et al., 2003].  

 Within MDE, MOF plays a crucial role because it allows specifying metamodels 

and  it also provides interfaces for getting information about them. In addition, from the 

                                                 
11

 However, UML contains many other elements not present in MOF, such as those required for statecharts, 

interactions, use cases, and so on. Since these elements are not currently covered by the MODELOG, they are 

not  detailed in this thesis. 
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MOF definitions of two different languages L1 and L2 (layer M2), one can specify 

transformations from L1 to L2, e.g., and apply these transformations on a L1 model (layer 

M1) in order to automatically generate a L2 model (layer M1). Without a standard language 

to describe metamodels, transformations could not be defined properly and the MDE 

approach would be very difficult to realize. As such, the MOF is the core enabling 

technology for MDE. [Klepper et al., 2003]. 

 

UML  Models  MOF Models  

class meta-class 

attribute meta-attribute 

operation meta-operation 

association meta-association 

package meta-package 

class diagram metamodel or MOF 

model 

Table 2-1: UML and MOF constructors 

 

Overview of the MOF 2.0 Metamodel 

There are some metamodel languages that do not allow specifying meta-association 

between metaclasses. This restriction is mainly incorporated by those languages underlying 

on Java frameworks since Java does not support the concept of associations. Thus, certainly 

some issues should be raised at the moment of generating model operation APIs from  

metamodels incorporating such meta-associations [Blanc, 2005]. For instance, Ecore is a 

metamodel language that incorporates this restriction. It underlies on EMF framework that 

in turn allows generating Java APIs from Ecore metamodels.  

In order to provide these two flavors of constructing metamodels (with or without 

meta-association), MOF 2.0 was decomposed into two parts: (1) EMOF (Essential MOF) 

for metamodels without meta-associations; and (2) CMOF (Complete MOF) for 

metamodels with meta-associations. 
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UML:: Infrastructure: :Core

MOF

Constructs

PrimitiveTypes

CMOFEMOF

Basic

<<import>> <<import>>

<<import>><<merge>>
<<merge>>

Since the most part of the MOF 2.0 concepts come from UML 2.0, the former 

reuses the UML 2.0 metamodel. In particular, MOF reuses the UML Infrastructure::Core
12

 

metamodel sub-package as shown in Fig. 2-11. While EMOF reuses the 

UML::Infrastucture::Core::Basic sub-package, CMOF reuses the 

UML::Infrastucture::Core::Constructs sub-package that introduces the UML association 

concept. The complete UML 2.0 metamodel is written in CMOF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-11: MOF 2.0 packages 

 

2.3 UML 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Booch et al., 1998] is a diagrammatic and textual 

language for specification and modeling in Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE).  

 To visualize a system from different perspectives, UML offers several diagrams that 

represent the structural and behavioral aspects of a system. Structural diagrams (such as 

class, object, component and deployment diagrams) model the static points of a system. 

Behavioral diagrams (such as use case, sequence, collaboration, statechart and activity 

diagrams) model the dynamic part of a system, representing changes over time and space.  

                                                 
12

 The UML 2.0 metamodel is divided into two metamodels: Infrastructure and Superstructure. The 

Infrastructure metamodel is in turn divided into two packages: Core and Profiles. These relations are detailed 

in Section 2.3.3 of this Chapter. 
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2.3.1 The Evolving Purpose of UML 

The initial purpose of UML was to provide a standard language for writing software 

artifacts in a way to facilitate its visualization, specification, construction and 

documentation. Since UML is the more complete and more used object-oriented language 

in the world, we can say that UML has reached its initial purpose. 

In recent years, UML has far outgrown this initial purpose. A series of extension to 

the language and to its application scope have fed-off each other in synergy. The main 

incorporated, proposed or associated extensions to the language are the following: 

• The associated Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [Poole et al., 2001] standard, a 

visual abstract syntax to specify computational languages, data models and 

meta-data models, that reuses the structural core of UML; 

• The incorporated Object-Constraint Language (OCL) [Warmer and Kleppe, 

2003] standard, a declarative, functional and object-oriented textual annotation 

language to specify complex logical and algorithmic constraints among elements 

of UML models and MOF metamodels; 

• The associated XMI standard, an XML-based concrete textual syntax for UML 

models and MOF metamodels; 

• The proposal for Action Semantics Language (ASL) [Mellor and Balcer, 2002], 

an imperative concrete textual syntax for UML actions to detail behavior 

specification down to the level atomic instructions as procedures in 

programming language independent fashion; 

• The proposals for UML profiles [OMG, 2003], each one extending standard 

UML with diverse elements; 

• The proposal for Agent UML [AUML, 2006] that extends UML with new 

elements to  specify intelligent agents and multi-agent systems.  

These language extensions were motivated by a set of application scope extensions 

that includes: 

1. UML as an abstract visual syntax for data and meta-data modeling; 

2. UML as an abstract visual syntax for computational language and middleware 

design; 

3. UML as a low-level specification language allowing complete structural and 

behavioral code generation from detailed, precise models; 

4. UML as a formal specification language for automated model checking and 

verification; 

5. UML as a knowledge representation language for intelligent agents; 

6. UML to specify model transformations; 

7. UML to specify ontologies and services on the semantic web. 
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2.3.2 UML Class Diagrams 

In OOSE, the key software structure is the class. A class is an encapsulated, generic 

description of objects with similar properties, behavior, and relationships. An illustrative 

class diagram example is given in Fig. 2-12. This diagram models the triangram, a game 

that consists in a sequence of actions in order to assembly a regular and convex hexagon 

from previous triangles placed on a table. Some constraints must be satisfied during the 

assembling process. In this model, a convex polygon can be classified as compound or 

atomic. The former is composed of others convex polygons whereas the latter is a simple 

undividable piece. A compound polygon can be further classified as a rectangle, a right 

pentagon or a hexagon. Only triangles are atomic polygons. 

In a class diagram, we can find the signature of each class, i.e., its attributes 

together with constraints on their types, and its methods names together with constraints on 

the type of their input parameters and return values.  For example in Fig. 2-12, the class 

ConvexPolygon has a boolean attribute named right indicating whether at least 

one of the polygon angles has as value 90. Another class, named Triangle, has a method 

isCompatible returning a boolean value indicating whether this triangle can be 

assembled with another triangle in order to compose a rectangle. Note that this method has 

three parameters, two (selfSide and otherSide) of them marked with the out 

direction stating that it may be modified in the method body to communicate information to 

the caller. In this case, these two parameters identify the respective sides to be superposed 

during the assembling process of the new polygon.  In addition, this method has a property 

isQuery that indicates that the operation execution does not change the system state. 

A class diagram also specifies the relationships between the defined classes. There 

are three main types of relationships: (1) the specialization relationship to specify the 

hierarchy along which classes inherits attributes and methods; (2) the aggregation and 

composition relationships to assembly complex objects from simpler ones viewed as parts; 

and (3) the general purpose association for other relationships. These relationships can be 

labeled with cardinality constraints on the number of elements involved at each end of 

them. For example, in Fig. 2-12, Quadrilateral, RightPentagon and Hexagon 

polygons are defined as subclasses of the general CompoundPolygon class, and each 

member of this class has others members  of the ConvexPolygon class as parts. 

What a class diagram does not specify is the behavior encapsulated in the classes’ 

methods. UML provides OCL and various other diagrams to that effect. 
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2.3.3 Overview of UML 2.0 Metamodel 

Due to large and diverse set of UML applications, there are several UML concepts that are 

useful for a given user’s community and several others that are not. This is noticed inside of 

the proper OMG standard specification group. For instance, there are many concepts in 

common between UML 2.0 and MOF 2.0, such as the definition of packages, classes and 

attributes, whereas others concepts are exclusive from UML 2.0, such as the behavioral 

ones. The concepts of these languages are described as a metamodel, i.e., a model that 

describes data. 

In order to avoid redundancy and achieve higher modularity, either inside of the 

OMG standard definitions or through the diverse community of UML users, the UML 

concepts are split into language units, represented by about a hundred packages. These 

units are grouped in two metamodels: UML 2.0 Infrastructure and UML 2.0 Superstructure. 

The former contains the basic and structural concepts, such as primitive data types and 

class diagrams artifacts. This metamodel contains the concepts that are used by the UML 

2.0 Superstructure as well as by the MOF 2.0 metamodel., i.e., it groups common concepts 

shared by, e.g., UML and MOF. The latter metamodel involves the remaining UML 

concepts not covered in the former, such as: use cases, activities, etc. The Figure 2-13 

illustrates how these metamodels are related. 

UML::SuperStructure
MOF

UML::InfraStructure

 

Figure 2-13: Language units in UML 2.0 

The UML Infrastructure Metamodel 

The Infrastructure metamodel is represented by the package InfrastructureLibrary, which 

consists of the packages Core and Profiles. We are particularly interested in the former, that 

contains most metaclasses reused by the UML Superstructure and MOF metamodels. 

In order to facilitate the reuse, the Core package is further subdivided into four sub-

packages illustrated in Fig. 2-14: 
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• PrimitiveTypes – contains common predefined data types, such as Integer, 

Boolean and String metaclasses; 

• Abstractions – is composed of sub-packages that contain abstract metaclasses to 

be further specialized in others packages. For example, it contains the 

StructuralFeature package that specifies an abstract generalization of structural 

features of the UML classifiers; 

• Basic – provides a minimal class-based modeling language on top of which 

more complex languages can be built. For example, this package contains the 

Class, Property and Operation metaclasses, that identifies class, attribute and 

operations in UML, respectively; 

• Constructs – is composed of fine-grained sub-packages that reuses Basic 

package and extends it by adding several others metaclasses. For example, this 

package contains the concepts covering UML relationships, such as association, 

not present in the Basic package. 

UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core

PrimitiveTypes

Abstractions
Basic

Constructs

 

Figure 2-14: UML::InfrastructureLibrary::Core sub-packages 

Class Diagram Elements of the UML Superstructure Metamodel 

The UML superstructure metamodel is complementary to the UML infrastructure 

metamodel. Together, they form the complete UML 2.0 specification. The superstructure 

metamodel is also divided in several modular reusable sub-packages. The higher–level sub-

packages are: 

• Structure – defines the static concepts - class, attributes, operations, 

components, associations, package, etc – appearing in UML structural diagrams. 

These concepts are metaclasses reused from the infrastructure metamodel and 

that are potentially related each other by new meta-associations, new meta-

attributes, etc; 
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Classes

Components

CompositeStructures

Deployments

• Behavior – defines the dynamic concepts - interactions, activities, state 

machines, etc – appearing in UML behavioral diagrams; 

• Supplement – defines auxiliary constructs, such as models and templates. 

The complete list of sub-packages pertaining to the Structure package is shown in 

Fig. 2-15. In the MODELOG context, we are particularly interested in class diagrams. 

These diagrams are present in the UML::Superstructure::Structure::Classes sub-package.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-15: UML::Superstructure:Structure sub-packages 

 

The corresponding metamodel to class diagrams is composed of a set of class 

diagrams that are present in the UML::Superstructure::Structure::Class sub-package. In 

this metamodel, each language construct is represented by either a meta-class or a meta-

attribute, whereas the relationship between constructs is represented by meta-associations 

between the meta-classes.   

The UML constructs typically appearing in class diagrams are metamodeled by the 

UML::Superstructure::Structure::Classes::Kernel sub-package, that contains tens of 

metaclasses, meta-associations and meta-attributes. Some of these meta-elements are 

shown in Fig 2-16. The concept of a class is represented by the Class metaclass, which is 

a classifier. This metaclass has three meta-associations outgoing from it: (1) an meta-auto-

association to describe the inheritance relationship through the superclass rolename; 

(2) another one targeting the Property metaclass that is a structural feature representing 

the class’ attributes; (3) another one targeting the Operation metaclass meaning the 

behavioral feature representing the class’ operations.  
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Classif ier

StructuralFeature

Property

isDeriv ed : Boolean = f alse

isReadOnly  : Boolean = f alse
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Figure 2-16: Excerpt from MOF metamodel for UML class diagrams 

 

As previously mentioned, a class diagram is not restricted to classes, attributes, 

methods and associations. The complementary set of properties of each classifier is also 

present in the metamodel. For instance, the information indicating whether an attribute is 

derived or not from others values is stated in the metamodel by the boolean meta-attribute 

isDerived pertaining to the Property metaclass. Likewise, the information indicating 

whether a given operation is free of side-effects is stated by the boolean meta-attribute 

isQuery pertaining to the Operation metaclass. From this metamodel, a tool may 

verify whether a class diagram conforms or not to its specification. For instance, a 

superclass must be necessarily a class, i.e., we can not have, e.g., a package as a 

superclass. 

The relation between the metamodel of the Fig. 2-16 and the class diagram of the Fig. 

2-12 is illustrated in Fig. 2-17. The dotted arrows represent the relations between elements 

of the metamodel and the respective elements of the class diagram that instantiate
13

 them. 

For example, the ConvexPolygon instantiates the Class metaclass, its boolean 

attribute named right is an instance of the Property metaclass with the respective 

isDerived meta-attribute set as true. The isCompatible method of the  

RightPentagon class is an instantiation of the Operation metaclass with its 

respective isQuery  boolean meta-attribute set to true. The RightPentagon class has 

as superclass the CompoundPolygon class.  In Fig. 2-17, this relation is pointed out by 

the dotted arrow outgoing from the generalization in the class diagram and targeting the 

meta-association having supeclass as rolename. 

                                                 
13

 We can say that a model instantiate a metamodel. 
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Figure 2-17: Relationship between a class diagram and its metamodel 

2.4 XMI 

UML is supported by a wide variety of CASE tools. However, each of these tools relies on 

an internal UML model storage format that: (1) is proprietary, and (2) mixes model content 

with its graphical layout. This virtually prevents reuse and integration of models developed 

with different tools. However, such reuse is a key aspect of the most modern trends in 

software engineering, information systems, databases and artificial intelligence. 

To address this problem, OMG put forward XMI (XML-based Metadata 

Interchange), an XML-based standard for representing any MOF model in textual format. 

XMI defines a set of transformations from the MOF metamodel to XML elements and 

attributes. Therefore, XMI encodes UML model content and structure separately from their 

visual presentation, tantamount to XML does with web pages. Being based on XML also 

makes the XMI codification of an UML model both legible by humans, albeit textually 

verbose, and an appropriate machine readable input model for exchange, model checking 

and code generation software. 
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granularity

Triangle

isCompatible(other : Triangle, out selfSide : SegmentLine, out otherSide : SegmentLine) : boolean

AtomicPolygon

ConvexPolygon

/ right : boolean

Being XML-based, XMI provides a flexible and easily parsed information 

interchange format. A tool needs only to be able to save and load the data. The XMI code 

contains both the schema of the information being transferred as well as the information 

itself. Furthermore, the content of the information to be exchanged is not fixed, i.e., it can 

be extended with more new definitions as more tools are integrated to exchange 

information. 

2.4.1 Concrete Syntax 

To illustrate the usage of XMI, Fig. 2-18 shows an UML model excerpt taken from the 

UML class diagram illustrated in Fig. 2-12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-18: An excerpt of UML class diagram shown in Figure 2-12. 

A simplified XMI codification of the model shown in Fig. 2-18 is shown in Fig. 2-

19. In this code, some elements and attributes were elided for turning it less verbose and 

easier to comprehend. Lines 4-12 declare the ConvexPolygon class with its respective 

properties (such as that it is abstract in line 5) and attribute information (lines 7-10). Lines 

13-15 specify the AtomicPolygon class. Lines 16-23 add information about the 

generalization between these classes. As can be seen, the XMI code is rich and contains 

fine-grained information about the UML model. For instance, the lines 31-42 encode 

detailed information for the parameters of the operation isCompatible() of the 

Triangle class, such as its respective direction and type. 

2.4.2 Limitations 

The current version of XMI allows representing MOF metamodels in different ways. For 

instance, an MOF attribute (meta-attribute) may be mapped into either an XML element or 

an XML attribute. This has increased the XMI flexibility, but has also reduced 

interoperability between tools, since they may represent the same model through different 

XMI documents. Ideally the XMI standard should provide fully normative unique 

XMLSchema.  

Another practical problem is that no tool that implements the XMI standard for all 

UML diagrams covers OCL constraints. This gap has prevented UML, OCL and XMI to 

reach their full potential as an integrated standard set for a variety of emergent applications. 

These applications include reuse of pre-code development artifacts in modern software 
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1  <XMI xmi.version=”1.1” xmlns:=org.omg/uml12.0”> 

2     … 

3      <XMI.content> … 

4         <UML:Class xmi.id = 'C1' name = 'ConvexPolygon' visibility = 'public'  

5        isRoot = 'false' isLeaf = 'false' isAbstract = 'true' > 

6          <UML:Classifier.feature> 

7   <UML:Attribute xmi.id = 'A1' name = 'right'  visibility = 'public' 

8      changeability = 'changeable'> 

9                <UML:StructuralFeature.type> … </UML:StructuralFeature.type> 

10              </UML:Attribute> 

11           </UML:Classifier.feature> 

12        </UML:Class> 

13        <UML:Class xmi.id = 'C2' name = 'AtomicPolygon' visibility = 'public' 

14   isRoot = 'false' isLeaf = 'false' isAbstract = 'true'> 

15        </UML:Class> 

16        <UML:Generalization xmi.id = 'G1' discriminator = 'granularity'> 

17           <UML:Generalization.child> 

18              <UML:Class xmi.idref = 'C2'/> 

19           </UML:Generalization.child> 

20           <UML:Generalization.parent> 

21              <UML:Class xmi.idref = 'C1'/> 

22           </UML:Generalization.parent> 

23        </UML:Generalization> 

24        <UML:Class xmi.id = 'C3' name = 'Triangle' visibility = 'public'  

25   isRoot = 'false' isLeaf = 'false' isAbstract = 'true'> 

26           <UML:Classifier.feature> 

27    <UML:Operation xmi.id = 'O1' name = 'isCompatible'  

28     visibility = 'public' isQuery = 'true'  

29     concurrency = 'sequential'     isAbstract = 'false'> 

30                <UML:BehavioralFeature.parameter> 

31                   <UML:Parameter name = 'other' kind = 'in'> 

32                      <UML:Parameter.type>…</UML:Parameter.type> 

33                    </UML:Parameter> 

34                   <UML:Parameter name = 'selfSide' kind = 'out'> 

35                      <UML:Parameter.type>…</UML:Parameter.type> 

36                   </UML:Parameter> 

37                   <UML:Parameter name = 'otherSide' kind = 'out'> 

38                      <UML:Parameter.type> … </UML:Parameter.type> 

39                  </UML:Parameter> 

40                  <UML:Parameter name = 'return' kind = 'return'> 

41                     <UML:Parameter.type> … </UML:Parameter.type> 

42                   </UML:Parameter> 

43                </UML:BehavioralFeature.parameter> 

44              </UML:Operation> 

45           </UML:Classifier.feature> 

46        </UML:Class> 

47        … 

48      </XMI.content> 
49   </XMI> 

engineering processes based on component markets, product lines, design patterns, 

frameworks and software architectures [Atkinson et al. 2001], automated model checking 

and fully automated code generation. To address this problem, we proposed XOCL 

[Ramalho et al., 2003], an XML language for detailed, fully structured encoding of OCL 

constraints and rules that completes the OMG and W3C standard puzzle to support such 

advanced applications. An XMI document with embedded XOCL expressions captures the 

complete structure and semantics of a UML model detailed with OCL constraints in a 

format that is adequate for both interchange and sophisticated processing. 

 

Figure 2-19: XMI codification for the excerpt of UML model shown in Figure 2-17 
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2.5 OCL 

UML has emerged as the main standard language for pre-code software engineering 

artifacts for several reasons: 

• It is able to model all aspects of a system: structural, behavioral, distributed, etc;   

• It provides a simple and concise graphical notation; 

• It provides mechanisms that allow its extension for several problem domains; 

• It is supported by a wide variety of CASE tools. 

With its use progressively outgrowing its original high-level object-oriented 

modeling purpose, new requirements emerged for UML. One of them is the ability to 

specify integrity constraints and application domain rules within models in a detailed, 

structured, unambiguous and semi-formal way. To address this requirement, the OMG 

incorporated from version 1.4 of the UML standard the formal textual model annotation 

language OCL. Specifying constraints and rules as OCL expressions instead of natural 

language notes brings numerous benefits: 

(1)  It avoids ambiguity and therefore misunderstandings between developers; 

(2) It allows for much more thorough automatic correctness and consistency model 

checking [Brucker and Wolff 2001]; 

(3) It greatly facilitates automated behavioral code-generation from models [Mellor 

and Balcer 2002]; 

(4) It widens the applicability of UML beyond software engineering to new fields in 

which detailed, rigorous constraint or rule specification is crucial. These fields include data 

and metadata integration in data warehouses [Poole et al. 2001], disparate federated 

information systems [Purvis et al., 2000], semantic web ontologies [Cranefield and Purvis 

1999], knowledge engineering [Schreiber 1999] [Devedzic 2001] and multi-agents systems 

engineering [Bergenti and Poggi, 2000]. 

OCL 1.4 permits the specification of three kinds of constraints: invariants, which 

are static, and pre and post-conditions, which are dynamic. An invariant is associated to a 

class, an interface or a type. It specifies a condition that must be true for all instances of the 

associated class, interface or type, at any time. In contrast, a pre or post-condition is 

associated to an UML operation and specifies a condition that needs to be verified only 

immediately before or immediately after its execution (respectively). 

 Fig. 2-20 shows an excerpt from the class diagram illustrated in Fig. 2-12. It 

includes three OCL constraints of the case study later detailed in chapter 6. The first one, 

called inv_25, is an invariant stating that for all instances of the Rectangle class the 

right attribute value must be true. Analogously,  the second constraint named inv_24 

attached to the EquilateralTriangle class, is also an invariant stating that for all 

instances of this class, the right attribute value must be false, i.e., an equilateral triangle 

cannot be right. The third constraint specifies the pre-condition of the Robot class 

buildRectangle operation. This pre-condition declares that building a rectangle 

requires the availability of two compatible triangles.  These three constraints illustrate the 
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CompoundPolygon

Triangle

isCompatible()

IsoscelesTriangle ScaleneTriangle

EquilateralTriangle

AtomicPolygon

Rectangle

isCompatible()

Parallelogram

Quadrilateral

contex EquilateralTriangle inv   inv_24:

right = false

context Rectangle inv inv_25:

right = true

context Robot::buildRectangle(New:Rectangle):boolean

pre: availableTriangle(part1) and availableTriangle(part2) and

      part1.isCompatible(part2, sidePart1, sidePart2)

Robot

avai lableRectangle(out new : Rectangle) : boolean

avai lablePentagon(out new : RightPentagon) : boolean

avai lableHexagon(out new : Hexagon) : boolean

buildRectange(out new : Rectangle) : boo lean

buildPentagon(out new : RightPentagon) : boolean

buildHexagon(out new : Hexagon) : boolean

ConvexPolygon

/ right : boolean

Table

1..*+tans 1..*

design rationale underlying OCL: to achieve the most practical balance between formal 

precision and intuitiveness for the widest possible user base.   

Several UML modeling tools such as Poseidon [Poseidon] and Rose [Rose] already 

support OCL constraints by verifying syntax conformance with the UML model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.1 Extended Purpose 

UML 2.0 is completely towards MDE. It extends its previous version by enriching it with 

detail necessary to enable fully code generation from UML models. UML 2.0 places 

renewed emphasis on the OCL that pass to be used not only to specify constraints on UML 

models, but also to: 

• define queries; 

• refer values; 

• define values to properties; 

• state conditions and business rules; 

• specify class operations, even including those with side-effects. 

To attend this requirement, OCL 2.0 extends OCL 1.4 by allowing: 

• to specify derived attributes; 

• to specify initial values; 

Figure 2-20: Example of an UML model annotated with OCL constraints 
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AtomicPolygon

context Triangle::hypotenuse : SegmentLine

derive: 

let  base:SegmentLine = triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::base).side,

      left:SegmentLine = triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::left).s ide,

      right:SegmentLine = triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::right).s ide 

in

     if (base.length > left.length and base.length > right.length)

then base

else if left.length > right.length

then left

else right

contex t Robot: :availableRectangle(New:Rectangle):boolean

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Rectangle))

Robot

avai lableRectangle(out new : Rectangle) : boolean

avai lablePentagon(out new : RightPentagon) : boolean

avai lableHexagon(out new : Hexagon) : boo lean

buildRectange(out new : Rectangle) : boolean

buildPentagon(out new : RightPentagon) : boo lean

buildHexagon(out new : Hexagon) : boolean

ConvexPolygon

/ right : boolean

Table

1..*1..*

SegmentLine

length : float

Triangle

isCompatible()0..1

+/ hypotenuse

0..1

3+side 3

TriangleSide

position : TriangleSideKind

TriangleSideKind

left

right

base

<<enum eration>>

• to specify query operations; 

• to specify side-effect operations; 

Although all OMG documents assert that OCL expressions only can specify side-

effect free operations, i.e., queries, we argue that it can also be used to specify operations 

with side-effects. It can be expressed by specifying different states for one or several 

objects in the pre and post condition of the action (respectively).  Moreover, the OCL 

library includes the oclIsNew operation which sole purpose is to check whether a new 

object has been created during the execution of an operation. This operation may only be 

used in post-conditions. To declare that an object is new after the execution of the operation 

is a side-effect. OCL expressions can therefore state attribute value changes on the objects, 

as well as can call others operations with side-effects. This claim is supported by an excerpt 

of the OCL specification in its Appendix A
14

, which gives an example using OCL to specify 

side-effects in post-conditions specification.  

Fig. 2-21 shows an excerpt from the class diagram shown in Fig. 2-12 annotated 

with OCL code illustrating some OCL 2.0 features. It includes two OCL specifications. The 

first one specifies the body of the boolean availableRectangle operation by only 

one OCL expression that verifies if there is any kind of rectangle on the table. The second 

one specifies how to derive the hypotenuse role. This expression starts with a let 

expression declaring three variables, each one taking a different side of the triangle as 

value. Then, a conditional expression (if-then-else) identifies the longest one, i.e., identifies 

the hypotenuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14

 Pages A-30 and A-31. 

Figure 2-21: Example of an UML model annotated with OCL 2.0 
2.0constraints 
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2.5.2 Overview of the OCL 2.0 Metamodel  

In its first version (incorporated in the UML 1.4 specification), OCL was completely 

described in natural language. With the advent of MDE, the idea of transforming PIM to 

PSM has gained force. However, the lack of a metamodel to represent the concepts of OCL 

in synergy with UML has prevented making UML reach its full potential as the language to 

be adopted in the PIM specification. In addition, OCL 1.4 did not have expressive power to 

specify the body of operations. It was limited to pre and post-conditions. This also was 

preventing the adoption of UML and OCL languages able to completely specify systems in 

a platform independent way as MDE prescribes. 

 To address these problems, the OMG has released OCL 2.0 together UML 2.0. As 

we saw in the previous section, OCL 2.0 is more expressive than its previous versions. But, 

the main contribution of this version is its metamodel divided into two packages: 

• Types –  defines the OCL types; 

• Expressions – defines the structure of an OCL expression. 

Fig. 2-22 shows the Types package. This package reuses several metaclasses from 

the UML Superstructure package, such as Classifier15, Class and 

PrimitiveType metaclasses. OCL introduces additional types not present in the UML 

Superstructure, such as collections of any data (CollectionType metaclass). In Fig. 2-

22, the meta-classes reused from UML metamodel are in white color, whereas those 

defined in the OCL metamodel are filled in gray color. 

InvalidType

VoidType

DataType

Class

TypeType

ElementType

AnyType

MessageType

PrimitiveType TupleType

SequenceType BagType SetType

Classifier

OrderedSetType

CollectionType

1

0..*

+elementType

1

0..*

 
 

 

 The Expressions package is shown in Fig. 2-23.  It contains the metaclasses 

necessary to represent any OCL expression. For example, the IfExp metaclass represents 

                                                 
15

 A classifier is an abstract metaclass that describes a set of instances that have features in common. Note that 

every OCL type must be a subclass from Classifier metaclass. 

Figure 2-22: Types sub-package of the OCL 2.0 metamodel 
memetamodelMetamodel 
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IfExp

OclExpression

1

0..1

+condition 1

+if Owner 0..1

1

0..1

+thenExpression

1

+thenOwner

0..1

1

0..1

+elseExpression

1

+elseOwner

0..1

the if-then-else construct that is further detailed in Fig. 2-24, where we can see that an 

IfExp results is one of two alternative expressions (thenExpression or 

elseExpression) depending on the evaluated value of a condition. In both figures, 

classes filled with white color are reused from the UML metamodel. 

The metaclass CallExp has two immediate subclasses FeatureCallExp or 

LoopExp. The first covers all property calls that refer either to features in the UML 

metamodel (such as an UML attribute or an operation). The second covers the loop 

construct over a collection and is the OCL metaclass used to represent all collection 

operations, such as exists() and forAll(). 
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The hierarchy involving the metaclass FeatureCallExp is detailed in the 

excerpt of the OCL metamodel shown in Fig 2.25. The metaclass FeatureCallExp is 

specialized into two others metaclasses: NavigationCallExp (for property calls 

involving an association-end) and OperationCallExp (for property calls involving 

Figure 2-23: Expressions sub-package from OCL 2.0 
Metamodel 

Figure 2-24: Metamodel for if expression from OCL 2.0 
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UML class operations). The former is further specialized in the PropertyCallExp for 

those property calls involving class attribute calls.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.3 Relations between the UML and OCL Metamodels 

Since all OCL constraints are specified on UML models there is a strong relation between 

their metamodels. In the UML metamodel, any element may have an associated constraint. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2-26 through the meta-association between the ModelElement 

and Constraint metaclasses, both pertaining to the UML metamodel. The body of the 

constraint is modeled through the Expression metaclass that represents an expression 

that may be written in any language. In order to allow that UML may contain OCL 

constraints, the OCL metamodel defines the ExpressionInOCL metaclass that extends 

the Expression metaclass defined in the UML metamodel. Finally, the 

ExpressionInOCL metaclass is associated to the OCLExpression metaclass that is 

the element  that actually contains the body of the constraint written in OCL. Note that 

again in Fig. 2-26 the metaclasses defined in the OCL metamodel are filled in gray color, 

whereas those reused from UML metamodel are filled in white color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-26: Alignment between UML and OCL metamodels 

Figure 2-25: Metamodel for FeatureCallExp from OCL 2.0 Metamodel 
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Figure 2-27 illustrates three cases where an OCL expression constrains an UML 

model element at the metamodel level: an ExpressionInOCL used as invariant or as pre 

or as post-condition. Whenever the ExpressionInOCL metaclass represents an 

invariant, the respective constrainedElement must be an instance of the 

Classifier metaclass. On the other hand, whenever the ExpressionInOCL 

metaclass represents a pre or post-condition, the respective constrainedElement must 

be an instance of the BehavioralFeature metaclass. In addition, the 

constrainedElement must be associated with a Stereotype metaclass instance 

indicating the kind of constraint specified by the OCL expression. For instance, the 

stereotypes <<invariant>>, <<precondition>> and <<postcondition>> are the 

stereotypes for invariants, pre and post-conditions, respectively, that must instantiate the 

Stereotype metaclass associated to the respective constrainedElement instance 

to which the OCL expression is specified. 
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Figure 2-27: An OCL ExpressionInOcl used as invariant 

2.6 QVT 

MDE raises the level of abstraction of the development life cycle by shifting its emphasis 

from code to models, metamodels and model transformations.  

 In the previous sections we have reviewed the OMG standard languages for models 

(UML and OCL) and metamodels (MOF and OCL). In 2002, OMG issued its Request For 

Proposals (RFP) for a language to specify query, views and transformations of models 

which modeling language are modeled in MOF [RFP, 2002]. 

 The answers from various academic and commercial consortia to this RFP were 

progressively integrated into two main proposals QVT and ATL (Atlas Transformation 

Language). 

 In October 2005, QVT was chosen over ATL as the OMG Standard. We briefly 

overview QVT in this subsection, while presenting ATL in detail in the following one. 

 In 2006 OMG published standard language to write model queries, views and 

transformations. QVT: 

• defines model queries, views and transformations; 
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• defines metamodel views; 

The transformations can be either atomic transformations or arbitrary complex 

transformations combining multiple transformations; 

 Due to the facilities of OCL 2.0 in dealing with queries and navigation on 

metamodels, the QVT part dealing with queries reuses OCL 2.0 for that purpose. 

 The QVT approach is based on two kinds of transformations: relations and 

mappings. The relations are multi-directional and declarative specifications, whereas the 

mappings are uni-directional procedural specifications. Developers of QVT engine can 

choose between four options: implementing only the relations, implementing only the 

mappings, implementing both independently of one another, implementing both by 

compiling the relations onto mapping. The high level metamodel of QVT is given in Fig. 2-

28 that shows the package dependencies in the QVT metamodel provided by the QVT 

specification. This specification defines three main packages: QVTCore, QVTRelation 

(for relations) and QVTOperational (for mappings). All QVT depends on the 

EssentialOCL package from OCL 2.0. As can be seen, both the relations and mappings 

reuse OCL to query models. This reuse occurs by letting OCL expressions appear in the 

left-hand and right-hand sides of QVT rules.  

 

Figure 2-28: Package dependencies in the QVT MOF metamodel 

Although it is the official OMG standard,  we did not use QVT in MODELOG 

because it was not mature enough at any point during this research. The first partial 

implementation of it in the Borland Together CASE tool was released in 2006 and only 

covers the procedural mappings, not providing more abstract, declarative relations. In 

addition, many aspects of the published specification remain unclear and do not contain 

enough illustrative examples to program QVT transformations for real applications such as 

MODELOG. 
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2.7 ATL 

Atlas Transformation Language (ATL)
16

 is the ATLAS INRIA & LINA research group’s 

answer to the OMG MOF/QVT RFP [RFP, 2002]. It is a model transformation language 

specified as both a metamodel and a textual concrete syntax.  

We choose ATL to specify MODELOG’s transformations for the following reasons: 

• Its twofold flavor: integrating declarative and imperative specifications. 

ATL allows expressing rules from source to target model elements 

declaratively. Inside those rules imperative constructs can be called; 

• It is OCL-based, i.e., its expressions are mainly OCL expressions for 

querying the metamodels; 

• It has a comprehensive user manual where  each construct is illustrated 

with examples 

• It comes with an efficient, scalable transformation execution engine, with 

usable transformation edition and debugging support that is developed on 

top of EMF that in turn is developed on the Eclipse tool; 

• It is the only model transformation language based on OMG standards 

(EMOF and OCL) with a large and quickly growing user community 

linked through an active internet forum. 

2.7.1 ATL Module 

ATL transformations can be divided in ATL modules. An ATL module is composed of the 

following elements: 

• A header section that contains module attribute information; 

• An optional import section to import some existing ATL libraries; 

• A set of rules that defines the way target models are generated from source 

ones; 

• A set of helpers containing low-level transformations to be reused in various 

high-level transformation rules. 

2.7.2 Header Section 

The header section defines the name of the transformation module and the name of the 

variables corresponding to the source and target models, using the following syntax: 

module module_name; 

create output_models from input_models; 

The declaration of a model, either a source input or a target one, must conform to 

the scheme model_name : metamodel_name. It is possible to declare more than one input or 

output model by simply separating them by a comma.  

                                                 
16

 http://www.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/lina/atl/ 
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2.7.3 Helpers 

ATL helpers are pieces of ATL code that can be called upon in multiple location in the rest 

of an ATL transformation module. An ATL helper is defined by the following elements: 

• A name; 

• The context  of the ATL helper, i.e., the metamodel element to which it can 

be applied; 

• A return value type; 

• An ATL expression, the code of the ATL helper; 

• An optional set of parameters. 

An example of helper signature is given bellow:  

helper context Integer def : max(x : Integer) : Integer = ...; 

2.7.4 Rules 

ATL provides two kinds of rules to specify transformations on metamodels: the matched 

rules (declarative) and the called rules (imperative). 

The matched rules constitute the core of an ATL declarative transformation since 

they make it possible to specify 1) for which kinds of source elements target elements must 

be generated, and 2) the values of the generated target elements derived from those of the 

matched source elements. A matched rule is identified by its name. It matches a given type 

of source model element, and generates one or more kinds of target model elements. 

A matched rule is introduced by the keyword rule. It is composed of two mandatory 

section, the source and the target patterns section, and two optional sections, the local 

variables and the imperative section. The local variable section is introduced by the 

keyword using. It enables to locally declare and initialize a number of local variables (that 

are only visible in the scope of the current rule). The source pattern of a matched rule is 

defined after the keyword from. It specifies the source model element type to match. An 

ATL expression can optionally follow restrict matching to a particular subtype. The target 

pattern of a matched rule is introduced by the keyword to. It specifies the elements to be 

generated when the source pattern of the rule is matched.  

 As an example, consider the following simple ATL matched rule applied on the 

UML and Flora metamodels given in the OMG specification and chapter 4 of this 

document, respectively. 

 

rule Class2Flora{ 

from 

c : UML!Class 

to 

s : Flora!SubClassFAtom( 

           floraClass <- nameLabel), 

  nameLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

   name <- c.name) 

} 
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 This rule, called Class2Flora, transforms a class element in the UML source 

model to SubClassFAtom element in the Flora target model. The source pattern defines 

no filter, so all Class classes of the source UML model will match. The target pattern 

contains a single element (called s). By applying this rule, two target elements are created 

for each class, identified by the c variable, found in the source model: (1) one 

SubClassFAtom instance identified by the s variable; and (2) one Symbol instance 

identified by the nameLabel variable. In fact, a SubClassFAtom is a metaclass that 

has a meta-association containing an association-end named floraClass targeting a 

Flora Symbol metaclass, all contained in the Flora metamodel. A Flora Symbol, in turn, 

has a meta-attribute named name. The values of these metaclass features are captured by 

means of ATL assignments
17

 from the source element values. For instance, in this rule, the 

value of the floraClass name feature is copied from the value of the Class name 

feature. 

The called rules provide ATL developers with convenient imperative programming 

facilities. It does not have to match source model elements and, thus, it does not include a 

source pattern. Therefore, the target model elements are generated from a combination of 

local variables, parameters and module attributes. In order to illustrate the called rule 

structure, consider the called rule named transformBinaryOCLExp() shown below. 

This rule transforms an OCL boolean operation (such as and, or, implies, etc) in a 

Flora operator containing two Flora queries, one for each expression involved in the OCL 

boolean operation. Since each one of these expressions may be a complex OCL expression, 

at least two additional transformations on OCL expressions are required. 

rule transformBinaryOCLExpression(query : Flora!Query , exp : 

UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

  to 

     new_query1 : Flora!Query (), 

     new_query2 : Flora!Query (), 

     new_connective : Flora!Operator ( 

             functor <- thisModule.getConnective(exp), 

             formula <- new_query1, 

             formula <- new_query2) 

  do{ 

     query.connective <- new_connective; 

     thisModule.transformOCLExp(new_query1, exp.source); 

     thisModule.transformOCLExp(new_query2, exp.referredOperation.param); 

 }} 

As we detail later in Chapter 5, an OCL expression transformation to Flora code 

firstly transforms the context (such as invariant, post-condition, etc) of the OCL expression 

to a Flora clause through matched rules. Second, a called rule is executed for each OCL 

sub-expression occurring in this context, in order to fill each element of the empty Flora 

clause generated from the matched rule. In the above example, for those OCL sub-

expressions involving binary Boolean operations, a called rule must be invoked in order to 

fill the respective generated empty Flora premise. Thus, the 

                                                 
17

 The <- ATL operator enables to assign values to either attributes that are defined in the context of an ATL 

module or to target model element features.  For example, to assign an expression (exp) to a given target 

feature (feature), the ATL syntax is defined as follows: feature <- exp; 
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transformBinaryOCLExp() rule takes two parameters corresponding to the Flora 

query containing an empty Flora premise and the OCL expression to be transformed in 

order to fill the former. 

The rule has a target pattern element declaration section (containing the elements 

named new_query1, new_query2 and new_connective) and an imperative code 

section. The first section creates two Flora queries and one Flora operator elements each 

time the rule is called and assigns the values for the functor and formula features of 

the Operator element. The second section then sets the target element 

new_connective to the connective feature of the empty query element received 

as parameter by the rule. After that, the imperative section invokes two others called rules 

named transformOCLExp passing as parameter the respective new_query1 and 

new_query2 allocated elements as well as features of the exp (containing the OCL 

expressions involved in the binary boolean operation). 

2.8 Innovation and Contributions 

MOF Reuse and Generalizes Facility 

MDE raises the level of abstraction of the development life cycle by shifting its emphasis 

from code to models, metamodels and model transformations. It views any software artifact 

produced at any step of the development process as a valuable asset by itself to reuse across 

different applications and implementation platforms so as to cut the cost of future 

development efforts. Since they drive much of the MDE process, metamodels are the first 

artifact to reuse when an MDE team extends its portfolio of application domains, product 

requirements or target implementation platforms. However, the issue of metamodel reuse 

has not yet received much attention in the MDE literature. The reuse facilities provided by 

standards such as MOF 2.0 [OMGa, 2006] and UML 2.0 [OMGb, 2006] [OMGc, 2006] or 

proposed in previous research on the topic [Clark et al. a, 2002] [Clark et al. b, 2002]  

[Mens et al., 1998] [Ledeczi et al., 2001]  are essentially limited to two simple reuse needs. 

The first is reuse as is through inter-package visibility facilities such as package import 

in MOF or copy and paste transformations such as package combine in MOF. The second 

is reuse as specialization through inheritance facilities such as package merge in UML 

2.0. As larger, more complex metamodels get constructed and then incrementally extended 

during their lifecycle, a diversity of more sophisticated metamodel reuse needs is emerging. 

They prompt the definition of new metamodeling assembly facilities to address them and 

proposals to incorporate these facilities in MOF. 

In this section we describe work done and published in [Blanc et al., 2005] in 

collaboration with Xavier Blanc and Jacques Robin. We identify one such more 

sophisticated metamodel reuse need that we call reuse and generalize, and we propose a 

new metamodeling assembly facility that addresses it. This need is pervasive for various 

classes of metamodeling tasks. One such class is metamodeling multi-paradigm languages 

that historically result from successive extensions of a mono-paradigm core with constructs 

imported from other paradigms and adapted from integration. Another such class is 

metamodeling integrated multi-language platforms that support development in several 

languages that are conceptually integrated (as opposed to just loosely coupled through 

communication interfaces). In such cases, constructs from different languages have been 
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extended or integrated by generalizing them so as to subsume constructs from other 

languages. Historically, such situation occurred many times over for example when 

defining concurrent or object-oriented extensions of imperative, functional or logic 

programming languages
18

. It is currently occurring again as distributed, XML-based 

extensions of many languages are being defined.  

While we assembled the minimal unit metamodel packages into the whole Flora 

metamodel, we were confronted several times with the need to reuse metamodel elements 

from one package while generalizing it in the package assembly. We now explain why such 

reuse need cannot be addressed by the facilities currently provided by the MOF 2.0 and 

UML 2.0 standards by focusing on a single assembly step: the one that takes as input the 

DLP (Definite Logic Program) metamodel and a metamodel of high-order predicates and 

result in the HLP (High-Order Logic Program) metamodel. We first present (simplified) 

non-compositional versions of the DLP and HLP metamodels and explain their main 

concepts. We then further zoom on only the relevant elements in these metamodels 

necessary to illustrate the reuse and generalize need, and successively show that elements 

from the DLP metamodel modeling first-order predicates cannot be reused and generalized 

to define high-order predicates in the HLP metamodel using either import, merge or 

combine. We then specify a new reuse and generalize package facility and 

illustrate its use for such case.  

2.8.1 A Non-Compositional Simplified Metamodel of DLP 

The non-compositional, simplified DLP metamodel is shown in Fig. 2-29. It shows that a 

DLP is a set of clauses, with each clause consisting of a premise that is a DLP query and a 

single conclusion that is a first-order logic atom. A DLP query is a tree of arbitrary depth 

which leaves are first-order logic atoms and which non-leaf nodes are one of the two 

logical connectives and or or. A first-order logic atom is also a tree of arbitrary depth 

which leaves are either constant symbols or first-order variables, and which non-leaf nodes 

can only be constant symbols. Each sub-tree is a called a logical term, which root is called 

the functor of the term and which depth one sub-trees are called its arguments. Non-

functional terms are depth zero sub-trees and opposed to functional terms which depth is at 

least one. A ground term is a sub-tree of arbitrary depth that is free of variables.  

2.8.2 A Non-Compositional, Simplified Metamodel of HLP 

High-Order Logic Program (HLP) extends DLP with high-order syntactic sugar while 

semantically remaining first-order. At the program, clause and query levels, HLP follows 

exactly the same construction rules as DLP. The former extends the latter only at the lower 

logical atom level. The extension is twofold: (1) HLP, allows programs in addition to terms 

as arguments, and (2) HLP allows arbitrary terms (functional or not, ground or not) as 

functors instead of restricting them to constant symbols (i.e., non-functional ground terms) 

as DLP does. 

                                                 
18

 That we describe in detail in Chapter 3. 
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Fig. 2-29: Non-compositional, simplified DLP metamodel   

For example, P(f(X))(G(Y), (G, c :- X, p(Y(P)))). is a valid HLP term but not a DLP 

term for three reasons:  (1) its functor is a compound term P(f(X)), (2) its first argument's 

functor is a variable G and (3) its second argument is a program made of two clauses, G. 

and c :- X, p(Y(P)). HLP extends DLP with meta-programming, meta-reasoning and 

metadata definition and query facilities within the logical paradigm under well-defined 

first-order declarative semantics. It brings to logic programming the high-order syntax that 

is key to the versatility of functional programming. In the HLP metamodel of Fig. 2-30 the 

first of the two ways in which HLP extends DLP is reflected by the fact that the functor 

meta-association outgoing from the FunctionalTerm meta-class targets the Term 

meta-class, instead of the Constant meta-class as in the DLP metamodel. The second 

extension is reflected by the introduction of the new meta-class LogicalArgument as 

the target of the arg meta-association outgoing from the LogicalAtom meta-class. This 

new LogicalArgument meta-class generalizes the two meta-classes 

FunctionalTerm and Program.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-30: Non-compositional simplified HLP metamodel. 
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2.8.3 Reusing and Generalizing Metamodel Elements from DLP in HLP 

The relation between HLP and DLP can be summarized as follows: “A HLP is a DLP, 

except that, (a) the functor of the atoms of its clauses can recursively be compound and/or 

non-ground terms and (b) the arguments of the atoms of its clauses can recursively be 

HLP.” As a language, HLP thus reuses DLP in three ways. First it reuses its lexical 

categories constant and variable. Second it reuses its functional roles functor, 

argument and connective. Third it reuses its syntactic rules to build clauses from 

terms and connectives and to build programs from clauses. However, HLP reuses DLP by 

generalizing it: the HLP syntactic rules to build terms from constants, variables and 

programs assuming the functor and argument roles of a term are less restrictive than the 

corresponding rules in DLP. Thus, every DLP term (respectively clause and program) is 

also a HLP term (respectively clause and program), but the converse is false. Focusing for 

the sake of clarity at the term level, this reuse and generalize relation between HLP and 

DLP is summarized in Fig. 2-31. What we want to precisely capture is the following: 

1. Each element E (meta-class or meta-association) in the DLP metamodel 

package that represents a construct that is exactly the same in DLP and HLP 

shall be available from the HLP metamodel without need for redefinition; 

2. Each element E (meta-class or meta-association) defined in the HLP 

metamodel package that was already defined in the DLP package is a new 

element HLP::E that generalizes DLP::E.  

3. A new element G (meta-class or meta-association) defined in the HLP 

metamodel package can generalize an element S (meta-class or meta-

association) already defined in the DLP package, i.e., HLP::G can 

generalize DLP::S.  

So in the example of Fig. 2-31, we want: 

• The Term, NonFunctionalTerm, Constant and Program meta-

classes of the DLP package to be reusable “as is” by elements of the HLP 

package; 

• The LogicalAtom meta-class and the arg and functor meta-

associations of the DLP package to be become specializations of the new 

LogicalAtom meta-class and the arg and functor meta-associations of 

the HLP package (respectively). 

• The LogicalArgument meta-class can generalize the already defined in 

DLP package meta-classes Term and Program.  

In the following subsections we examine whether any of the three metamodel 

package composition facilities provided by MOF 2.0 can capture such relation.  

2.8.4 Should the HLP Metamodel Import the DLP Metamodel? 

In the MOF standard the package import mechanism is defined as “a relationship that 

allows the use of unqualified names to refer to package members from other namespaces”. 

It is a one-way relationship: when a package P imports a package Q, the elements of P can 
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be linked to the elements of Q but not vice-versa.  In our case, since we want to reuse DLP 

package elements in the HLP package, the only possible direction is to import the DLP 

package from the HLP package. In that direction, import fulfills the reuse part of our 

reuse and generalize need. However it then also prevents the fulfillment of the generalize 

part. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-32. The Term meta-class of the DLP package cannot be 

linked as needed to the LogicalArgument of the HLP package meta-class by a 

specialization association, for it would break the unidirectionality of the import 

dependency between the two packages.   
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Fig. 2-31: Reuse and Generalize relationship between HLP and DLP 

 

 

Fig. 2-32:  Import cannot stand for reuse and generalize. 

2.8.5 Should the DLP Metamodel be Merged within the HLP Metamodel?  

The merge mechanism has been first defined in the UML2.0 Infrastructure. Merging a 

package Q within a package P can be understood as an “alias” equivalent to the following 

action sequence: (1) for each element (meta-class or meta-association) E of the merged 

package Q, create a copy E’ of E in the merging package P; (2) Import Q from P; and (3) 
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for each copied element E, create an inheritance association that states that its copy E’ 

specializes E. 

In our case, since we want to reuse the DLP package in the HLP package, our only 

option is to merge the DLP package within the HLP package. The result of doing so is 

illustrated in Fig. 2-33. Let us now examine whether it fulfills the two requisites for our 

reuse and generalize need. Just as import (that merge in effect extends), merge fulfills 

the reuse part but it fails to fulfill the generalize part. For example, in the merged 

metamodel, the HLP::Term meta-class specializes the DLP::Term meta-class. But in fact it 

should generalize it since everywhere a HLP term can appear in a HLP program, a DLP 

term is also valid, but some HLP terms are not valid in some places where a DLP term can 

appear in a DLP program. In fact, merge can only be used to fulfill a reuse and specialize 

need, but not a reuse and generalize need as in the case of DLP and HLP.  

2.8.6 Should the DLP Metamodel be Combined with the HLP Metamodel?  

As the merge relationship defined in the UML2.0 Infrastructure brings a lot of inheritance 

between elements of the merging and merged packages, MOF2.0 defined a variant 

relationship, historically named combine [OMGa, 2006]. This relationship is also 

defined in the latest UML2.0 Superstructure [OMGc, 2006], under a different name: 

package merged. To distinguish it more clearly from merge, we will use its historical 

combined name in the rest of the subsections. In the previous section, we saw that 

merge is a complex operation that can be decomposed in three basic steps: (a) copy, (b) 

import and (c) inherit. Combine differs from merge in that it only performs the first 

“copy” step. At first, it seems adequate to fulfill our reuse and generalize need, since we 

saw that with merge, the reuse part was fulfilled by the “copy” step but the generalize 

part was made impossible by the “inherit” step that was in the wrong direction. However, 

consider the situation where a meta-association A occurs both (a) between meta-classes C 

and D in the package Q to reuse and (b) between C and a generalization G of D in receiving 

package P. This a standard situation when using combine to fulfill a reuse and generalize 

need. It is illustrated in Fig. 2-34. where the same meta-association arg links the meta-

class LogicalAtom to the meta-class Term in the DLP package to reuse, while it links 

the same meta-class LogicalAtom to the meta-class LogicalArgument that 

generalizes Term in the receiving HLP package. In such cases, the package resulting from 

combining Q with P is not a valid MOF 2.0 metamodel since it includes two meta-

associations with the same name A that links the same meta-class C to two distinct meta-

classes G and D.  This is illustrated in Fig. 2-35 that shows the package resulting from 

combining the DLP and HLP packages. In this example, two copies of the arg meta-

association link the meta-class LogicalAtom to two distinct meta-classes, 

LogicalArgument and Term, and two copies of the functor meta-association also 

link of LogicalAtom to both the Term and Constant meta-classes. The resulting 

metamodel is thus invalid. 

2.8.7 Our Proposal: A New Metamodel Assembly Facility 

Since none of the three metamodel package assembly facilities currently provided either 

MOF 2.0 or UML 2.0 can satisfactorily fulfill a pervasive need for compositional 

metamodeling, we propose a fourth one that we call reuse and generalize. It is 
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based on combine but corrects the flaw that we identified in the latter for reusing while 

generalizing elements of a metamodel package Q into another package P. This facility 

creates a new resulting package that assembles elements from P and Q by the following 

action sequence: 

1. For each element (meta-class or meta-association) E appearing in either 

packages Q and P, create a copy E’ of E in the resulting package R. 

2. Whenever this results in conflicting pairs of meta-associations with the same 

name, one linking a meta-class C to a meta-class G and another linking a 

meta-class C to specialization D of G, delete the latter. 

The result of reuse and generalize the DLP package in the HLP package in 

shown in the same Fig. 2-35, together with the result of combined. The difference is the 

crossed-over links, present with combined but absent with reuse and generalize. 

The latter thus contains only a single arg meta-association that links the LogicalAtom 

meta-class to the LogicalArgument meta-class and a single functor meta-

association that links LogicalAtom to the Term meta-class. It is thus a valid MOF 2.0 

metamodel that reuses the DLP metamodel while generalizing it elements in the resulting 

HLP metamodel. Note that HLP package that forms the second input to this reuse and 

generalize transformation is not a HLP metamodel for it captures only the constructs 

proper to HLP that define how it extends DLP. The current version of the whole Flora 

metamodel was assembled from nine packages and sub-packages linked together by two 

instances of the import operator and seven instances of the reuse and 

generalize operator. 
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Fig. 2-33:  Merge cannot stand for reuse and generalize. 
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  Fig. 2-34:  Input packages of combine and of reuse and generalize. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-35: Resulting package of combine and of reuse and generalize. 

2.9 Putting it together 

In this chapter, we have introduced UML and related standards provided by the OMG 

consortium to help realize the MDE vision. However, some gaps still remain in this infra-

structure, such as that found in MOF to reuse metamodels. In collaboration with Xavier 

Blanc and Jacques Robin, we have proposed and presented in this chapter a new facility 

that addresses it.  
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All the concepts and OMG standards
19

 that we have seen so far are putting together 

in the Fig 2-36 that summarizes their roles played in the MDE vision. 

As we have shown, the key idea of the MDE is to shift the emphasis in effort and 

time during the software life cycle away from implementation and testing and towards 

modeling, meta-modeling and model transformations.  In order to reach this goal, MDE 

prescribes the elaboration of a set of standard models: CIM, PIM, PSM and Code. The CIM 

is used as input for the elaboration of the PIM. In turn, the PIM serves as input for the 

elaboration of the PSM. Finally, the PSM serves as input to both the implementation and 

the test generation. OMG put forward UML and OCL to specify the CIM, PIM and PSM. 

These input and output models may be represented either: 

(1) Visually using an UML CASE tool; or 

(2) Programmatically as objects of an object-oriented language (Java objects in both 

the EMF framework and JMI); or 

(3) Persistently in textual XML syntax (XMI and XOCL). 

The prescribed higher level of automation in the MDE development process may be 

reached through the specification of transformations among the aforementioned models in a 

hybrid declarative and procedural style. Although QVT is not yet fully supported by any 

tool and ATL is not a proposed OMG standard, they appear as the best choices for 

specifying the transformations in the MDE development process. 

Today, these transformations can be specified using the current de facto standard 

ATL language and executed by the efficient ATL-DT engine. They can also be specified 

procedurally as QVT mappings and executed by the CASE tool Borland Together
20

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
19

 ATL is not a standard provided by the OMG. 
20

 http://www.borland.com/us/products/together/index.html  
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Figure 2-36: OMG standards playing together in MDE vision 
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Chapter 3 – MODELOG’s Mapping Approach 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________ 
 
In this chapter, we introduce a set of criteria to choose the minimum subset of 

the UML 2.0 and OCL 2.0 modeling elements to be covered in the 

MODELOG’s mapping, emphasizing them in terms of abstract syntax. We 

also define criteria to choose: (a) a target platform language into which to map 

UML/OCL models using these elements; (b) a model transformation 

approach; and (c) a model transformation language. We then use these criteria 

to justify the choices we made in MODELOG: (a) Flora as target language; (b) 

object-oriented rewrite rules with procedures transformation approach; and (c) 

ATL and Flora itself as transformation language. In addition, the agent-

program designs and reasoning supported by MODELOG are also discussed. 

____________________________________________ 
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MODELOG has potential to cover all UML diagrams fully annotated with OCL 

specifications. However, UML is a rich and expressive specification language, being 

composed of twelve diagrams, focusing each one in a different aspect of the system to be 

modeled. Each one of these diagrams is in turn composed of a wide set of UML elements.  

On the other hand, the target language of the mapping needs to address a series of 

requirements in order to guarantee the MODELOG feasibility. Therefore, some choices are 

required ranging the source and target languages and their elements. An appropriate 

approach is also required to better carry out the mapping between these languages. 

In this chapter, we introduce a set of criteria to choose the minimum subset of the 

UML 2.0 and OCL 2.0 modeling elements to be covered in the MODELOG’s mapping, 

emphasizing them in terms of abstract syntax. We also define criteria to choose: (a) a target 

platform language to which to map UML/OCL models using these elements; (b) a model 

transformation approach; and (c) a model transformation language. We then use these 

criteria to justify the choices we made in MODELOG: (a) Flora as target language; (b) 

metamodel based transformation approach; and (c) ATL and Flora itself as transformation 

language. 

The options and choices of MODELOG mapping are introduced and justified in this 

chapter that is organized as follows. Section 3.1 defines a set of criteria to choose minimum 

subset of the UML 2.0 and OCL 2.0 metamodels to cover in the mapping, emphasizing 

which of their meta-elements are covered as well. Section 3.2 defines a set of criteria to 

choose the target language of the mapping, emphasizing the agent-program designs and 

reasoning supported by the target language and hence by the MODELOG. Section 3.3 

classifies the MODELOG’s transformations according to a well-known taxonomy of model 

transformations, whereas Section 3.4 introduces the possible mapping approaches and 

justifies the chosen one among them to be pursued by MODELOG.  

3.1 Source Model Coverage 

Each one of the UML diagrams is composed of a wide set of UML meta-elements. For 

instance, the UML metamodel covering only class diagram artifacts is composed of about 

30 packages that in turn are composed of a series of ten UML meta-classes.  

In order to show the feasibility of the MODELOG, we have chosen to incorporate in 

this thesis the mapping from UML class diagrams fully annotated with OCL constraints. 

We chose the class diagram because it is the foremost and the more commonly used UML 

diagram. It is also a very significant part of the full UML 2.0 and MOF 2.0 metamodels. 

Incorporating OCL to this kind of diagram, this thesis contemplates fully refined behavioral 

modeling detailed enough so that can be fully automatically transformed into complete, 

running behavioral code. Thus, with this single, but not simple mapping, we can show that 

the chosen target language has enough expressiveness to contemplate both structural and 

behavioral diagrams.  

 Choosing OCL instead of any UML behavioral diagram is motivated by the 

following reasons: 

• OCL may be incorporated in any UML diagram. Thus, once OCL has been 

mapped to the target language, all other UML diagrams may leverage this 

mapping; 
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• The OCL mapping is very versatile, allowing not only to generate behavioral 

method code, but also to generate code for: checking properties, detecting 

constraint violating objects, checking invariants and conditions as well as 

deducing property values; 

• OCL forms the core of ATL and QVT, the two most promising model 

transformation languages. A mapping from OCL specifications provides the 

core of future mappings involving these transformation languages to use Flora 

as a versatile model transformation engine.  

For all aforementioned reasons, UML class diagrams fully annotated with OCL 

specification are, in our vision, the best minimum core to show the feasibility of the 

MODELOG. 

Scope of UML Class Diagram Elements 

Since MODELOG aims to perform a complete mapping from UML class diagrams, all the 

UML metamodel elements (i.e., meta-classes, meta-attributes, meta-roles, etc.) concerning 

this kind of UML diagram must be covered by the transformation process. In addition, they 

must be present in the MODELOG ATL transformation modules containing the ATL 

transformation rules.  

In order to facilitate comparisons with other works
21

 and also to give a real feeling 

of the complexity and dimension involved in the MODELOG mapping, we introduce below 

some of the MODELOG ATL modules
22

. By identifying precisely the UML class diagram 

meta-elements involved in each one of these transformation modules, we also allow 

systematic fine-grained comparison between the coverage of MODELOG and of previous 

UML class diagram mappings. Some of the MODELOG ATL modules are: 

• Module ClassTransformations: covers the Class meta-class and its 

properties (name, isActive, isLeaf, isRoot, isAbstract) as well as 

the Stereotype meta-class associated to each class; 

• Module AttributeTransformations: covers the Attribute meta-

class and its properties  (name, type, multiplicity, visibility, 

initialValue, changeability, ordering) as well as the 

Stereotype meta-class associated to each attribute; 

• Module OperationTransformations: covers the Operation meta-

class and its properties (name, inheritable, visibility, isQuery, 

isRoot, isLeaf, concurrency) as well as the Stereotype and 

Parameter meta-classes associated to each operation. In addition, the 

properties of each parameter (name, type, direction, initialValue, 

stereotype) are also covered by this module; 

• Module GeneralizationTransformations: covers the 

Generalization meta-class and its properties (child, parent, 

                                                 
21

 A detailed comparison is done in Chapter 7. 
22

 A more complete set o MODELOG ATL rules is presented in Appendix B. 
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discriminator, disjoint, covering) as well as the Stereotype 

meta-class associated to each generalization relationship; 

• Module DependencyTransformations: coves the Dependency meta-

class and its properties (name, client, supplier) as well as the 

Stereotype meta-class associated to each dependency relationship; 

• Module AssociationTransformations: covers the Association 

meta-class and its properties (name, isRoot, isLeaf, isAbstract) as 

well as the Stereotype and AssociationEnd meta-classes associated to 

each association relationship. In addition, the properties of each association end 

(participant, role, visibility, ordering, changeability, 

isNavigable, aggregation, qualifier, stereotype) are also 

covered by this module; 

• Module RealizationTransformations: covers the Realization 

meta-class and its properties (name, client, supplier) as well as the 

Stereotype meta-class associated to each realization relationship. 

Scope of OCL Elements 

OCL is a very expressive Turing-complete language that incorporates constructs from 

constraint, logic, functional, object-oriented and imperative languages. The complexity of 

its metamodel and its transformation rules far exceed those involving the UML class 

diagram. For this reason, the current version of MODELOG covers not all OCL meta-

elements. However, the majority of them are covered and so does at least one from each 

major aspect of the language. The main ATL modules for the OCL transformation part of 

the MODELOG are the following: 

• Module InvariantTransformations: covers the Constraint meta-

class whose associated stereotype identifies an invariant specification; 

• Module DeriveTransformations: covers the Constraint meta-class 

whose associated stereotype identifies a derive specification; 

• Module PreAndPostConditionsTransformations: covers the 

Constraint meta-class whose associated stereotype identifies a pre-condition 

together a post-condition specification; 

• Module PreConditionAndBodyTransformations: covers the 

Constraint meta-class whose associated stereotype identifies a pre-condition 

together a body specification; 

• Module PostConditionTransformations: covers the Constraint 

meta-class whose associated stereotype identifies a post-condition specification; 

• Module BodyTransformations: covers the Constraint meta-class 

whose associated stereotype identifies a body specification; 

• Module IfExpressionTransformations: covers OCL conditional 

expression (IfExp meta-class) as well as its respective component condition 
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expression (condition meta-role targeting OclExpression meta-class) 

and branches (thenExpression and elseExpression meta-roles); 

• Module LetExpressionTransformations: covers OCL local variables 

declarations (LetExp meta-class) as well as its respective  variable and in 

meta-roles, i.e., the variable involved in and the respective OCL expression to 

which it must be applied to; 

• Module VariableExpTransformations: covers Variable occurrences 

inside OCL expressions. This module handles each variable occurrence 

(VariableExp meta-class) as well as its associated variable declaration   

(referredVariable meta-role targeting the VariableDeclaration 

meta-class and its type and initExpression meta-roles); 

• Module LiteralExpTransformations: covers each literal value (each of 

the subclasses of the LiteralExp meta-class) occurring in an OCL 

expression. For instance, BooleanLiteralExp and its respective meta-

attribute named booleanSymbol; 

• Module FeatureCallExpTransformations: covers any kind of model 

property references inside an OCL expression. They include: attribute references 

(referredAttribute meta-role), associationEnd references 

(referredAssociationEnd meta-role), association class references 

(referredAssociationClass meta-role), operation references 

(referredOperation and arguments meta-roles) as well as loop 

expressions (iterators and result meta-roles targeting the 

VariableDeclaration meta-class); 

• Module BooleanOperationsTransformations: covers the basic 

Boolean operations occurring in an OCL expression, such as: and, or, not, 

implies operations, etc. and its arguments; 

• Module CollectionOperationsTransformations: covers collection 

operations of the OCL library, such as: exists, forall, asSequence, 

size, first, etc. 

 

The first six modules above show that our transformations cover any kind of OCL 

specification (invariants, pre-conditions, post-conditions, method specifications and 

derivation rules). The last ones show the diversity of our mapping concerning the kinds of 

OCL expression source elements to be transformed to. For instance, the only immediate 

subclass of the OclExpression meta-class (contained in the OCL metamodel) that is 

not covered in our mapping is the OclMessageExp meta-class. All the remaining ones 

are covered by the MODELOG transformation modules: PropertyCallExp (including 

ModelPropertyCallExp and LoopExp), LiteralExp, IfExp, VariableExp 

and LetExp. 
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3.2 Target  Language for PSM 

As shown in chapter 1, MODELOG aims to define an automatic mapping from precise 

UML diagrams fully annotated with OCL specification to a target language able to tackle 

all the issues also raised in the chapter 1 concerning: (1) formal development and model 

checking; (2) model-driven development and transformations; (3) agile development and 

fast prototyping; (4) intelligent agent development; and (5) semantic web service 

development. In order to reach this goal, a powerful and expressive target language is 

required. Therefore, we defined the following set of criteria to choose the target language of 

the mapping involved in the MODELOG: 

• Expressing classes, attributes, operations, objects and inheritance hierarchies of 

structured concepts; 

• Encoding behavioral knowledge such as operations body, derivation rules, 

verification rules and imperative constructs such as conditional loops; 

• Expressing object-oriented model transformation rules; 

• Supporting data modeling, data definition and data manipulation with 

transactional rollbacks and declarative data query; 

• Must possess a running, efficient implementation platform; 

• Must be executable and a Turing-complete language; 

• Must possess a MOF metamodel that defines its abstract syntax; 

• Must possess a declarative formal semantics; 

• Supporting general purpose inference providing non-monotonic deduction with 

meta-predicates together with inheritance; 

Flora-2, together its automated non-monotonic deductive and abductive reasoning 

inference engine, is the language closer to satisfy all of the aforementioned requirements. In 

fact, it only did not have a MOF metamodel, but this kind of syntax is absent in the 

majority of the languages yet. In fact, most of the versatility present in Flora-2 is derived 

from powerful, elegant and concise formal logic that underlies it: Sequential Transaction 

Frame Logic (STFL). From here STFL refers to the logic theoretic foundation on which 

underlies Flora-2 platform engine. 

In addition, Flora-2 supports diverse kinds of intelligent agents, as presented in next 

subsections. 

Agent Taxonomy 

The agent taxonomy adopted by us and briefly presented below is a combination of those 

proposed by [Russel and Norvig, 2002] and [Robin, 2007]. They considerate two 

orthogonal dimensions in their proposed agent taxonomy: (1) internal agent architecture in 

terms of reasoning components
23

 decomposition [Russel and Norvig, 2002]; and (2) 

automated reasoning paradigm used by each reasoning component [Robin, 2007]. 

                                                 
23

 A component is the persistent rule base and its inference engine. 
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 The first dimension defines: (1) how many components are used for choosing the 

actions from the perceptions; and (2) which volatile Knowledge Base (KB) is used to reach 

(1). In this dimension, an  agent may be classified as: 

• Simple reflex agents – they use rules that associate directly percepts to actions. 

They have an unique component and no volatile KB; 

• Model-based agents – they use rules that associate percepts to actions indirectly 

through the incremental construction of an environment model containing 

internal state information of the agent. The action choice is based on the 

following components: (1) current percepts; (2) previous percepts; (3) previous 

actions; (4) encapsulated knowledge of initial environment state; and (5) current 

model. They have 2 components, being one volatile KB; 

• Goal-based agents – they use rules that associate percepts to actions indirectly 

through explicit and dynamic goals of the agent added to the environment 

model. They maintain two volatile KB: (1) the environment model; and (2) the 

agent’s explicit goal. Additionally, they have 3 components, depending whether 

they are also either reflex or model-based agents; 

• Utility-based agent – they use rules that associate percepts to actions indirectly 

through an utility function that allows expressing finer grained agent 

preferences, i.e., substitute the binary representation of the agent’s preferences 

among the various states of its environment of a goal; 

• Learning-agent – they use rules to acquire automatically knowledge of the 

domain, i.e., this kind of agents can operate in initially unknown environments 

and to become more competent than its initial knowledge alone might allow. 

The second dimension defines agents according to the automated reasoning 

paradigm used by each reasoning component making possible to improve the performance 

of any kind of agent. The automated reasoning paradigms are: deduction, default reasoning, 

abduction, inheritance, belief revision, belief update, temporal projection, planning, 

constraint solving, optimization, analogy and induction. There are two restriction on these 

paradigms. Firstly, only the last two can be applied in learning-agent components. 

Secondly, induction cannot be applied in reflex, goal-based and utility-based agent 

components. 

In summary, agents have a variety of components that can be represented in many 

ways within the agent program, so there appears to be great variety among learning 

methods. There is, however, a single unifying theme. Learning in intelligent agents can be 

summarized as a process of modification of each component of the agent to bring the 

components into closer agreement with the available feedback information, thereby 

improving the overall performance of the agent [Russel and Norvig, 2002]. 

MODELOG Agents 

Following the agent taxonomy previously described, MODELOG may be employed for 

developing the following kinds of agents: simple reflex, model-based and goal-based 

agents. 
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Simple reflex agents may be straightforwardly  implemented as Flora rules with no 

object base updates and no entailment. 

Model-based agents may be implemented as Flora rules that have: (1) one volatile 

KB as Flora objects representing current (or current and past) environment model; (2) one 

Flora rule base that uses the current (or current and past) Flora object base to choose the 

action to execute; (3) other Flora rule base with updates (using, e.g.,  btinsert/1 and 

btdelete/1) that uses the Flora object base representing the current environment model from 

(a) the current percepts; (b) the past models; (c) the action chosen; and (d) the current 

model. These update rules can be bundled into a single component or separated in different 

rule bases. In Flora, to do this update one can use (a) deduction; (b) default reasoning; or 

(c) inheritance; once Flora implements the first three as built-in reasoning besides negation 

as failure that is a particular case of (b). 

Goal-based agents may be implemented in Flora similarly to the model-based ones 

above described. Additionally, the update rules can be bundled into different components, 

being each one composed of a running Flora engine and a Flora persistent rule base. The 

goal updating rule bases can implement deduction, default reasoning or inheritance, as 

happens to the model-based updating rule bases. 

Concerning the utility-based agents, in more complex case, we might combine the 

expression of the agent's preferred environment states using both updatable goals and a 

utility function to pick the action. We first pre-selected those that satisfy the current goal 

and then among these, we choose the one that maximize the utility function so you can 

have a goal and utility based agent. However this design is rare, but possible in principles. 

However, computing argmax of utility function is difficult in Flora, because it is numerical 

and thus it can only check whether some value is the max but not search all the values to 

find the max. This requires constraint solving (CHR) and although the latest version of 

XSB implements CHR, it is not integrated with Flora. Thus,  utility-based agents are hard 

to do in MODELOG due to this practical implementation limitation of Flora. In addition 

CHR is relational and not OO. Thus, the mapping from OCL to CHR would require 

breaking OO structures in relational one "a la Flora compiler" which we have not done in 

MODELOG. 

Since Flora does not deal with analogy nor induction, it does not implement any 

learning. However, MODELOG can be coupled with CIGOLF [Andrade and Robin, 2003] 

which performs inductive learning. Thus, part of the Flora persistent rule bases can be 

acquired automatically using MODELOG from manually design UML/OCL models 

whereas another part of such Flora persistent rule bases can be acquired automatically using 

CIGOLF from example data preprocessed as Flora object bases. This is absolutely 

revolutionary once no other learning technique that we know off can reuse intentional 

knowledge automatically generated from an OO visual model. This synergy between the 

two is very unique and worth because in practice modeling all details in UML is virtually 

impossible once the "human expert" does not know all the details and learning only from 

extensional data requires an amount of data quality and preprocessing that is also almost 

impossible to attain or in any case very costly in practice. Therefore, the idea is to exploit 

all intentional human knowledge available using UML and MODELOG and then fine-tune, 

complete the knowledge gaps using CIGOLF to learn the missing detail knowledge from 

available data that can be artificially generated from simulations. 
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3.3 MODELOG’s Transformations Taxonomy 

Following the  taxonomy of model transformations proposed in [Mens et al., 2004], we can 

classify the MODELOG transformations as: 

• Exogeneous transformations: occurring between models expressed using 

different languages, in our case: UML and Flora-2. In the taxonomy proposed in 

[Visser et al., 2004], the term translation is used for an exogeneous 

transformation; 

• Horizontal transformations: where the source and target models reside at the 

same abstraction level; 

• Heavy-duty transformations: complex and big transformations, generally 

involved in parsers, compilers and code generators. 

In addition, our transformations are performed only in the MDE technological 

space, precluding us to provide exporters and importers to bridge the technological spaces 

while the transformation is executed in the technological space of either the source or target 

model. 

3.4 Mapping Approaches 

As indicated in chapter 2, the model transformations play an important role in MDE. They 

are specifically the MDE artifacts that turn the various models elaborated during the 

development process a worthwhile investment for overall cost and time gains for the 

production of source code. Therefore, decisions about the design, specification and 

execution of the model transformation are crucial. There are four different kinds of model 

transformation approaches according to the manner of specifying and implementing the 

transformation definitions: 

1. Object-oriented imperative programming – uses an object-oriented imperative 

programming language (such as Java) as transformation language. In this 

approach, a model transformation is an object-oriented application that makes 

use of APIs to access and manipulate models and metamodels; 

2. Semi-structure rewrite rules
24

 – uses a template-based language (such as XSLT) 

as transformation language. In this approach, a model transformation is a 

parameterized application whose target model elements are generated according 

to the source model elements, rewriting a given set of parameters in the 

transformation language; 

3. Object-oriented deductive rules with procedures – uses an object-oriented logic 

language as transformation language (such as Flora). In this approach, a model 

transformation is chained by a built-in inference engine provided by deductive 

reasoning and inheritance; 

4. Object-oriented rewrite rules with procedures – uses a hybrid rule and procedure 

based language as transformation language (such as QVT and ATL). A model 

transformation is a template for the target model to generate with placeholders 

filled by elements filtered from source model; 

                                                 
24

 A rewrite rule specifies a generic rewriting of some elements of the source metamodel to some 

corresponding elements of the target metamodel. 
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The first approach takes advantage of the already disseminated object-oriented 

infra-structure, but they do not allow specifying transformations in a declarative concise 

way. This makes transformation harder to specify, understand and monitor.  

The second approach has as main drawback the low performance of its engines as 

well as the low legibility of its applications. Moreover, these languages are non-standard 

which brings back, in a higher abstraction level, the platform interoperability problem that 

initially motivated MDE. This last drawback is shared by those languages pertaining to the 

third approach.  

In addition, the three first transformation language approaches have not a straight 

access to the meta-elements of the source and target metamodels, a crucial feature required 

for transformations languages. Thus, it would be required at least two technological spaces 

to execute the transformations. Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that the 

drawbacks involved in these approaches become more perceptible when specifying 

complex transformations as is the case of the MODELOG whose transformations are  

heavy-duty. 

On the other hand, the approach pursuing an object-oriented rewrite rules with 

procedures as transformation language satisfy most of the requirements that a 

transformation language must address. Moreover, this approach already has an increasing 

set of users and available platforms to support them and it requires only one technological 

space: MDE. 

 A comparison between the languages that have been more commonly used as 

transformation language is summarized in the Table 3.1. This table shows ATL and QVT as 

the only languages with available tools covering, in an integrated way, many of the model 

operations, i.e., with support not only to specify and execute transformations, but also to 

construct and instantiate metamodels as well as support to model repository and a series of 

other model operations. Moreover, their hybrid style, declarative and imperative, allows 

expressing diverse transformations, even those more complex requiring the use of recursion 

and imperative constructors (such as loops and conditional commands).  

While QVT tools have still low robustness and its use is few disseminated, ATL has 

a framework widely used by an increasing and enthusiast community, with full support to 

model operations through a plug-in developed on the Eclipse
25

 framework, where, in an 

integrated way, one can specify and instantiate metamodels as well as specify and execute 

transformations on these. In addition, ATL have a wide set of transformation examples 

available at the literature and discussion lists, in contrast of QVT, whose documentation is 

poor and not didactic. 

Due to the reasons aforementioned concerning transformation approaches added by 

an analysis on the table 3.1, we advocate and adopt ATL as the MODELOG’s 

transformation language. Therefore, to fully adopt the object-oriented rewrite rules with 

procedures transformation approach by using ATL, a MOF Flora metamodel was necessary 

to be built, allowing this way to specify ATL rules on the UML/OCL and Flora 

metamodels. 

                                                 
25

 In the chapter 5, we detail as ATL and its tools are used and combined in the MODELOG as a whole. 
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It is important to highlight the column comprising Flora as a transformation 

language in the Table 3.1. We have introduced it there because in this thesis we conclude
26

 

that due to its versatility addressing several of the requirements required by the RPF [RFP, 

2002], added by the Flora metamodel constructed in this thesis, Flora constitutes a strong 

candidate to play important roles also in the model transformations spectrum. This potential 

is indicated by the filled fields in the Flora column contained in Table 3.1. 

 

 Java XSLT FLORA QVT ATL 

Conciseness   ● ● ● 

Disseminated languages ● ●    

Efficiency ●  ●  ● 

Executability ● ● ●  ● 

Expressiveness ● ● ●   

Metamodel   ● ● ● 

Formal Semantics  ● ●   

Standard  ●  ●  

OO/MOF concepts ●  ● ● ● 

MDE Integrated Tools    ● ● 

Table 3.1: Confrontation between transformation languages 

 

 

                                                 
26

 In the chapter 8, we detail this remark in a bit more detail. 
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4 Object-Oriented Logic Programming 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________________ 

This chapter introduces the Object-Oriented Logic Paradigm (OOLP). 

Different logics are presented and combined in a single one that also 

incorporates object-oriented features: STFLP (Sequential Transaction Frame 

Logic Programs). This formalism follows OOLP and has Flora as the more 

complete programming language implementing it. In addition, in this chapter 

we present the complete MOF metamodel of Flora. It constitutes in itself a 

significant contribution to OOLP and is essential to specify the MODELOG 

transformation definitions.  

____________________________________________ 
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Logic programming (LP) is fundamentally different from most other programming 

paradigms, largely because since logic precedes computers it is not restricted to the Von 

Neumann machine’s view of computation. 

The main originality and distinctive power of logic language as opposed to 

imperative or functional languages is how they are simultaneously: (a) programming 

languages; (b) database data definition, manipulation and query languages; and (c) 

knowledge representation languages. 

A logic program is simultaneously: (a) a formal specification of a computational 

service; (b) an executable program that can be tested; (c) a main memory database; and (d) 

a knowledge base with which an inference engine can perform rigorous logic-based 

automated reasoning. It is thus a formal specification that is executable by an inference 

engine for the logic used in the formula. From the programming perspective, the developer 

only specifies data structures (logical formula), liberating him from the task of specifying 

control structures. All logic program share the same unique, pre-defined control structure: 

the algorithm of the associated inference engine. A logic program is thus far more similar to 

a set of database definition and queries than to an imperative program. 

Indeed, there is no execution command available in a logic programming language. 

A logic program can only be run indirectly as a side-effect of the inference engine trying to 

answer a logical query. Typically, a logical programming query Q is a conjunction of 

atomic formulas, i.e., of the form nppp ∧∧∧ ...21 . Given a logical program LP, the first 

answer to the query is a boolean that is true if   LP |= Q and false if LP |≠ Q 27. 

For first-order logic programs with logical variables, var(Q) in the query, the second 

answer to Q is either the first or all the possible alternative sets of instantiations of var(Q) 

that were necessary to prove LP |= Q. 

Note that this implies a logical program engine is working under the so called 

closed-world assumption. It declares only positive fact, and deductive rules with only 

positive conclusions. This is in contrast to classical first-order logic that works under the 

open-world assumption and where negative facts and rules (in the form of implications) 

with negative conclusions are allowed. Thus, a classical first-order logic theorem prover 

given a logic program as axioms answers to a query Q false only when LP |= ⌐Q.            

If LP |≠ Q and LP |≠ ⌐Q then it will answer undefined, whereas, in such case, a 

logic program engine answers false. 

A logic program is written in a logic programming language. There are many such 

languages, but a common syntactical ground among almost all of them is that they consist 

of a logical conjunction of Horn clauses. A Horn clause has the form 

cppp n ⇒∧∧∧ ...21  where cppp n ,,...,, 21  are atomic formula of some extension of 

Classical First-Order Logic (CFOL).  

                                                 
27

 Entailment is the relation between sentences, where new sentences are necessarily true given that the old 

sentences are true. In mathematical notation the entailment relation is written as follows to say that 

α entails β :  βα =|  
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 Note that there are many CFOL formulas which do not possess a logically 

equivalent set of Horn clauses, such as 21 ccpn ∨⇒  and cpn ¬⇒ . 

 There are two important sub-cases of Horn clauses: 

1. Facts of the form ctrue ⇒ . 

2. Integrity constraints of the form falseppp n ⇒∧∧∧ ...21 . 

In a logic program, Horn clauses that are neither facts nor integrity constraints are 

called deductive rules. It is important not to confound deductive rules that are specific to a 

logic program and written by the programmer to model the laws of a particular application 

domain, and inference rules such as modus ponens and resolution that are laws of deductive 

logical reasoning implemented by the inference engine domain-independent. 

 There are three main kinds of formal semantics given to logic programs: model-

theoretic semantics, abstract proof-theoretic semantics and detailed proof-theoretic 

semantics, all a bit more detailed in the next sections. 

Model-theoretic 

Model-theoretic semantics gives a formal meaning to expressions in a language. It has its 

roots in model theory, a branch of mathematical logic that deals with the notion of truth in 

a structure.  The formal meaning that model-theoretic semantics provides is limited to 

interpreting legitimate expressions of a particular language in compatible set-theoretic 

structures (elements, functions, relations), and to assessing whether certain statements in 

that language are true in those structures. 

 Logic programming introduces Herbrand Models to provide model-theoretic 

semantics. The Herbrand Model MH(P) of a logic program P is defined in terms of other 

concepts: The Herbrand Universe UH(P) and the Herbrand Base BH(P). Intuitively, UH(P) 

consists of all ground terms that one can construct from the constant and function symbols 

occurring in P, whereas BH(P) consists of all ground atomic formulas that one can construct 

by instantiating the logical variables occurring in P by all the combinations of values taken 

from UH(P), with the restriction that for each given variable, all its occurrences are 

instantiated with the same value taken from UH(P). The Herbrand model of a logic program 

is defined on the subset of its Herbrand base that it logically entails, formally:  

}||)({)( gPPBgpM HH =∈= . MH(P) contains all the ground facts that can be deductively 

derived from P. MH(P) represents extensionally the same knowledge that P represents 

intensionally. 

The model theoretic semantics of a logic program is a denotational semantics. 

Proof-theoretic 

Proof-theoretic semantics gives formal meaning of propositions and logical connectives not 

in terms of interpretations, as in model-theoretic semantics approach, but in the role that the 

proposition or logical connective plays within an inference system proof theories, a branch 

of mathematical logic that represents proofs as mathematical objects, facilitating their 

analysis by mathematical techniques. Proofs are typically represented as inductively-
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defined data structures such as plain lists, boxed lists, or trees, which are constructed 

according to the axioms and inference rules of the inference system. 

 Logic programming introduces two kinds of proof-theoretic semantics: inference 

rules (abstract proof theoretic) and inference algorithms (detailed proof theoretic).  

Inference rules are rules that constitute patterns of logical inferences that 

repeatedly occur and their soundness can be shown once and for all. Inference rules take as 

input one or more logical formula and derive as output one or more logical formulas that 

are logically entailed by the input ones. For instance, Modus Ponens inference rule is 

illustrated below. It states that from an implication and the premise of the implication, you 

can infer the conclusion
28

: 

β

αβα ,⇒
 

The Modus Ponens and Resolution are distinct inference rules of deductive logic. 

Taken independently of the specific search strategy to pick the clauses onto which they will 

be repeatedly applied, they provide a form of axiomatic semantics. 

Deductive reasoning is the process by which a logical formula named theorem is 

derived from a set of logical formulas named axioms. This process is formalized through 

the inference rules, unification
29

 and a search algorithm to close which initial axioms or 

theorem proven so far from those axioms to combine using an inference rule to prove a new 

theorem. The main inference algorithms for Definite Logical Programs (DLP)
30

 are 

forward chaining and backward chaining. 

A forward-chaining algorithm starts with the atomic sentences in the knowledge 

base and applies Modus Ponens in the forward direction, adding new atomic sentences, 

until no further inferences can be made, when the algorithm reaches a fixed point. Forward 

chaining is an example of the data-driven reasoning, which focus of attention starts with the 

known data.  

A backward-chaining algorithm works backward from the goal (query Q), chaining 

deductive rules to find known axioms or other deductive rule conclusions that support 

current goal. Starting by resolving Q with a deductive rule which conclusion unifies with Q, 

and then at each next step, resolving the result of the latest resolution with a clause from the 

program P. Backward chaining is a form of goal-driven reasoning. 

Forward and backward chaining algorithms provide a detailed operational, proof-

theoretic semantics for logic programs. 

Some strengths and weaknesses of the LP paradigm are summarized in table 4-1. 

                                                 
28

 This notation is the canonical form used for inference rules: whenever something in the knowledge base 

matches the pattern above the line, the inference rule concludes the premise below the line. 
29

 Given two atomic formulas p and q, unification is the process of searching one substitution that make p and 

q turn equal. This process result either in success or in failure. It is not needed for deductive reasoning in 

propositional logic. 
30

 Later detailed in Section 4.1. 
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Logic Programming 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Sound theoretical basis Representation of terminological and procedural 

knowledge is not intuitive  

Declarative nature Few Standards  and computational services otherwise 

Artificial Intelligence  implemented 

Powerful inference mechanism Very limited facility for structuring knowledge about 

complex entities 

Possibility of being proved be consistent or 

inconsistent (automated theorem prover) 

Type free language 

Dynamic assertion and retraction (facts and rules) Interoperability with other languages is very limited  

Fast prototyping Software engineering methodologies and CASE  

tools are limited 

Table 4-1: LP strengths and weaknesses  

Foundations 

Most modern knowledge representation languages such as FL (Frame-Logic) and STL 

(Sequential Transaction Logic) are syntactic and semantic extensions
31

 of a given restricted 

subset of classical first-order logic, named FOHPL (First-Order Horn Predicate Logic). 

FOHPL programs are conjunctions of Horn-clauses instead of arbitrary classical first-order 

formulas.  

On the other hand, several of these logics may be integrated as a way of increasing 

its expressiveness. For instance, STL and FL may be integrated composing STFL 

(Sequential Transaction Frame Logic), a rich and expressive logic that combines the 

strengths from STL and FL.  

From its root in DL (Definite Logic)
32

, STFL evolved incrementally, as a series of 

largely orthogonal extensions, each one providing a semantically well-founded logical 

alternative to the extra-logical predicates of DL programs that betrayed the original logic 

programming ideal. This evolution had four main steps: 

1. General Logic (GL), extending DL with the logically Well-Founded Negation as 

Failure (WFNAF) connective; 

                                                 
31

 There is a transaction logic for full classical first-order logic, but we are only considering the STL restricted 

to Horn-clauses here. 
32

 DL is a restricted subset of FOHPL. DL is the logic on which underlies pure prolog. 
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2. HiLog (HL), extending DL with high-order syntax inspired from functional 

programming for meta-level programming, reasoning and querying but with 

first-order logical semantics [Chen et al., 1993]; 

3. Sequential Transaction Logic (STL), extending DL with logically well-founded 

backtrackable knowledge base updates and procedural constructs such as 

conditionals and loops [Bonner and Kifer, 1995]; 

4. Frame Logic (FL), extending HiLog with an object-oriented syntax [Kifer et al., 

1995] and logical semantics for single-source multiple structural and behavioral 

inheritance integrated with deduction [Kifer et al., 1995]; 

DL and its extensions are not only knowledge representation languages, but also 

Turing-complete programming languages. However, from a practical software engineering 

perspective, few applications can be developed entirely within the pure logical paradigm. In 

particular, executing I/O operations is hard to formulate as side effect of proving a logical 

query, and formulating numeric computation, this way leads to code that is inefficient on 

the underlying imperative platform of current computers and unfriendly to specify and use. 

In order to overcome these problems and to leave its notation a little more usual for 

its programmers, practical logic paradigm platform thus implement a hybrid logic-

imperative paradigm, providing libraries of built-in predicates (BIP) with imperative 

operational semantics and no declarative semantics. 

Flora (Frame LOgic tRAnslator) is an execution platform that compiles and 

efficiently executes extensions above mentioned, i.e., STFL programs extended with extra 

logical predicates. It does so reusing the XSB Prolog platform that already implements 

extensions 1-2. XSB, in turn, is implemented as layers on top of ISO Prolog that 

implements only extension 1.  

In order to elaborate the Flora MOF metamodel, crucial for the MODELOG 

transformations, as indicated in Chapter 3, we first built a modular MOF metamodel for DL 

Programs (DLP)
33

. Then, the Flora abstract syntax is given as a modular MOF metamodel 

with one high-level package for each one of those extensions, added by the ISO Prolog and 

XSB platforms on which the Flora BIPs are implemented. While MOF could also have 

been used to describe in a similar modular way the Flora semantics, we left this task of 

model-driven language semantic formalization for future work. Each one of these 

metamodel packages are detailed and illustrated in the next subsections. 

It is important to emphasize that these metamodels are the first ones to be 

constructed for logic-based knowledge representation languages. Thus, in addition to 

introduce and illustrate STFL, the following sections also demonstrate benefits of 

metamodeling to clarify the settle relationships among various logics. 

4.1 Definite Programs 

Definite Logic Program (DLP) is an restricted language derived from FOHPL. It combines 

two restrictions applied to FOHPL: 

                                                 
33

 From now on, we are interested in logic programs instead of only the logic formalism. Then, DL is named 

DLP (DL Programs), STL is named STLP (STL Programs) and go on. 
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• No integrity constraints – It is not allowed to express negative knowledge, 

i.e., to have horn-clauses whose conclusion is the literal false34, such as: 

)(),(: XfemaleXmalefalse − 35
. 

• No equality – DLP reduces semantic equality to syntactic unification. 

A Definite program is a logical conjunction of finite definite clauses, i.e., in INF
36

, 

formulas whose premise is restricted to positive atoms and whose conclusion has exactly 

one positive atom. 

Definite programs express only positive knowledge, i.e., their facts and rules 

describe that certain objects are in certain relations with one another. Neither the program 

nor its least Herbrand model [Nilson and Maluszynski, 1990] includes negative 

information. 

4.1.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

DLP metamodel is shown in Fig. 4-1. It is structured in four packages: Operators, 

Terms, Atom and Core. 

Operators 

Shown in Fig. 4-2, this package states the classical logical connectives allowed in DLP 

clauses: conjunction (and) and disjunction (or). 

Terms 

Shown in Fig 4-3, this package describes a special structure called a logical term, that is a 

tree which root is called functor and which depth one sub-trees are called arguments. Non-

functional terms (constants or variables) are depth zero sub-trees. In contrast, functional 

terms have depth of at least one. A ground term is a sub-tree of arbitrary depth that is free 

of variables. A DLP term is a FOPL term. 

Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-4, this package defines a DLP logic atom. In DLP, all logical atoms are 

predicative logical atoms, expressed through the metaclass 

LogicalPredicativeAtom. These atoms (1) have a functor that is a constant and (2) 

take terms as arguments, all imported from DLP::Terms package. Similarly to terms, the 

atoms in DLP are first-order atoms. 

Core 
                                                 
34

 Integrity constraints play an important role in the database world since they may indicate errors in the data. 
35

 The logic program syntax commonly pursued by most of the logic programming languages differs a few 

from that shown to classic first-order logic. While a Horn-clause contained in a CFOL sentence has the 

form cppp n ⇒∧∧∧ ...21 , it, in a logical program, is commonly written as 

follows: npppc ,...,,: 21− . In most logic programs, we commonly find: ‘:-’ representing the implication 

connective; (2) ‘,’ representing the conjunction connective; and (3) ‘;’ representing disjunction connective. 

36
 A sentence in INF (Implicative Normal Form) shows each formula as an implication whose premise is a 

conjunction of atoms and whose conclusion is a disjunction of atoms. Then, the pattern of a sentence in INF 

is: mn cccppp ∨∨∨⇒∧∧∧ ...... 2121 .  
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ClassicalConnective

ClassicalConjunction
ClassicalDisjunction

<<SyntacticalSugar>>

Core

Terms

Operators

<<import>>

Atom

<<import>>
<<import>>

Shown in Fig. 4-5, this package defines what a DLP is: a set of clauses, each one consisting 

of (1) a premise (optional)
37

 that is a DLP query and (2) a single conclusion that is a logical 

predicative atom. A DLP query is a tree of arbitrary depth which leaves are DLP atoms and 

which non-leaf nodes are one of the two classical logical connectives. These connectives 

are provided by the DLP::Operators package, whereas the atoms are provided by the 

DLP::Atom package, both imported by the DLP::Core package. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1: DLP Metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-2: DLP::Operators package 

 

Fig. 4-6 shows an example of DLP metamodel instantiation. In this figure, we show 

how to instantiate the DLP clause ),(),(:),( YXhasChildXmaleXYfather −  in its 

metamodel. It is composed of one conclusion and two premises. The relations between the 

concrete and abstract syntax are expressed in the figure by dotted arrows outgoing from the 

concrete syntax and targeting the respective meta-element in the respective abstract syntax. 

For instance, the complete clause is an instance of the Clause metaclass having an 

instance of the LogicalPredicativeAtom metaclass playing the conclusion 

meta-role and Query metaclass playing the premise meta-role. The functors and 

arguments from these atoms are also identified in the figure. For instance, in the 

hasChild(X,Y) atom hasChild is an instance of the Constant metaclass playing 

the functor meta-role, whereas X and Y are instances of the Variable metaclass 

playing the arg meta-role. 

 

                                                 
37

 Clauses without premises are facts. 
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Symbol

name : String

NotFunctionalTerm

{ordered}

Variable

name : String

Term
ground : boolean

Constant

FunctionalTerm

1..*

0..1

+arg 1..*

0..1

1

0..1

+functor
1

0..1

 

Figure 4-3: DLP::Terms package 

 

{ordered}

Constant
(from Terms)

Term

ground : boolean

(from Terms)

LogicalPredicativeAtom

1

0..1

+f unctor

1

0..*

0..1

+arg 0..*

0..1 0..1

 

Figure 4-4: DLP::Atom package 

 

{ordered}

{ordered}ClassicalConnective
(from Operators)

Program

Operator

1 +f unctor1

Clause

1..*

1..*

1..*

LogicalPredicativeAtom

(f rom Atom )

1

0..1

+conclusion
1

0..1

Query
1..2

0..1

+formula1..2

0..1
0..1

+connectiv e

0..1

0..*

0..1

+premise 0..*

0..1

1..2

0..1 +a to m

1..2

0..1

{ordered}

1..*

 

Figure 4-5: DLP::Core package 
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Figure 4-6: DLP metamodel instantiation illustration 

4.1.2 Semantics 

Because DLP omit the negation connective, they cannot represent inconsistent knowledge 

such as a fact and its contradiction. Therefore, every DLP program has a Herbrand Model. 

The model derived from the intersection of all Herbrand models of a DLP program is called 

Least Herbrand Model [Nilson and Maluszynski, 1990]. 

In order to illustrate the Herbrand Models given to a DLP, Fig. 4-7 shows a DLP 

composed of a set of rules expressing the ancestor relation and some facts about a given 

family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-7: A definite program expressing the ancestor relation 

// Rule 1

// Rule 2

// Fact 1

// Fact 2

// Fact 3

// Fact 4

// Fact 5

// Fact 6

// Fact 7

// Fact 8

// Fact 9),(

),(

),(

),(

)(

))((

)(

)(

)(

),(),,(:),(

),(:),(

paulbillparent

billjohnparent

johnanneparent

johnmarcparent

annefemale

annespousemale

petermale

paulmale

johnmale

ZYancestorYXparentZXancestor

YXparentYXancestor

−

−

{ordered}

{ordered}

{ordered}

NotFunctionalTerm
(from Terms)

{ordered}

Variable

name : String

(from Terms)

ClassicalConjunc tion
(from Operators) ClassicalDisjunction

(from Operators)

<<SyntacticalSugar>>

FunctionalTerm
(f rom Term s)

Program
(f rom Core)

ClassicalConnective

(from Operators)

Term

ground : boolean

(from Terms)

1..*

0..1

+arg

1..*

0..1

Constant
(f rom Terms)

1

0..1

+f unctor 1

0..1

Clause
(f rom Core)

1..*

1..*

1..*

1..*

Operator
(f rom Core)

1 +f unctor1

LogicalPredicativeAtom

(from Atom )

0..*

0..1

+arg 0..*

0..1

1

0..1

+functor 1

0..1

1

0..1

+con clusi on 1

0..1

Query
(f rom Core)

0..*

0..1

+premise

0..*

0..1

1..2

0..1

+formula

1..2

0..1 0..1 +connectiv e0..1

1..20..1 +atom1..20..1 {ordered}

father(Y,X) :- male(X) , hasChild(X,Y)
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 This program contains six constants (john, paul, peter, anne, marc 

and bill) and one unary function (spouse). Consequently, its Herbrand universe is 

defined as follows: 

 
HU =   {john, paul, peter, anne, marc, bill,  spouse(john), spouse(paul), spouse(peter),  

                         spouse(anne), spouse(marc), spouse(bill), spouse(spouse(john)), spouse(spouse(paul)), 

                         spouse(spouse(peter)), spouse(spouse(anne)),  spouse(spouse(marc)), spouse(spouse(bill)), ...} 

 

Since the program contains four predicates (parent/2, male/1, female/1 

and ancestor/2), its Herbrand base is defined as follows: 
 

HB =   {male(john), male(paul), male(peter),male(anne),  male(marc), male(bill), 

female(john), female(paul), female(peter),female(anne),  female(marc), female(bill), 

parent(john, john), parent(johnm, paul), parent(john, peter),parent(john, anne), 

parent(john, marc), parent(john, bill), parent(paul, john), parent(paul , paul), parent(paul, 

peter), parent(paul, anne),  parent(paul, marc), parent(paul, bill), parent(peter, john), 

parent(peter , paul), parent(peter, peter), parent(peter, anne),  parent(peter, marc), 

parent(peter, bill), parent(anne, john), parent(anne , paul), parent(anne, peter), 

parent(anne, anne),  parent(anne, marc), parent(anne, bill), parent(marc, john), 

parent(marc, paul), parent(marc, peter), parent(marc,anne), parent(marc, marc), 

parent(marc, bill),  parent(bill, john), parent(bill, paul), parent(bill, peter), parent(bill, 

anne),  parent(bill, marc), parent(bill, bill), ancestor(john, john),ancestor(johnm, paul), 

ancestor (john, peter), ancestor(john, anne), ancestor(john, marc),ancestor(john, bill), 

ancestor(paul, john), ancestor(paul , paul), ancestor(paul, peter), ancestor(paul, 

anne),ancestor(paul, marc), ancestor(paul, bill), ancestor(peter, john), ancestor(peter , 

paul),ancestor(peter, peter), ancestor(peter,anne), ancestor(peter, marc),ancestor(peter, 

bill), ancestor(anne, john), ancestor(anne , paul),ancestor(anne, peter), 

ancestor(anne,anne), ancestor(anne, marc), ancestor(anne, bill), ancestor(marc, john), 

ancestor(marc, paul), ancestor(marc, peter), ancestor(marc,anne), ancestor(marc, marc), 

ancestor(marc, bill), ancestor(bill, john), ancestor(bill, paul), ancestor(bill, peter), 

ancestor(bill,anne), ancestor(bill, marc),  ancestor(bill, bill),  male( spouse(john)), 

male(spouse(paul)), male(spouse(peter)), male(spouse(anne)), male(spouse(marc)), 

male(spouse(bill)), female( spouse(john)), female(spouse(paul)), female(spouse(peter)), 

female(spouse(anner)),  female(spouse(marc)), female(spouse(bill)), ...} 

 

The program has the following least Herbrand model containing the intended 

interpretation: 
 

MP =   {male(john), male(paul), male(peter),  female(anne), male(spouse(anne)),   

parent(marc, john), parent(anne,john),  parent(john, bill), parent(bill, paul), ancestor(marc, john), 

ancestor(anne,john),  ancestor(john, bill), ancestor(bill, paul), ancestor(marc, bill),  

ancestor(anne, bill), ancestor(marc, paul), ancestor(anne, paul), ancestor(john, paul)} 
 

The proof tree generated by forward chaining on the ancestor relation is illustrated 

in Fig. 4-8. The initial facts appear at the bottom level. Facts inferred by the first 

application of first-order modus pones in the middle level, and facts inferred on the second 

application of first-order modus ponens appear at the top level. 
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Fig. 4-8: Proof tree generated by forward chaining on the ancestor relation 

 

 Fig. 4-9 shows a proof tree constructed by backward chaining to prove that marc is 

an ancestor of bill, our goal. The tree should be read depth first, left to right. There is no 

fact explicitly asserting our goal, i.e., the query ),( billmarcancestor . Therefore the 

algorithm starts by searching those deductive rules in the DLP whose conclusion unifies 

with ),( billmarcancestor . This is the case of the rules 1 and 2. Then we have to prove that 

their premises are true. No facts unifies with the premise of the first rule. Then, the 

backward chaining algorithm is applied to each premise of the second rule that is composed 

by two premises. Re-applying the algorithm to the first premise, the X variable unifies with 

marc and we have correspondent subgoal: )_,( Ymarcparent . This subgoal in turn unifies 

with the fact 6 stated on the fact base. Then, the second premise of the rule 2 will unify 

with the ancestor relation. However, here, the rule 1 may be applied due to the fact 

),( billjohnparent  stated on the fact base. In Fig. 4-9, bindings for each successful 

unification are shown next to the corresponding subgoal. Note that once one subgoal in a 

conjunction succeeds, its substitution is applied to subsequent subgoals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-9: Proof tree constructed by backward chaining to prove that marc is 
ancestor of bill. 

4.2 General Programs 

General Logic Program (GLP), also named Normal Logic Program (NLP), extends DLP by 

allowing occurrences of negative literals in the body of its clauses. Such formulas are 

named general clauses. 

The negation connective used in GLP is not the classical negation from FOPL. 

Instead of, its negative semantics, called negation as failure (naf), is derived from the 

),( billjohnparent

),( johnmarcparent ),( billjohnancestor

),( billmarcancestor

),( billjohnancestor)_,( Ymarcparent

),( billmarcancestor

),( johnmarcparent ),( billjohnparent

{X / marc}

{ }

{Y / bill}

{_Y/john }
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Core

(from GLP)

Operators

(from GLP)

<<import>>

Core

(from DLP)

<<reuse and generalize>>

Operators

(from DLP)

<<reuse and generalize>>

closed world assumption [Reiter, 1978] mechanism that allows making negative conclusion 

based on the lack of declared or deductively proven positive information. For instance, to 

proving the goal not G in GLP involves trying to prove G (deductively). If it finitely fails 

then (abductively) it is derived that not G is true. Otherwise, then (abductively) it is 

derived that not G is false. However, trying to prove G (deductively) may neither finitely 

fail nor succeed since DLP is only semi-decidable. To overcome this limitation, it is 

necessary to use ternary logic and assign undefined truth value for goals generating infinite 

refutation proof trees. 

4.2.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

Since GLP extends DLP only by adding the naf connective, its metamodel is composed by 

two packages that reuse and generalizes other packages from DLP
38

. The packages from 

GLP (filled in grey color) and those reused from DLP (without filling color) are illustrated 

in Fig. 4-10. The GLP metamodel contain two packages: Operators and Core. 

Operators 

Reuse and generalizes the DLP::Operators package since defines a new metaclass 

named GeneralConnective that generalizes the metaclass 

ClassicalConnective previously defined in the DLP::Operators package. Fig. 

4-11 shows this package. 

Core 

Reuse and generalizes the DLP::Core package since a GLP query has as operator a 

general connective instead of a classical connective from DLP::Core package. This 

feature turns GLP queries more general than DLP queries. Fig. 4-12 illustrates this package. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-10: GLP Metamodel 

 

                                                 
38

 Note that by reusing and generalizing the DLP::Core package, the GLP::Core package also imports all 

packages imported by the former, i.e., GLP reuses atoms and terms from DLP. 
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Figure 4-11: GLP::Operators package 
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Figure 4-12: GLP::Core package 

 

In order to illustrate the relation between the concrete and abstract syntax of GLP, 

we redefine father relation as follows: ),()),((:),( YXhasChildXfemalenafYXfather − .  

The two premises are instances of the Query metaclass playing the meta-role 

premise. The first one is further decomposed in one operator identifying the naf 

connective applied on the formula female(X) that is an instance of the 

LogicalPredicativeAtom metaclass playing the atom meta-role, as is illustrated in 

Fig. 4-13. 
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Figure 4-13: GLP Metamodel instantiation illustration 

4.2.2 Semantics 

A least Herbrand model given for a definite logical program contains the true sentences that 

can be logically inferred from this program. The complement of this model, i.e., all the 

sentences that does not pertain to the Herbrand model, may be inferred as false sentences.  

In GLP, the closed world assumption may lead to inconsistence whenever occurring 

recursion involving the negative literal. To illustrate this case, consider the general program 

in Fig. 4-14. By applying rule 3, since male(bill)finitely fails, we can infer 

female(bill).  In a similar way, we can also infer male(bill) by applying rule 4. 

However, these two inferred atoms contradict the atoms contained in premises of the rules 

3 and 4 that were used to prove them. Thus, male(bill) and female(bill) should 

not be considered neither as true sentence nor as false sentence, i.e., they must not be 

neither contained nor absent from the Herbrand model that extensionally represents the 

intention  of the program shown in Fig. 4-14. 

The so called well-founded semantics solves this problem by introducing Herbrand 

models based on ternary logic. It is based on an extension of binary logic from two to three 

truth-values, where sentences are also allowed to be undefined [Nilson and Maluszynski, 

1990]. The intuition behind the undefined truth-value is to give a denotational account of 

operationally divergent computations such as the one resulting from application of the rules 

3 and 4 in the program shown in Fig. 4-14. 
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Fig. 4-14: A GLP expressing the ancestor relation 

 

Least Herbrand models constructed for general programs are named well-founded 

models or well-founded Herbrand models. They differ from canonical Herbrand models by 

being based on three truth-values (true, false or undefined) instead of two truth-values from 

binary logic. Therefore, the denotational semantics of a general logical program P is given 

by a well-founded Herbrand model composed at least of two of the following three         

sets: T (containing the true sentences inferred from P), F (containing the false sentences 

inferred from P) and U (containing the undefined sentences inferred from P). 

The program shown in Fig. 4-14 has the following well-founded Herbrand model 

(MP) composed of two sets, one indicating the true sentences (TP) and other indicating the 

undefined sentences (UP): 

 

PPP UTM ∪=   , where: 

 

TP =   {male(john), male(paul), male(peter),  female(anne), male(spouse(anne)),   

parent(marc, john), parent(anne,john),  parent(john, bill), parent(bill, paul), ancestor(marc, john), 

ancestor(anne,john),  ancestor(john, bill), ancestor(bill, paul), ancestor(marc, bill),  

ancestor(anne, bill), ancestor(marc, paul), ancestor(anne, paul), ancestor(john, paul)} 
 

UP =   {male(bill), female(bill), male(marc), female(marc) } 
 

 The axiomatic semantics is given by Generalized Modus Ponens and naf inference 

rules. Given that A is a ground atomic formula which can not be derived by the inference 

mechanism of the backward chaining also named SLD resolution [Nilson and Maluszynski, 

1990], i.e., A≠|  the naf inference rule can be expressed as follows: 

nafA

A≠|
 

// Rule 3

// Rule 4

// Rule 1

// Rule 2

// Fact 1

// Fact 2

// Fact 3

// Fact 4

// Fact 5

// Fact 6

// Fact 7
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 The operational semantics is given by the SLDNF  [Kowalski and Kuhener, 1972] 

resolution that reuses SLD resolution to resolve positive atoms, and negation as failure 

inference rule, to resolve negative atoms. 

4.3 ISO Prolog 

ISO Prolog is an extension of GLP that specify a standard built-in predicates (BIPs) library.  

For instance, crucial and common kinds of ISO Prolog BIPs are those concerning updates 

on the fact and rule base, such as assert and retract predicates. These ones allow 

dynamically modifying the program during execution of a goal. However, updates in ISO 

Prolog [Nilsson and Maluszynski, 1990] are non-logical operations, i.e., without an 

associated integrated formal semantics. Moreover, in ISO Prolog, updates are always 

committed and cannot be rolled back. 

DLP is called pure prolog, whereas ISO Prolog is called full prolog. Part of the 

Flora extra-logical predicates are reused from ISO Prolog. In addition, any ISO Prolog 

program is also a Flora program. For these reasons, a MOF ISO Prolog metamodel is 

presented in the next subsection.  

4.3.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

The ISO Prolog metamodel is constructed only for covering the part of non-logical 

operators used in Flora-2. Therefore, it is not complete and is organized in a way to focus 

on the extra logical atoms, overcoat the arithmetic operators. Figure 4-15 shows as it is 

organized. In this figure, each ISO Prolog metamodel sub-package is filled in yellow color. 

They are: ArithmeticExpressions, ExtraLogicalAtom, Atom and 

Core 

ArithmeticExpressions 

Shown in Fig. 4-16, this package contains the built-in arithmetic expressions. They have a 

functor that identifies which is the arithmetic operator (such as sum or subtraction). It 

can be further classified as UnaryArithmeticExp or BinaryArithmeticExp 

according to the number of arguments taken by the expression. An arithmetic argument 

may be either a variable or a number or even another arithmetic expression. Notice that 

Variable and Number metaclasses are combined from the DLP::Terms package. 

ExtraLogicalAtom 

Shown in Fig. 4-17, this package covers the ISO Prolog extra logical atoms meaning those 

whose semantics is not explicitly defined by relations in a subset of FOPL. These atoms are 

the built-in predicates available by ISO Prolog. Since the set of such built-in predicates is 

large, in this metamodel, we cover them partially as indicated by the incomplete 

property of the generalization hierarchy of the ExtraLogicalAtom metaclass. Here, this 

package is focusing on the arithmetic atoms that can be further classified either as 

AssignmentArithmeticAtom or as ComparativeArithmeticAtom, according 

to the respective functor of the atom. In the former, we consider the arithmetic evaluation 

from ISO Prolog. The latter involves the arithmetic comparative built-in predicates (=:=, 

=/=, <, =<, > and >=). 
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ExtraLogicalAtom

ArithmeticExpressions

<<import>>

Terms

(from DLP)

<<import>>

Atom

(from DLP)

Atom

Core <<reuse and general ize>> Core

(from GLP)

<<import>>

<<combine>>

<<combine>>

<<combine>>

Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-18, this package contains any kind of ISO Prolog atom: either a logical 

atom or an extra logical atom. The extra logical atoms are those specified in the 

ISOProlog::ExtraLogicalAtom package. 

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-19, this package reuses and generalizes the Core from GLP since the 

queries from the former are applied to ISO Prolog atoms that are more general than GLP 

atoms because ISO Prolog atoms may be either logical predicative atoms or extralogical 

atoms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-15 : ISOProlog Metamodel packages 
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Figure 4-16 : ISOProlog::ArithmeticExpressions package 
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Figure 4-17 : ISOProlog::ExtraLogicalAtom package 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-18 : ISOProlog::Atom package 
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Figure 4-19: ISOProlog::Core package 

Fig. 4-20 illustrates the instantiation of two extra-logical atoms in the ISOProlog 

metamodel. The first atom is an instance of the AssignmentArithmeticAtom: X is 

6 + 4. This atom binds the BinaryArithmeticExp (6 + 4) to the X variable, as 

shown by the respective dotted arrows outgoing from this concrete syntax to the respective 

metaclasses in the metamodel. The second atom states an comparative arithmetic 

expression (greatherThan) whose arguments are the X variable and the number 5, as 

shown in this figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-20: ISOProlog Metamodel instantiation illustration 
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4.4 Sequential Transaction Logic Programs 

Sequential Transaction Logic (STL) provides a syntax and semantics in which elementary 

updates can be combined logically to build complex transactions. STL extends first-order 

Horn logic with two new transactional connectives: n-ary serial conjunction ⊗, and n-ary 

serial disjunction ⊕. These two connectives allow representing in a purely declarative and 

logical way ordering on the execution order of logical proof steps. They provide declarative 

proof-theoretic and model-theoretic semantics to databases and logic programs updates and 

transactions. In addition, instead of ISO Prolog, STL allows that updates can be rolled 

back. 

 In addition, one of the most interesting bonuses provided by STLP is the ability to 

express the standard imperative constructs, with an associated integrated formal semantics, 

such as if-then-else and while-do in a simple, declarative way. These constructors are not 

present in the previous presented logics, although being constructors commonly used by 

programmers. 

 STL has a Horn version composed by Horn clauses extended with elementary 

update and sequential connectives, i.e., Horn clauses whose premises specify an ordered 

sequence of queries and updates. This version is the only STL version adopted by the 

MODELOG. It has a model theory and a proof theory that is sound and complete. 

The transaction atomicity is provided implicitly through the serial connectives. 

Thus, STL prevents the formula within its scope to be partially executed. If one element of 

an atomic conjunction scoped by serial connectives fails, the other elements are rolled back 

and all the objects that were changed are restored to their states prior to the start of the 

atomic conjunction (or disjunction) execution. For example, if q fails in the formula (p ⊗ 

q), then all the state changes resulting from the execution of p are rolled back.  

A key characteristic of STL is its deliberate focus on defining complex actions and 

transactions out of simpler ones. This approach is in accordance with programming 

practice. In databases and logic programming (as well as in Pascal and C), application 

programmers spend little if any time specifying elementary updates, and a lot of time 

combining them into complex transactions and programs [Bonner and Kifer, 1995]. 

Examples of elementary updates include Prolog’s assert and retract operators as well as 

SQL-style bulk updates. 

There is probably no small fixed set of elementary updates that are common for all 

applications. Thus, new applications probably will demand new ones. For this reason, STL 

was designed to be orthogonal to the choice of elementary updates, i.e., it does not include 

any atomic operation in itself. Conversely, to be used in practice, it must be parameterized 

with a set of such primitives. The semantics of STL can thus accommodate any set of 

elementary updates that, in turn, are formally described by its data and transition oracles, as 

later detailed in Section 4.4.2.   

 Atomic change primitives useful for our purpose are insertion and deletion of 

logical clauses in a logical program. 
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GLP

(from Logical View)

<<reuse and generalize>>

STLP

(from Logical View)

Core Operators

Atom

<<import>>

<<import>><<import>>

4.4.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

STLP introduces new operators reusing clauses and atoms from DLP (by applying reuse 

and generalize operator on GLP package that in turn reuses the DLP clauses and atoms). 

Fig. 4-21 shows how the STLP packages (in blue color) are organized. The three STLP 

sub-packages are: Operators, Atom and Core. 

Operators 

Shown in Fig. 4-22, this package states how STLP extends GLP::Operators: by adding 

eight new operators to classical conjunction, classical disjunction and naf.  Six of these new 

operators are imperative constructors (conditionals and loops). 

Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-23, this package provides a  new metaclass regarding the GLP metamodel: 

LogicalBacktrackableUpdateAtom. This metaclass represents the transactional 

predicates that are logical predicates whose functor identifies a compositional transaction 

that have clauses as  arguments (arg meta-association outgoing from the 

LogicalBacktrackbleUpdateAtom metaclass and targeting Clause metaclass) 

filtered or not by a conditional expression (conditionalExp meta-association outgoing 

from the LogicalBacktrackbleUpdateAtom metaclass and targeting Query 

metaclass). 

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-24, this package reuses and generalizes the Core from GLP by using 

operators more general than those used in GLP. The meta-association formula outgoing 

from Operator metaclass to the Query metaclass has a different cardinality due to the 

conditional connective if-then-else that takes 3 queries as arguments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-21: STLP metamodel 
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Figure 4-22: STLP::Operators Package 
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Figure 4-23: STLP::Atom package 
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Figure 4-24: STLP::Core package 
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Fig. 4-25 illustrates the instantiation of the STLP metamodel with a clause. This 

figure focuses on illustrating how to instantiate a particular premise expressing the 

backtrackable update atom insert{father(paul, john)} that inserts the clause 

father(paul, john) in the program fact base. As can be seen in the figure, this 

clause has insert constant as functor and the clause father(paul, john) playing 

the arg meta-role. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-25: STLP Metamodel instantiation illustration 

4.4.2 Semantics 

STL theories are parameterized by a pair of oracles: state data oracles and state transition 

oracles, which specify both the elementary and compositional transaction operations. Data 

oracles specify the set of database queries, i.e., the static semantics of states, while the 

transition oracles specify a set of database updates, i.e., the dynamic semantics of states. 

Transition oracles encapsulate the transaction operations (such as insert or delete) and 

separate them from the logic of combining them.  

A data oracle is a function dο  that maps identifiers of knowledge base states to 

semantic structures. Each state is defined by a conjunction of ground atoms. The semantic 

structure is that of the conjunction of ground atoms representing the knowledge base state. 

A transition oracle is a function tο that maps pairs of database states into sets of ground 

atoms representing transaction operations. For instance, the generalized Horn oracle is a 

data oracle where the state identifier denotes generalized-Horn clauses and whose image is 

a logical program Herbrand model 
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The STL denotational semantics is given by means of: (1) data oracles; and (2) 

transition oracles. The transition oracles are defined according to path structures that map 

execution paths to the ordinary semantic structures. The execution path (or simply path) π  

of a transaction is a sequence of fact base state identifiers 〉〈 − nn DDDD ,,...,, 121 . It specifies 

that when the transaction is executed, the database changes from the initial state D1 to a 

final state Dn, passing through any number of intermediate states D2…Dn. To define truth 

values on execution paths, a first-order semantic structure is assigned to each path π  by 

means of path structures. This structure specifies those atomic formulas that are true on π .  

In order to illustrate the STL denotational semantics, Fig. 4-26 shows a simple 

STLP example
39

 containing financial transactions operations composed of five rules and 

five facts. This example illustrates elementary updates as well as how they can be 

combined with queries to define complex transactions. It works as follows. The balance of 

a bank account is given by the relation balance(Acct, Amt). Two elementary update 

operations are provided in order to allow modifying the balance relation: 

btinsert{balance(Acct, Amt)} and btdelete{balance(Acct, Amt)}, 

to insert a tuple in this relation and delete a tuple from this relation, respectively. Five 

composite transaction operations are defined on these two elementary updates: 

change_balance (Acct, Bal1, Bal2), to change the balance of an account from 

one amount to another; withdraw(Amt, Acct), to withdraw an amount from an 

account; deposit(Amt, Acct), to deposit an amount into an account; 

transfer(Acct1, Acct2, Amt), to transfer an amount from one account to another 

one; and buy(Client, Seller, Cost) that involves two transfers: (1) a fee of five 

per cent on the cost must be transferred from the client account to a predefined broker 

account; and (2) the cost must be transferred from the client account to the seller account. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-26: Financial STLP 

Since buy(Client, Seller, Cost) is intended to be a transaction, it must 

behave atomically, i.e., it must execute entirely or not at all. For instance, the execution of 

the transaction buy(roger, mary, 500)must succeed, whereas the transaction 

buy(philip, daniel, 300)must fail because although the first transfer is 

                                                 
39

 This example is an adaptation on the financial transactions example illustrated in page 14 of [Bonner and 

Kifer, 1995]. 

transfer(Amt, Acct1, Acct2) :- withdraw(Amt, Acct1) ⊗ deposit(Amt, Acct2).

withdraw(Amt, Acct) :- balance(Acct, Bal) ⊗ Bal >= Amt ⊗ NewBal is Bal – Amt ⊗ change_balance(Acct, Bal, NewBal).

deposit(Amt, Acct) :- balance(Acct, Bal) ⊗ NewBal is Bal + Amt ⊗ change_balance(Acct, Bal, NewBal).

change_balance(Acct, Bal1, Bal2) :- btdelete{balance(Acct, Bal1)} ⊗btinsert{balance(Acct, Bal2)}.

buy(Client, Seller, Cost) :- transfer(Client, broker, 0,5 * Cost) ⊗ transfer(Client, Seller * Cost) 

balance(philip, 50).

balance(daniel, 600).

balance(roger, 1200).

balance(mary, 10).

balance(broker, 5000).

?–buy(roger, mary, 500).
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successful, the second one fails for lack of sufficient funds, thus the first one have to be 

rolled back. 

Observe that the rules shown in Fig. 4-26 can easily be rewritten in Prolog by 

replacing “⊗” with ‘,’ and replacing the elementary transactions, btinsert and 

btdelete, with assert and retract, respectively. However, the resulting, apparently 

innocuous, Prolog program will not execute correctly because Prolog does not undo 

updates during backtracking. 

Fig. 4-27 shows the data oracles for the program illustrated in Fig. 4-26. In fact, we 

have well-founded oracles given to our example, i.e., oracles whose path structures map 

state identifiers to well-founded Herbrand models. Note that each different state identifier is 

associated with a different Herbrand model. For instance, the initial state D0 of the fact base 

is associated with the model M0, whereas the state D1 of the fact base is associated with the 

model M1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-27: Data oracles given for the STL Financial program shown in Fig. 4-26 

In [Bonner and Kifer, 1995] some additional lemmas are introduced for data and 

transition oracles. For instance, given a STL program P, for any transaction base path 

structureπ , any sequence of database states D0, D1, …, Dn and any closed transaction 

formulas α and β, the following statements are true: 

 

1. If I(<D0, …, Di>) |= α and I(<Di, …, Dn>) |= β  then I(<D0, D1, …, Dn>) |= 

α ⊗  β; 

2. If  β⇒  α is in P and I(<D0, D1, …, Dn>) |= β then I(<D0, D1, …, Dn>) |= α 

 

Data Oracles

Od(D0) = M0

Od(D1) = M1

Od(D2) = M2

Od(D
3
) = M

3

Od(D
4
) = M

4

Od(D
5
) = M

5

Od(D
6
) = M

6

Od(D
7
) = M

7

Od(D
8
) = M

8

M0 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 1200), balance(mary, 10), balance(broker, 5000)}

M1 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(mary, 10), balance(broker, 5000)}

M2 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 1175), balance(mary, 10), balance(broker, 5000)}

M3 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 1175), balance(mary, 10)}

M4 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 1175), balance(mary, 10), balance(broker, 5025)}

M5 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(mary, 10), balance(broker, 5025)}

M6 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 675), balance(mary, 10), balance(broker, 5025)}

M7 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 675), balance(broker, 5025))}

M8 = {balance(philip, 50), balance(daniel, 600), balance(roger, 675), balance(mary, 510), balance(broker, 5025)}
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Fig. 4-28 shows the (1) path structures on which underlies the transition oracles; and 

(2) STL inference mechanism able to entail elementary and composite transaction 

operations. For instance, the execution path <D0, D1> is mapped to the model M1 that 

differs from M0 by excluding the relation balance(roger, 1200). Thus, one can conclude 

that I(<D0, D1>) |= btdelete{balance(roger, 1200)}, i.e., M1 is a model to the atom 

btdelete{balance(roger, 1200)}. On the other hand, the execution path <D1, D2> is mapped 

to the model M2 that differs from M1 by including the relation balance(roger, 1175). Thus, 

one can conclude that I(<D1, D2>) |= btinsert{balance(roger, 1175)}. By applying the 

aforementioned lemmas on these two path structures, one can conclude that I(<D0, D1, 

D2>) |= change_balance(roger, 1200, 1175). Therefore, this inference states that the 

transaction change_balance(roger, 1200, 1175) successfully takes the database from state 

D0 to state D2 via state D1. 

Similarly, other path structures are entailed, as shown in the bottom of the Fig. 4-28. 

Note that all these path structures are crucial to the definition of the transition oracles 

shown in 4-29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-28: Path structures of the STL program shown in Fig. 4-26. 

 

Transtion oracles Path structures

I(<D0, D1>) = M1 I(<D0, D1>) |= btdelete{balance(roger, 1200)}

I(<D1, D2>) = M2 I(<D1, D2>) |= btinsert{balance(roger, 1175)}

I(<D2, D3>) = M3 I(<D2, D3>) |= btdelete{balance(broker, 5000)}

I(<D3, D4>) = M4 I(<D3, D4>) |= btinsert{balance(broker, 5025)}

I(<D4, D5>) = M5 I(<D4, D5>) |= btdelete{balance(roger, 1175)}

I(<D5, D6>) = M6 I(<D5, D6>) |= btinsert{balance(roger, 675)}

I(<D6, D7>) = M7 I(<D6, D7>) |= btidelete{balance(mary, 10)}

I(<D7, D8>) = M8 I(<D7, D8>) |= btinsert{balance(mary, 510)

Entailed path structures:

I(<D0, D1, D2>) |= change_balance(roger, 1200, 1175)

I(<D0, D1, D2>) |= withdraw(25, roger)

I(<D2, D3, D4>) |= change_balance(broker, 5000, 5025)

I(<D2, D3, D4>) |= deposit(25, broker)

I(<D0, D1, D2, D3, D4>) |= transfer(roger, broker, 0,5 * 500)

I(<D4, D5, D6>) |= change_balance(roger, 1175, 675)

I(<D4, D5, D6>) |= withdraw(500, roger)

I(<D6, D7, D8>) |= change_balance(mary, 10, 510)

I(<D6, D7, D8>) |= deposit(500, mary)

I(<D4, D5, D6, D7, D8>) |= transfer(roger, mary, 500)

I(<D0, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8>) |= buy(roger, mary, 500)
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Fig. 4-29 shows the transition oracles for the program illustrated in Fig. 4-26. They 

are able to give meaning for the update formulas present in this program. For instance, the 

transition oracle O
t
(D0, D1) and oracle O

t
(D1, D2) gives the intended meaning to the 

formulas btdelete{balance(roger, 1200)} and btinsert{balance(roger, 1175), respectively. 

In addition, the oracle O
t
(D0, D2) gives the intended model to the atoms withdraw(25, 

roger) and change_balance(roger, 1200, 1175). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-29: Transition oracles given for the STL program shown in Fig. 4-26 

Finally, the truth tables of the sequential conjunctions (respectively disjunctions) are 

identical to that of classical conjunction (respectively disjunction). The difference between 

these new connectives and their classical counterpart lies only in their execution order 

constraints: specified and sequential for ⊗ and ⊕, and unspecified for ∧ and ∨. Thus, while, 

∧ and ∨ are commutative, ⊗ and  ⊕ are not.  The semantics of these new connectives is 

based on the logic programming concept of execution as proof attempt: 

• The semantics of a serial conjunction p ⊗ q is: first execute p; then, if the 

execution of p succeeded (i.e., if it was proven true), execute q; if either of 

the two executions failed, so does p ⊗ q; if they both succeeded, so does p ⊗ 

q. 

• The semantics of a serial disjunction p ⊕ q is the negation of p ⊗ q: first 

execute p, then irrespective of the result, execute q; if either of the two 

execution succeeded, so does p ⊕ q; if they both failed, so does p ⊕ q. 

Note that STL was designed to be orthogonal to the choice of elementary updates. 

Its semantics can thus accommodate any set of elementary updates. 

Transition Oracles

Ot(D0, D1) = btdelete{balance(roger, 1200)

Ot(D1, D2) = btinsert{balance(roger, 1175)}

Ot(D2, D3) = btdelete{balance(broker, 5000)}   

Ot(D3, D4) = btinsert{balance(broker, 5025)}

Ot(D4, D5) = btdelete{balance(roger, 1175)}

Ot(D5, D6) = btinsert{balance(roger, 675)}

Ot(D6, D7) = btidelete{balance(mary, 10)}

Ot(D7, D8) = btinsert{balance(mary, 510)}

Ot(D0, D2) = {change_balance(roger, 1200, 1175), withdraw(25, roger)}

Ot(D2, D4) = {change_balance(broker, 5000, 5025), deposit(25, broker) }

Ot(D0, D4) = transfer(roger, broker, 0,5 * 500) 

Ot(D4, D6) = {change_balance(roger, 1175, 675) , withdraw(500, roger)}

Ot(D6, D8) = {change_balance(mary, 10, 510), deposit(500, mary)}

Ot(D4, D8) = transfer(roger, mary, 500)

Ot(D0, D8) = buy(roger, mary, 500)
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Axiomatic and operational (complete and sound) semantics for STL programs 

containing only Horn-clauses, i.e., for serial-Horn formulas, are detailed in [Bonner and 

Kifer, 1995]. The proof-theory relies on one axiom that states database invariance through 

the application of the empty transaction, together with four inference rules for transaction 

definition application, database query, database primitive update and atomic transaction 

execution. 

4.5 High-Order Logic Programs 

Meta-programming refers to any kind of computer programming where the input or output 

represents programs and plays an important role in logic programming because it allows: 

(1) writing program manipulation tools (such as compilers); (2) controlling of the 

procedural behaviour of logic programs; (3) representing knowledge, reasoning about 

knowledge and reasoning about reasoning. 

 On the other hand, high-order logic is that in which variables are allowed to appear 

in places where normally predicate and/or function symbols do, eliminating, thus, the 

distinction between predicate, function and constants symbols. 

DLP and GLP remain as first-order logics and provide neither higher order syntax 

nor declarative meta-programming facilities. Furthermore, Prolog combines first-order 

predicate with higher-order and meta-level programming in ad-hoc and awkward way, such 

as the call meta-predicate.  

High-Order Logic (HiLog) Programs, or simply HLP, extends GLP with high-order 

syntactic sugar while semantically remaining first-order. HLP allows handling declaratively 

and elegantly higher-order and meta-level programming. At the program, clause and query 

levels, HiLog follows exactly the same construction rules as GLP. The former extends the 

latter only at the lower logical atom level. The extension is twofold: (1) HiLog allows 

programs in addition to terms as arguments, and (2) HiLog allows arbitrary terms 

(functional or not, ground or not) as functors instead of restricting them to constant symbols 

(i.e., non-functional ground terms) as DLP does. 

For example, P(f(X))(G(Y), (G ^ (c :- X ^ p(Y(P))))) is a valid 

HiLog term but not a GLP term for three reasons:  (1) its functor is a compound term 

P(f(X)); (2) its first argument's functor is a variable G; and (3) its second argument is a 

program made of two clauses, G and c :- X, p(Y(P)). HiLog extends GLP with 

meta-programming, meta-reasoning and metadata definition and query facilities within the 

logical paradigm under well-defined first-order declarative semantics. It brings to logic 

programming the high-order syntax that is key to the versatility of functional programming. 

The handiness of these facilities is illustrated by the contrasting DLP and HiLog 

versions to the same program. Suppose we want to specify two well-known relations: (1) 

ancestor(A, D) indicating that A is an ancestor of D either whether A is parent of D or 

whether A is parent of an ancestor of D; and (2) connected(N1, N2) stating that N1 is 

connected to N2 either whether exists an edge between them or whether exists an edge 

between N1 and a Link that is connected to N2. These two relations are typical examples 

of transitive closure. Since DLP is limited to first-order predicate definitions it has no way 

to capture the structural and semantic similarities between transitive closure instances. 
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Therefore the required program, shown in Fig. 4-30, must define each occurrence of 

transitive closure as a separate relation defined by several rules.  

The HiLog version of the required program, shown in Fig. 4-31, defines a general 

second-order recursive transitive closure relation. It then uses it to define specific first-

order instance of this relation, such as ancestor and connected, with a single fact for each 

one. For instance, to employ the closure relation to the ancestor case, we must instantiate it 

as follows: closure(ancestor)(A,D). 

 

).,(:),( DAparentDAancestor −  

).,(),,(:),( DCancestorCAparentDAancestor −  

).2,1(:)2,1( NNedgeNNconnected −  

).2,(),,1(:)2,1( NLinkconnectedLinkNedgeNNconnected −  

Figure 4-30: DLP ancestor and graphs example for transitive closure 

).,(:),)(( YXRYXRclosure −  

).,)((),,(:),)(( YZRclosureZXRYXRclosure −  

Figure 4-31: HiLog general rule for transitive closure 

4.5.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

HLP metamodel defines three new sub-packages that reuse and generalizes previously 

already defined in the GLP metamodel. They are illustrated in Fig. 4-32 where the HLP 

packages are filled in orange color. The three subpackages are: Terms, Atom and Core.  

Terms  

Shown in Fig. 4-33, this package defines the first of the two ways in which HLP extends 

GLP. This extension is reflected in this package by the fact that the functor meta-

association outgoing from the FunctionalTerm metaclass targets the Term metaclass, 

instead of the Constant metaclass as in the GLP metamodel. The second extension is 

reflected by the introduction of the new metaclass LogicalArgument as the target of 

the arg meta-association outgoing from the FunctionalTerm metaclass. Note that this 

new metaclass generalizes the previously existent metaclass Term from GLP::Terms 

package as well as the meta-ends arg (outgoing from the FunctionalTerm) and 

functor (outgoing from the FunctionalTerm) also generalizes the meta-ends from 

GLP::Terms package. Therefore, the HLP::Terms reuse and generalizes the 

GLP::Terms package. 

Atom  

Illustrated in Fig. 4-34, this package also reflects the extensions from HLP by (1) the fact 

that the functor meta-association outgoing from the LogicalPredicativeAtom 

metaclass targets the Term metaclass, instead of the Constant metaclass as happens in 

the GLP metamodel; and (2) the introduction of the new meta-class LogicalArgument 

as the target of the arg meta-association outgoing from the 

LogicalPredicativeAtom metaclass. 
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Core

Terms

Atom

<<import>>

<<import>>

Terms

(from DLP)

Core

(from GLP)

<<reuse and generalize>>

<<reuse and generalize>>

Atom

(from DLP)
<<reuse and generalize>>

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-35 this package reuses and generalizes the Core from GLP metamodel by 

adding a new metaclass (LogicalArgument) that generalizes the Program meta-

class. This states that any HLP program can be taken as argument in either a HLP logical 

atom or in a HLP term. It’s important to highlight that the operators used by the 

HLP::Core package are the same applied to the GLP queries. This is captured in the 

metamodel through the GLP::Operators package that is imported by the HLP::Core 

package via the reuse and generalize operator (applied from HLP::Core to the 

GLP::Core) since HLP does not define any package named Operators instead of 

GLP::Core that imports GLP::Operators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-32: HLP Metamodel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-33: HLP::Terms package 

 

 

{ordered}

LogicalArgument
(from Terms)

Term

ground : boolean

(from Terms)
LogicalPredicativeAtom

0..*

0..1

+arg 0..*

0..1

1

0..1 +fun ctor

1

0..1

+atomFunctorOwner

 

Figure 4-34: HLP::Atom package 

{ordered}

NonFunctionalTerm

LogicalArgument

Term

ground : boolean

FunctionalTerm

1..*

0..1

+arg

1..*

0..1

1

0..1

+functor

1

+termF unc torOwner

0..1
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LogicalArgument

(from Terms)

Program

Clause

1..*

1..*

1..*

LogicalPredicativeAtom

(from Atom)

1

0..1

+co nclusi on
1

0..1

Query

0..*

0..1

+premise0..*

0..1

1..2
0..1

+atom

1..2
0..1

{ordered}

{ordered}

{o rdered}

1..*

 

Figure 4-35: HLP::Core package 

Fig. 4-36 illustrates the instantiation of the HLP metamodel with the first clause of 

the program shown in Fig. 4-31: ).,(:),)(( YXRYXRclosure −  Here, we are particularly 

interested in showing how the conclusion of this clause fits in the HLP metamodel  Note 

that the conclusion of this clause only may be expressed with one high-order logic syntax.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-36: HLP metamodel instantiation illustration 

closure(R)(X,Y) :- R(X,Y).

Variable
(f rom Terms)

{ordered}

{ordered}

{ordered}

{ordered}

{ordered}

ClassicalConnective
(from Operators)

NegationAsFailure

(from Operators)

ClassicalConjunction

(from Operators) Class icalDisjunction

(from Operators)

<<SyntacticalSugar>>

{ordered}

NonFunctionalTerm
(from Terms)

Constant
(f rom Terms)

FunctionalTerm

(f rom T erm s)

GeneralConnective

(from Operators)

Program
(f rom Core)

LogicalArgument
(f rom Terms)

1..*

0..1

+arg

1..*

0..1

Term

ground : boolean

(from Terms)

1

0..1

+functor

1

+termFunctorOwner

0..1

Operator
(f rom Core)

1
+f unctor

1

Clause
(f rom Core)

1..*

1..*

1..*

1..*

LogicalPredicativeAtom

(from Atom)

1

0..1

+conclusion 1

0..1

0..*
0..1

+arg 0..*
0..1

1

+f unctor

1

Query
(f rom Core)

0..1
+connective

0..1

1..2

0..1
+formula

1..2

0..1

0..*

0..1

+premise 0..*

0..1

1..2 +atom1..2
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As rendered in Fig. 4-36, the conclusion must be an instance of the 

LogicalPredicativeAtom. In this case, the atom has X and Y variables as 

arguments. However, its functor is the compound term closure(R).  This is possible due 

to the high-order syntax of HLP stated in the metamodel by the functor meta-role targeting 

the HLP::Term metaclass. Hence, this atom plays the conclusion meta-role having its 

functor instantiated as a FunctionalTerm (representing the compound term) that, in 

turn, has further the constant named closure as its functor and the R variable as its 

argument conform is shown in Fig. 4-36. 

4.5.2 Semantics 

Although HiLog has a higher order syntax, its semantics is first order [Chen et al., 1993]. 

Any HiLog term can be translated into a semantically equivalent DLP term. The translation 

scheme is pretty straightforward and is briefly presented below by the function trans that 

maps any HiLog term to a DLP term. For instance, closure(R)(X, Y) can be represented by 

the DLP term apply(apply(closure, R), X, Y). The complete translation from HiLog to DLP 

is fully described in [Chen et al., 1993].  

• )(),...,(,()),...,(( 11 nn htranshtransXapplyhhXtrans = , where X  is a variable 

symbol and nhh ,...,1 are HiLog terms; 

• )(),...,(),(()),...,(( 1010 nn htranshtranshtransapplyhhhtrans = ,  

where nhhh ,...,, 10 are HiLog terms.; 

• 00 )( ddtrans =  where 0d is a DLP term; 

Once a HiLog program has been translated to a definite program, its semantics may 

be given by the respective semantics given to the respective definite program generated. 

Therefore, a denotational semantics may be given to HLP by Herbrand models. 

In order to illustrate Herbrand Models given to HiLog programs, we have added the 

closure relation defined with high-order syntax to the DLP program shown in Fig. 4-38, 

allowing thus that the ancestor relation may be defined on the closure relation. The 

denotational semantics to this HiLog program is given by the Herbrand model of the DLP 

resulting from the mapping from the HiLog to definite programs. Fig.4-37 shows the HLP, 

whereas Fig. 4-38 shows the DLP generated from the former by applying the rules 

described in [Chen et al., 1993]. 
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Figure 4-37: HiLog program 
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−

∧−

−

 

Figure 4-38: DLP generated from the HLP shown in Fig. 4-37 

 

The definite program shown in Fig. 4-38 has the least Herbrand model below 

containing the obvious intended interpretation. Thus, this model represents also the 

denotational semantics of the Hilog program shown in Fig.4-37. 

 

MP =   {apply(male, john), apply(male, paul), apply(male, peter), apply(male, apply(spouse,anne)),  

apply(female, anne),  apply(parent, marc, john), apply(parent, anne, john), apply(parent, john, bill), 

apply(parent, bill, paul), apply(ancestor, marc, john), apply(ancestor, anne, john),  

apply(ancestor, john, bill), apply(ancestor, bill, paul), apply(ancestor, marc, bill),  

apply(ancestor, anne, bill), apply(ancestor, marc, paul), apply(ancestor, anne, paul),  

apply(ancestor, john, paul), apply(apply(closure, parent), marc, john), apply(apply(closure, parent), 

anne, john), apply(apply(closure, parent), john, bill), apply(apply(closure, parent), bill, paul), 

apply(apply(closure, parent), marc, bill), apply(apply(closure, parent), anne, bill), 

apply(apply(closure, parent), marc, paul), apply(apply(closure, parent), anne, paul), 

apply(apply(closure, parent), john, paul)} 
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Atom

ExtraLogicalAtomLogicalPredicativeAtom

Atom ExtraLogi calAtom

(from ISOProlog)

<<combine>>

Core Core

(from HLP)

Atom

(from HLP)

<<reuse and generalize>>

<<import>>

<<combine>>

4.6 XSB 

XSB is a logic programming system that extends ISO Prolog with tabling [Swift, 1999] 

[Chen and Warren, 1996], HiLog and well-founded semantics for negation as failure. As 

ISO Prolog, XSB is a platform that implements a hybrid logic-imperative paradigm, 

providing libraries and BIPs with imperative operational semantics and no declarative 

semantics. However, concerning the logic pursued, XSB programs are composed of clauses 

containing HiLog atoms and terms, instead of only DLP atoms and terms composing 

clauses in ISO Prolog programs. Thus, XSB is an extension of HLP that specify a standard 

BIP library. Since part of the Flora extra-logical predicates are reused from XSB, and, 

additionally, any XSB program is also a Flora program,  we provide a MOF XSB 

metamodel presented in the next subsection. 

4.6.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

The XSB metamodel extends the ISO Prolog metamodel by allowing HiLog atoms 

composing the program’s clauses. Figure 4-39 shows as it is organized. In this figure, each 

XSB metamodel sub-package is filled in green color. They are: Atom and Core. 

Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-40, this package states that an atom in a XSB program may be either a 

logical atom or an extra logical atom. The extra logical atoms are those specified in the 

ISOProlog::ExtraLogicalAtom package, whereas the logical atoms are those 

specified in the HLP:Atom package.  

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-41, this package reuses and generalizes the Core from HLP since the 

queries from the former are applied to XSB atoms that are more general than HLP atoms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-39: XSB metamodel packages 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-40: XSB::Atom package 
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Program

Clause

1..*

1..*

1..*

Atom
(from Atom)

Query

0..*

0..1

+premise
0..*

0..1

1..20..1

+atom

1..20..1

{ordered}

{ordered}

{ordered}

1..*

 

Figure 4-41: XSB::Core package 

4.6.2 Semantics 

An important remark must be made about the operational semantics given to XSB. The 

operational semantics of most ISO Prolog implementations is given by the SLDNF (SLD
40

 

resolution with negation as finite failure). SLDNF extends SLD for GLP and suffers from 

many limitations that include:  

a) Non-termination with left recursive deductive rules where the same atom appears 

as both conclusion and premise;  

b) Non-termination due to deductive rules introducing a recursive cycle through a 

premise negated with naf; 

c) Non-termination due to the lack of occur-check in the unification procedure; 

d) Unacceptable performance due to redundant computation of identical subgoals; 

e) Mismatch with all declarative semantics of GLP resulting in unsound inference; 

f) floundering for queries containing non-ground atom preceded by naf. 

To overcome limitations a), b), d) and e) XSB adopts a far more sophisticated 

operational semantics called SLG (Linear resolution with Selection function for General 

logic programs) [Chen and Warren, 1993], a tabled resolution with delaying [Chen and 

Warren, 1996].  

SLG resolution is based on tabled logics to avoid repetitions of any step of the proof 

theory’s construction and on delaying mechanisms to avoid both positive and negative 

loops. Six transformations transform a query into a set of answers with respect to the well-

founded model. These transformations guarantee that query evaluation always will 

terminate. Note that SLG resolution is appropriate for non-stratified logic programs since 

for theses programs SLDNF enter in infinite loops.  

                                                 
40 Linear resolution with Selection function for Definite programs. 
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In addition, SLG stores, in a table, goals and its answers in way that goals already 

answered do not need to be evaluated again. This technique is called tabling. It avoids 

redundant computation and allows loop detection that avoid most termination problem of 

SLD and SLDNF.  

4.7 Frame Logic 

In the past decade, considerable interest arose in object-oriented paradigm mainly because 

this paradigm better deals with reuse, modularity and complex structures. This has carried 

many languages originally pertaining to others paradigms to incorporate a number of 

object-oriented concepts, such as classes, objects, inheritance and encapsulation. However, 

the lack of logical semantics had precluded incorporating OO features within logic 

programming languages. 

Frame Logic (FL) extends first-order Horn logic with two new kinds of object-

oriented logical atoms: class definition atoms and object creation atoms. These atoms are 

named f-atoms. A class definition atom specifies the superclass of a class together with its 

proper attribute filler and method return type constraints, following the syntactic pattern: 

class::superclass[...attri typOpi typei, ...,  

    methj(...,paramjk,...) typOpj typej...]  

There are four typing operators in FL that instantiate the typOpi in the above 

pattern: *=>, *=>>, => and =>>. The presence or absence of the * prefix distinguishes 

between inheritable and non-inheritable type constraints, whereas the > and >> suffixes 

indicates whether the attribute or method is single valued or set valued. 

An object definition atom creates a new object instance of a class and assigns its 

proper attribute and method return values, following the syntactic pattern:  

object:class[...attri assignOpi valuei, … , 

    methj(...,paramjk,...) assignOpj valuej ...] 

There are four value assignment operators, that instantiate the assignOpi in the 

above pattern: *->, *->>, -> and ->>. They follow the same prefix and suffix 

conventions than the typing operators. In FL, methods do not have bodies as in imperative 

object-oriented languages. A method is executed when its return result logical variable 

unifies with a value during theorem proving. The only difference between attributes and 

methods is thus that a method can take parameters. 

Together, FL class definition and object creation atoms are called f-molecules. 

Logical variables can appear in any position inside these molecules: as object name, class 

name, attribute name, method name, attribute value, method value or method parameter. 

This freedom provides FL with a high-order syntax that allows for very concise meta-level 

specifications. However, there exists a simple, tractable mapping from any f-molecule to a 

conjunction of FOHL literals, which guarantees that semantically, FL remains a first-order 

logic [Yang and Kifer, 2002]. 
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Core

PathExp

ValueSpecification

FAtom

<<import>>

<<combine>>

<<combine>>

Terms

(from HLP)

<<combine>>

Atom

<<import>>

Atom

(from HLP)
<<reuse and generalize>>

Core

(from HLP)

<<reuse and generalize>>

<<combine>>

<<import>>

Operators

(from GLP)

<<import>> <<combine>>

 A simpler way to write attribute or method applications is through path expressions 

that facilitate the navigation through objects and can appear wherever id-terms (oids) are 

allowed.  A path expression follows the syntactic pattern: 

object.attri   or  object..attri   

In the first case, for referring the object value valuei for which object[attri 
-> valuei] holds, whereas in the latter case, for referring each object value valuei for 

which object[attri ->> valuei] holds. Moreover, path expressions may refer 

method applications as in object.methj(...,paramjk,...). Path expressions and 

f-molecules can be arbitrarily nested giving more flexibility to F-Logic specification 

language.  

 An important aspect of FL is its extensibility – it can be combined with a broad 

range of other specialized logics. For instance, F-Logic is combined with HiLog as is 

outlined by [Kifer et al., 1995] and implemented by Flora-2. This combined usage is the 

one used in MODELOG and it is shown in the F-Logic abstract syntax presented in the 

next sub-section. 

4.7.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

Due to its size, the FL metamodel is structured in five sub-packages (green color) 

illustrated in Fig. 4-42. The sub-packages are: ValueSpecification, F-Atom, 

PathExp, Atom and Core. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-42: FLP metamodel 
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ValueSpecification 

Shown in Fig. 4-43, defines the terms that represent the oid of the objects, classes, methods 

and attributes. In this package, are specified only the terms that can be used to form f-

atoms, i.e., either non-functional HLP terms or a set of these. 

F-Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-44, defines the object creation and class definition atoms that are modeled 

as InstanceFAtom and SubClassFAtom metaclasses, respectively. The object 

creation and class definition atoms, has as functor ‘:’, and ‘::’, respectively, both taking 

HLP terms as arguments. For instance, the f-atom o:c states ‘:’ as functor whereas the 

HLP terms ‘o’ and ‘c’ are ordered arguments indicating the object to be instantiated and its 

class, respectively.  In case of class definition atoms, there is an optional association to a 

HLP term identifying its superclass, if one exists. This package also defines the atoms used 

to specify method or attribute signatures or instantiation. 

The methods and attributes signature of a given class is specified by the 

MethodSignatureSpecification and 

AttributeSignatureSpecification metaclasses, respectively, whereas its 

instantiation is modeled by the AttributeValueSpecification and 

MethodValueSpecification metaclasses, respectively. The inheritability or not of 

these properties is indicated by the inheritable Boolean attribute of the 

FeatureFAtom metaclass. Note that this package reflects a way that FLP extends HLP, 

i.e., by their new atoms.  

PathExp 

Shown in Fig. 4-45, this package models the path expressions and combines new 

metaclasses with others already defined in F-Atom package and HLP::Terms package 

by defining them either as possible host from path expressions or as feature referred to 

by the path expression. 

Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-46. this package provides new kinds of atoms that are supported by FL: (1) 

object-oriented molecules
41

 (either F-Molecule or PathExpression metaclass); (2) 

atoms that specify class and attribute signatures as well as object creation (F-Atom 

metaclass); or (3) a special kind of logical atom not supported by any of the previous 

logical languages modeled in the previous sections - equality predicate (Equality 

metaclass). FLP::Atom reuse and generalize HLP::Atom since FLP generalizes HLP 

atoms with object-oriented support, as taking OO atoms as arguments instead of HL atoms 

does;  

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-47, this package reuses and generalizes the Core from HLP since the 

queries from FLP are applied to FLP atoms that are more general than HLP atoms. 

Nevertheless, the operators used in the FLP::Core package are derived from 

                                                 
41

 Models syntactic sugar representing nested f-atoms, i.e., either a F-Molecule or a path expression. 
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AttributeSpecification MethodSpecification

TaxonomicFAtom

{ordered}

{ordered}

AttributeSignatureSpecification MethodValueSpecification

code : boolean

AttributeValueSpecification

ValueSpecification
(from ValueSpecification)

1

0..1

+type

1

0..1

1..*

0..1

+paramValues

1..*

0..1

1

0..1

+returnValue1

0..1

1

0..1

+value1

0..1

MethodSignatureSpecification

1

0..1

+returnType1

0..1

1..*

0..1

+param

1..*

0..1

MultiplicityKind

single

multi

<<enumeration>>

InstanceFAtom SubClassFAtom

Term
(from Terms)1

0..1

+cl ass 1

0..1

1

0..1

+object 1

0..1

1

0..1

+class 1

0..1

0..1

0..1

+superclass

0..1

0..1

FeatureFAtom
inheritable : boolean

multiplicity  : MultiplicityKind

1

0..1

+host1

0..11

0..1

+feature 1

0..1

GeneralConnective

(from Operators )

F-Atom Operator

1+functor 1

F-Molecule

<<SynctacticalSugar>>

1..2 0..1

+f-atom

1..2 0..1

1..2 0..11..2 0..1

1

0..1
+connective

1

0..1

+classOwner +objectOwner +subClassOwner +superClassOwner

+hostOwner

+featureOwner

{ordered}

+connectveOwner

+attSignaturOwner
+attValueOwner

+methSignOwner +methSignParamOwner

+methValueOwner
+methValueParamOwner

GLP::Operators package. This is captured in the metamodel via the reuse and 

generalizes operator applied from FLP::Core to HLP::Core that implicitly imports 

the GLP::Core package and thus the GLP::Operators package.  

 

ValueSpecification

NotFunctionalTerm
(from Terms)

NotFunctionalTermSet

<<SynctacticSugar>>

1..* 0..1

+member

1..*

+memberOwner

0..1

 

Figure 4-43: FLP::ValueSpecification package 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-44: FLP::FAtom package 
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{ordered}

OOMolecule

F-Molecule
(from FAtom)

<<SynctacticalSugar>>

PathExp

connective : PathExpConnectiveKind

(from PathExp)

<<SyntaticSugar>>

F-Atom
(from FAtom)

LogicalAtom

LogicalArgument

LogicalPredicativeAtom

0..1

+arg 0..*

Equality

0..1

+f eatureOwner

Pat hExpConnectiv eKind

singleN on Inher itable

mult iNonInher itable

singleI nherit able

mult iInher itable

<<enumeration>>

Term
(from Terms)

PathExpHost

FFeatu rePathExp

connectiv e : PathExpConnectiv eKind

<<Synta ticSugar>>

1

+host

1

1

0..1 +feature

1

0..1

F-Atom
(from FAtom)

F-Molecule

(f rom FAtom)

<<Sy nctacticalSugar>>

+hostOwn er

 
Figure 4-45: FLP::PathExp package 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-46: FLP::Atom package 

 

LogicalArgument
(from Atom)

{ordered}

{ordered}

Program

Clause

1..*

1..*

LogicalAtom
(from Atom)

1
+conclusion

1

Query

0..*

0..1

+premisse 0..*

0..1

1..20..1

+atom

1..20..1

{ordered}

1..*

 

Figure 4-47: FLP::Core package 
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Fig. 4-48 shows the instantiation of the FLP metamodel with one FeatureFAtom 

instance. This figure shows how each element of the convexPolygon[right *=> 

void] f-atom is related to the respective FLP abstract syntax. This f-atom expresses the 

signature of the boolean attribute named right pertaining to the ConvexPolygon class, 

shown in Fig. 2-12. ConvexPolygon plays the host meta-role, whereas right plays 

the feature meta-role. In addition, void instantiates the type meta-role outgoing from 

the AttributeSignatureSpecification metaclass and targeting the 

ValueSpecification metaclass. Finally, the whole f-atom instantiates the 

FeatureFAtom metaclass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-48: FLP metamodel instantiation illustration 

4.7.2 Semantics 

A pair of proof and model theories of FL is given in [Kifer et al., 1995] that also proves that 

both theories are coinciding, sound and refutation-complete. The model theory consists of a 

Herbrand model over a F-Molecule universe.  

The FL denotational semantics is given by semantic structures named F-structures, 

defined as follows: 

Definition (F-Structures) Given a Frame-Logic language, L, a F-structure is a 

tuple 〉∈〈= =>>=>>>−∗>−∗>>−>− IIIIIIIUI FUU ,,,,,,,,,p  , where: 

• U is the universe of Herbrand; 

• Up  is an irreflexive partial order on U. It is a semantic couterpart of the 

subclass relationship, i.e., a Up  b states that a is a subclass of b; 

AttributeSpecification MethodSpecification

TaxonomicFAtom

{ordered}

{ordered}

AttributeSignatureSpecification Me th od Va lu eS peci ficat ion

code : boole an

AttributeValueSpecification

ValueSpecification
(from ValueSpecif icat ion)

1

0. .1

+type

1

+at tSignatu rOwner 0. .1

1..*

0..1

+paramValues

1..*

+methValueParamOwner

0..1

1

0..1

+returnValue1

+methValueOwner

0..1

1

0..1

+val ue1

+at tValueOwner 0..1

Meth odSignatureSpe ci ficat ion

1

0..1

+returnType1

+methSignOwner

0..1

1..*

0..1

+param

1..*

+meth SignParam Own er

0..1

Multip lic ity Kind

single

multi

<<enumeration>>

InstanceFAtom SubClassFAtom

Term
(from Terms)1

0..1

+class 1

+class Owner
0..1

1

0..1

+object 1

+objec tOwner

0..1

1

0..1

+clas s 1

+subClassOwner

0..1

0..1

0. .1

+superclass

0..1

+superClassOwner

0. .1

FeatureFAtom
inheritable : boolean

multiplicity  : Mult iplicity Kind

1

0..1

+host1 +hostOwner

0..11

0..1

+feature 1
+fe atureOwn er

0..1

F-Atom

convexPolygon[right *=>void].
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• U∈  is a binary relation that  models class membership, i.e., a U∈  b states 

that a is an instance of b; 

• FI  maps an element of U into an identifier of the term (id-term); 

• >>−∗>−∗>>−>− IIII ,,, are used to mapping an element of U into an id-term. 

The difference from the previous function is that here, the mapping is 

used to associate id-terms that denote methods. Since a method is a 

function that takes a host object and a list of arguments and maps them 

into another object or a set of objects, >>−∗>−∗>>−>− IIII ,,, map elements of 

U to a function 

• =>>=> II , map elements of U to the types of the methods. 

Interactions between inheritance and deduction bring some issues in defining and 

computing semantics for object oriented logic programs, as FL programs. One illustration 

of the kind of problems to be found in these interactions is shown in the following FL code. 

.2:1 cc  

.2::3 cc  

].[2 amc →  

].[3 bmc →  

].[13:1 amccc →←  

Without inheritance semantics, this program has a unique model consisting of the 

first four facts. Considering inheritance definitions, c1 must inherit am → from c2. Adding 

the fact ][1 amc →  to the model, we will trigger the rule, which add the fact c1:c3 to the 

model. However, this suggests that c1 should inherit bm → from c3, since it is the more 

specific superclass of c1. But, then the last rule would not  have triggered which would 

leave the fact c1:c3 unsupported. 

To overcome these subtleties involving programming with deductive rules and 

inheritance, [Yang, 2002] extended the model theory developed by [Kifer et al., 1995] with 

three-valued models (denotational semantics) and some inheritance postulates (axiomatic 

semantics) that correctly supports implicit inference by inheritance consistently integrated 

with explicit inference by deductive rules. The new denotational semantics given by [Yang, 

2002] to object-oriented knowledge bases, such as FL, is called optimistic object model 

semantics. 

In order to illustrate the FL denotational semantics, Fig. 4-49 shows a simple FL 

program composed of: (1) class signatures at lines 1-4; (2) fact base at lines 5-8; and (3) 

two rules at lines 9-10. At line 1 the class bankAccount models any kind of account that 

a client may open in a bank. This class appears as top-level class (in which the 

::superclass element of the pattern is simply omitted). A bank account must have two 

attributes: a number of type int and an owner that is associated to one member of the 

client class. In addition, two methods are provided to allow deposit and withdraw 

operations. At lines 2 and 3, two different kinds of bank accounts are defined as subclasses 

of the general bankAccount class. Note that each one has a particular attribute. Lines 5-6 

specifies two instances of the client class, whereas lines 7 and 8 models one instance of the 
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currentAccount class and one instance of the savingAccount class, respectively. 

At these lines, the attribute values are assigned. For instance, the balance attribute of the 

acc1 object is stated to 5000, whereas the number attribute of the acc2 object is stated 

to 6789. The two rules shown at lines 9-10 allows deducing the value to the 

clientLevel attribute of the client class according to the balance value stated at 

the respective account associated to the client. For instance, gold clients are those whose 

account balance is greater than 20000, as is the case of xavier object. 

.20000],[.,::][

.20000],[.,::][

].,6789,30000[:2

].,1234,5000[:1

.:

.:

].,,,[

].[::

].[::

].)(,)(,,int,[

<=→−→

>→−→

→→→

→→→

=>=>=>=>

=>

=>

=>=>=>=>=>

BalBalbalanceaccountCliclientClisilverlclientLeveCli

BalBalbalanceaccountCliclientCligoldlclientLeveCli

xavierownernumberbalanceuntsavingAccoacc

raulownernumberbalanceountcurrentAccacc

clientxavier

clientraul

tbankAccounaccountstringlclientLevestringIDstringnameclient

floateserviceRattbankAccounountcurrentAcc

voidincometbankAccoununtsavingAcco

voidfloatwithdrawvoidfloatdepositclientownerfloatbalancenumbertbankAccoun

 

Figure 4-49: FL program 

In order to save space, lines 1-4 and 7-8 are composed of f-molecules instead of a 

set of f-atoms. For instance, line 1 could be expressed by means of the following five f-

atoms, each one specifying a particular feature of the bankAccount class:  (1) 

bankAccount[number=>int]; (2) bankAccount[balance=>float]; (3) 

bankAccount[owner=>client]; (4) bankAccount[deposit(float)=>void]; and (5) 

bankAccount[withdraw(float)=>void]. 

Since class signature, f-atoms and member f-atoms are, in fact, predicates, each one 

present in the above program must also be present in its Herbrand  base and thus in its 

Herbrand model. Therefore, the FL program shown above has the following optimistic 

Herbrand model containing the intended interpretation: 

PPP UTM ∪=   , where: 

 

TP =   {bankAccount[number=>int], bankAccount[balance=>float],  bankAccount[owner=>client], 

bankAccount[deposit(float)=>void], bankAccount[withdraw(float)=>void], 

savingAccount::bankAccount,  savingAccount[income=>void], currentAccount::bankAccount, 

currentAccount[serviceRate=>float], client[name=>string], client[RG=>string], 

client[clientLevel=>string],client[account=>bankAccount], raul:client, xavier:client, 

acc1:currentAccount, acc1[balance->5000], acc1[number->1234], acc1[owner->raul], 

acc2:savingAccount, acc2[balance->30000], acc2[number->6789], acc2[owner->xavier], 

savingAccount[number=>int], savingAccount[owner=>client], 

savingAccount[deposit(float)=>void], savingAccoun[withdraw(float)=>void], 

currentAccount[number=>int], currentAccount[owner=>client], 

currentAccount[deposit(float)=>void], currentAccoun[withdraw(float)=>void], acc1:bankAccount, 

acc2:bankAccount, raul[clientLevel->silver], xavier[clientLevel->gold] } 

 

UP =   { } 
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This model is built according to the FL semantics given by [Kifer et al., 1995] and 

[Yang, 2002] and its elements are either explicitly stated in Fig. 4-49 or are deduced by 

deductive rules and inheritance postulates given in [Yang, 2002]. 

The proof theory is given in [Yang, 2002] 

4.8 Sequential Transaction Frame Logic Programming 

Logic programming languages as well as object-oriented programming languages 

commonly reuse some standard imperative constructors widely used by programmers, such 

as conditional and iterate commands or expressions. STL plays a crucial role in this 

conjecture by providing these constructors, such as if-then-else and while-do, with an 

associated integrated formal semantics in a simple, declarative way. These constructors are 

present neither in a pure logic paradigm nor in a pure object-oriented paradigm. In addition, 

STL provides a syntax and semantics in which elementary updates can be combined 

logically to build databases and logic programs updates and transactions. 

On the other hand, FL is inherently based on objects altering their states, getting 

updates. Since in FLP objects are special facts, the underlying logical foundation must 

support fact updates with declarative semantics.  

Given that FL extends FOHL by introducing new atoms and STL extends it by 

introducing new connectives, these extensions are orthogonal and can be straightforwardly 

combined, respectively yielding Sequential Transaction Frame Logic (STFL). 

Together, the three logics present in STFL work in synergy. For example, HL meta-

rules are key to provide reflection in FL class hierarchies and schema browsing in FL semi-

structured objects. Similarly, STL updates and procedures are key to provide object-altering 

methods and behavioral modeling capabilities to FL. STFL thus provides a unified formal 

foundation: 

• from a programming paradigm perspective, for almost all the key concepts of 

full ISO Prolog - including the so-called "extra-logical" predicates - object-

oriented programming and imperative programming; 

• from a database perspective, for the relational, object-oriented, object-relational, 

semi-structured, deductive and active data models, queries, updates and 

transactions; 

• from a knowledge representation perspective, for logic and production rules, the 

Horn fragment of description logics [Grosof et al., 2003], and most of UML 

structural diagrams, behavioral diagrams and OCL constraints [Ramalho et al. 

2004]; 

• from an automated reasoning perspective, for both epistemologically and 

ontologically non-monotonic reasoning and meta-level reasoning. 

4.8.1 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

STFLP metamodel is constructed applying composition operators to the previously already 

defined FLP and STLP metamodels. These operators are illustrated in the STFLP 
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Core

Core

(from FLP)
<<reuse and generalize>>

Operators

(from STLP)

<<import>>

Atom

<<import>>

Atom

(from FLP)
<<reuse and generalize>>

Atom

(from STLP)<<reuse and generalize>>

<<import>>

Core

(from STLP)
<<reuse and generalize>>

metamodel of Fig. 4-50 whose STFLP packages are in red color. They are Atom and 

Core. 

Atom 

Shown in Fig. 4-51, this package contains the STFLP atoms. They aggregate FL and STFL 

atoms. STFLP atoms are more general that those in FLP and STLP since they take as 

arguments logical atoms not only pertaining to either FLP or STLP, but any pertaining to 

both; 

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-52, this package reuses and generalizes the FLP::Core package as well 

as STLP::Core package since STFLP queries are composed of STFLP atoms that are 

more general than FLP atoms and STLP atoms. The operators used in the STFLP::Core 

package are imported from STLP::Operators package. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-50: STFLP packages 

Since STFLP metamodel integrates the orthogonal STLP and FLP metamodels, we 

will not illustrate here how to instantiate an STFLP metamodel. A valid instance either of 

the STLP or of the FLP metamodel remains a valid instance of the STFLP metamodel. In 

addition, combinations of these instances may be done. For instance, in the backtrackable 

update illustrated in Fig. 4-25, you can take the f-atom illustrated in Fig. 4-48 as playing the 

arg meta-role. Note that, you cannot express such clause by instantiating only one of the 

individual metamodels (STLP or FLP). 
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{ordered }

LogicalAtom

Clause
(f rom Core)
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(from Core)
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functor : LogicalBacktrackableUpdateOperatorKind

0..*

0..1
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0..1
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0 ..1
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0 ..1
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LogicalPredicativeAtom

0..*

0..1
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0..1

{oredered}
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+logicalBackUpAtom

 

Figure 4-51: STFLP::Atom package 

{ordered}

LogicalArgument
(from Atom)

ProgramTransac tionalConnec tiv e

(from Operators)

Clause

1..*

1..*

1..*

Operator

1+f unctor 1

LogicalAtom
(from Atom)

1

0..1

+conclus ion
1

0..1

Query

reif ied : boolean

0..*

0..1

+premisse
0..*

0..1

1..3

0..1

+fo rm ula

1..3

0..10..1+connec tiv e 0..1

1..20..1

+atom

1..20..1

{ordered}

{ordered}

{orde red}

1..*

 

Figure 4-52: STFLP::Core package 

4.8.2 Semantics 

On the one hand, STL extends FOHL by adding logically well-founded backtrackable 

knowledge base updates atoms and procedural and serial operators. On the other hand, FL 

extends FOHL with a high-order object-oriented syntax and logical semantics for single-

source multiple structural and behavioral inheritance and behavioral inheritance integrated 

with deduction. Although Flora orthogonally underlies on STL and FL formalism, there is 

not still a unifying semantic given to STFL that has combined path structures with f-

structures. 

 It is not focus of this thesis to offer such integrated semantics, however, in order to 

give a flavor of such unification and feasibility, we show in Fig. 4-53 an adaptation of the 

financial STL program shown in Fig. 4-26.  In short, the balance/1 predicate is 

substituted by the balance float attribute and the withdraw/2, deposit/2, and 

change_balance/3 predicates are respectively substituted by the 

withdraw(float), deposit(float) and change_balance(float, float) 

boolean methods. These features must be hosted by an account instance that in addition has 

an attribute which must be filled by an object of class client indicating the owner of the 
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account. Figures 4-54, 4-55 and 4-56 give a sketch of the semantics given to the program 

shown in Fig. 4-53. They present the data and transition oracles as well as the path 

structures that map each state identifier to optimistic well founded models. Note that here, 

f-atoms appear as in the Herbrand models as well as in data and transition oracles sketched 

in these figures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-53: Financial program as a STFL program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-54: Data oracles given for the STFL financial program of Fig. 4-53. 

Data Oracles

Od(D0) = M0

Od(D1) = M1

Od(D2) = M2

Od(D3) = M3

Od(D4) = M4

Od(D5) = M5

Od(D6) = M6

Od(D7) = M7

Od(D8) = M8

M0 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->1200], acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->10], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5000], acc5[owner->broker]}

M1 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->10], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5000], acc5[owner->broker]}

M2 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->1175], acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->10], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5000], acc5[owner->broker]}

M3 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->1175], acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->10], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[owner->broker]}

M4 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->1175], acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->10], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5025], acc5[owner->broker]}

M5 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel],  acc3[owner->roger], acc4[balance->10], 

acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5025], acc5[owner->broker]}

M6 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->675],  acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->10], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5025], acc5[owner->broker]}

M7 = acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->675],  acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5025], acc5[owner->broker]}

M8 = {acc1[balance->50], acc1[owner->philip], acc2[balance->600], acc2[owner->daniel], acc3[balance->675],  acc3[owner->roger], 

acc4[balance->510], acc4[owner->mary], acc5[balance->5025], acc5[owner->broker]}

Acct[withdraw(Amt)] :- Acct[balance-> Bal] ⊗ Bal >= Amt ⊗ Acct[change_balance( Bal, Bal - Amt)].

Acc[deposit(Amt)] :- Acct[balance-> Bal] ⊗ Acct[change_balance( Bal, Bal + Amt)].

Acct[change_balance( Bal1, Bal2)] :- btdelete{Acct[balance->Bal1]} ⊗ btinsert{Acct[balance-> Bal2]}.

transfer( Acct1, Acct2, Amt) :- Acct1[withdraw(Amt)] ⊗ Acct2[deposit(Amt)].

buy(Client, Seller, Cost) :- transfer(Client, acc5, 0,5 * Cost) ⊗ transfer(Client, Seller * Cost).

acc1[balance->50, owner->philip].

acc2[balance->600, owner->daniel].

acc3[balance->1200, owner->roger].

acc4[balance->10, owner->mary].

acc5[balance->5000, owner->broker].

?- buy(acc3, acc4, 500).
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Figure 4-55: Path structures of STFL financial program of Fig. 4-53. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-56: Transition oracles given for the STFL financial program of Fig. 4-53. 

Transition Oracles

Ot(D0, D1) = btdelete{acc3[balance->1200]}

Ot(D1, D2) = btinsert{acc3[balance->1175]}

Ot(D2, D3) = btdelete{acc5[balance->5000]}

Ot(D3, D4) = btinsert{acc5[balance->5025)}

Ot(D4, D5) = btdelete{acc3[balance->1175]}

Ot(D5, D6) = btinsert{acc3[balance->675]}

Ot(D6, D7) = btidelete{acc4[balance->10]}

Ot(D7, D8) = btinsert{acc4[balance->510]}

Ot(D0, D2) = {acc3[change_balance(1200, 1175)], acc3[withdraw(25)]}

Ot(D2, D4) = {acc5[change_balance(5000, 5025)], acc5[deposit(25)]}

Ot(D0, D4) = transfer(roger, broker, 0,5 * 500)

Ot(D4, D6) = {acc3[change_balance(1175, 675)] , acc3[withdraw(500)]}

Ot(D6, D8) = {acc4[change_balance(10, 510)], acc4[deposit(500)]}

Ot(D4, D8) = transfer(roger, mary, 500)

Ot(D0, D8 = buy(roger, mary, 500)

Transiction oracles path structures

I(<D
0
, D

1
>) = M

1 
I(<D0, D1>) |= btdelete{acc3[balance->1200]}

I(<D1, D2>) = M2 I(<D1, D2>) |= btinsert{acc3[balance->1175]}

I(<D
2
, D

3
>) = M

3
I(<D2, D3>) |= btdelete{acc5[balance->5000]}

I(<D3, D4>) = M4 I(<D3, D4>) |= btinsert{acc5[balance->5025]}

I(<D4, D5>) = M5 I(<D4, D5>) |= btdelete{acc3[balance->1175]}

I(<D5, D6>) = M6 I(<D5, D6>) |= btinsert{acc3[balance->675]}

I(<D6, D7>) = M7 I(<D6, D7>) |= btidelete{acc4[balance->10]}

I(<D7, D8>) = M8 I(<D7, D8>) |= btinsert{acc4[balance->510])

Entailed path structures:

I(<D0, D1, D2>) |= acc3[change_balance(roger, 1200, 1175)]

I(<D0, D1, D2>) |= acc3[withdraw(25)]

I(<D2, D3, D4>) |= acc5[change_balance(5000, 5025)]

I(<D2, D3, D4>) |= acc5[deposit(25)]

I(<D0, D1, D2, D3, D4>) |= transfer(roger, broker, 0,5 * 500)

I(<D4, D5, D6>) |= acc3[change_balance(1175, 675)]

I(<D4, D5, D6>) |= acc3[withdraw(500)]

I(<D6, D7, D8>) |= acc4[change_balance(10, 510)]

I(<D6, D7, D8>) |= acc4[deposit(500)]

I(<D4, D5, D6, D7, D8>) |= transfer(roger, mary, 500)

I(<D0, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8>) |= buy(roger, mary, 500)
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4.8.3 STFL Remarks 

STFL is a very versatile language able to overcome several opened gaps in   executable and 

formal code generation from UML models, since that:  

• STFL is a formal specification language with coinciding well-defined 

model-theoretic semantics of denotational flavor and proof-theoretic 

semantics with both axiomatic and operational flavors ; 

• STFL is a general-purpose, Turing-complete, object-oriented, logic 

programming language; 

• STFL is a data modeling, data definition, transactional data 

manipulation and data query language that subsumes relational, 

deductive, object-oriented and object-relational database languages; 

• STFL is a declarative rule-based language to specify and implement 

transformations between object-oriented structures; 

• STFL is a knowledge representation language to define, query and 

reason with ontologies that include inheritance hierarchies of structured 

concepts, complex logical constraints among the attributes of these 

concepts, rules to derive new concept instances from defined ones and 

belief revision operations in a concept instance base.  

In addition, the freely available efficient inference engine Flora-2 [Yang and Kifer, 

2002] implements automated non-monontonic deductive, abductive and inheritance 

reasoning in STFL. 

4.9 Flora 

Flora (Frame LOgic tRAnslator) is an execution platform that compiles and efficiently 

executes STFL programs extended with extra logical predicates. It is implemented as layers 

on top of the tabled deductive engine XSB and consists of two main components:  

• Flora compiler that transforms a Flora program into a semantically 

equivalent XSB program. Basically, this transformation is done by two 

transformations steps: (1) mapping nested structures (F-Molecules and path 

expressions) to F-Atoms; and (2) convert F-atoms to XSB predicates. For 

example, the F-atom object::class is mapped to the corresponding 

isa(object, class) XSB predicate. 

• Flora shell that provides an interactive command and query run time layer on 

top of XSB. This way, a Flora developer may load STFL programs and 

execute queries on them. 

In terms of OO concepts, Flora inherits from F-Logic complex objects, object 

identity, encapsulation, type and class hierarchies with multiple inheritance, overriding, 

overloading and late binding. The Flora-2 engine currently implements all these concepts 

except encapsulation.  
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In addition, HiLog is the default syntax that Flora uses to represent functional terms 

(including object Ids) and predicates [Yang and Kifer, 2002]. Thus, Flora allows arbitrary 

terms (functional or not, ground or not) as functors instead of restricting them to constant 

symbols (i.e., non-functional ground terms). Therefore, Flora allows queries such as: 

?- p(X), X(p), X. 

If p(a(b)), a(b)(p) and a(b) are all true in the database, then X = a(b) is one of the 

answers to the query. 

F-Logic together with HiLog is a powerful combination. In particular, this 

integration allows applying meta-programming not only to predicative atoms, but also to  

OO atoms. For instance, it is easy to query the attributes, methods and types defined for 

classes, such as: 

// querying all unary attribute applied to acc1 object 

?- acc1[A -> _].  

// querying all boolean methods defined for the bankAccount class. 

?- bankAccount[M(_)].  

// querying all mono-valued method signatures that apply to savingAccount 

class, which are // either declared explicitly or inherited. 

?- savingAccount[M => _].  

// querying all subclasses of the bankAccount class. 

?- C::bankAccount. 

Integrating STL and HiLog with F-Logic, allows Flora-2 engine to implement two 

other key OO concepts declaratively, within its logical framework: state changing and 

reflection methods. While some other OOLP languages implement encapsulation and type 

checking, all of them rely on procedural extra-logical DLP predicates to implement state 

change and reflection, thus not truly bringing these last two concepts within the OOLP 

paradigm. 

In terms of expressive power, Flora stands at the high end of the scale among OOLP 

languages thanks to its integration of F-Logic, with STL, HiLog and the well-founded 

negation provided by the underlying XSB engine. The same is true with respect to its 

theoretical foundations: all three components of the Flora language, F-Logic, STL and 

HiLog possess a correct and refutation complete proof theory.  Flora uses the SLG 

resolution provided by the XSB platform. 

4.9.1 Applications 

Flora-2 applications include intelligent agents, data integration, semantic web services and 

ontology management. 
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 Flora-2 provides a large number of fundamental features that are essential for 

modeling semantic information on the Web, such as: taxonomy, rules, high-order syntax for 

schema browsing and transactional updates. [Yang et al., 2003] point out how Flora-2 

potentially may be used as rule-based reasoning infrastructure for the Semantic Web [W3C, 

2005]. In particular, they point out the flora module system as specially designed to support 

autonomous agents and knowledge integration.  In this context, the W3C [W3C, 2005] has 

defined the Semantic Web Service Language (SWSL) [SWSL, 2005] to specify semantic 

web services ontology as well as web services. SWSL is designed in several layers and 

Flora-2 is considered the more complete platform covering these layers
42

. 

 Although heterogeneous data and query integration have been intensively 

investigated during the last decade, there is no user-transparent complete and general 

solution for problems concerning this area. Hence, data mediation still remains an opened 

problem. In order to better the degree of automation and decrease the degree of human 

intervention, Flora-2 has successfully been used as mediator in data integration in the 

following projects: [WSMX, 2005] and [Gupta et al., 2000]. 

 Other researches in this field while not relying Flora-2 directly as inference engine, 

use FL and STFL as data and knowledge integration languages [Davulcu et al., 1999] and 

[Fensel et al., 1998]. 

4.9.2 Limitations 

We can identify two kinds of limitations in Flora: (1) conceptual, linked to STFL; and (2) 

implementation, linked to its development environment. 

The conceptual limitations are: 

• Lack of logical semantics for constraints solving – a very versatile form or 

reasoning, very efficient for many numerical applications involving 

computational search in hybrid symbolic-numerical domains; 

• Lack of logical semantics for imperative numerical computation; 

• Limited imperative support to customize search (cuts); 

• No built-in support for uncertain reasoning; 

• No support for interfaces and components. 

Concerning implementation limitations, Flora: 

• Has no friendly IDE; 

• Does not implement fined-grained encapsulation; 

• Does not implement automatic type checking; 

• Has very scarce libraries, such as libraries for graphics; 

• Presents a scarce middleware: Only bridge to C via XSB; 

• Is mono thread, i.e., does not support concurrent programming. 

                                                 
42

 Flora covers 5 of the 7 layers defined in SWSL. 
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4.9.3 Concrete Syntax 

In order to better illustrate Flora's concrete syntax, we show below a Flora program 

that implements simple financial transactions. It is a more refined version of that 

STFL program shown in Fig. 4-53. 

 
01   person[name *=> string, age *=> integer,  isMarried *=> void,  

02        account *=>> account, bank *=>> bank, spouse *=> person,  

03        broker *=> broker, buyViaBroker(account) *=> void,  

04        getSpouseName() *=> string]. 

05   broker::person[fee *=> float]. 

06   bank[client *=>> person, account *=>> account]. 

07   account[number *=> integer, balance *=> float, limit *=> float,  

08        isRed *=> void, bank *=> bank, owner *=> person,  

09        deposit(float) *=> void, withdraw(float) *=> void, 

10        transfer(account, float) *=> void]. 

11   current::account[serviceRate *=> float]. 

12   saving::account. 

13   Self [#withdraw(Amt)] :- Self:account , 

14         Self.balance >= Amt, btdelete{Self[balance -> Bal]},  

15         Bal2 is Bal – Amt, btinsert{Self[balance -> Bal2]}. 

16   Self[#deposit(Amt)] :- Self:account, Self[balance -> Bal],  

17         btdelete{Self[balance -> Bal]}, 

18         Bal2 is Bal + Amt, btinsert{Self[balance -> Bal2]}. 

19   Self[#transfer(TargetAccount, Amt)] :- Self:account, Self[#withdraw(Amt)], 

20         TargetAccount[#deposit(Amt)]. 

21   Self[#buyViaBroker(SellerAcc, Cost) :- Self:person,  

22         Amt is Self.broker.fee * Cost, 

23         Self.account[#transfer(Self.broker.account,Amt)], 

24         Self.account[#transfer(SellerAcc, Cost)]. 

25   acc1:account[balance -> 50, owner -> philip]. 

26   acc2:account[balance -> 1200, owner -> roger]. 

27   acc3:account[balance -> 10, owner -> mary]. 

28   acc4:account[balance -> 5000, owner -> broker]. 

 A Flora F-Molecule follows one of the syntactic patterns below: 

// class signature declaration 

(1) class::superclass[...ai tri ti, ..., mj(...,pjk,...) trj tj...]   

// object creation 

(2) object:class[...ai vri vi, … ,mj(...,pjk,...) vrj vj ...] 

// attribute navigation 

(3) object... .ai... .ai... .                                

// operation call 

(4) object... .mi(...,pik,...)... .mj(...,pjl,...)...   

// pure Prolog atom 

(5) p(...,ti,...)                   

// run-time insertion of new facts and/or rules in program 

(6) btinsert{..., ci, ...}.     

// run-time deletion of new facts and/or rules in program 

(7) btdelete{..., ci, ...}.    

// arithmetic expression value assignment to variable 

(8) m is e                       
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Where: 

• class and superclass are class names; 

• ai  is a attribute name; 

• ti is a type name, i.e., primitive types, class names or recursively F-Molecules; 

• mj is a method name; 

• pjk is a method parameter name; 

• object is an object name; 

• vi is a value from primitive type, or recursively F-Molecule; 

• tri is member of  {*=>, *=>>, =>, =>>} which constraints to a type an     

attribute value or method return value that is inheritable if tri starts by "*", 

mono-valued if tri ends with "=>" and multi-valued if it ends with "=>>"; 

• vri is member of  {*−>, *−>>, −>, −>>} which defines an attribute value or 

method return value that is inheritable if vri starts by "*", mono-valued if vri 

ends with "−>" and denotes the inclusion of the value in a multiple value set if 

vri ends with "−>>"; 

• ci is a Flora clause, i.e., OO rule, Prolog rule, F-Molecule or Prolog fact; 

• m is an operation call or an F-Atom ending with an unbound logical variable; 

• e is an arithmetic expression, containing only Flora's arithmetic operations; 

• p(...,ti,...) is a pure Prolog atom; 

• logical variables, implicitly universally quantified and uppercased as in Prolog, 

can be used in place of any name (e.g., in the rule of lines 14-15 Self substitutes 

an object name, Amt a parameter name and Bal a value name).  

 Negated F-Molecules or atoms, backtrackable updates F-Molecules and arithmetic 

assignments can only appear in the body of a rule: they can neither appear as fact nor as 

rule head. Operations that trigger updates are prefixed by '#'. Semantically, an  

F-Molecule is a logical conjunction of F-Atoms. For example the F-Molecule of line 5 is 

logically equivalent to: broker::person ∧ broker[fee *=> float], where 

broker::person and broker[fee *=> float] are F-Atoms. 

In the previous example Flora program, line sets {1-4}, {5}, {6}, {7-10}, {11} and 

{12} contain F-Molecule facts that respectively define the signature of classes person, 

broker, bank, account, current and saving in addition to defining broker as a subclass of 

person and current and saving as a subclass of account. Then, line sets {13-15}, {16-18}, 

{19-20}, {21-24} contain rules that respectively define the operations withdraw, deposit, 

transfer of the account class and the operation buyViaBroker of the person class. Line 

25 creates an object acc1 of the class account, and states that the object philip fills the 
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attribute owner of the former. The remaining lines 26-28 similarly define pairs of 

account and person objects associated via an owner link. 

4.9.4 Abstract Syntax Metamodel 

So far, we have presented, in a compositional way, a set of individual metamodels that 

together compose the STFLP metamodel as well as the XSB metamodel.  The former 

focuses on the formally well defined theoretical formalism behind Flora, whereas the latter 

focuses on the part of Flora whose semantics is not formally well defined. Then, we can 

finally show the Flora metamodel. It is constructed by applying composition operators to 

the STFLP and XSB metamodel subpackages. The structure of packages of the Flora 

metamodel is shown in Fig. 4-57, where each Flora metamodel package is filled in pink 

color. They are: Aggregation, ArithmeticExpressions, ExtraLogical, 

Atom and Core. 

Aggregation 

This package is neither in STFLP nor in XSB metamodel. Shown in Fig. 4-58, this package 

contains meta-classifiers that model the two kinds of aggregate operations supported by 

Flora-2: (1) arithmetic aggregation operators - max, min, count, sum and avg; 

and (2) collection aggregation operators – collectset and collectbag. Optionally, 

an aggregation may be grouped according to a list of variables and a logical condition. 

ArithmeticExpressions 

Shown in Fig. 4-59, this package models Flora arithmetic expressions that are those 

provided by the ISOProlog metamodel added by a new kind of arithmetical argument: 

arithmetic aggregations (ArithmeticAggregate metaclass). This is captured by 

combining the Flora::ArithmeticExpressions package with the 

ISOProlog::ArithmeticExpressions ; 

ExtraLogical 

Shown in Fig. 4-60, this package reuses and generalizes the 

ISOProlog::ExtraLogical package by supporting a new kind of expression in the 

AssignmentArithmeticAtom: aggregations. This turns the Flora extra logical atoms 

more general than those defined in ISOProlog metamodel.  

 

Atom  

Shown in Fig. 4-61, this package combines the extra logical atoms defined in Flora with 

STFLP atoms; 

Core 

Shown in Fig. 4-62, this package reuses and generalizes the Core from STFLP as well as 

the Core from XSB since the Flora queries are applied to STFLP atoms as well as to XSB 

atoms. Therefore, a Flora program with aggregate is neither a STFLP nor a XSB program. 

Since the Flora metamodel compositionally integrates all the previously already 

metamodels, we do not provide an example for it. A valid instance of any one individual 

metamodel composing the Flora metamodel remains a valid instance of the latter.  
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ArithmeticalArgument
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Figure 4-57: Flora metamodel packages 
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Figure 4-58: Flora::Aggregation package 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-59:  Flora::ArithmeticExpressions package 
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Atom
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Figure 4-60: Flora::ExtraAtom package 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-61: Flora::Atom package 
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 Figure 4-62: Flora::Core package 
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4.9.5 Roles in MODELOG 

From a MDE perspective, a platform such as Flora that is multi-language, multi-paradigm 

and multi-purpose is very interesting because it raises the possibility to rely on a single 

platform to: 

• Generate from the PIM a complete STFL implementation and execute it, that is, 

allow running a prototype to validate functional requirements of an application 

with the users, 

• Verify whether any OCL constraint is violated or not, identifying the culprit  

instances; 

• Perform queries on the model that involve complex deductive and inheritance 

reasoning (again indirectly as STFL queries on the generated STFL code), that 

is, querying the same prototype to formally verify general properties that abstract 

from any set of specific test cases, thus providing stronger robustness 

guarantees; 

MODELOG investigates the development of a CASE tool for MDE providing a 

variety such services. This thesis concentrates on first one that is the fully automated 

generation of Flora code from UML class diagrams fully annotated with OCL 

specifications. In order to develop this CASE tool for MDE using MDE itself, the first three 

steps of the MODELOG project are (1) developing a metamodel of the target platform 

Flora
43

; (2) specify model transformations between elements of this target metamodel and 

the source UML and OCL metamodels; and (3) implement (2).  

Innovation and Contribution Summary to OOLP 

For metamodeling languages and platforms that tightly integrate multiple paradigms and 

purposes, we advocate a compositional approach that faithfully mirrors their structure as a 

simple core and a set of largely orthogonal and complementary extensions. With such an 

approach, one starts by independently metamodeling the core and each extension in a 

separate package, to then assemble them together. So for example, when we applied this 

approach to the case of Flora, we developed one separate metamodel package for (1) First-

order logical terms that are common to DLP and many other logic and rule-based 

languages, (2) DLP programs and clauses that reuses the logical terms package, and (3) 

each orthogonal extension of either logical terms or DLP clauses used in STFL programs. 

From such minimal metamodel units, larger metamodels for HLP, STLP, FLP, STFLP (i.e., 

for Flora) can then be obtained through assembly.  

This compositional approach brings five clear benefits. The first is cognitive 

complexity management for such large meta-modeling tasks. For example, the fully 

assembled Flora metamodel contains over 275 elements. Hence, much simplicity was 

gained by decomposing it into several packages. The second benefit is the creation of 

valuable course didactic assets that visually contrast basic language concepts and platform 

services and clarify the many different ways in which they can be integrated. For example, 

the compositional Flora metamodel is such an asset for teaching the distinct principles and 

                                                 
43

 It was while carrying out the first task that we identified and addressed the metamodeling reuse issues 

presented in the preceding chapter. 
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complementary strengths of logic, object-oriented and imperative language concepts for 

programming, knowledge representation and data manipulation. The third benefit is the 

reusability of minimal metamodel units for other languages or platforms. For example, we 

have already reused the first-order logical term package of the Flora metamodel to build a 

metamodel of the language Constraint Handling Rules [Frühwirth and Abdennadher, 

2003]. The fourth benefit is to provide a sound basis for representing integration semantics 

in UML and OCL which are more accessible than the mathematical notations generally 

used for such task.  In the case of Flora, while each of its sub-language possesses 

denotational and operational semantics, the unification of theses into a single framework is 

still incomplete; metamodeling the semantics of each sub-language should bring valuable 

insights towards such unification. The fifth benefit of compositional metamodeling is 

compiler MDE based on model transformations. For example the Flora to XSB compiler 

could be specified as a set of declarative ATL relations between elements of the STFL and 

HiLog metamodels.  

These benefits are pervasive since many modern, powerful languages result, like 

Flora does, from successive and partially orthogonal extensions from an initial simple core. 

For example, the semantic web language standards put forward by the World Wide Web 

consortium (W3C) also evolved this way: an initial core, RDF [Birbeck et al., 2001] was 

successively extended to yield RDFS, DAML, DAML-OIL, and finally OWL [OWL, 2004] 

In addition, all these languages reuse the syntactic core XML syntax, and DAML-OIL itself 

resulted from the integration of DAML with OIL.  

Another important contribution of this thesis that can be identified in this chapter is 

that the logical paradigm is put forward side by side with UML and OCL allowing, thus, 

that further integration may be reached with mostly known software engineering processes 

and methodologies that makes use of these latter technologies. The benefits with this 

integration are mutual. On the one hand, it encourages applications developed following 

logical paradigm to adopt the development of high-level models before starting the 

implementation phase. Thus, these applications may take advantage from UML and OCL 

standards and their visual clarity, conciseness, intuitiveness, comprehensive expressiveness, 

wide user base and the availability of many industrial strength case tools for UML model 

edition and maintenance. On the other hand, software development processes and 

methodologies that make use of UML and OCL may take benefit from logical 

programming-based applications being provided by a powerful platform able to make 

intelligent reasoning on their high-level specifications. 
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Chapter 5 – MODELOG 

 

 

 

 
____________________________________________ 

This chapter presents the core contribution of this thesis: Module-based 

architecture of the MODELOG and the various approaches to map UML/OCL 

models to Flora code. It also details the transformations rules of this mapping, 

the issues that came up during their specification and the solution that we 

propose. 

____________________________________________ 
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In Chapter 2, we surveyed the MDE as well as the two source metamodels of MODELOG: 

(1) That concerning the UML class diagrams elements; and (2) OCL. In Chapter 3, we 

introduced a set of criteria to choose the minimum subset of the UML 2.0 and OCL 2.0 

modeling elements to be covered in the MODELOG’s mapping, emphasizing them in terms 

of abstract syntax. We also defined criteria to choose: (a) a target platform language to 

which to map UML/OCL models; (b) a model transformation approach; and (c) a model 

transformation language. We then use these criteria to justify the choices we made in 

MODELOG: (a) Flora as target language; (b) metamodel based transformation approach; 

and (c) ATL and Flora itself as transformation language. In Chapter 4, we provided the 

target metamodel of MODELOG: the Flora platform MOF metamodel.  

In this chapter, we focus on the transformation rules between those source and 

target metamodels to automatically generate a Flora PSM from a fully refined UML/OCL 

PIM The subsequent sections are organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the 

MODELOG architecture that is based on ATL transformation modules. Section 5.2 

presents the ATL modules concerning class diagram transformations and their raised issues, 

whereas the Section 5.3 describes the ATL modules concerning the OCL transformations.  

5.1 An ATL Module-Based Architecture 

MODELOG is composed of two top-level ATL modules, as illustrated in Fig. 5-1: Class 

Diagram Transformations Module and OCL Transformations Module. The former contains 

sub-modules concerning the class diagram transformations, while the latter contains sub-

modules concerning OCL code transformations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1: MODELOG ATL Modules 

5.2 Transforming Class Diagrams 

The UML class diagram is a very comprehensive structural knowledge representation 

language, even though only a small part of its many elements, in fact, are used in the most 

models. While the most frequently used elements have direct counterparts in Flora, the 

more rarely used ones do not. We investigate these relations in the following subsections 

and define an approach for mapping all the constructors from class diagrams. 

5.2.1 Similarities between UML and Flora Object Models 

The following UML Class diagram concepts have a direct counterpart in the Flora-2 

concepts:  class, object, attribute, attribute signature, method, method signature and 

generalization.  
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5.2.2 Differences between UML and Flora Object Models 

Although the main elements of class diagrams have a correspondent counterpart in Flora-2, 

some features of these constructors are only partially covered by Flora-2 and others are not 

present in this language.  For instance, attribute signature in Flora-2 is composed only by 

the attribute name and its type constraint. It lacks properties of UML class diagram 

attributes: changeability, multiplicity, visibility, initial value, ordering and stereotypes. 

Similarly, Flora method signatures also lack properties of UML method signatures, such as: 

visibility, isQuery, isAbstract, isRoot, isLeaf, concurrence and stereotypes. Moreover, the 

method parameters in Flora-2 only identify its type, also lacking the properties of UML 

method formal parameters, such as: parameter name, direction and initial value as well as 

any stereotype.  

 Flora-2 does not have a constructor to directly specify relationships between classes, 

such as dependencies, realizations or associations. Only generalization may be expressed, 

though not completely, for lack of the discriminator, overlapping and stereotypes 

properties of UML generalization. One common approach used by programmers that 

implement class diagram is to represent UML associations as attributes. However, this 

approach involves loss of information from the original association, such as its name, any 

stereotype that it carries as well as properties, such as isRoot, isLeaf and isAbstract. 

5.2.3 Approach to Transform Divergent Features 

While the most frequently used UML class diagrams elements have a direct counterparts in 

Flora, the more rarely used ones do not. We considered 3 ways to overcome this mismatch. 

The first was to extend Flora-2 with new constructs corresponding to the UML elements 

with no direct correspondence. This would be effective only if the Flora-2 compiler that is 

needed to reason in STFL was extended accordingly. The size and complexity of this 

compiler, over 14,000 lines of highly optimized Prolog code made this approach 

unpractical. 

The second approach was to map an UML class diagram entirely at the meta-level, 

i.e., to a Flora-2 program where objects would possess one attribute for each element of the 

UML meta-model. The advantage of this approach is its uniformity. Its drawback is to fail 

to take advantage of the existing direct correspondence between the main UML class 

diagram elements and the Flora structural constructs. This leads to a verbose mapping that 

obscures the original domain modeling captured in the source UML model. 

The last approach that we chose was to directly map the elements with a 

corresponding Flora-2 constructs at the domain level, and map those with no such 

corresponding construct at the meta-level using UML metamodel attributes in Flora-2 

objects.  

An example that contrasts the two last approaches is given in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. 

They show the two mappings for the ConvexPolygon, IrregularPolygon and 

Regular Polygon classes as well as their hierarchy (illustrated in Fig. 2-12) using the 

chosen hybrid approach and the pure meta-level approach, respectively. The intuitiveness 

and conciseness of the hybrid approach may be observed in the mapping from the Boolean 

right attribute contained in the convexPolygon class. The hybrid approach states this 

by using only one f-atom at line 1 of Fig. 5-2. In contrast, the pure meta-level approach 
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1    convexPolygon[right *=> boolean]. 

2    regularPolygon::convexPolygon. 

3    irregularPolygon::convexPolygon. 

4    convexPolygon[right *=> boolean, 

5            uml *-> umlMeta1:umlMeta]. 

6    umlMeta1[class *-> umlClass1:umlClass, 

7             attr('right') *-> umlAttr1:umlAttr]. 

8    umlClass1[isAbstract *-> true, 

9        isRoot *-> false, 

10   isLeaf *-> false, 

11   isActive *-> false]. 

12   umlAttr1[visibility *-> public, 

13   multiplicity(1, 1), 

14   changeability *-> changeable]. 

15   umlGeneralization1:umlGeneralization. 

16   umlGeneralization1[general *-> convexPolygon, 

17       specific *->> {regularPolygon, irregularPolygon}, 

18   discriminator *-> 'regularity', 

19   disjoint *->  disjoint, 
20       covering *-> complete]. 

1    c1:class[name *-> 'ConvexPolygon',  

2         attributes *-> {a1}, 

3         isAbstract *-> true, 

4         isLeaf *-> false, 

5         isRoot *-> false 

6         isActive *-> false]. 

7    a1:attribute[name *-> 'right', 

8         type *-> boolean, 

9         visibility *-> public, 

10        multiplicity(1,1), 

11        changeability -> changeable]. 

12   c2:class[name *-> 'irregularPolygon', 

13        attributes *-> {a1}, 

14        isAbstract *-> false, 

15        isLeaf *-> false, 

16        isRoot *-> false 

17        isActive *-> false]. 

18   c3:class[name *-> 'regularPolygon', 

19        attributes *-> {a1}, 

20        isAbstract *-> false, 

21        isLeaf *-> false, 

22        isRoot *-> false 

23        isActive *-> false]. 

24   generalization1:generalization. 

25   generalization1[general *-> convexPolygon, 

26       specific *->> {regularPolygon, irregularPolygon}, 

27       discriminator *-> 'regularity', 

28       disjoint *->  disjoint, 
29       covering *-> complete]. 

requires several f-atoms shown at lines 2 and 7-11 of Fig. 5-3 to state it. In addition, the 

attribute and signatures must be repeated for all subclass of a given superclass, as shown at 

lines 13 and 19 of Fig. 5-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Example of chosen hybrid mapping approach 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Example of pure meta-level mapping approach 

Although the hybrid approach prevents the lost of information from the source 

UML class diagram during the mapping, it does not guarantee a correct mapping from 

some source elements. On the contrary, all those elements without a Flora counterpart are 
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mapped to Flora signature or instance f-atoms. For instance, an UML abstract class is 

mapped to a Flora class that must contain a Flora instantiation f-atom indicating that it 

should be an abstract class, as is indicated for the ConvexPolygon class at line 8 in Fig. 

5-2. However, the Flora code generated provides no restriction obstructing its direct 

instantiation.   

In order to enrich the generated Flora code, Flora rules may be built for verifying or 

even guarantying the correct mapping from those elements without a straight Flora 

counterpart. For instance, the Flora rule below is able to identify objects directly 

instantiating abstract classes. It works as follows. First, at line 1, all objects that are direct 

instances of a given class C (but that are not instances of any of the subclasses of C) are 

searched and unified to the Obj variable. Then,  whether the class C has its isAbstract 

property set as true the objects unified with the Obj variable must be deduced as violating 

objects since the atoms at lines 2-3 should succeed. 

1 violating(Obj) :- Obj:C and _S::C and tnot (Obj:_S) and 

2 C[uml *-> _v1]  and _v1[class *-> _v2] and 

3  _v2[isAbstract *-> true]. 

5.2.4 Class Diagram Transformations Modules 

Since an UML class diagram is constituted by many elements, its transformations are 

divided into several transformation modules. There is one ATL module per top-level 

classifier of the class diagram metamodel, as shown in Fig. 5-4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Class diagram transformations modules 

 Since the transformation of each element from the UML class diagram is fixed,  we 

have used ATL match rules to specify it. These rules specify: 1) for which kinds of UML 

class diagram elements Flora-2 elements must be generated, and 2) how the Flora-2 

element values should be derived from the UML element source values. Each matched rule 

is identified by its name that in our case is identical to the ATL module name. It matches a 

given type of source model element, and generates one or several types of Flora-2 model 

elements.  
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umlMeta[class *=> umlClass, 

 attr(string) *=> umlAttr, 

 meth(string) *=> umlOper]. 

 

In the following subsections, we present in more details each one of these ATL 

modules. 

5.2.4.1 Class Transformation Module 

An UML class signature is mapped directly to a Flora class definition atom. In addition, 

each Flora class definition mapped from a UML class element contains the attribute named 

uml that groups the elements of the UML class
44

 without corresponding Flora constructs. 

The type of such attribute is constrained to the special, meta-information class umlMeta, 

which type signature is shown in Fig. 5-5.  The respective umlClass, umlAttr and 

umlOper metaclasses have the role of capturing the information without direct counterpart 

in Flora-2 from the UML classes, attributes and operations, respectively. The signatures of 

these metaclasses are presented in the subsequent subsections. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Meta-information uml class type signature 

Classes, attributes, operations and their respective type constraints are directly 

mapped to the corresponding Flora constructs. Attribute and methods with Boolean values 

in UML do not possess any return value (void return value) in Flora. The hybrid logic and 

object-oriented paradigm of Flora makes any attribute value or method return result dual. 

Each has both a logical truth-value, which is Boolean, and an object identifier. This is the 

case for example of the mapping from the right attribute of the ConvexPolygon class 

shown in Fig. 2-12 to convexPolygon[right *=> void] attribute in Flora. 

Classes may be restricted by various properties. For example, root property 

specifies that the class stands at the top of the generalization hierarchy. Classes can also 

contain stereotypes that extend the vocabulary of UML model elements. In MODELOG 

mapping, UML class properties and stereotypes are encoded as attributes of the special, 

meta-information Flora class named umlClass, as shown in Fig. 5-6. Furthermore, the 

meta-information class is referred by the umlMeta class that has an attribute of the 

umlClass type as aforementioned. In the umlClass signature, the predefined 

constraints that may be applied to UML classes are mapped to Boolean attributes in Flora. 

In the case of stereotypes, its type is constrained to string since its value range is open. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Auxiliary Flora class for mapping class constraints and stereotypes 

                                                 
44

 As well as the elements of the UML attribute(s) and method(s) contained in the respective class. 

umlClass[visibility *=> (public ; private), 

         isAbstract *=> void, 

   isRoot *=> void, 

   isLeaf *=> void, 

   isActive *=> void, 

         stereotype *=>> string]. 
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Although MODELOG does not cover UML profile specification, such as U2TP 

[OMGf, 2006] or UML-RT [Douglass, 1998], UML class diagrams fully annotated with 

stereotypes defined by any UML profile, such as the abovementioned, are translated to 

Flora attributes capturing the stereotype values, as previously explained. Fig. 5-6 shows the 

Flora stereotype attribute for capturing the stereotype values applied on classes. In the next 

sections, we show other Flora stereotype attributes for capturing stereotypes applied on 

attribute, operations, associations, etc. 

The ATL matched rule named Class2Flora that specifies how to transform an 

UML class into the respective Flora code is shown in figures 5-7 and 5-8. In these figures, 

the ATL keywords are boldfaced. The first two lines define the name of the transformation 

module
45

 and the variables of the source and target models. Line 3 defines the rule named 

Class2Flora whose specification is between the lines 4-95 (4-47 in Fig 5-7 and 48-95 

in Fig. 5-8).  Line 4 declares that the Class element from the source UMLOCL metamodel 

is the element to be transformed, while the lines 6-94 specify which elements of the target 

Flora metamodel the source pattern has to be transformed to. In this case, several Flora-2 

elements are created. Line 5 specifies a local variable representing all the stereotypes 

defined to the Class meta-element. This variable is used in the target pattern scope. 

 First of all, a class atom is created (lines 7-10). Next the uml attribute signature is 

created (line 11-19) to that class. Lines 20-24 create a new instance to the umlMeta meta-

information class, whereas lines 25-29 create a new instance to the umlClass meta-

information class. The respective value binding from these two new instances are given in 

lines 30-38 and 39-47, respectively. The remaining lines transform the class properties: 

isAbstract (lines 48-56), isLeaf (lines 57-65), isRoot (lines 66-74), isActive 

(lines 75-83) and captures their stereotypes (lines 84-94).  

                                                 
45

 Note the correspondence between this module name and that specified in Fig. 5-4. 
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1   module ClassTransformations; 

2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 

3   rule Class2Flora{ 

4   from  c : UMLOCL!Class 

5   using {allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = c.stereotype;  } 

6   to 

7    class : Flora!SubClassFAtom(  subClass <- subClass), 

8    subClass : Flora!Symbol( 

9   ground <- true, 

10      name <- c.name ), 

11   att : Flora!AttributeSignatureSpecification ( 

12          feature <- umlLabel, 

13  host <- hostLabel, 

14  inheritable <- true, 

15  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

16           type <- typeLabel), 

17   umlLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'uml'), 

18   hostLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.name), 

19   typeLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlMeta'), 

20   umlClassInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

21   object <- objectLabel, 

22  floraClass <- classLabel), 

23   objectLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

24   classLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- 'umlClass'), 

25   umlMetaInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

26  object <- umlMetaObject, 

27  floraClass <- umlMetaClass), 

28   umlMetaObject : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlMeta')), 

29   umlMetaClass : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'umlMeta'), 

30   umlMetaSignature : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

31  feature <- umlFeatureLabel, 

32  host <- umlHostLabel, 

33  inheritable <- true, 

34  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

35  value  <- umlValueLabel), 

36   umlValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlMeta')), 

37   umlFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'uml'), 

38   umlHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.name), 

39   umlClassSignature : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

40  feature <- umlClassFeature, 

41  host <- umlClassHost,     

42  inheritable <- true, 

43  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

44  value  <- umlClassValue), 

45   umlClassHost : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlMeta')), 

46   umlClassValue: Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

47   umlClassFeature : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'class'), 
           ... 

Figure 5-7: ATL transformation rule for the UML class element 

 

Note that since a class may be annotated with more than one stereotype, it is 

necessary to generate a set of Flora elements, one for each stereotype. The iterative target 

pattern ATL element is introduced by the keyword distinct. It produces a target model 

element for each element belonging to a given collection. This collection, along with its 

associated iterator, is introduced by the keyword foreach. As for a simple target pattern 

element, an iterative target pattern element defines a number of bindings that specify the 

way the features of the target model elements generated by this target pattern element will 
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1   rule Class2Flora{ ... 

4   to ... 

48   isAbstract : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

49     feature <- isAbstractFeatureLabel, 

50           host <- isAbstractHostLabel, 

51           inheritable <- true, 

52           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

53           value <- isAbstractValueLabel), 

54   isAbstractHostLabel:Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

55   isAbstractFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isAbstract'), 

56   isAbstractValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <-  c.isAbstract.toString()), 

57   isLeaf : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification (  

58  feature <- isLeafFeatureLabel, 

59           host <- isLeafHostLabel, 

60           inheritable <- true, 

61           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

62           value <- isLeafValueLabel), 

63   isLeafFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isLeaf'), 

64   isLeafValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.isLeaf.toString()), 

65   isLeafHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

66   isRoot : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

67      feature <- isRootFeatureLabel, 

68           host <- isRootHostLabel, 

69           inheritable <- true, 

70           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

71           value <- isRootValueLabel), 

72   isRootHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

73   isRootFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isRoot'), 

74   isRootValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.isRoot.toString()), 

75   isActive : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

76      feature <- isActiveFeatureLabel, 

77           host <- isActiveHostLabel, 

78           inheritable <- true, 

79           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

80           value <- isActiveValueLabel), 

81   isActiveHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

82   isActiveFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- 'isActive'), 

83   isActiveValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- c.isActive.toString()), 

84   stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

85        feature <- stereotypeFeatureLabel, 

86           host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

87           inheritable <- true, 

88           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

89           value <- stereotypeSet), 

90   stereotypeFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'stereotype'), 

91   stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet( member <- members), 

92   members : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (stereotype in allStereotypes)( 

93      name <- stereotype.name), 

94   stereotypeHostLabel:Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')) 

95   do{ thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;} } 
 

be initialized. In our case, line 92 indicates that a Symbol Flora element is created for 

each stereotype (iterator) occurring in the collection (allStereotypes). 

 

 

Figure 5-8: ATL transformation rule for the UML class element (cont.) 
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 Fig. 5-9 illustrates this mapping. In this figure, the left side shows the 

ConvexPolygon UML class extracted from the triangram case study, whereas the right 

side shows the respective Flora code generated by applying the Class2Flora ATL rule. 

Lines 2-8 illustrate the usage of the umlMeta and umlClass Flora classes. These lines 

are the respective code generated for covering the details about the convexPolygon 

class. For instance, convexPolygon_umlMeta identifies the Flora-2 object created to 

enclose meta-information about the ConvexPolygon class signature. In addition, 

convexPolygon_umlClass is the Flora-2 object created to contain the meta-

information about the ConvexPolygon class, such as its isAbstract property 

(true). Note that in the ConvexPolygon class signature exists a reference (line 5) to the 

convexPolygon_umlMeta object from which also exists a reference (line 6) to the 

convexPolygon_umlClass object. 

 The Flora code presented in Fig. 5-9 is generated as follows:   

• Line 1 shows the class atom generated by applying lines 7-10 of the 

Class2Flora rule; 

• Line 2 shows the attribute signature generated by applying lines 11-19 of the 

Class2Flora rule; 

• Lines 3 and 4 indicate the Flora-2 objects instantiation generated by applying 

lines 20-24 and 25-29 of the Class2Flora rule, respectively. These Flora 

instances are referred to at lines 5 and 6 that in turn are generated by applying 

lines 30-47 of the Class2Flora rule; 

• Lines 7 and 8 are generated by applying lines 48-65 of the Class2Flora rule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-9: Excerpt of the triangram case study illustrating the UML class 
transformation. 

5.2.4.2 Attribute Transformation Module 

An UML attribute signature is mapped directly to a Flora-2 f-atom whose host is the class 

containing the attribute and whose signature is identical to that in UML class specification. 

However, an UML attribute can have several other properties beyond its name and value 

type constraint: visibility, scope, multiplicity, changeability, initial value and default value.  

Among these properties, only the scope has a direct correspondence in Flora:  

the -> type operator for classifier scope and => type operator for instance scope. In our 

mapping, the remaining attribute properties are encoded as attributes of the special, meta-

information Flora class named umlAttr, whose definition is shown in Fig. 5-10. This 

1 convexPolygon[].

2 convexPolygon[uml *=> umlMeta].

3 convexPolygon_umlClass : umlClass.

4 convexPolygon_umlMeta : umlMeta.

5 convexPolygon[uml *-> convexPolygon_umlMeta].

6 convexPolygon_umlMeta[class *-> convexPolygon_umlClass].

7 convexPolygon_umlClass[isAbstract *-> true].

8 convexPolygon_umlClass[isLeaf *-> false].

ConvexPolygon

/ right : boolean
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class has one attribute for each adornment that may appear in an attribute declaration within 

an UML class definition. For instance, in Fig. 5-10, attributes visibility and 

changeability are encoded by a Flora enumeration that restricts their value to their 

respective range in the UML specification. The multiplicity of an attribute is mapped into 

the Boolean method multiplicity, which parameters are the minimal and maximal
46

 

attribute cardinalities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-10 Auxiliary Flora class for mapping attributes information 

 

The ATL rule named Attribute2Flora that specifies how to transform an 

UML attribute into the respective Flora code is shown in Appendix B.  

 Fig. 5-11 illustrates this mapping. The top of this figure shows the ConvexPolygon 

UML class containing a Boolean attribute named right extracted from the triangram case 

study, whereas the bottom part shows the respective Flora code generated by applying the 

Attribute2Flora ATL rule. Line 1 shows the signature f-atom generated to the 

respective attribute declaration.  Lines 2-6 illustrate the usage of the umlAttr class. These 

lines are the respective code generated for covering the details about the right attribute. 

As the line 2 indicates, convexPolygon_right_umlAttr is assigned as the 

respective Flora-2 object containing the meta-information of that attribute. For instance, 

line 4 states that right is declared as a public attribute. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-11: Excerpt of the triangram case study illustrating the UML attribute 
transformation 

                                                 
46

 The maximal cardinality can be defined as many. To cover such case the second parameter of the 

multiplicity method in Fig. 5-10 is a disjunction of an integer (in case of a defined cardinality) or ‘*’ (in 

case of many cardinality). 

umlAttr[visibility *=> (public; protected ; private ;  package), 

 multiplicity(integer, (integer ; ‘*’)) *=> void, 

 ordering *=> (ordered ; unordered),  

 initialValue *=> class, 

 changeability *=> (changeable ; addOnly ; frozen), 
 stereotype *=>> string]. 

ConvexPolygon

/ right : boolean

1 convexPolygon[right *=> void].

2 convexPolygon_umlMeta1[attr(right) *-> convexPolygon_right_umlAttr].

3 convexPolygon_right_umlAttr : umlAttr.

4 convexPolygon_right_umlAttr[visibility *-> public].

5 convexPolygon_right_umlAttr[multiplicity(1,1) *-> true].

6 convexPolygon_right_umlAttr[changeability *-> changeable].
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5.2.4.3 Operation Transformation Module 

The operation mapping is similar to the attribute mapping, i.e., their signature is mapped to 

a Flora method signature, whereas their properties, such as its visibility, parameter 

direction, etc. are mapped to two special meta-information Flora-2 classes: (1) umlOper, 

representing the own operation, whose signature is shown in Fig. 5-12; and (2) 

umlFormalParam, representing the respective parameters of the operation, whose 

signature is shown in Fig. 5-13. Their attributes work analogously to the umlAttr 

attributes. As shown in Fig. 5-5, the operation properties are encapsulated in the Flora-2 

umlMeta class method named meth(), which value is an object instantiating the 

umlOper class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-12: Auxiliary Flora class for mapping operation information 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-13: Auxiliary Flora class for mapping formal parameter information 

The ATL rule named Operation2Flora that specifies how to transform an 

UML operation into Flora code is shown in Appendix B.  

 Fig. 5-14 illustrates this mapping. The top of this figure shows the Triangle 

UML class containing a Boolean operation named isCompatible extracted from the 

triangram case study, whereas the bottom part shows the respective Flora code generated by 

applying the Operation2Flora ATL rule. This figure shows the usage of the 

umlOper and umlFormalParameter Flora classes, covering the details about the 

isCompatible() operation of the Triangle class and their respective parameters, 

all shown in Fig. 5-14. First, a Flora method signature is generated to the 

isCompatible() method hosted at the triangle Flora class, as shown at line 1. 

Then, as the line 2 indicates, triangle_umlMeta is assigned as the respective Flora-2 

object containing the meta-information about the triangle class. This Flora-2 object further 

contains a reference (line 4) to another Flora-2 object 

(triangle_isCompatible_umlOper) enclosing the meta-information about the 

isCompatible() operation as well as their parameters. For instance, at lines 6-7 is 

stated that it is a public method side-effect free. Moreover, for each parameter pertaining to 

this method, is created a different Flora-2 object instantiating the 

umlFormalParameter class, as stated at lines 8-10. For instance, line 10 states that the 

umlOper[visibility *=> (public ; protected ; private ; package), 

  isQuery *=> void, 

  isAbstract *=> void, 

        isRoot *=> void, 

  isLeaf *=> void, 

  concurrency *=> (sequential ; guarded ; concurrent), 

  stereotype *=>> string, 
  parameter(integer) *=> umlFormalParameter]. 

umlFormalParameter[ 

        name *=> string, 

        direction *=> (in ; out ; inout; result), 

  stereotype *=>> string, 
  initialValue *=> class]. 
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Flora-2 object named param3 contains the meta-information about the third parameter of 

that operation. This object has, e.g., an attribute to expressing the name of the parameter 

and another attribute binding its direction, as stated at lines 18 and 19, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-14: Excerpt of the triangram case study illustrating the UML operation 
transformation 

 

5.2.4.4 Association Transformation Module 

An UML association is mapped into Flora attributes
47

 of the associated classes, following 

the multiplicity constraints.  For example, in Fig. 5-15, class1 has a set valued attribute 

referencing classe2 and vice-versa. 

The umlAssociation Flora class shown in Fig. 5-16 encapsulates association 

properties, such as: its name, constraints and stereotypes. For each association-end 

participating of the association, is generated an instance of the umlAssociationEnd Flora 

class whose signature is shown in Fig. 5-17 and whose role is to capture the properties of 

each member of the association
48

, such as its role or whether it is an aggregation or a 

composition. 

The ATL rule named Association2Flora that specifies how to transform an 

UML association into Flora code is shown in Appendix B.  

 

                                                 
47

 Attributes are generated only for association-ends that are navigable. 
48

 In our mapping we are taking into account only binary association since it is the more common one and is 

unusual between modelers to use ternary associations. 

1  triangle[isCompatible(triangle, segmentLine, segmentLine) *=> void]

2  triangle[uml *-> triangle_umlMeta].

3  triangle_umlMeta:umlMeta.

4  triangle_umlMeta[meth(isCompatible) *-> triangle_isCompatible_umlOper].

5  triangle_isCompatible_umlOper:umlOper.

6  triangle_isCompatible_umlOper[visibility *-> public].

7  triangle_isCompatible_umlOper[isQuery *-> true].

8  triangle_isCompatible_umlOper[parameter(1) *-> param1].

9  triangle_isCompatible_umlOper[parameter(2) *-> param2].

10 triangle_isCompatible_umlOper[parameter(3) *-> param3].

11 param1:umlFormalParameter.

12 param1[name *-> ‘other’].

14 param1[direction *-> in]

14 param2:umlFormalParameter.

15 param2[name *-> ‘selfSide’].

16 param2[direction *-> out].

17 param3:umlFormalParameter.

18 param3[name *-> ‘otherSide’]

19 param3[direction *-> out].

Triangle

isCompatible(other : Triangle, out selfSide : SegmentLine, out otherSide : SegmentLine) : boolean {isQuery}
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Figure 5-15: Association mapping  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-16: Auxiliary Flora class for association mapping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-17: Auxiliary Flora class for associationEnd mapping 

 Fig. 5-18 illustrates this mapping. The top of this figure shows the association 

among Table and Robot UML classes extracted from the triangram case study, whereas 

the bottom part shows the respective Flora code generated by applying the 

Association2Flora ATL rule. The Flora-2 objects generated from this association are 

three: 1) robot_table_umlAssociation (line 2) identifying an association between 

classes; and 2) ae1 instantiating  the umlAssociationEnd class and stating the 

information about the association-end referring to the Robot class (lines 4-10); and 3) ae2 

representing the information about the association-end referring to the Table class (lines 

11-17). These three objects are linked together at line 3, where the two latter are bounded as 

the association-ends contained in the association represented by the former object. Since 

this association is navigable only in the association-end targeting the Table class, only an 

umlAssociation[ 

associationEnd *=>> umlAssociationEnd, 

       name *=> string, 

 constraint *=>> (ordered , xor), 

 stereotype *=>> string, 

 isAbstract *=>void, 

        isRoot *=> void, 
  isLeaf *=> void]. 

class1[attribute_c1 *=> type1, 

       method_c1(type_par)* => type1, 

       class2  *=>> class2]. 

 

class2[attribute_c2 *=> type2, 

       method_c2(type_par)* => type2, 

       rolename_end1 *=>> class1]. 

 

umlAssociationEnd[ 

 participant *=> class, 

 role *=> string, 

 interfaceSpecifier *=> class, 

 visibility *=> (private ; protected ; public), 

 ordering *=> (ordered ; unordered), 

 multiplicity(integer; (integer ; ‘*’)) *=> void, 

 changeability *=> (changeable ; addOnly ; frozen), 

 isNavigable *=> void, 

 aggregation *=> (composition ; aggregation ; none), 
 qualifier *=>> string ]. 

association_1
Class1

attribute_c1 : Type1

method_c1(par : Type_Par) : Type1

+rolename_end1

* ** *

Class2

attribute_c2 : Type2

method_c2(par : Type_Par) : Type2
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attribute is generated in the signature of the classes involved in the association. In 

particular, as stated at line 1, only the Robot class signature is added with an attribute, that 

due to lack a role in this association-end, receives the same name of the target class: 

table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-18: Excerpt of the triangram case study illustrating the UML association 
transformation. 

5.2.4.5 Generalization Transformation Module 

An UML generalization relationship is straightforwardly mapped to the Flora subclass “::” 

operator. The default inheritability of UML attributes and methods is mapped to the type 

constraint operators prefixed by * that captures such semantics in Flora. Other properties of 

the generalization such as association-ends, discriminator, predefinition and stereotypes are 

mapped to attributes of the special, umlGeneralization Flora class. The combined 

usage of this class, shown in Fig. 5-20, with the “::” operator, illustrated in Fig. 5-19,  

captures all the information about a UML generalization relationship.   

Instances of the umlGeneralization class are Flora facts. This is in contrast to 

other meta-information Flora classes of our mapping, such as umlClass, that also appear 

as attribute (or method) values inside facts. 

The ATL rule named Generalization2Flora that specifies how to transform 

an UML generalization into Flora code is shown in Appendix B. 

Fig. 5-21 illustrates this mapping. The top of this figure shows the generalization 

relationship among ConvexPolygon (superclass) and AtomicPolygon and 

CompoundPolygon (subclasses) UML classes extracted from the triangram case study, 

whereas the bottom part shows the Flora code generated by applying the 

Generalization2Flora ATL rule. Thus, two Flora-2 objects are created instantiating 

the umlGeneralization class, as indicated at lines 2 and 9. Lines 3-7 and 10-14 state 

each meta-property about this generalization, such as which class plays the role of general 

1   robot[table *=> table].

2   robot_table_umlAssociation:umlAssociation.

3   robot_table_umlAssociation[associationEnd *->> {ae1, ae2}]

4   ae1:umlAssociationEnd.

5   ae1[participant *-> robot].

6   ae1[visibility *-> public].

7   ae1[multiplicity(1, 1) *-> true].

8 ae1[changeability *-> changeable].

9 ae1[isNavigable *-> false].

10 ae1[aggregation *-> none].

11  ae2:umlAssociationEnd.

12  ae2[participant *-> table].

13  ae2[visibility *-> public].

14  ae2[multiplicity(1, 1) *-> true].

15  ae2[changeability *-> changeable].

16  ae2[isNavigable *-> true].

17  ae2[aggregation *-> none].

RobotTable
1 11 1
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class (lines 3 and 10) and which ones play the role of specific classes (lines 4 and 11), or, 

additionally, which is the discriminator of the relationship (lines 5 and 12). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-19: Generalization mapping using Flora “::” operator 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-20: Generalization mapping using meta-class in Flora 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-21: Excerpt of the triangram case study illustrating the UML generalization 
transformation. 

umlGeneralization[ 

        general *=> class, 

        specific *=>> class, 

  discriminator *=> string, 

  disjoint *=>  {disjoint ; overlapping) 

        covering *=> (incomplete ; complete), 
  stereotype *=>> string]. 

class1[attribute_c1*=> type1, 

       method_c1(type_par) *=> type1]←. 

subclass_1::class1[attribute_sc1 *=> type2, 
              method_c1(type_par) *=> type3]. 

Class1

attribute_c1 : Type1

method_c1(par : Type_Par) : Type1

Subclass_1

attribute_sc1 : Type2

method_c1(par : Type_Par) : Type3

AtomicPolygon

ConvexPolygon

/ right : boolean

CompoundPolygon

{complete, disjoint}granularity

1  compoundPolygon::convexPolygon.

2  compoundPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization:umlGeneralization.

3  compoundPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[general *-> convexPolygon]

4  compoundPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[specific *-> compoundPolygon].

5  compoundPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[discriminator *-> ‘granularity’].

6  compoundPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[disjoint *-> disjoint].

7  compoundPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[covering *-> complete].

8  atomicPolygon::convexPolygon.

9  atomicPolygon_convexPolygon__umlGeneralization:umlGeneralization.

10 atomicPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[general *-> convexPolygon]

11 atomicPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[specific *-> atomicPolygon].

12 atomicPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[discriminator *-> ‘granularity’].

13 atomicPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[disjoint *-> disjoint].

14 atomicPolygon_convexPolygon_umlGeneralization[covering *-> complete].
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5.2.4.6 Dependency Transformation Module 

All the dependency relationship information is mapped into a Flora-2 class named 

umlDependency, which is done of the association-ends attributes (name, client and 

supplier) and the attribute named stereotype that identifies one of the predefined 

stereotype that may be applied to dependencies relationships. This metaclass is shown in 

Figure 5-22. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5-22: Auxiliary Flora class for dependency mapping 

The ATL rule named Dependency2Flora that specifies how to transform an 

UML dependency relationship into Flora code is shown in Appendix B. 

5.2.4.7 Realization Transformation Module 

Likewise the dependency relationship, all the realization relationship information is 

mapped into a Flora meta-class named umlRealization, which is done of the 

association-ends attributes name, client, supplier and stereotype. The 

specification of this metaclass is shown in Fig. 5-23. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-23: Auxiliary Flora class for realization mapping 

The ATL rule named Realization2Flora that specifies how to transform an 

UML realization relationship into Flora code is shown in Appendix B  

5.3 Transforming OCL Constraints 

The roles played by OCL in UML class diagrams are twofold. First, OCL constraints are 

used to specify conditions that must be respected by the model elements. In this category 

are present: pre and post-conditions associated with operations and invariants associated 

with classes. Second, OCL expressions may be used (a) to specify the value of properties, 

such as an attribute, with derive keyword; and (b) to compute an operation with the body 

keyword or by means of post-conditions. The body keyword is used for read-only query 

operations, whereas the post-condition is used for operations with side-effects. 

5.3.1 Viewing OCL as a First-Order Logic 

OCL may be seen as a full classical first-order logic language since OCL allows 

expressing: 

• Entities, namely classes and objects and relations between them, namely 

associations and links; 

umlDependency[name *=> string, 

    client *=> class, 

    supplier *=> class, 

    stereotype *=> (access, bind ; call; derive ; friend; import;  instantiate;    

       parameter; refine; send; trace; use)]. 

umlRealization[name *=> string, 

       client *=> class, 

       supplier *=> class, 
       stereotype *=>> string]. 
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• Constant entities with objects; 

• Constant relations with links; 

• Entity variables with classes; 

• Relation variables with associations; 

• Equality between variables and entities; 

• Quantifiers: existential and universal; 

• Logical connectives: and, or, xor, implies, not. 

OCL allows that its quantifiers and connectives be arbitrary nested with atoms 

(classes, objects and relations), i.e., OCL allows expressing full classical first-order logic 

formulas. On the other hand, GLP (General Logical Programs), the logic on which is based 

STFL and thus Flora-2, restricts FOL by prohibiting in its clauses the presence of:  

1. Disjunction in the rule body; 

2. Negation in the rule body; 

3. Implication in the rule body; 

4. Equivalence in the rule body; 

5. Explicit quantifiers in the rule body; 

6. Conjunction in the rule head; 

7. Disjunction in the rule head; 

8. Negation in the rule head; 

9. Implication in the rule head; 

10. Equivalence in the rule head; 

11. Explicit quantifiers in the rule head. 

The absence of any of the eleven above enumerated logical connective or quantifier 

arises relevant issues in the translations from full classical first-order logic to any restricted 

first-order logic, as is the case of GLP. Albeit Flora-2 pursues STFL formalism, the above 

restrictions remains in this logic. Thus, the MODELOG mapping must handle these issues 

since these issues remain in the OCL to Flora mapping. 

Lloyd and Topor defined a set of transformations [Lloyd and Topor, 1984] [Lloyd, 

1987] to extend GLP with syntactic sugar eliminating some of the above enumerated 

restrictions (1-6, 9-10) to map GLP extended with connective occurrences. Some of these 

transformations are adopted and implemented by Flora. For instance, the restrictions 1, 6, 9 

and 10 are addressed by Monotonic Lloyd-Topor transformations [Lloyd and Topor, 1984] 

[Lloyd, 1987] whereas the restrictions 3, 4 and 5 are overcome by Non-Monotonic 

transformations [Lloyd and Topor, 1984] [Lloyd, 1987]. Finally, the restriction 2 is 

addressed by the NAF (Negation As Failure) connective. These three kinds of 

transformations are supported and implicitly implemented by the Flora-2 engine. The 

remaining restrictions (7, 8 and 11) are not problematic for our mapping since no OCL 
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constraint is mapped to one clause whose head requires the use neither of disjunction nor of 

negation nor of explicit quantifier, as we will show in the next subsections. 

5.3.2 Viewing OCL as a Closed-World Assumption Language 

A boolean logic is one that assigns only two truth value to formulas: true or false. However, 

a deductive mechanism based on such logic can often neither prove nor disprove a given 

theorem (a query of the inference engine implementing such mechanism) if it is provided as 

given axiom (the given facts and rules of the knowledge base from which to deduce new 

facts) an insufficient amount of information. Faced this situation, a logic can adopt one of 

two assumptions: (1) open-world assumption (OWA) meaning that if something cannot be 

shown to be true, one should not assume that it is false; or (2) closed-world assumption 

(CWA) meaning that if something cannot be proven to be true, it must be false. For 

instance, in case of fact base does not contain the explicit statement declaring p(x), 

following the former assumption, one cannot infer not p(x), which could be inferred 

following the latter assumption. First-order logic employs OWA, whereas GLP, and 

consequently Flora, employs CWA. 

The assumption pursued by a logic has significant consequences on its reasoning, 

mainly concerning the monotinicity of this logic. In this sense, FOL is monotonic, meaning 

that the amount of facts one can infer from a set of formulas cannot decrease when new 

formulas are added.  On the other hand, GLP (and consequently, STFL and Flora) is non-

monotonic meaning that the inference previously done may turn invalid with the addition of 

new facts. 

Although UML and OCL have together expressive power tantamount to FOL, no 

mention is done about the kind of assumption adopted by these languages in their current 

semantics documents [OMGb, 2006] [OMGc, 2006] [OMGd, 2006]. Translating UML and 

OCL to Flora, we are giving them a formal semantics under CWA [Ramalho et al., 2004]. 

5.3.3 OCL Transformations Modules 

The OCL to Flora mapping is divided in two top-level modules: One to map OCL 

constraints to Flora clauses and another to map OCL expressions to Flora queries, atoms 

and terms, as illustrated in Fig. 5-24. These two modules are further divided into several 

modules presented in the next subsections. 

An OCL constraint possesses a context that is either an UML class, or an attribute 

or an operation. Its mapping to Flora can only be done after the mapping to Flora of its 

context model element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-24 : OCL transformations modules 
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The structure of the Flora code to be generated from an OCL constraint is static to 

each kind of OCL constraint to be transformed. Any of them must be mapped to a Flora 

clause composed of one conclusion and one premise. They depend on the kind of the OCL 

constraint and its respective expressions. For instance, invariants are mapped to clauses 

whose conclusion identifies the given invariant being violated and the respective violating 

instance. A derive OCL specification is mapped to a Flora clause whose conclusion 

identifies the property as well as its value to be derived.   

 On the other hand, the structure of the Flora code to be generated from OCL 

expressions is dynamic and depends on how these expressions are composed. With the 

exception of the expressions representing literals, modeled at the OCL metamodel by the 

LiteralExp metaclass, all the remaining OCL expressions may be composed of other 

OCL expressions. For example, an instance of the IfExp metaclass, representing the if-

then-else OCL constructor, is composed of: (1) one condition; (2) one 

thenExpression; and (3) one elseExpression, all targeting the 

OCLExpression metaclass. Therefore, whenever an OCL expression is composed of 

other ones, the mapping process must recursively be reapplied on the contained OCL 

expressions.  

 OCL constraints cannot be embedded in other OCL constraints, while OCL 

expressions can be composed of other OCL (sub-)expressions. Consequently, mapping 

OCL constraint to a set of Flora clauses can be done using a fixed non-recursive rule, 

whereas mapping an OCL expression composed of embedded OCL sub-expressions to 

Flora clauses requires repeated transformation application at various levels of expression 

depth. This difference motivated the choice of the more declarative but not recursively 

applicable matched rules to map OCL constraints to Flora clauses, and the procedural and 

recursively applicable called ATL rules to map OCL expressions to Flora clauses. 

 A matched rule that maps an OCL constraint C to a Flora clause, contains calls to 

called rules that map the OCL expressions contained in C. This is illustrated by the 

examples shown in the next subsection. 

5.3.3.1 Constraint Transformation Module 

The Constraint Transformations Module is divided into four others modules according to 

the type of the OCL constraint: invariant, derive, post-condition and body, as shown in Fig. 

5-25. There is no pre-condition module because such constraint must appear always 

together with either a post-condition or a body specification
49

. Therefore, the ATL rules 

covering the mapping from pre-conditions to Flora-2 code are distributed along the Post-

Condition and the Body ATL transformation modules. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
49

 We justify this position more precisely in the next subsection. 
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Figure 5-25: Constraint transformation modules 

Invariant Transformation Module 

An invariant constraint consists of an OCL expression of type Boolean that must be true for 

each instance of the classifier identified by the invariant context. Only when an instance is 

executing an operation, this does not need to evaluate to true [OMGd, 2006]. However, 

after the execution of any operation with side-effects, all invariants must be checked and no 

one must have been violated. 

In imperative Object-Oriented (OO) programming, objects are created and its states 

are changed via methods. Therefore, invariant violations may be avoided in this paradigm 

by introducing verification code inside the body of the methods with side-effects. 

On the other hand, in object-oriented logical programming, there are two different 

approaches to create and change objects: (1) by means of methods, as is done in imperative 

OO systems; or (2) by means of axioms declaratively stated in the program without using 

methods. The latter approach does not preclude the creation of objects violating any of the 

invariants. This may be addressed by pursuing the former approach as the only way to 

create and change objects and, hence, precluding culprit objects by introducing verification 

code inside the body of the methods with side-effects. 

In order to allow verifying violation of specific invariants as well as violation of any 

of all ones, in our mapping: (1) for each invariant from the UML model, we identify 

whether any instance is violating some of its constraints at any time during the execution of 

the system; and (2) for all operations with side-effects we verify whether any of all 

invariants is violated after its execution. In case of one or more of them be violated, the 

operation must be rolled back to the invariant preserving state found before executing the 

operation. Otherwise, it must be fully executed. 

Thus, an OCL invariant must be transformed to a piece of code that checks the 

existence of violating instances. To attend this requirement, we have mapped an invariant 

to a Flora clause whose conclusion is a logical predicative atom with: (1) a functor named 

#violatedInv_inv_name identifying the invariant; and (2) an argument (Self) to 

match the instances violating the invariant. The premise of this clause contains a 

conjunction of two queries. The first is an instance F-atom that identifies the context of the 
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invariant. The second is the naf50 of the invariant body. This mapping is illustrated in 

Figure 5-26, whose top shows a generic OCL invariant constraint, whereas its bottom 

shows the Flora code generated from it. The second query of the Flora clause premise must 

be later transformed according to the ExpressionTransformations module detailed 

later in this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-26: OCL invariant mapping 

 

In addition, another Flora clause is generated in order to check whether one of all 

invariants is being violated at a given moment. This clause is useful mainly for verifying 

the violation of some invariant after the execution of methods with side effects, as we will 

show later. It is composed of: (1) a conclusion formed by one predicate having 

#violatedClassInvariant as functor and an argument (Self) to match the 

instance(s) violating one of the invariants;  and (2) a premise formed by a disjunction 

between all predicates generated for each invariant, i.e., all those predicates appearing as 

conclusion in the rules generated  according to the mapping illustrated in Fig. 5-26. Thus, 

in case of one of these invariants be violated, the rule will succeed indicating the violation 

of at least one invariant. This mapping is illustrated in Figure 5-27, whose top shows a 

generic set of OCL invariant constraints, whereas its bottom shows the Flora code 

generated from it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-27: OCL invariant mapping (cont.) 

The ATL rule named InvariantConstraint2Flora that specifies the 

mapping illustrated in Fig. 5-26 is shown in Fig. 5-28. The first two lines define the names 

of the transformation module and the variables of the source and target models. Line 3 

defines the rule named InvariantConstraint2Flora whose specification is 

between the lines 4-36.  Lines 4-9 declare that the Constraint element from the OCL 

                                                 
50

 The Flora concrete syntax to the naf connective is tnot. 

/* OCL invariant specification */

context class inv inv_name:

OCLExp

/* Flora code */

#violated_inv_name(Self) :- Self:class and tnot (OCLExp)

/* OCL invariants specification */

context class inv inv1: OCLExp1

context class inv inv2: OCLExp2

...

context class inv invn: OCLExpn

/* Flora code */

#violatedClassInvariant(Self) :- (#violated_inv1(Self) or #violated_inv2(Self) 

or ... or #violated_invn(Self)).
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metamodel is the element to be transformed, while the lines 10-40 specify which Flora-2 

elements the source pattern has to be transformed to.  

 The transformation is defined as follows. First, a clause is created in the program 

(lines 11-13), consisting of a conclusion and a premise. Next the conclusion is detailed (line 

14-16, 18-19). Lines 20-24 specify that the premise is a conjunction of two queries. The 

first one identifies the context of the invariant (lines 25-30), whereas the second (lines 31-

36) is created as the negation of the OCL expression contained in the invariant body. This 

OCL expression is handled in an ATL called rule named transformOCLExpression, 

which receives the respective OCL expression as parameter, as indicated in line 39. This 

transformation is detailed later in this chapter.  

Note that the Flora operator element representing the not connective (lines 32-34) 

contains the OCL expression to be transformed to as Flora-2 formula, i.e., as a new Flora 

query that is passed as parameter to the transformOCLExpression ATL called rule. 

This new query, to be generated as a target element named new_oclExp (line 36) plays 

the role of linking the constraint transformation with the respective OCL expression 

transformation modules. 

Examples of Flora-2 code generated from OCL invariants with the application of 

this rule are shown in APPENDIX E. For instance, Fig. 5-29 shows the Flora code 

generated to the invariant named inv_1 also illustrated in this figure.  Lines 1-3 enclose 

the whole clause that checks whether any instance of the Triangle class violates this 

invariant.  Line 1 contains the conclusion generated by applying lines 14-16 and 18-19 of 

the  InvariantConstraint2Flora rule. In addition, this line contains the contextual 

query of the clause premise, generated by applying lines 17 and 20-30 of the same rule. 

Lines 2-3 contain the negation of the expression contained in the body of the invariant that 

is generated by applying lines 31-36 of the InvariantConstraint2Flora rule. This 

negative query characterizes the violation of the invariant by the respective instance 

previously matched in the contextual query. Since Flora does not support implications on 

the body of the clause, we translate the occurrence of this connective to the logically 

equivalent disjunction, following the Non-Monotonic Transformation
51

. The first query of 

this disjunction is a collection and the respective new predicate generated because in this 

case we are handling an OCL IteratorExp named forAll that represents the 

universal quantifier and, thus, again, must be transformed following the Non-Monotonic 

transformation indicated to the explicit universal quantifier. This transformation of the 

OCLExpression is detailed further in this chapter. 

 

 

                                                 
51

 One of these transformations states that a implies b must be replaced by the logically equivalent 

not(a) or b. 
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1  module InvariantTransformations; 

2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 

3  rule InvariantConstraint2Flora{ 

4    from 

5  c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6      c.constrainedElement->exists(c | c.oclIsTypeOf(UMLOCL!Class)) and 

7      c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

8      c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'invariant') 

9     ) 

10   to 

11 new_clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

12  conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

13           premise <- new_premise), 

14     new_conclusion : Flora!LogicalPredicativeAtom ( 

15           functor <- new_functor, 

16           arg <- new_var), 

17     new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

18     new_functor : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'violatedInv_'.concat(c.name)), 

19     new_var : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

20     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

21  functor <- serialConjunction, 

22           formula <- new_query1, 

23           formula <- new_query2), 

24 serialConjunction : Flora!SerialConjunction(), 

25     new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_atom), 

26     new_atom : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

27  object <- new_self, 

28  floraClass <- new_class), 

29     new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

30     new_class: Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().name), 

31     new_query2 : Flora!Query ( connective <- new_nafConnective), 

32     new_nafConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

33  functor <- negationAsFailure, 

34           formula <- new_oclExp), 

35   negationAsFailure : Flora!NegationAsFailure(),     

36     new_oclExp : Flora!Query () 

37   do{ 

38    thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_oclExp, c.body.bodyExpression); 

39   } 
40 } 

 

 

Figure 5-28: ATL transformation rule for OCL Invariant 
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Figure 5-29: Example of the InvariantConstraint2Flora ATL transformation rule 
application 

Derive Transformation Module 

A derive specification is mapped into a Flora clause whose conclusion is a feature value 

specification atom with: (1) a host identifying the class owning  the feature; (2) a 

feature identifying the property; and (3) the value to be derived to the referred 

property. The OCL expression of the derive constraint is mapped to the premise of this 

Flora clause. Once computed the respective value in the premise of the clause, this value 

will be deducted to the referred property present in the head of the clause. This mapping is 

illustrated in Figure 5-30, whose top shows a generic OCL derive specification, whereas the 

its bottom shows the Flora code generated from it. The second query of the Flora clause 

premise must be later transformed according to the ExpressionTransformations 

module detailed later in this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-30: OCL Derive mapping 

The ATL rule named DeriveConstraint2Flora that specifies how to 

transform an OCL derive specification into Flora code is shown in Fig. 5-31. The first two 

lines define the names of the transformation module and the variables of the source and 

target models. Line 3 defines the rule named DeriveConstraint2Flora whose 

specification is between lines 4-47.  Lines 4-9 declare that the Constraint element from 

the OCL metamodel is the element to be transformed, while the lines 10-43 specify which 

elements of the target metamodel the source pattern has to be transformed to.  

As happens with invariants, there is no specific metaclass in the OCL metamodel 

indicating that the OCL expressions are contained in a derive constraint. In this sense, lines 

4-9 assure that, in this rule, we are handling OCL derive constraints. These lines follow the 

well-formedness rules [OMGd, 2006] that must hold on this kind of constraint. 

/* Flora code generated from the inv_1 mapping */

1   #violated_inv1(Self) :- Self:triangle and

2 tnot ( tnot (Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and tnot #p_inv1(Col) )

3 or (Self:regularPolygon)).

4   #p_inv1(Col) :- member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and

5 member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics) and

6 tnot(S1 = S2) and

7 tnot(S1.length =:= S2.length).

/* OCL invariant named inv_1 */

context Triangle inv inv_1:

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length)

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon)

/* OCL specification for a derived property of a Class*/

context Class::property : propertyType

derive: OCLExp

/* Flora code */

Self[property *->Result] :- Self:class and Result = OCLExp.
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1  module DeriveTransformations; 

2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 

3  rule DeriveConstraint2Flora{ 

4     from 

5  c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6        c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7        c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsTypeOf(UMLOCL!Attribute) and 

8  c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'derive') 

9   ) 

10   using { 

11      a : UMLOCL!Attribute = c.constrainedElement->first(); } 

12   to 

13     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

14            conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

15            premise <- new_premise), 

16     new_conclusion : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

17            host <- conclusionHost, 

18           feature <- conclusionFeature, 

19            inheritable <- true,     

20            multiplicity <-  

21   c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

22        value <- conclusionValue), 

23 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

24 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.name),    

25 conclusionValue : Flora!Variable(name <- 'DerivedValue'), 

26 new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

27 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

28            functor <- classicalConjunction, 

29            formula <- new_query1, 

30            formula <- new_query2), 

31 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

32 new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

33  new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

34            object <- new_self, 

35            floraClass <- new_class), 

36     new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

37 new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <-  

38   c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

39 new_query2 : Flora!Equality ( 

40            arg <- new_variable, 

41  arg <-  new_deriveExp), 

42     new_variable : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Result'),     

43 new_deriveExp : Flora!Query () 

44  do{ 

45    thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_deriveExp, c.body.bodyExpression); 

46    } 
47} 

Figure 5-31: ATL transformation rule for OCL Derive 

The transformation is defined as follows. Initially, a clause is created (lines 13-15), 

consisting of a conclusion and a premise. The conclusion is detailed at lines 16-25. Lines 

26-30 specify that the premise is a conjunction of two queries. The first one identifies the 

context of the invariant (lines 32-38), whereas the second one (lines 39-43) is a flora-2 

assignment (Equality metaclass) among a variable and the respective OCL expression 

contained in the derive body. This variable is the same placed as value to be deduced in the 

f-atom appearing as conclusion of the respective clause. This OCL expression is handled in 

the ATL called rule named transformOCLExpression, which receives the OCL 
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expression as parameter as indicated in line 45. This transformation is detailed later in this 

chapter. 

Figure 5-32 illustrates an example of the Flora-2 code generated (on the bottom of 

the figure) from OCL derive specification (on the top of the figure). Lines 1-15 of the Flora 

code shows the Flora clause that calculates the property value to be deduced by the Flora 

engine in this specification. This clause is generated by applying lines 13-15 of the 

DeriveConstraint2Flora ATL rule. The conclusion and the first premise query of 

this clause (line 1) are generated by applying lines 16-25 and 33-38 of the 

DeriveConstraint2Flora ATL rule, respectively. Line 2 of the Flora code shows 

the respective code generated to the property navigation that results in a collection filtered 

by the selection operation, whose body is within the Flora aggregate query. The  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-32: Example of the DeriveConstraint2Flora ATL transformation rule 

operations applied on the result of this navigation are mapped to Flora predicates, as shows 

line 3, whose two queries are generated from the asSequence and first OCL collection 

operations, respectively. The Flora assignment that contemplates the OCL VariableExp 

/* OCL derive specification for the hypotenuse property */

context Triangle::hypotenuse : SegmentLine

derive: 

let base : SegmentLine = 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::base)

->asSequence()->first().side,

left : SegmentLine = 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left)

->asSequence()->first().side,

right : SegmentLine = 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::right)

->asSequence()->first().side

in

if (base.length > left.length and base.length > right.length)

then base

else if left.length > right.length

then left

else right

endif

endif

/* Flora code generated from the Triangle::hypotenuse derived property*/

1  Self[hypotenuse->Result] :- Self:triangle and

2    L = collectbag{Var|Self[triangleSide->>Var] and Var.position = base} and

3 asSequence(L, Seq) and first(Seq, First) and

4 Base = First.side and

5    L2 = collectbag{Var2|Self[triangleSide->>Var2] and Var2.position = left} and

6    asSequence(L2, Seq2) and first(Seq2, First2) and

7 Left = First2.side and

8    L3 = collectbag{Var3|Self[triangleSide->>Var3] and Var3.position = right} and

9 asSequence(L3, Seq3) and first(Seq3, First3) and

10 Right = First3.side and

11   if (Base.length > Left.length and Base.length > Right.length)

12       then Result = Base

13       else if Left.length > Right.length

14                   then Result = Left

15                   else Result = Right.
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(let expressions) is shown at line 4. Analogously, lines 5-7 and 8-10 are generated from 

VariableExp expressions that bind Left and Right variables, respectively. Then, the 

IfExp with its respective condition, thenExpression and elseExpression 

are straightforwardly mapped to Flora atoms shown at lines 11-15. It is important to note 

that since the result of this IfExp must be bound to the variable expressing the derived 

property (Result variable), the Flora atom targeted from the thenExpression and 

elseExpression is an EqualityAtom, generated by applying lines 39-43 of the 

DeriveConstraint2Flora ATL rule. 

Body, Pre and Post-condition Transformation Module 

Concerning the role played by OCL on operations, the OCL specification document 

[OMGd, 2006] indicates that OCL only may be used (1) to specify the full code of side-

effects free operations with the body keyword and (2) to specify constraints that must be 

verified immediately before and immediately after the execution of an operation with pre 

and post-conditions.  

Concerning the full specification of the operation body, we disagree with this 

restriction on the use of OCL. From our point of view, is also possible to specify the body 

of operations with side-effects by using OCL post-conditions. This approach is followed by 

[OMGd, 2006] itself and fully adopted in MODELOG case study. 

Following a MDE approach, the behavior of the system must be fully specified at 

the PIM level. In a PIM specified with UML and OCL, the behavior of each read-only 

operation must thus be specified using a body OCL specification and the behavior of each 

write operation must be specified using a post-condition OCL constraint. The OCL post-

condition can be then used for both code generation and test generation. 

The behavior of a read-only operation is specified by an optional OCL pre-condition 

and an OCL body. On the other hand, the behavior of a write operation is specified by an 

optional pre-condition and an OCL post-condition. It is mapped into a Flora clause, with 

one premise query for the operation context, followed by one (optional) query for the pre-

condition and one query for the operation body or post-condition. 

The premise query for the body or post-condition specification is built by first 

identifying the respective instance and class that owns the method. This query is called 

contextual query by identifying the constraint context. Then, this premise query is followed 

by the Flora code generated by calling an ATL called rule on its OCL expression. For 

operations returning a Boolean, this call forms the entire premise thanks to the implicit 

Boolean value of any Flora method value. However, for operations with non-boolean return 

types, the premise query consists of an assignment of a Result variable to the OCL 

expression. This Result variable also appears in the conclusion of the Flora clause.  

In addition, for each operation specified by means of post-conditions, the generated 

Flora premise specifying the operation body must be added with the atom 

tnot(#violatedClassInvariant(Any)), whose specification is shown in Fig. 5-

27. This atom checks whether one of all invariants is violated after  the execution of the 

operation.  In case of one of them be violated, the rule will fail rolling back all changes 

done during the operation execution and, thus, going back to an invariant preserving state.  
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This atom does not appear in the premise of clauses generated from OCL operations 

specified by means of the body keyword because this code specifies only queries, and, thus, 

it is not elegible to violate any invariant. 

In short, MODELOG transforms the following cases of OCL specification on UML 

operations to Flora code: 

1. Only Body specification applied to boolean operations; 

2. Only Body specification applied to non-boolean operations; 

3. Only post-condition specification applied to boolean operations; 

4. Only post-condition specification applied to non-boolean operations; 

5. Pre and post-condition specifications applied to boolean operations; 

6. Pre and post-condition specifications applied to non-boolean operations; 

7. Pre-condition  and Body specification applied to boolean operations; 

8. Pre-condition  and Body specification applied to non-boolean operations; 

The two first cases are illustrated in figures 5-33 and 5-34, respectively. The 

mappings for the cases 3 and 4 are illustrated in figures 5-35 and 5-36. The latter two are 

equivalent to the first two, but the latter have an additional atom in the generated Flora code 

for checking invariants violation occurrences and the OCL keyword must be post instead of 

body.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-33: OCL body mapping applied to Boolean operations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-34: OCL body mapping applied to non-boolean operation. 

 

 

/* OCL specification of the Class::operation body */

context Class::operation(param : paramType) : boolean

body: OCLExp

/* Flora code */

Self[operation(Param)] :- Self:class and OCLExp.

/* OCL specification of the Class::operation body */

context Class::operation(param : paramType) : NonBooleanType

body: OCLExp

/* Flora code */

Self[operation(Param) *-> Result] :- Self:class and Result = OCLExp.
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Figure 5-35: OCL post-conditions mapping applied to Boolean operations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-36: OCL post-conditions mapping applied to non-boolean operation 

 

The mappings for the cases 5 and 6 are illustrated in figures 5-37 and 5-38. By 

analogy,  cases 7 and  8 are  equivalent to the cases 5  and  6, but  that  the OCL keyword 

must be body instead of post and that the last atom tnot 

(#violatedClassInvariant(Any)) does not appear in the clause’s premise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-37: OCL pre and post-conditions occurring simultaneously  mapping 
applied to boolean operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-38: OCL pre and post-conditions occurring simultaneously mapping applied 
to non-boolean operation 

/* OCL specification of the Class::operation post-condition */

context Class::operation(param : paramType) : boolean

post: OCLExp

/* Flora code */

Self[operation(Param)] :- Self:class and OCLExp and

tnot (#violatedClassInvariant(Any)).

/* OCL specification of the Class::operation post-condition */

context Class::operation(param : paramType) : NonBooleanType

post: OCLExp

/* Flora code */

Self[operation(Param) *-> Result] :- Self:class and Result = OCLExp and

tnot (#violatedClassInvariant(Any)).

/* OCL specification of the Class::operation pre and post-conditions */

context Class::operation(param : paramType) : boolean

pre: preOCLExp

post: postOCLExp

/* Flora code */

Self[operation(Param)] :- Self:class and preOCLExp and postOCLExp and

tnot (#violatedClassInvariant(Any)).

/* Flora code */

Self[operation(Param) *-> Result] :- Self:class and preOCLExp and

Result = postOCLExp and tnot (#violatedClassInvariant(Any)).

/* OCL specification of the Class::operation pre and post-conditions */

context Class::operation(param : paramType) : NonBooleanType

pre: preOCLExp

post: postOCLExp
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For each one of the cases involving OCL specifications on UML operations, we 

have defined a complex ATL transformation rule. 

Fig. 5-39 illustrates the ATL rule for the first case, i.e., a transformation definition 

that translates an OCL body specification applied to Boolean operations into Flora clause.  

The transformation is defined as follows. Lines 5-17 declares that the Constraint 

element from the UMLOCL metamodel is the element to be transformed, while the lines 23-

52 specify which elements of the Flora-2 metamodel the source pattern has to be 

transformed to. Tantamount to invariants, there is not a specific metaclass in the OCL 

metamodel stating that the OCL expressions are enclosed by a body OCL specification. 

Thus, lines 5-17 assure that, in this rule, we are handling OCL expressions enclosed by the 

body OCL keyword. These lines follow the well-formedness rules [OMGd, 2006] that must 

hold on this kind of constraint. In addition, lines 9-12 assure there is not pre and post-

condition constraining this element, whereas lines 13-16 guarantees that the operation to 

which this specification is defined has not another return value then Boolean or void. Then, 

a new clause is generated from the body specification (lines 24-26). The conclusion of this 

clause (lines 27-39) contains the method value specification f-atom, whereas the premise 

(lines 40-44) contains a conjunction of two formulas. The former is the contextual premise 

query (lines 46-51) identifying the class owner of the operation. The latter formula is 

generated to enclosing the elements to be generated from the OCL expression enclosed by 

the body keyword (line 52). Note that this latter formula is passed as parameter to the ATL 

called rule (line 54) able to transform the OCL expression contained in the body 

specification, which is also passed as parameter to that rule. 

All of remaining transformation definitions covering the OCL specifications on 

UML operations are found in Appendix B. 
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1  module BodyTransformations; 

2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 

3  rule BodyAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 

4    from 

5   c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6         c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7         c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8         c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'body') and 

9    not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10       ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'precondition')) and 

11    not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

12       ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'postcondition')) and 

13       (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

14       ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' or            

15    c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

16  ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void') 

17   )     

18   using { 

19     bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

20     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) =  

21  c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return); 

22   } 

23   to 

24     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

25           conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

26           premise <- new_premise), 

27     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

28           host <- conclusionHost, 

29           feature <- conclusionFeature, 

30           paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

31           inheritable <- true,     

32           multiplicity <- 

33 c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

34  returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

35 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

36 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

37 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

38             name <- p.name), 

39 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'true'), 

40 new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

41 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

42  functor <- classicalConjunction, 

43  formula <- new_query, 

44           formula <- new_bodyExp), 

45 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

46 new_query : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

47 new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

48             object <- new_self, 

49             floraClass <- new_class), 

50 new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

51 new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

52 new_bodyExp : Flora!Query () 

53 do{ 

54         thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_bodyExp, c.body.bodyExpression);        

55 } 

56} 

Figure 5-39: ATL transformation rule for OCL Body applied to Boolean operation 
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5.3.3.2 Expression Transformation Module 

An OCL constraint is composed of OCL expressions. These expressions are sub-

categorized by the OCL metamodel as subclasses of the OCLExpression metaclass. The 

mapping of OCL expressions to Flora code is structured into several transformation 

modules, one for each subclass expression, as shown in Fig. 5-40.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-40: OCL Expressions Transformations Modules 

 Complex OCL expressions can be composed of simpler ones.  Mapping an OCL 

expression into Flora code, must thus, proceed recursively. we opted to rely on ATL called 

rules to specify such mapping because they can be called from matched rules as well as 

from high-level called rules, thus, permitting recursion. 

In order to better understand the OCL expressions transformation modules, we 

illustrate again some excerpt from the OCL metamodel in this chapter. Figures 5-41 and 5-

42 show the OCLExpression and the FeatureCallExp sub-trees, respectively.  
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Figure 5-41: Expressions sub-package from OCL 2.0 metamodel 
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 The called rule transformOCLExp() shown in Fig. 5-43 dispatches the OCL 

expression that it receives as input to another called rule that is specialized in such kind of 

expression. 

An OCL expression may be seen either as a binary or as a unary expression 

according to its sub-expressions. For instance, OCL expressions representing logical 

connectives (and, or, implies, etc) are binary expressions. Since these expressions are, in 

fact, operations of predefined OCL types (Booleans operations in this case), these 

expressions are meta-modeled at the abstract syntax level by the CallExp metaclass. 

They are instances of the OperationCallExp metaclass (a subclass in the CallExp 

hierarchy). For instance, the OCL expression ‘a and b’ instantiates the 

OperationCallExp metaclass as follows:  1) and is an instance of the meta-

associationEnd referredOperation targeting the Operation metaclass; 2) a is the 

host object of the operation, i.e., the source object; and (3) b is the object received as 

argument by this operation. Complex OCL expressions involving nested logical 

connectives are also instances of the OperationCallExp metaclass, but their source 

and argument are other OCL expressions.  

Unary OCL expressions groups all the remaining OCL expressions, such as 

VariableExp and IfExp metaclasses instances. 

These two kind of OCL expressions (unary and binary) are handled by two different 

ATL rules shown in Fig. 5-43.  Whenever a binary OCL expression occurring, the called 

rule named transformBinaryOCLExp() (lines 8-22) must be invoked. On the other 

hand, whenever an unary OCL expression occurring, the called rule named 

transformUnaryOCLExp() (lines 23-45) must be invoked. 

Figure 5-42: FeatureCallExp hierarchy from OCL 2.0 Metamodel 
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1  rule transformOCLExp(query : Flora!Query, exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression){ 

2    do{ 

3 if (thisModule.isNotBinaryOperation(exp)){ 

4         thisModule.transformUnaryOCLExpression(query, exp);}  

5  else thisModule.transformBinaryOCLExpression(query, exp); 

6    } 

7  } 

8  rule transformBinaryOCLExp(query : Flora!Query ,  

9      exp : UMLOCL !OCLExpression) { 

10   do{ 

11   if exp.referredOperation.name == 'and'{ 

12  thisModule.transformAndConnective(query, exp) 

13   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'or'{ 

14  thisModule.transformOrConnective(query, exp) 

15   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'not'{ 

16  thisModule.transformNotConnective(query, exp) 

17   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'implies'{ 

18  thisModule.transformImpliesConnective(query, exp) 

19   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'xor'{ 

20        thisModule.transformXorConnective(query, exp)} 

21   } 

22 } 

23  rule transformUnaryOCLExp(query : Flora!Query ,  

24      exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

25    to 

26       new_atom : Flora!LogicalAtom(), 

27    do{ 

28       query.atom <- new_atom; 

29       if (exp.oclIsKindOf(IfExp)){ 

30       if(thisModule.expressionInAssignmentContext(exp)){ 

31              thisModule.transformIfExpInAssignmentContext(query, exp); 

32          }else { 

33              thisModule.transformIfExp(query, exp);} 

34       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(VariableExp)){ 

35               thisModule.transformVariableExp(query, exp) 

36       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(FeatureExp)){ 

37                 thisModule.transformFeatureExp(query, exp) 

38       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(LoopExp)){ 

39                 thisModule.transformLoopExp(query, exp) 

40       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(LiteralExp)){ 

41                 thisModule.transformLiteralExp(query, exp) 

42       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(LetExp)){ 

43         thisModule.transformLetExp(query, exp)} 

44    } 
45 } 

Figure 5-43: ATL Called rule transformOCLExp 

 In the next subsections we investigate in more details some of the ATL called rules 

invoked in Fig. 5-43. 

IfExp Transformation Module 

The OCL if-then-else constructor may appear as an OCL expression playing two different 

roles: (1) specifying the value to assign to an expression, such as to a variable; or (2) 

specifying the path to be followed by a complex expression. In the former case, the Flora 

code to be generated must also contain assignments, as indicated in Fig. 5-44. Each 

assignment is expressed by a Flora Equality atom, whose arguments are one variable 

and the respective Flora query representing the OCL expression contained in the branches 
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of the if-then-else expression. In the latter case, the transformation is straightforward, as 

indicated in Fig. 5-45. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-44: Example of OCL if-then-else in an assignment mapping  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-45: Example of OCL if-then-else in a path mapping 

 

Therefore, two different ATL rules are required for mapping this constructor to 

Flora code. For instance, the ATL rule for handling the mapping illustrated in Fig. 5-44 is  

shown in Fig. 5-46. This rule receives a Flora query and an OCL expression as parameter, 

containing the Flora atom(s) to be generated and the if-then-else expression to be 

transformed, respectively. Lines 3-22 specify the Flora-2 metamodel elements to be 

transformed to, while lines 23-28 show the called rules invocations to transform the OCL 

expressions embedded in the if-then-else constructor. This rule creates several Flora-2 

elements. An if-then-else connective is created in lines 4-8 and its arguments are created at 

lines 9-22. 

Since Fig. 5-46 shows the transformation rule handling if-then-else expressions 

involved in assignments, the Flora code to be generated by applying this rule must also 

describe assignments. Lines 13-15 and 16-18, assign a Flora variable (the same in both 

cases) and Flora query elements to which must be transformed to the thenExpression 

and elseExpression, respectively. Each assignment is expressed by a Flora 

Equality atom, whose arguments are one variable and the respective Flora query 

representing the OCL expression contained in the branches of the if-then-else expression. 

For instance, line 13 indicates the equality created to represent the expression contained in 

the then branch, whose second argument (line 15) will be passed as parameter to the 

transformOCLExp rule, as stated at line 26. 

 The ATL transformation rule handling the second role played by if-then-else 

expressions is simpler than the former and is fully shown in APPENDIX B. 

/* OCL if-then-else constructor contained in an assignment */

var = if (condition) then exp1 else exp2 endif

/* Flora code generated from the if-then-else contained in an assignment */

if (condition) then Var = exp1 else Var = exp2.

/* OCL if-then-else constructor contained in a path */

if (condition) then exp1 else exp2 endif

/* Flora code generated from the if-then-else contained in a path */

if (condition) then exp1 else exp2.
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1  rule transformIfExpInAssigmentContext(query : Flora!Query ,  

2     exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3     to 

4      new_ifThenElseConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

5             functor <- ifThenElse, 

6             formula <- new_query1, 

7             formula <- new_query2, 

8             formula <- new_query3), 

9 ifThenElse : Flora!IfThenElse(), 

10     new_query1 : Flora!Query (), 

11     new_query2 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_equality1), 

12     new_query3 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_equality2), 

13     new_equality1 : Flora!Equality ( 

14                args <- new_var, 

15                args <- new_query4), 

16     new_equality2 : Flora!Equality ( 

17                args <- new_var2, 

18                args <- new_query5), 

19     new_query4 : Flora!Query (), 

20     new_query5 : Flora!Query (), 

21     new_var : Flora!Variable (name <- thisModule.getVariable()) 

22     new_var2 : Flora!Variable (name <- thisModule.getVariable()) 

23     do{ 

24        query.connective <- new_ifThenElseConnective; 

25        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query1, exp.condition); 

26        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query4, exp.thenExpression); 

27        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query5, exp.elseExpression); 

28     } 
29 } 

Figure 5-46: ATL transformation rule for If-then-else expression in an assignment 
context 

LetExp Transformation Module  

The OCL metamodel defines the abstract syntax for Let expressions by adding the LetExp 

metaclass as a subclass of the OCLExpression metaclass having two outgoing meta-

associations:  1) one targeting the Variable metaclass and whose role is to identify the 

variable introduced by the Let expression; and 2) one targeting the OCLExpression 

metaclass identifying the scope where the defined variable is visible (in scope). 

Additionally, the Variable metaclass has a meta-association targeting the 

OCLExpression metaclass for that variable owning an init expression, as shown in Fig. 

5-47. 

  

 

Figure 5-47: Excerpt of the OCL MOF metamodel for let expression 

A let expression is mapped to two Flora-2 queries linked by the serial conjunction 

connective. The first one binds the variable with its init expression through an equality 
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1  rule transformLetExp(query : Flora!Query , exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 
2   to 

3   new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

4       functor <- serialConjunction, 

5            formula <- new_query1, 

6            formula <- new_inExp), 

7   serialConjunction : Flora!SerialConjunction(),  

8 new_query1 : Flora!Query(atom <- new_equality), 

9 new_equality : Flora!Equality ( 

10           args <- new_var, 

11           args <- new_query2), 

12     new_inExp : Flora!Query (), 

13     new_query2 : Flora!Query (), 

14     new_var : Flora!Variable (name <- exp.variable.name) 

15   do{ 

16       query.connective <- new_andConnective; 

17       thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query2, exp.initExpression); 

18       thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_inExp, exp.in); 

19   } 
20 } 

whose arguments are the variable and the init expression to be later transformed to. The 

latter one contains the Flora-2 elements generated to represent the OCL expression 

contained in the in keyword. In case of ocurring two or more variables in a let expression, 

the init expression must follows all the equalities involving all the variables contained in 

the expression. Fig. 5-48 illustrates the mapping covering a let expression. 

The transformation involving Let expressions is defined in Fig. 5-49 with the ATL 

called rule named transformLetExp(). The mapping is done as follows. Lines 2-14 

specify which Flora-2 elements the source pattern has to be transformed to, while lines 17-

18 invoke the called rules able to transform the OCL expression initializing the variables as 

well as that contained in the in keyword.  As aforementioned, these expressions are mapped 

to a serial conjunction owning Flora-2 queries. The conjunction connective is created in 

lines 4 and 7. It possesses two formulas containing the init and the in expressions. The 

initialization of the variable is done with a Flora-2 equality (lines 8-11) whose arguments 

are the defined variable and a new query element indicating the init expression to be further 

transformed in the imperative code (line 17) later. The OCL expression contained in the in 

scope is transformed by the transformOCLExpression() called rule (line 18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-48: OCL LetExp mapping 

 

Figure 5-49: ATL transformation rule for LetExp  

/* OCL Let expressions */

let var : Type = exp in inExp

/* Flora code */

Var = Exp and inExp
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CallExp Transformation Module 

A property call in OCL is also an OCL expression. There is no specific metaclass in the 

OCL metamodel for representing each one of the predefined or not OCL operations as well 

as for representing property calls, such as attribute or association-end calls. As opposed to 

the others OCL constructors, all property calls are instances of the metaclass CallExp. 

This metaclass is classified either as FeatureCallExp or as LoopExp, as shown in Fig. 

5-42. The former generalizes all property calls that refer either to features in the UML 

metamodel (such as an UML attribute) or to any (predefined or not) operation. The latter 

generalizes the loop construct over a collection and, hence, is used to represent the 

collection operations, such as exists() and forAll(). Therefore, for each operation 

of the predefined OCL types, an ATL transformation rule must be appropriately specified. 

In addition, generic transformation definitions are also specified to that property calls 

concerning to the user-defined properties. 

In order to illustrate these transformations, the next three subsections present how to 

map three different kinds of feature calls. The first is applied to transform user-defined 

feature calls, such as attributes, association-ends and model operations. The second is 

applied to OCL predefined operations, such as the operation and() of the predefined 

Boolean primitive type
52

. The third is applied to collection operations underlying on loops 

and iterators, such as exist operation
53

.  

FeatureCallExp Operations Transformation Module 

An OCL expression always starts with a variable or literal, on which a property is 

recursively applied. We distinguish two different kinds of feature call in our mapping: 

regular and irregular feature call. 

Regular feature call is that whose whole expression, including the source and 

appliedElement sub-expressions, is composed only of feature calls referring to user 

model properties. For instance, the expression self.hypotenuse.length used in the 

triangle context is a regular feature call. This expression refers to the attribute length 

(appliedElement) having as source another feature call expression composed only 

of model properties: self, the source variable identifying an instance of the triangle 

context and the association-end hypotenuse (appliedElement) as the referred 

attribute.  

Irregular feature call is that containing any property instead of a user-defined model 

property in its sub-expressions. For instance, the OCL expression side->exists(s1, 

s2 | s1 <> s2 and  s1.length = s2.length) stated as an invariant of the 

IsoscelesTriangle class is an example of a irregular feature call expression. Thus, 

all OCL expressions containing predefined OCL operations, such as forAll(), 

oclIsKindOf(), select(), etc. are considerate as irregular feature call expressions 

in our mapping. 

                                                 
52

 Similarly, transformation rules for the remaining Boolean operations: or(), xor(), implies() and not() 

operations are defined in Appendix B. 
53

 Others collection operations, such as forAll() and select() are also shown in Appendix B. 
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This distinction is motivated by different kinds of Flora code to be generated from 

these different kinds of expressions. While regular expressions have a generic way to 

transform any of its expressions, the transformations involving irregular expressions 

depend on the given kind of OCL predefined operation involved in the transformation. We 

rend and discuss only transformations from regular feature call expressions in this 

subsection. The next subsections illustrate the mapping from specific cases involving two 

kinds of irregular expressions containing the and() and exists() OCL predefined 

operations.  

 Fig. 5-50 illustrates an example of a regular OCL feature call expression that is 

straightforwardly mapped to a Flora path expression, independently of that be either a 

property call or a operation call expression.  

 The called ATL rules that show how to map feature call expressions are shown in 

Appendix B. They are not detailed here due to large number of specific cases to be handled 

that leave it verbose to be presented here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-50: FeatureCall expression mapping 

Boolean Operations Transformation Module 

All OCL logical connectives (and, or, xor, implies and not) are represented at the abstract 

syntax level as Boolean type operations. Therefore, an OCL expression indicating the 

occurrence of one of these connectives must instantiate the OperationCallExp 

metaclass, having three outgoing associations also instantiated as follows: (1) the 

referredOperation targeting the Operation metaclass identifying the called 

operation; (2) the argument targeting the OCLExpression metaclass identifying the 

operation parameters; and (3) the source of the expression, i.e., the path expression 

invoking the operation, identifying the owner of the operation. For instance, the classical 

conjunction expressed in OCL by the and connective must be modeled as one instance of 

the OperationCallExp metaclass, whose meta-roles are instantiated as follows: the 

referredOperation meta-role must be bound to one instance of the Operation 

metaclass whose name meta-attribute is set to ‘and’, whereas the two OCL expressions 

involved in the conjunction must be represented as instances of the source and 

argument meta-roles respectively.  

/* OCL property call expression */

a.b

/* Flora code */

a.b

/* OCL operation call expression */

a.b(p1, p2)

/* Flora code */

a.b(p1, p2)
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1  rule transformAndConnective(query : Flora!Query , 

2       exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3    to 

4 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

5  functor <- newFunctor, 

6  formula <- query1, 

7            formula <- query2), 

8 newFunctor : Flora!SerialConjunction(), 

9 query1 : Flora!Query (), 

10 query2 : Flora!Query () 

11  do{ 

12      query.connective <- new_andConnective; 

13           thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query1, exp.source); 

14           thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query2, exp.argument); 

15    } 
16 } 

 On the one hand, OCL conjunction, disjunction and negation are 

straightforwardly mapped to Flora connectives conjunction, disjunction and naf, 

respectively. On the other hand, OCL connectives implies and xor have not a straight 

counterpart supported by Flora. In order to map implies and xor connectives, we have 

reused the following logical equivalence:  

baba ∨¬≡⊃   (DeMorgan’s Law) 

)()( abbaba ∧¬∨∧¬≡+  (From the DeMorgan’s Law) 

Since ⊃ and + are syntactically and semantically equivalent to implies and xor 

connectives, this mapping is illustrated in Fig. 5-51, where the left side shows the 

implies mapping and the right side shows the xor mapping, both from OCL (on top) to 

Flora (on bottom). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-51: Mapping from implies and xor boolean operations to Flora code 

 Fig. 5-52 illustrates the ATL called rule specified to transform the and connective 

to Flora code. The mapping does as follows. Lines 3-10 specify the Flora-2 elements to be 

created. In particular, a Flora and connective whose two formulas are new Flora queries 

(lines 9-10) that will contain the respective atoms representing the two OCL expressions 

involved in the conjunction, according to their transformation (lines 13-14).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-52: ATL called rule for the and Boolean operation 

It’s important to note that the Flora query received as argument has its connective 

set with the serial conjunction connective created in this rule (line 12). This ATL rule links 

the Flora query, representing the OCL constraint, with the respective Flora queries 

representing the contained OCL expressions. 

/* OCL implies operation */

a implies b

/* Flora code */

tnot(a) or b

/* OCL implies operation */

a xor b

/* Flora code */

(a and tnot(b)) or (b and tnot(a))
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The transformation rule specifying the mapping from disjunctive connective (or) to 

Flora code is similar to the rule shown in Fig. 5-52, but the respective functor (line 4) of 

the new Flora operator element must be bound to the SerialDisjunction connective. 

The remaining Boolean operations are specified in a similar way and their ATL called rules 

are completely specified in Appendix B. 

Collection Operations Transformation Module 

As opposed to the Boolean operations, many collection operations are instances of the 

metaclass  IteratorExp, shown in Fig. 5-41, able to identify the iterators and 

conditions involved in the loop operations on which the majority of the OCL collection 

operations are based on. For instance, the collection operations exists() and 

forAll() are instances of this metaclass.  

 In fact, the collection operations exists() and forAll() are equivalent to the 

existential and universal quantifiers. Since that Flora does not support these quantifiers 

explicitly stated among its atoms, we have reused the NonMonotonic Lloyd-Topor 

transformations (LT transformations) concerning explicit quantifiers. These transformations 

replace a rule containing either existential or universal quantifiers appearing in the body by 

an equivalent one without explicit quantifiers. These two transformations are defined as 

follows. 

NonMonotonic Transformation for Universal quantifier  

Let the rule be  

– head :- body1 and forall X1,...,Xn (exp) and body2.  

where X1,...,Xn are free variables that occur positively in exp.  

The LT transformation replaces this rule with the following pair of rules, where 

q(X1,...,Xn) is a new predicate of arity n and X1,...,Xn are new variables:  

– head :- body1 and naf q(X1,...,Xn) and body2 

– q(X1,...,Xn) :- naf (exp).  

NonMonotonic Transformation for Existential quantifier  

Let the rule be  

– head :- body1 and exist X1,...,Xn(exp) and body2.  

– where X1,...,Xn are free variables that occur positively in exp.  

The LT transformation replaces this rule with the following:  

– head :- body1 and exp and body2  

That is, explicit existential quantification can be replaced in this case with implicit 

quantification.  

Tanking into account the aforementioned NonMonotonic LT transformation, an 

OCL expression containing a exists() collection operation is mapped to three Flora 

atoms according to the collection, iterators and condition involved in this operation. This 

mapping is illustrated in Fig. 5-53 where the top shows an OCL expression containing the 
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exists()operation and the bottom shows the Flora code generated to it.  First, a Flora 

aggregation is generated to bind the collection containing the operation to one variable (line 

1). Second, to each iterator variable contained in the collection operation, one prolog BIP 

named member is generated taking as arguments: the iterator and the collection variables 

(line 2). This predicate binds each member of the collection to the respective iterator 

variable. Then, the condition body contained in the exists() operation must be 

appropriately transformed to Flora queries (line 3). Thus, this set of Flora queries succeeds 

only and only if at least one of the iterators variables satisfy the condition body, i.e., 

whether one of member predicate succeed. 

Tanking into account the aforementioned NonMonotonic LT transformation, an 

OCL expression containing a forAll() collection operation is mapped to two Flora 

clauses, as shown in Fig. 5-54. The first one contains two atoms: (1) a Flora aggregation 

binding the collection (line 1); (2) a Flora naf containing a new atom whose arity is 

derived from the number of iterators in the operation (line 2). This new atom also appears 

as the conclusion of the second rule generated (line 3), that has as premise the Flora queries 

generated according to the expression occurring in the forAll() operation (lines 3-4). 

Thus, this set of Flora queries succeeds only and only if no iterator variable satisfies the 

condition body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-53: Mapping from exists collection operation to Flora code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-54: Mapping from forAll collection operation to Flora code 

Figures 5-55 and 5-56 show the ATL called rules for transforming any exists() 

collection operation to Flora code. The mapping does as follows. Lines 1-2 identify the 

called rule able to transform an instance of the exists() operation, whereas the line 3 

declares and initializes local variable identifying the name of the Flora aggregation to be 

generated. Lines 4-41 specify the Flora-2 elements to be created. First, is created a Flora 

and connective whose two formulas are: (1) a Flora assignment (lines 9-11) among a Flora 

/* OCL exists operation */

self.prop->exists(x1, xn | exp)

/* Flora code */

1 ... Col = collectBag{Var |Self[prop->Var]} and

2 member(X1, Col)@prolog(basics) and ... and member(Xn, Col)@prolog(basics) 

3 and exp.

/* OCL forAll operation */

self.prop->forAll(x1, xn | exp)

/* Flora code */

1  ... Col = collectBag{Var |Self[prop->Var]} and

2 tnot #q(Self, Col) ...

3 #q(Self, Col) :- member(X1, Col)@prolog(basics) and ... and member(Xn, Col)@prolog(basics)

4 and tnot (exp).
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1 rule transformExistsOperation(query : Flora!Query , 

2       exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3   using {aggregationVarName : UMLOCL!String = thisModule.new('AggVar');  } 
4   to 

5    new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

6  functor <- serialConjunction), 

7  formula <- new_collection, 

8  formula <- new_query), 

9      new_collection: Flora!AssignmentArithmeticAtom ( 

10          variable <- new_variable, 

11           expression <- new_aggregate), 

12    new_variable : Flora!Variable(name <- thisModule.getCollectVarName()), 

13     new_aggregate :  Flora!CollectionAggregate ( 

14      operator <- #collectBag, 

15           aggregationVariable <- new_aggregationVar, 

16            query  <-  new_aggregationQuery), 

17     new_aggregationVar : Flora!Variable(name <- aggregationVarName ), 

18     new_aggregationQuery : Flora!Query (atom <- new_fatom), 

19     new_fatom : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

20             host <- new_host, 

21             feature < newFeature, 

22             inheritable <- exp.source.appliedElement.getInheritance(), 

23             multiplicity <- exp.source.appliedElement.getMultiplicity(), 

24             value <- newValue),), 

25     new_host : Flora!PathExpHost (), 

26 newFeature : Flora!Symbol( 

27  name <- if exp.source.isUndefined() then exp.name  

28    else exp.source.appliedElement.name endif), 

29 newValue : Flora!Variable(name <- aggregationVarName), 

30    new_query : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective2), 

31     new_andConnective2 : Flora!Operator ( 

32           functor <- newFunctor2, 

33  formula <- new_iterators_query, 

34           formula <- new_body_query), 

35     new_iteratorsQuery : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective3), 

36     new_bodyQuery : Flora!Query (), 

37 new_connective2 : Flora!Operator(functor <- serialConjunction2), 

38 new_connective3 : Flora!Operator(functor <- serialConjunction3), 

39 serialConjunction : Flora!SerialCOnjunction(), 

40 serialConjunction2 : Flora!SerialCOnjunction(), 

41 serialConjunction3 : Flora!SerialCOnjunction(), 

42  do{ 

43    if exp.source.isUndefined(){ 

44  new_host.oclAsType(Variable); 

45  new_host.name <- 'Self'; 

46     }else{ 

47  if exp.source.source.isUndefined(){ 

48   new_host.oclAsType(Constant); 

49   new_host.name <- exp.source.name; 

50           }else {  new_host.oclAsType(PathExp);} 

51     } 

52 query.connective <- new_andConnective; 

53 thisModule.transformIteratorsInExistsOperation(new_iteratorsQuery, 

54         exp.iterator); 

55     thisModule.transformOCLExp(new_bodyQuery, exp.body); 
56  }} 

Figure 5-55: ATL called rule for mapping exists call operation  

variable and the collection to which the exists()operation is applied; and (2) the Flora 

code to be generated from the iterators and condition body contained in the exists() 
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1   rule transformIteratorsInExistsOperation  (query : Flora!Query , 

2       ite : UMLOCL!Collection) { 

3   do{ 

4 if ite->size() = 1{ 

5     thisModule.transformExistsOperationForOneIterator(query, ite); 

6 } 

7 else if ite->size() > 1 { 

8     thisModule.transformExistsOperationForMultipleIterators(query, ite); 

9     } 

10  }} 

11  rule transformExistsOperationForOneIterator(query : Flora!Query , 

12       ite : UMLOCL!Collection) { 

13  to 

14     new_memberPredicate: Flora!LogicalPredicativeAtom ( 

15       functor <- newFunctor, 

16           arg <- arg1, 

17           arg <- arg2, 

18 newFunctor : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'member'), 

19 arg1 : Flora!Variable(name <- ite->first().name), 

20  arg2 : Flora!Variable(name <- thisModule.getCollectionVarName())  

21  do{ 

22 query.atom <- new_memberPredicate; 

23  }} 

24  rule transformExistsOperationForMultiplesIterators (query : Flora!Query , 

25       ite : UMLOCL!Collection) { 

26  using {allIterators : Sequence(UMLOCL!Variable) = ite.asSequence(); 

27     first : UMLOCL!Variable = ite.asSequence()->first();   } 

28  to 

29 new_memberPredicate: Flora!LogicalPredicativeAtom( 

30  functor <- newFunctor 

31  arg <- arg1, 

32  arg <- arg2), 

33 newFunctor : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'member'), 

34 arg1 : Flora!Variable(name <- ite->first().name),), 

35  arg2 : Flora!Variable(name <- thisModule.getCollectionVarName()), 

36 new_iteratorsQuery : Flora!Query (), 

37 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

38  functor <- classicalConjunctio, 

39  formula <- new_memberPredicate, 

40  formula <- new_iteratorsQuery), 

41 serialConjunction : Flora!SerialConjunction() 

42  do{ 

43     query.connective <- new_andConnective; 

44     ite->excluding(first); 

45     thisModule.transformIterators(new_iteratorsQuery, ite); 
46 }} 

operation (lines 30-41). The collection bound by the former formula is captured by a Flora 

collection aggregation (lines 9-29). 

Figure 5-56: ATL called rule for iterators appearing in exists() operations 

For each iterator occurring in the exists() operation, a Flora logical predicative 

atom must be generated. In case of occurring more than one iterator, a serial conjunction 

connective must be also generated among queries containing these atoms. This code for the 

iterators is first handled at line 35 of Fig. 5-55 and later dispatched at lines 53-54 of the 

same figure to the appropriate ATL called rule. Therefore, as shown at the lines 3-10 of 

Fig. 5-56, the Flora elements to be generated from the iterators appearing in the 

exists() operations are defined according to the number of iterators appearing in this 
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operation. Thus, in case of appearing only one iterator (lines 4-6), the elements to be 

created are defined by the ATL called rule named 

transformExistsOperationForOneIterator (lines 11-23), whereas in case of 

occurring multiple iterators (lines 7-9), the Flora elements to be generated are defined 

according to the ATL called rule named 

transformExistsOperationForMultipleIterators (lines 24-46). 

Figures 5-57 and 5-58 illustrate Flora code generated from OCL specification 

containing OCL exists() and OCL forAll() collection operations. In particular, Fig. 

5-57 shows Flora code whose lines 3-5 are generated according to the ATL rules of figures 

5-55 and 5-56 for mapping exists() operation. Line 3 contains the assignment 

generated by applying lines 9-11 of the called rule named 

tranformIteratorsInExistsOperation(). The collectBag aggregate 

operator and its body are generated by applying lines 13-29 of that called rule. Line 4 

containing the member predicates are generated by applying the called rule named 

tranformIteratorsInExistsOperation() shown in Fig. 5-56. In this case, 

there are two iterators (S1 and S2) resulting thus in two Flora member predicates. Finally, 

line 5 is generated by applying the generic transformOCLExp() called rule. 

Many transformations from others collection operations, such as forAll() and 

select(), excludes(), includes() and any(), are described in 

APPENDIX B by ATL called rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-57: Example of mapping from exists collection operation to Flora code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-58: Example of mapping from forAll collection operation to Flora code 

/* Flora code generated from the inv scalene_inv */

1  #violated_scalene_inv(Self) :- Self:scaleneTriangle and 

2 tnot(

3 Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and

4 tnot #q(Self, Col)

5 ).

6 #q(Self, Col) :- member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and

7 member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics)

8 and tnot(S1 = S2) and 

9 tnot(S1.length =\= S2.length).

/* OCL invariant containing a forAll operation */

context ScaleneTriangle inv scalene_inv:

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length) 

/* Flora code generated from the invariant isosceles_inv */

1 #violated_isosceles_inv(Self) :- Self:isoscelesTriangle and

2     tnot(

3 Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and

4 member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics) and 

5 tnot(S1 = S2) and S1.length =:= S2.length

6 ).

/* OCL invariant containing an exists operation */

context IsoscelesTriangle inv isosceles_inv:

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1 <> s2 and s1.length = s2.length)
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Chapter 6 – Case Study 

 

 

 

 
____________________________________________ 

This chapter details the complete and complex case study adopted to validate 

and illustrate the mapping from UML/OCL to Flora code. It was fully 

designed and built to better justify and illustrate the raised issues and pursued 

approaches in the MODELOG mapping. In this order, this chapter details a 

UML class diagram fully annotated with not trivial and diverse OCL 

expressions whose generated Flora code is also described. In addition, an 

object diagram is presented and used for animating the generated executable 

code. 

____________________________________________ 
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In order to validate MODELOG mapping from UML and OCL models to Flora code, it was 

necessary to find a case study rich and representative of many classical artificial tasks and 

object-oriented modeling, such as: 

• Classical Artificial Intelligence (AI) tasks: search, knowledge representation, 

reasoning, planning and autonomous agent development; 

• Object-oriented modeling: rich structural modeling with many class hierarchies 

and rich behavioral model with many constraints (invariants, pre and post-

conditions), complex reasoning and operations fully specified. 

As far as we know, there is no such application available. In general, there are either 

(1) UML class diagrams with trivial OCL specifications applied to different domains that 

do not cover classical AI tasks; or (2)  AI applications that are not specified by means of 

UML classes and OCL constraints. Therefore, we have created the triangram, an 

application specially developed to attend the above requirements of the MODELOG’s case 

study. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 introduces the application 

functionality. Section 6.2 presents its UML model detailing the complete class diagram and 

many excerpts of its rich and complex OCL specifications. Section 6.3 introduces the 

generated Flora code to the UML and OCL models, illustrating some excerpts of this code. 

Section 6.4 presents typical Flora queries that must be done on the generated Flora code.  

6.1 Triangram 

Tangram is a geometric puzzle with 7 pieces (5 triangles, 1 square, and 1 parallelogram) 

that are arranged to create images of various objects
54

. This ancient game, which originated 

in China, has been enjoyed by many throughout the years. The object of the puzzle is to 

rearrange the pieces of a table (the puzzle pieces, also named tan) to form figures (e.g., a 

picture of a cat). In classical rules, they must lay flat, touch and not overlap. This simplicity 

makes it accessible to a broad spectrum of people. 

In order to illustrate and validate the MODELOG mapping, we have created a 

modified simplified version of the tangram that we call the Triangram. The two main 

changes: (1) the table is originally composed only of triangles; and (2) the final goal is to 

assembly a regular hexagon. Other changes include the following additional rules: 

• The table is initially composed by any number of atomic triangles, i.e., triangles 

that are not assembled from other polygons; 

• All the tans on the table, in any time of the game configuration, must be 

convex polygons, i.e., closed figures made by joining line segments, where 

every line segment drawn between any two points inside the figure lies 

entirely inside the figure; 

                                                 
54

 The invention of the tangram puzzle is unrecorded in history. The roots of the word Tangram are also 

shrouded in time, with a number of possible explanations. The more convincing is that it comes from the 

obsolete English word "tramgram" meaning puzzle or trinket. 
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• The assembled hexagon must be regular, i.e., it must have all its sides with 

equal length
55

. 

• Three types of compound polygons may be assembled in the game: rectangle, 

right pentagon (a pentagon having, at least, a right angle) and regular hexagon; 

• Two polygons may be assembled to compose another one only if each one 

possesses a side of equal length and joining them at these sides yields an 

authorized polygon. In this sense, three types of composition are allowed in the 

triangram:  

1. Right triangle + right triangle = rectangle, as illustrated in Fig. 6-1. Note 

that the assembled rectangle has four sides named base, top, left 

and right;  

2. Rectangle + isosceles triangle = right pentagon, as illustrated in Fig. 6-2. 

Note that the assembled pentagon has five sides named base, left,  

right, topLeft and topRight; 

3. Right pentagon + isosceles triangle = regular hexagon, as illustrated in Fig. 

6-3. Note that the assembled hexagon has six sides named baseLeft, 

baseRight, topLeft, topRight, base and top. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Rectangle assembled from two right triangles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Right pentagon assembled from one rectangle and one isosceles 
triangle 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-3 Regular hexagon assembled from one right pentagon and one isosceles  

triangle 

                                                 
55

 In fact, a regular hexagon must also have all angles with the same value, but for simplifying we are not 

addressing this restriction. 

base

top
topRight

baseRight

topLeft

baseLeft
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6.2 The UML and OCL Models 

This section describes the triangram UML model that is composed of: (1) a class diagram; 

(2) a set of OCL constraints; and (3) a testing object diagram. This model covers several 

kinds of UML elements and OCL constructs and due to its size, is partially shown in this 

chapter. Together, the class diagram and the OCL specificaons form a fully refined PIM of 

the triangram, i.e., the model describing the complete logic of the game with no details 

about a specific platform on which it will be executed. 

The complete triangram UML and OCL specification are shown in APPENDIX C 

and D, respectively.  

6.2.1 UML Class Diagram 

The class diagram modeling the Triangram game is shown in Fig. 6-4. A convex polygon 

can be classified as compound or atomic. The former is composed of others convex 

polygon, while the latter has no polygon as part. Furthermore, a compound polygon can be 

classified as a rectangle (Rectangle class), a right pentagon (RightPentagon class) 

or an hexagon (Hexagon class). The tans available on the table are convex polygons, i.e., 

this relationship is modeled by the association between the Table and the 

ConvexPolygon classes, as is shown in Fig. 6-4. The ConvexPolygon class has a 

boolean attribute named right indicating whether at least one of the polygon angles 

has as value 90°.  

The Triangle class’ method named isCompatible indicates whether this 

triangle can be assembled with another triangle in order to compose a rectangle. This 

method has three parameters, two (selfSide and otherSide) of them having the out 

direction stating that it is an out parameter that is used in the operation body to 

communicate information to the caller. These two parameters identify the respective sides 

to be superposed when assembling the new polygon. Moreover, this method has the 

property isQuery set for indicating that the execution of the operation leaves the state of the 

system unchanged. Similarly, the Rectangle and RightPentagon classes have an 

isCompatible method checking whether they can be assembled with the other 

triangle passed as an input parameter to the method. 

Two class hierarchies are defined in Fig. 6-4. First, Quadrilateral, 

RightPentagon and Hexagon polygons are subclasses of the CompoundPolygon 

class, and each member of this class has others members  of the ConvexPolygon class as 

parts. Second, a triangle is defined as IsoscelesTriangle (a triangle having two 

sides of equal length); EquilateralTriangle (a triangle having all sides of equal 

lengths); or a ScaleneTriangle (A triangle having three sides of different lengths). 

In addition, one of the triangle sides may be named hypotenuse, identifying the longest 

side of a right triangle. This feature is stated in the class diagram by the derived rolename  
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context Triangle inv inv_1: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon) 

 

context Triangle inv inv_2: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  
implies self.oclIsKindOf(IrregularPolygon) 

pertaining to the association outgoing from the Triangle class and targeting the 

SegmentLine class. 

The adjacency and position of each polygon’s segment line are modeled by the 

TriangleSide, QuadrilateralSide, PentagonSide and HexagonSide 

association classes, stating properties of the sides of triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon and 

hexagon polygons, respectively. For example, TriangleSide has the position 

attribute and adjacent association-end properties applied to exactly one pairing of the 

Triangle and SegmentLine classes. In other words, each triangle’s segment line is 

placed in exactly one position and has two other segment lines (situated in different 

adjacent positions) as adjacent. 

 Finally, the simulation of the game is done by a robot that invokes its methods 

buildRectangle, buildPentagon or buildHexagon, assemblying a new 

rectangle, pentagon and hexagon, respectively. Details about this diagram are further 

presented in the following subsections. 

6.2.2 OCL Specifications on the UML Class Diagram 

In order to complement the triangram specification, we have enriched the class diagram 

presented in Fig. 6-4 with many OCL constraints that cover most constructs of OCL 2.0: 

(1) invariants constraining the class instances of the diagram; (2) derive attribute and 

associations computing property values; (3) operation body specifying read-only 

operations; and (4) pre and post-conditions constraining and specifying operations with 

side-effects. 

6.2.2.1 OCL Invariants 

Fig. 6-5 shows two invariants whose goal is to classify a triangle either as regular or as 

irregular. The invariant named inv_1 states that a triangle is regular if it has all their sides 

with equal length, whereas the invariant inv_2 states that in case of any of these sides 

having a different length, the triangle must be irregular. In APPENDIX D, we give similar 

invariants (inv_3, inv_4, inv_5, inv_6, inv_7 and inv_8) for others polygons 

than triangles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-5: Triangram Invariants inv_1 and inv_2 

 In Fig. 6-6, the invariant named inv_9 states that a right triangle must necessarily 

have a hypotenuse. Invariant inv_10 states that any isosceles triangle must have at least 

two sides with equals length, whereas inv_11 states that a scalene triangle must have all 
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context Triangle inv inv_9: 

right implies hypotenuse->size() = 1 

 

context IsoscelesTriangle inv inv_10: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1 <> s2 and s1.length = s2.length) 

 

context ScaleneTriangle inv inv_11: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  

 

context EquilateralTriangle inv inv_12: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length) 

 

context TriangleSide inv inv_13: 
self.adjacent->forAll(t | t.adjacent->includes(self)) 

context Triangle inv inv_17: 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left).adjacent 

  ->includes(self.triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::right) 

->asSequence->first()) and 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left)..adjacent 

  ->includes(self.triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::base) 

->asSequence->first())  
 

sides with different length. The invariant inv_12 states that an equilateral triangle must 

have all the sides with equal length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-6: Triangram Invariants inv_9, inv_10, inv_11 and inv_12 

 Fig. 6-7 shows the invariant inv_13 regarding the adjacency relationship between 

TriangleSide instances. It states that all TriangleSide adjacent instances must 

includes the TriangleSide instance itself as adjacent. In APPENDIX D, we give 

similar invariants (inv_14, inv_15 and inv_16) for QuadrilateralSide, 

PentagonSide and HexagonSide instances. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-7: Triangram Invariant  inv_13 

 Fig. 6-8 shows the invariant inv_17 which specifies the adjacent sides of each 

triangle segment line according to their positions in the triangle. For example, it declares 

that the TriangleSide instance whose position is set to left must have as adjacent 

those TriangleSide instances whose position are set to right and those set to base. 

In APPENDIX D, we give similar invariants (inv_18, inv_19 and inv_20) for the 

remaining polygons.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6-8: Triangram Invariants inv_17 and inv_18 

 Finally, Fig. 6-9 shows more eight invariants on the model. The invariant inv_21 

states the symmetry of the auto-association among SegmentLine instances playing the 

parallelSide role. It states that if a SegmentLine s1 has s2 as parallelSide, 

then, s2 must have s1 as parallelSide. 

The invariant inv_22 states that all sides of a rhombus must have equal length. 

The invariant inv_23 states that two parallelSide sides must have the same length. 
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context QuadrilateralSide inv inv_21: 

QuadrilateralSide.allInstances()->select(side = self.parallelSide) 

->forAll(parallelSide = self.side) 

 

context Rhombus inv inv_22: 

sides->forAll(s1, s2| s1.length = s2.length) 

 

context Parallelogram inv inv_23: 

self.quadrilateralSide->forAll(parallelSide.length = side.length) 

 

context EquilateralTriangle inv inv_24: 

right = false 

 

context Rhombus inv inv_25: 

right = false 

 

context Rectangle inv inv_26: 

right = true 

 

context Parallelogram inv inv_27: 

quadrilateralSide.parallelSide->size() = 4 

 

context Trapezoid inv inv_28: 

quadrilateralSide.parallelSide->size() = 2 

 

context Triangle::hypotenuse : SegmentLine 

derive:  

let base : SegmentLine =  

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::base) 

->asSequence()->first().side, 

    left : SegmentLine =  

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left) 

->asSequence()->first().side, 

    right : SegmentLine =  

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::right) 

->asSequence()->first().side  

in 

 if (base.length > left.length and base.length > right.length) 

then base 

else if left.length > right.length 

   then left 

else right 

                 endif 

 endif 

 

The invariants inv_24 and inv_25 respectively state that an equilateral triangle and a 

rhombus cannot be right, whereas the inv_26 states that a rectangle must be right. The 

invariant named inv_27 states that a parallelogram must have four parallelSides, 

whereas that named inv_28 states that a trapezoid must have only two parallelSide 

instances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-9: Triangram Invariants inv_21, inv_22, inv_23, inv_24, inv_25, inv_26, 
inv_27 and inv_28. 

6.2.2.2 OCL Derive 

Since the hypotenuse of a triangle is always its longest side, we have specified it in OCL as 

a derive rule, shown in Fig. 6-10. In this rule, base, left and right are local variables 

biding the triangle sides placed on the base, left and right position, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Triangram derive 
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context Triangle::isCompatible(other:Triangle, selfSide:SegmentLine, 

otherSide:SegmentLine):boolean 

body:  

let 

selfSide1 : SegmentLine = self.triangleSide 

->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->first().side, 

selfSide2 : SegmentLine = self.triangleSide 

->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->at(2).side, 

otherSide1 : SegmentLine = other.triangleSide 

->select(side =hypotenuse).adjacent->first().side, 

otherSide2 : SegmentLine = other.triangleSide 

->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->at(2).side, 

in 

self <> other and self.right and other.right and 

self.hypotenuse.length = other.hypotenuse.length and 

((selfSide1.length = otherSide1.length and  

 selfSide2.length = otherSide2.length) or  

(selfSide1.length = otherSide2.length and  

selfSide2.length = otherSide1.length)) and 
selfSide = self.hypotenuse and otherSide = other.hypotenuse 

6.2.2.3 OCL Body 

All methods visually specified in the class diagram of Fig 6-4 have their body completely 

detailed through OCL code. Particularly, those whose meta-attribute isQuery is set to true 

are specified using the body keyword.  

 Fig. 6-11 shows the OCL expression for the operation body isCompatible() of 

the Triangle class. It verifies whether two triangles can be assembled into a rectangle. 

When they are, two parameters
56

 are set with the sides to be joint by the assembly process. 

In this code, four variables are assigned to the hypotenuse’s adjacent sides of each triangle. 

To be compatible, two triangles must be right and their respective hypotenuses and adjacent 

sides must have the same length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-11: Triangram Triangle::isCompatible() method’s  body specifcation 

  

In APPENDIX D, we give similar method specifications 

(Rectangle::isCompatible() and Pentagon::isCompatible()). 

Figure 6-12 shows the OCL code for the remaining operations specified through the 

body keyword. This figure comprises the availableTriangle(), 

availableRectangle(), availablePentagon() and availableHexagon() 

code that verify whether exists at least one triangle, one rectangle, one pentagon or one 

hexagon on the table, respectively. In addition, each of these methods assigns to the out 

parameter named new the respective polygon existent on the table of the triangram.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
56

 With the property direction set to out. 
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context Robot::availableTriangle(new:Triangle):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Triangle)) and 

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Triangle)) 

 

context Robot::availableRectangle(new:Rectangle):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Rectangle)) and 

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Rectangle)) 

 

context Robot::availablePentagon(new:RightPentagon):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Pentagon)) and 

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Pentagon)) 

 

context Robot::availableHexagon(new:Hexagon):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Hexagon)) and  

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Hexagon)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-12: Triangram Robot method’s  body specifcation 

6.2.2.4 OCL Pre and Post-conditions 

In the class diagram presented in Fig. 6-4 three methods of the Robot class have pre and 

post-conditions specified in OCL.  

Fig. 6-13 shows pre and post-conditions of the Robot::buildRectangle() 

operation. The pre-condition (lines 2-4) establishes that to assembly a new rectangle, two 

compatible triangles must be available on the robot table. The post-condition (lines 5-38) 

starts with the definition of local variables a11 to qs4 in lines 6-14. For example, the 

variables a11 and a12 respectively are bound to the two adjacent sides of the chosen side 

(part1Side) to be joint to the first triangle (part1), whereas the variables a21 and 

a22 respectively are bound to two adjacent sides of the chosen side (part2Side) to be 

joint to the second triangle (part2). One new instance pol3 of the class rectangle  (line 

10) and four new instances qs1-qs4 of the QuadrilateralSide (lines 11-14) are 

created. Then, the derived relationship between theses variables are created. First, the 

pol3 must include: (1) a11, a12, a21 and a22 as its sides (lines 16 and 17); and (2) 

part1 and part2 triangles as its parts (line 18). Then, each new quadrilateral side has 

its side, position, parallelSide and adjacent properties properly bound (lines 

19-30). Each one of them is then assigned to the respective side of the new rectangle (lines 

31-32). At lines 33-36 the quadrilateralSide’s properties are assigned to each 

created instance (qs1, qs2, qs3 and qs4). Finally, the new assembled rectangle is set as 

an available polygon and inserted on the table (lines 37-38).). . Finally, the new assembled 

rectangle is set as an available polygon and inserted on the table (lines 37-38). 
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1   context Robot::buildRectangle(New:Rectangle):boolean 

2   pre: 

3       availableTriangle(part1) and availableTriangle(part2) and 

4       part1.isCompatible(part2, part1Side, part2Side) 

5   post:  

6       let  a11 : SegmentLine = part1Side.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side,  

7              a12 : SegmentLine = part1Side.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side,   

8              a21 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side,   

9       a22 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent any(true).side,  

10  pol3:Rectangle = pol3.oclIsNew(),  

11  qs1:quadrilateralSide = qs1.oclIsNew(), 

12  qs2:quadrilateralSide = qs2.oclIsNew(),  

13  qs3:quadrilateralSide = qs3.oclIsNew(), 

14  qs4:quadrilateralSide = qs4.oclIsNew() in 

15   a11 <> a12 and a21 <> a22 and a11.length <> a21.length and 

16   pol3.side->includes(a11) and  pol3.side->includes(a12) and  

17   pol3.side->includes(a21) and  pol3.side->includes(a22) and  

18   pol3.parts->includes(part1) and pol3.parts->includes(part2) and 

19   qs1.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs1.side = a12 and  

20   qs1.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::left and qs1.parallelSide = A22 and 

21   qs1.adjacent->includes(qs3) and qs1.adjacent->includes(qs4) and 

22   qs2.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs2.side = a22 and  

23   qs2.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::right and qs2.parallelSide = A12 and 

24   qs2.adjacent->includes(qs3) and qs2.adjacent->includes(qs4) and 

25   qs3.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs3.side = a11 and  

26   qs3.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::base and qs3.parallelSide = A21 and 

27   qs3.adjacent->includes(qs1) and qs3.adjacent->includes(qs2) and 

28   qs4.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs4.side = a21 and  

29   qs4.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::top and qs4.parallelSide = A11 and 

30   qs4.adjacent->includes(qs1) and qs4.adjacent->includes(qs2) and 

31   a11.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs3) and a12.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs1) and 

32   a21.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs4) and a22.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs2) and 

33   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs1) and 

34   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs2) and 

35   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs3) and 

36   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs4) and 

37   table.convexPolygon->includes(pol3) and  

38   New = pol3 and result = availableRectangle(New) 

 

 

Figure 6-13: Triangram Robot::buildRectangle() method’s pre and post-
conditions  specifcation 

6.2.3 Testing UML Object Diagrams 

In order to visualize the class diagram presented in Fig. 6-4 and validate the MODELOG 

transformations involving UML objects, such as identifying culprit objects, we have 

created a snapshot of the triangram shown in Fig. 6-14. In this figure, there are eight 

triangles (tri1, tri2, tri3, tri4, tri5, tri6, tri7 and tri8) with their 

respective side lengths. The first two are scalene triangles whereas the two latter are 

equilateral triangle. The remaining ones are isosceles triangle. This snapshot is modeled by 

object diagrams. 

 Fig. 6-15 shows the object diagram containing the tri1 triangle instance and its 

related objects and links. One object represents tri1 triangle which is an instance of the 

ScaleneTriangle class. This object has its right attribute set to true and has three 

links to the s11, s12 and s13 instances, which represent an abstraction of the tri1 

sides. Each one of these SegmentLine objects is marked with its length. In addition, 

tri1 has three links to the ts11, ts12 and ts13 objects representing their respective 

TriangleSide instances that in turn are marked with their current position, and 
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tri1:scaleneTriangle

right = true

tri1:scaleneTriangle

right = true

s11:segmentLine

length = 3

s11:segmentLine

length = 3

s12:segmentLine

length = 4

s12:segmentLine

length = 4

s13:segmentLine

length = 5

s13:segmentLine

length = 5

ts11:triangleSide

position = #left

ts11:triangleSide

position = #left

ts12:triangleSide

position = #base

ts12:triangleSide

position = #base

ts13:triangleSide

position = #right

ts13:triangleSide

position = #right

adjacent

adjacent adjacent

adjacent

adjacent

adjacent

linked to the side occupying this position. Each TriangleSide instance has two links to 

the respective adjacent objects. For instance, the s11 object has its length stated to 3 

and is placed in the left position as indicated by its respective triangleSide (ts11) 

which has as adjacent ts12 and ts13 objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-14: A triangram setting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-15: Object diagram for the tri1 triangle 

 Similarly to the object diagram shown in Fig. 6-15 representing the tri1 instance 

and its related objects and links, the figures representing respectively the tri2, tri3, 

tri4, tri5, tri6, tri7 and tri8 triangle instances and their respective objects 

and links are presented in APPENDIX C. 
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Fig. 6-16 shows in lines 4-16 the Flora code generated to the object diagram shown 

in Fig. 6-15 containing the tri1 triangle instance and its related objects and links. In 

addition, this figure shows in lines 1-3 the Flora code indicating that there is an instance of 

the class Robot whose table is composed of eight instances representing the triangles 

shown in Fig. 6-14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-16: Flora code generated from the object diagram for the tri1 triangle 

6.3 The Flora Code 

The corresponding Flora program
57

 of the previously described UML/OCL Triagram 

specification is partially shown in Appendix E. It provides an executable object-oriented 

logic program for that UML/OCL models. The general rules that describe how to obtain the 

mapping from UML class diagram and OCL specifications to the Flora program were 

presented in the chapter 5 and are partially shown in Appendix B.  

 In the next sub-sections, we present some excerpt of the complete generated Flora 

program. 

6.3.1 Transforming UML Classes into Flora Classes 

Each class of the UML class diagram is transformed into a Flora class. However, before the 

complete signature of the class with its attributes and methods signatures, the taxonomy 

stating all the classes and their inheritance relationship is generated. Figure 6-17 shows this 

taxonomy. For example, the convexPolygon class is declared at line 1, whereas its 

subclasses, CompoundPolygon and AtomicPolygon are declared at lines 2 and 3, 

respectively. 

Fig. 6-18 shows an excerpt of the complete generated Flora class signature from the 

Triangram UML class diagram. For example, the ConvexPolygon’s  boolean 

                                                 
57

 More than a thousand of code lines were generated implementing the respective UML/OCL specification of 

the Triangram case study. 

/* Flora code generated containing the table setting shown in Fig. 5.17 */

1 bot:robot.

2 bot[table->t1].

3 t1:table[tans ->> {tri1, tri2, tri3, tri4, tri5, tri6, tri7, tri8}]. 

/* Flora code generated from the triangle tri1 shown in Fig. 5.17 */

4  tri1:scaleneTriangle.

5  tri1[right].

6 s11:segmentLine[length -> 3].

7 s12:segmentLine[length -> 4].

8 s13:segmentLine[length -> 5].

9 tri1[side ->> {s11, s12, s13}].

10 tri1[triangleSide ->> {ts11, ts12, ts13}].

11 ts11:triangleSide[triangle->tri1, side->s11, position->left, adjacent->>{ts12, ts13}].

12 ts12:triangleSide[triangle->tri1, side->s12, position->base, adjacent->>{ts11, ts13}].

13 ts13:triangleSide[triangle->tri1, side->s13, position->right, adjacent->>{ts11, ts12}].

14 s11[triangleSide->>ts11].

15 s12[triangleSide->>ts12].

16 s13[triangleSide->>ts13].
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/* class taxonomy */ 

1    convexPolygon. 

2    compoundPolygon::convexPolygon. 

3    atomicPolygon::convexPolygon. 

4    quadrilateral::compoundPolygon. 

5    hexagon::compoundPolygon. 

6    pentagon::compoundPolygon. 

7    triangle::compoundPolygon. 

8    triangle::atomicPolygon. 

9    trapezoid::quadrilateral. 

10   parallelogram::quadrilateral. 

11   rectangle::parallelogram. 

12   rhombus::parallelogram. 

13   square::rectangle. 

14   square::rhombus. 

15   scaleneTriangle::triangle. 

16   isoscelesTriangle::triangle. 

17   equilateralTriangle::isoscelesTriangle. 

18   regularPolygon::convexPolygon. 

19   irregularPolygon::convexPolygon. 

 

attribute named right is declared at line 1.  Lines 13-17 declare the Triangle class 

signature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-17: Excerpt of the Flora taxonomy from the Triangram class diagram 
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1    convexPolygon[right *=> void, 

2             uml *-> umlMeta1]. 

3    umlMeta1:umlMeta. 

4    umlMeta1[class *-> umlClass1]. 

5    umlClass1[visibility *-> public, isAbstract *-> true]. 

6    umlMeta1[attr(right) *-> umlAttr1]. 

7    umlAttr1:umlAttr. 

8    umlAttr[visibility *-> public]. 

9    regularPolygon[]. 

10   irregularPolygon[]. 

11   compoundPolygon[parts *=>> convexPolygon]. 

12   atomicPolygon[]. 

13   triangle[side *=>> segmentLine, 

14          triangleSide *=>> triangleSide, 

15          hypotenuse *=> segmentLine, 

16          isCompatible(triangle, segmentLine, segmentLine) *=> void, 

17         uml *-> umlMeta2]. 

18   umlMeta2:umlMeta. 

19   umlMeta2[meth(isCompatible) *-> umlOper1]. 

20   umlOper1:umlOper. 

21   umlOper1[visibility *-> public, 

22             isQuery *-> true, 

23     parameter(1) *-> param1, 

24  parameter(2) *-> param2, 

25  parameter(3) *-> param3]. 

26   param1:umlFormalParameter. 

27   param1[name *-> ‘other’]. 

28   param2:umlFormalParameter. 

29   param2[name *-> ‘selfSide’, direction *-> out]. 

30   param3:umlFormalParameter. 

31   param3[name *-> ‘otherSide’, direction *->out]. 

32   triangleSide[triangle *=> triangle, 

33         side *=> segmentLine, 

34         position *=> (left; right; base), 

35         adjacent *=>> triangleSide]. 

36   robot[table *=> table, 

37        availableRectangle(rectangle) *=> void, 

38         availablePentagon(rightPentagon) *=> void, 

39         availableHexagon(hexagon) *=> void, 

40         buildRectangle(rectangle) *=> void, 

41        buildPentagon(pentagon) *=> void, 

42        buildHexagon(hexagon) *=> void]. 

43   umlAssociation1:umlAssociation. 

44   umlAssociation1[associationEnd *->> {ae1, ae2}] 

45   ae1:umlAssociationEnd. 

46   ae1[participant *-> compoundPolygon, 

47    multiplicity(0, *), 

48    aggregation *-> composition]. 

49   ae2[participant *-> convexPolygon, 

50    multiplicity(2, 2), 

51    isNavigable *-> true, 

52    role *-> ‘parts’]. 

53   umlGen1:umlGeneralization. 

54   umlGen1[general *-> convexPolygon, 

55   specific *->> {compoundPolygon, atomicPolygon}, 

56  discriminator *-> ‘granularity’, 

57  disjoint *-> disjoint, 
58  covering *-> complete]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-18: Excerpt of the Flora class signatures from Triangram class diagram 
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6.3.2 Transforming OCL Specifications into Flora rules 

The Fig. 6-19 shows the Flora code (on the bottom) generated from the invariant named 

inv_1 (on the top). In the Flora code, lines 1-11 checks whether any instance of the 

Triangle class violates this invariant.  Line 1 contains the conclusion and the contextual 

premise of the clause. Lines 2-7 contain the negation of the expression embedded in the 

body of the invariant. This negative premise characterizes the violation of the invariant by 

the respective instance previously matched in the contextual premise. In this case, the OCL 

expression to be first transformed is an instance of the implies operation. Thus, lines 3-6 

are derived by applying the ATL transformation rule for the implies operation. Thus, the 

implies is mapped to the disjunction containing two premises as indicated in lines 3-6. The 

first premise (lines 3-4) is generated from one instance of the forAll operation. Line 3 

shows a collection to which the forAll operation is applied, whereas line 4 contains the 

new predicate later specified. The second premise (line 6) is generated from the conclusion 

of the implies operation. Lines 8-11 contains the new predicate named 

#p_inv_1(Self, Col) whose body is generated from the forAll OCL operation. 

Lines 8-9 are generated from the forAll iterators, while lines 10-11 are generated 

from the forAll body specification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-19: Flora code generated from inv_1 invariant 

Fig. 6-20 describes the Flora code (on bottom) generated from the invariant named 

inv_9 (on top).  Lines 1-6 contain the whole clause that checks whether any instance of 

the Triangle class violates this invariant.  Line 1 contains the conclusion and the 

contextual premise of the clause. Lines 2-6 contain the negation of the expression contained 

in the invariant body. Similarly to previously shown invariant, here, we also translate the 

occurrence of the implicative connective to the logically equivalent disjunction. However, 

here, the OCL implication premise is an OCL PropertyCallExp instance whose 

referred to property is the Boolean attribute named right that is appropriately translated 

to a F-atom (line 3). The OCL implication conclusion is an OperationCallExp 

/* OCL invariant inv_1 */

context Triangle inv inv_1:

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length) 

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon)

/* Flora code from inv_1 mapping */

1 #violated_inv_1(Self) :- Self:triangle and

2    tnot( 

3       tnot (Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and

4       tnot #p_inv1(Self, Col) )

5       or

6       (Self:regularPolygon)

7       ).

8 #p_inv1(Self, Col) :- member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and

9     member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics) and

10    tnot(S1 = S2) and

11    tnot(S1.length =:= S2.length).
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instance whose referred to operation is the Collection operation named size and thus 

must be translated to a predicate that computes this operation applied to the respective 

collection, as indicated in lines 4-5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-20: Flora code generated from inv_9 invariant 

Fig. 6-21 describes the generated Flora (on bottom) code from the invariant named 

inv_13 (on top).  Lines 1-8 contain the whole clause that checks whether any instance of 

the Triangle class violates this invariant.  Line 1 contains the conclusion and the 

contextual premise of the clause, whereas lines 2-8 express the negation of the invariant 

body. The top expression to be translated is an instance of the IteratorExp named 

forAll. Since it expresses the universal quantifier, it must be translated according to the 

Non-monotonic transformations, generating, thus, a negative premise (line 4) containing a 

new predicate named #p_inv_13. The source of the forAll is a PropertyCallExp 

referring to the adjacent attribute of the TriangleSide class and whose result is a 

collection, as indicated at line 3. The iterator and the body of the expression representing 

the forAll are translated to the premises of the p_inv_13 predicate, as indicated in 

lines 6-8. Since the forAll body expression contains another collection operation 

(includes operation), the premise shown at line 7 is a collection aggregation biding the 

referred collection to a variable. Line 8 is generated from the includes collection 

operation mapping. This line contains the predicate includes/2 taking the collection 

and the object self as parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-21: Flora code generated from inv_13 invariant 

/* OCL invariant inv_9 */

context Triangle inv inv_9:

right implies hypotenuse->size() = 1

/* Flora code from inv_9 mapping */

1 #violated_inv9(Self) :- Self:triangle and

2    tnot(

3        (tnot (Self[right])) or

4        (Col = collectbag{Var | Self[hypotenuse->Var]} and

5 size(Col, 1))

6    ).

/* OCL invariant inv_13 */

context TriangleSide inv inv_13:

self.adjacent->forAll(t | t.adjacent->includes(self))

/* Flora code from inv_13 mapping */

1 #violated_inv13(Self) :- Self:triangleSide and

2     tnot(

3       Col = collectbag{Var|Self[adjacent->>Var]} and

4       tnot #p_inv13(Self, Col)

5      ).

6 #p_inv13(Self, Col) :- member(S, Col)@prolog(basics) and

7      L = collectbag{Var|S[adjacent->>Var]} and

8      tnot (includes(L, Self)).
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Fig. 6-22 describes the generated Flora code (on bottom) from one OCL derive 

specification (on top).  Lines 1-15 contain the whole Flora clause that calculates the 

hypotenuse value to be deduced by the Flora engine. Lines 2-4 are generated from the 

first OCL let Expression concerning the base variable, while lines 5-7 and 8-10 are 

generated from the two last let expressions concerning the left and right variables, 

respectively. Line 2 contains the generated code from the OCL select operation whose 

body is within the Flora aggregate query. Line 3 contains the generated code from the 

asSequence() and first() predefined OCL operations. Line 4 contains Flora 

assignment that contemplates the OCL LetExp. Analogously, lines 5-7 and 8-10 are 

generated from LetExp instances binding the Left and Right variables, respectively. In 

addition, the IfExp with its respective condition, thenExpression and 

elseExpression are straightforwardly mapped to Flora atoms shown at lines 11-15.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-22: Flora code generated from derive definition 

Since the result of this IfExp must be bounded to the respective variable expressing the 

derived property, the Flora atom generated from the thenExpression and 

elseExpression is an EqualityAtom. 

/* OCL derive specification for the hypotenuse property */

context Triangle::hypotenuse : SegmentLine

derive: 

let base : SegmentLine = 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::base)

->asSequence()->first().side,

left : SegmentLine = 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left)

->asSequence()->first().side,

right : SegmentLine = 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::right)

->asSequence()->first().side

in

if (base.length > left.length and base.length > right.length)

then base

else if left.length > right.length

then left

else right

endif

endif

/* Flora code generated from the Triangle::hypotenuse derived property*/

1  Self[hypotenuse->Result] :- Self:triangle and

2    L = collectbag{Var|Self[triangleSide->>Var] and Var.position = base} and

3 asSequence(L, Seq) and first(Seq, First) and

4 Base = First.side and

5    L2 = collectbag{Var2|Self[triangleSide->>Var2] and Var2.position = left} and

6    asSequence(L2, Seq2) and first(Seq2, First2) and

7 Left = First2.side and

8    L3 = collectbag{Var3|Self[triangleSide->>Var3] and Var3.position = right} and

9 asSequence(L3, Seq3) and first(Seq3, First3) and

10 Right = First3.side and

11   if (Base.length > Left.length and Base.length > Right.length)

12       then Result = Base

13       else if Left.length > Right.length

14                   then Result = Left

15                   else Result = Right.
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Fig. 6-23 describes the generated Flora code (on bottom) from the OCL body 

specification (on top). Lines 1-28 contain the whole Flora clause whose conclusion (line 1) 

must be matched whenever this method be invoked as a premise of another clause. Line 1 

contains also the contextual premise. Lines 2-3 contain the code generated from property 

navigation that results in a collection filtered by the selection operation, whose body 

is within the Flora aggregate query. The operations applied on the result of this navigation 

are mapped to Flora predicates contained in 4, whose premise is generated from the first 

OCL collection operation. The Flora assignment that contemplates the OCL LetExp for 

the SelfSide1 variable is shown at line 5. Analogously, lines 6-9, 10-13 and 14-17 are 

generated from OCL LetExp expressions for the SelfSide2, OtherSide1 and 

OtherSide2, respectively. In addition, the remaining premises are straightforwardly 

generated from the remaining OCL code present in the in scope, as is the case of the 

conjunctions, disjunctions and assignments contained at lines 18-28. 

All the remaining Flora code generated from the OCL specifications is shown in 

APPPENDIX E, as is the case of the buildRectangle(), buildPentagon() and 

buildHexagon() operations of the Robot class, each one ranging about 50 lines of 

Flora code. 
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Figure 6-23: Flora code generated to Triangle::isCompatible method body 

6.4 Executing Flora code 

Once transformed the class diagram, the object diagram and the OCL constraints to Flora 

code, several Flora queries and operations may be executed. For instance, one may query 

the taxonomy and properties of the classes or search for any object that satisfies or violates 

some properties. The following sub-sections illustrate some outputs of Flora queries and 

operations executions. 

/* OCL Triangle::isCompatible method body specification */

context Triangle::

isCompatible(other:Triangle, selfSide:SegmentLine, otherSide:SegmentLine):boolean

body: let selfSide1 : SegmentLine = 

self.triangleSide->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->first().side,

selfSide2 : SegmentLine = 

self.triangleSide->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->at(2).side,

otherSide1 : SegmentLine = 

other.triangleSide->select(side =hypotenuse).adjacent->first().side,

otherSide2 : SegmentLine = 

other.triangleSide->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->at(2).side,

in

self <> other and self.right and other.right and

self.hypotenuse.length = other.hypotenuse.length and

((selfSide1.length = otherSide1.length and selfSide2.length = otherSide2.length) or

(selfSide1.length = otherSide2.length and selfSide2.length = otherSide1.length)) and

selfSide = self.hypotenuse and otherSide = other.hypotenuse

/* Flora code generated from the Triangle::isCompatible method body specification */

1  Self[isCompatible(Other, SelfSide, OtherSide)] :- Self:triangle and Other:triangle and

2      Col1 = collectbag{Var2| Self[triangleSide->>Var] and

3            Var.side = Self.hypotenuse and Var[adjacent->>Var2]} and

4      first(Col1, First1) and

5      SelfSide1 = First1.side and

6      Col2 = collectbag{Var4| Self[triangleSide->>Var3] and 

7 Var3.side = Self.hypotenuse and Var3[adjacent->>Var4]} and

8      at(Col2, 2, Element) and

9      SelfSide2 = Element.side and

10     Col3 = collectbag{Var6| Other[triangleSide->>Var5] and

11 Var5.side = Other.hypotenuse and Var5[adjacent->>Var6]} and

12     first(Col3, First2) and

13     OtherSide1 = First2.side and

14     Col4 = collectbag{Var8| Other[triangleSide->>Var7] and

15 Var7.side = Other.hypotenuse and Var7[adjacent->>Var8]} and

16     at(Col4, 2, Element2) and

17     OtherSide2 = Element2.side and

18     tnot (Self = Other) and

19     Self[right] and

20     Other[right] and

21     tnot (SelfSide1 = SelfSide2) and

22     tnot (OtherSide1 = OtherSide2) and

23     Self.hypotenuse.length = Other.hypotenuse.length and

24    ((SelfSide1.length = OtherSide1.length and SelfSide2.length = OtherSide2.length) or

25     (SelfSide1.length = OtherSide2.length and SelfSide2.length = OtherSide1.length)) 

26     and

27     SelfSide = Self.hypotenuse and

28     OtherSide = Other.hypotenuse.
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Testing Flora queries 

Once MODELOG has executed the transformations, one may test the generated code by 

executing Flora queries on the Flora shell.  For instance, suppose  we want to discover 

which are the polygon instances classified as equilateral triangle. The answer is obtained  

by executing the following query: 

 flora2 ?- X:convexPolygon and X:equilateralTriangle. 

 This query is composed of two atoms. The first one searches by all the instances of 

the convexPolygon class, whilst the last one filters the first one towards those that are 

also instances of the equilateralTriangle class. As result, the flora-2 engine will 

answers: 

  X = tri7 

X = tri8 

2 solution(s) 

 Suppose now that we want to know which are the adjacent sides of the side placed 

on the base position of the tri2 triangle. In addition, we also want to know their 

respective position and length. The Flora query to obtain this information is: 

 flora2 ?- tri2[triangleSide->>_TS] and  

_TS[position->base, adjacent->>_A] and  

_A[position->P, side->S] and 

S[length->L]. 

 The above query is composed of four atoms. The first one binds all the 

triangleSide instances pertaining to the tri2 triangle to the anonymous variable 

named _TS. The second atom filters the triangleSide instances captured by the 

former atom to that placed on the base position. Then, their adjacent sides are assigned to 

the anonymous variable named _A. The third atom captures the adjacent sides (variable S) 

and their respective positions (variable P) of the triangleSide instance bounded to the 

_A variable at the second atom. Finally, the fourth binds the length of each adjacent side to 

the L variable. The flora-2 engine answer to the query is: 

  P = left S = s21 L = 4 

  P = right S = s23 L = 5 

2 solution(s) 

 Note that in this query, the variables _TS and _A starts with the underscore
58

 

because we are not interested in their respective bound values. 

 Now, suppose that we want to know the number of triangle instances present in the 

system at a time. The Flora query to obtain this information is: 

 flora2 ?- S = count {_X | _X:triangle}.  

                                                 
58

 These kinds of variables are called anonymous variables. 
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 The above query is composed of an aggregation. As result, the flora-2 engine 

answers: 

  S = 8 

1 solution(s) 

 In addition, whether we want to know which triangles are right triangles, it is 

sufficient to declare two atoms querying the fact base as shown below. The former atom 

searches for all instances of the triangle class, while the latter filters the formers to 

those that has the right attribute set to true. 

 flora2 ?- X:triangle and X[right].  

 As result to the above query, the flora-2 engine answers: 

  X = tri1 

X = tri2 

2 solution(s) 

In order to illustrate an invocation of a Flora-2 method, suppose we want to  know 

the pairs of compatible triangles. The Flora query to obtain this answer is: 

 flora2 ?- X:triangle and X[isCompatible(Y, _Z, _W)].  

 The above query is composed of two atoms. Since we are interested only in 

discovering the compatible triangles, the last two parameters of the isCompatible() 

method are bound to anonymous variables. As result, the flora-2 engine answers: 

  X = tri1 

Y = tri2 

  X = tri2 

Y = tri1 

2 solution(s) 

Playing the triangram game 

The triangram goal is reached by invoking the buildHexagon() operation of the 

Robot class. Considering the triangram setting shown in Fig. 6-14, where the table is 

composed of those eight triangles, 64 solutions are found by the Flora inference engine. 

This amount of solutions is due to the exhaustive search implemented by the engine. Thus, 

all possible solutions are found. Two of them are illustrated in figures 6-24 and 6-25. 

 Fig. 6-24 shows a possible combination to be followed by the Flora-2 engine in 

order to assembly a new regular hexagon according to the constraints previously presented 

in this chapter. First, the buildHexagon() operation is invoked. Since there is no 

hexagon on the table, the buildPentagon() operation is invoked. However, there is no 

pentagon on the table, carrying thus in an invocation of the buildRectangle() 

operation. In order to assembly a new rectangle, two available triangles (tri1 and tri2) 

are deduced be compatible. Four rectangles may be assembled from these two atomic 
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triangles according to the positions of assembling them. Fig. 6-24 shows one of them 

named rectangle1 yielding from joining s13 and s23 segment lines.  Then, with a 

rectangle available on the table added by two compatible triangles (tri3 and tri4), a 

new pentagon may be assembled. Eight new pentagons are possible to be assembled 

according to the positions of assembling the parts. In Fig. 6-24 is shown a pentagon built 

from rectangle1 with tri3 by joining s31 and s22 segment lines. Given this new pentagon on 

the table of the robot, a new hexagon may be built. The triangle tri4 is the only 

compatible one with pentagon1. However, there are two possible ways of joining them. For 

instance, in Fig. 6-24 is shown an hexagon assembled from pentagon1 + tri4 by 

joining s11 and s41 segment lines. Thus, 64 possible solutions are found since the 

inference engine may assembly: (1) four different rectangles; (2) eight different pentagons 

for each assembled rectangle; and (3) two different hexagons for each assembled pentagon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-24: Triangram hexagon1 solution found by the Flora-2 engine 

  

 

Another possible solution is shown in Fig. 6-25, whose hexagon is composed of the 

pentagon2 and tri6 tans. Pentagon2 in turn is composed of rectangle2 and 

tri5. Rectangle2 is composed of tri1 and tri2 similarly to the rectangle1 

shown in Fig. 6-24, but with a different arrangement of their segment lines. 
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Figure 6-25: Triangram hexagon2 solution found by the Flora-2 engine 

 

Fig. 6-26 shows the facts concerning the assembled hexagon1 object added to the 

triangram Flora code after the execution of the buildHexagon() operation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-26: Flora code to the hexagon1 assembled polygon. 

Identifying culprit objects 

Suppose we have modified the Flora code generated from the triangle tri1 contained in 

the triangram setting shown in Fig. 6-16 by: (1) excluding ts12 from the ts13 adjacent 

set; and (2) adding lines 17 and 18 declaring that tri1 has two hypotenuses. The first 

modification violates the invariant inv_13 shown in Fig. 6-21, whereas the second one 
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pentagon2 + tri6 = hexagon2

/* Flora code after assembly shown in Fig. 6-24 */

1 t1[tans ->> {hexagon1, tri5, tri6, tri7, tri8}]. 

2  hexagon1:hexagon.

3 hexagon1[side ->> {s42, s21, s32, s33, s12, s43}].

4 hexagon11[hexagonSide ->> {hs11, hs12, hs13, hs14, hs15, hs16}].

5 hs11:hexagonSide[hexagone->hexagon1, side->s42, position->topLeft, adjacent->>{hs12, hs16}].

6 hs12:hexagonSide[hexagon->hexagon1, side->s21, position->top, adjacent->>{hs11, hs13}].

7 hs13:hexagonSide[hexagon->hexagon1, side->s32, position->topRight, adjacent->>{hs12, hs14}].

5 hs14:hexagonSide[hexagone->hexagon1, side->s33, position->baseRight, adjacent->>{hs13, hs15}].

6 hs15:hexagonSide[hexagon->hexagon1, side->s12, position->base, adjacent->>{ts14, ts16}].

7 hs16:hexagonSide[hexagon->hexagon1, side->s43, position->baseLeft, adjacent->>{hs11, hs15}].

8 hexagon[parts ->> {pentagon1, tri4}.
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violates the invariant inv_9 shown in Fig. 6-20. This changed code is shown in Fig. 6-27 

whose boldfaced code excerpt are those modified (line 13 has suffered the first 

modification, whereas lines 17 and 18 were added). 

 Thus, whether one wants to know which triangles violate the invariant inv_9, it is 

sufficient to execute the following Flora query: 

 

flora2 ?- #violated_inv_9(X).  

In case of desiring to know which triangles violate the invariant inv_13, it is 

sufficient to execute the following Flora query: 

  

flora2 ?- #violated_inv_13(X).  

 As result to the above queries, the flora-2 engine answers: 

  X = tri1 

1 solution(s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-27: Flora code containing culprit objects 

Checking UML properties 

MODELOG also allows using the Flora platform to check properties of the mapped PIM by 

executing Flora queries on the generated Flora program.  For instance, suppose we want to 

discover which classes of the Fig. 6-4 are specializations of the Triangle class. It may be 

answered by executing the following Flora query on the generated Flora program: 

 flora2 ?- X::triangle. 

  

/* Flora code generated containing the table setting shown in Fig. 6-14*/

1 bot:robot.

2 bot[table->t1].

3 t1:table[tans ->> {tri1, tri2, tri3, tri4, tri5, tri6, tri7, tri8}]. 

4  tri1:scaleneTriangle.

5  tri1[right].

6 s11:segmentLine[length -> 3].

7 s12:segmentLine[length -> 4].

8 s13:segmentLine[length -> 5].

9 tri1[side ->> {s11, s12, s13}].

10 tri1[triangleSide ->> {ts11, ts12, ts13}].

11 ts11:triangleSide[triangle->tri1, side->s11, position->left, adjacent->>{ts12, ts13}].

12 ts12:triangleSide[triangle->tri1, side->s12, position->base, adjacent->>{ts11, ts13}].

13 ts13:triangleSide[triangle->tri1, side->s13, position->right, adjacent->>{ts11}].

14 s11[triangleSide->>ts11].

15 s12[triangleSide->>ts12].

16 s13[triangleSide->>ts13].

17 tr1[hypotenuse -> s11].

18 tri1[hypotenuse -> s12].
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As result, the flora-2 engine answers: 

X = equilateralTriangle 

X = isoscelesTriangle 

X = scaleneTriangle 

3 solution(s) 

 Note that the X variable
59

  must be bound by the Flora-2 engine during its inference 

mechanism. 

 Consider now that we want to check whether exists any UML class specified as a 

subclass of a given superclass whose isLeaf property is set as true, i.e., we want to know 

whether this UML property is violated. It may be checked by executing the following Flora 

query on the generated Flora program: 

 flora2 ?- Subclass::Superclass and Superclass[uml *-> 

_U] and _U[class *-> _C] and _C[isLeaf]. 

 The above query is composed of four atoms. The first one binds all classes specified 

as subclasses (bound to the Subclass variable) of any other classes (bound to the 

Superclass variable). The second and third atoms capture the Flora object (bound to the 

anonymous _C variable) responsible for capturing the UML class properties of the bound 

superclass
60

.  Once this Flora object has been bound, the isLeaf property value is 

obtained straightforwardly from its isLeaf attribute, as specified by the fourth atom in the 

above query.  

 It is important to note that due to lack of some direct counterparts in Flora language,  

some UML properties, such as the isLeaf property, are checked by means of Flora rules 

whose clauses access the Flora classes and objects created during the mapping for capturing 

such properties, as detailed in Chapter 5. 

                                                 
59

 In Flora-2, a variable must start with a capitalized letter. 
60

 The UML class properties are mapped to auxiliary Flora classes and objects conforms shown in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 7 – Related Work 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

This chapter compares this thesis with other previous works focusing on 

mapping from UML and OCL to diverse target languages. It concentrates the 

comparison to those works whose mapping aims mainly code generation and 

model-checking, emphasizing the main differences among them and this 

thesis.  We also do a comparison with mapping proposal developed to advance 

the semantic web and MDE visions.  

_______________________________________________________ 
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Previous research related to MODELOG involves works mapping UML and OCL to a set 

of different target language. In general, these works translate UML and OCL into a formal 

language in order provide them with a formal semantics that allows for code generation, for 

model-checking, for animation, for verification purpose, etc. In this chapter, we focus on 

those works concerning the code generation and model checking, though we also make 

some remarks concerning the use of UML/OCL in the semantic web and MDE visions. 

Therefore, we group the previous research related to MODELOG into two orthogonal lines.  

The first line focuses on mapping UML diagrams annotated with OCL constraints to 

formal languages for model checking and code generation purposes. In these approaches, 

UML diagrams are mapped to a formal specification language such as LTS for behavioral 

diagrams [Eshuis and Wieringa, 2001] [Rodrigues, 2000] and Object-Z [Smith, 2000] for 

structural ones [Roe et al, 2003].  

 The second line advocates the use of UML to represent SW ontologies due to its 

visual clarity, conciseness, intuitiveness, comprehensive expressiveness, wide user base and 

the availability of many industrial strength case tools for UML model edition and 

maintenance [Baclawski et al., 2001] [Cranefield, 2001]. Largely because other languages 

such as RDF Schema and DAML-OIL [Davies et al., 2003] were approved as W3C 

standards for SW ontology representation, this line of work emphasized mapping UML 

diagrams to these languages.  

7.1 UML Formal Semantics for Model-Checking and Code 
Generation 

The first line of work related to MODELOG, focuses on mapping UML diagrams to formal 

languages for model checking and code generation purposes. In these approaches, UML 

diagrams incorporating OCL constraints are mapped to a formal specification language able 

to support model properties verification. An UML model checker will automatically detect 

design errors early on the software design process so as to save time and money during the 

subsequent coding and testing stage. Several tools have been produced to automatically 

support UML model verification. These tools (1) translate UML model to an intermediate 

language L1 in order to provide unambiguous and complete semantics; and (2) translate 

from this language L1 to another one L2 for which a model checker to execute the 

verification is available 

[Kyas et al., 2005] define a formal semantics to UML and OCL by translating UML 

class diagrams, UML state machines and OCL constraints into the language accepted as 

input by the theorem prover PVS. The main goal of this work is to enable the formal 

verification of systems modeled in UML. However, a very strict subset of UML classifiers 

is considered in their mapping: only class diagrams having associations with a multiplicity 

of 0 or 1 and no generic classes are considered. In addition, their case study only contains 

two classes and two integer attributes and the user needs to define some functions in PVS 

output in order to use it.  

[Beckert at al, 2002] propose a translation from UML class diagrams with OCL 

constraints into Dynamic Logic, a multi-modal extension of first-order predicate logic. 

Their transformations from UML/OCL to DL are procedurally implemented in Java. This 

work does not cover many of the Class diagram and OCL meta-level features, such as 
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attribute visibility and parameters direction or OCL operations on classes, attributes, etc. In 

this mapping, classes, attributes and association navigations are translated to logical 

predicates, whereas collection operations are mapped to logical functions. OCL expressions 

are mapped to first-order formulas. This mapping is provided for OCL 1.4 and remains in a 

non-executable target language, that is not neither OO, nor Transactional nor provided by 

an high-order syntax. In addition, they do not pursue an MDE-based approach.  

[Oliver, 1999] purposes animation as a useful tool for the validation of model 

behavioral properties. He advocates a mapping from OCL to specific operations on 

snapshots generated during the animation process. These operations must follow an order 

of execution. However, only five operations on snapshots are presented to few OCL 

operations. There is no a systematic and representative mapping contemplating a minimal 

set of OCL constructors. 

[Berardi, 2002] encodes only UML class diagrams in terms of Description Logics 

(DL): DLRifd and ALCQI. The former DL allows capturing exactly UML class diagram 

semantics, whereas the latter restricts the former by dropping functional dependencies and 

identification constraints, allowing that DL reasoning systems may deduce properties of 

UML class diagrams. 

[Shen et al., 2002] pursues ASM for giving semantics for class diagrams, object 

diagrams, state diagrams and OCL constraints. XMI is used as textual format to represent a 

model in this toolset. It defines a library with ASM specifications to all OCL operations. 

This library is used not only for mapping OCL operations, but also to verify UML 

properties. In particular, this tool checks whether some state, represented by an object 

diagram, is included in a UML model or not. Its focus is to treat concurrent and distributed 

models containing active objects. No details are presented about the transformation tasks.  

[Lilius and Paltor, 1999] translates UML models to the PROMELA input language 

[Holzmann and Peled, 1996] of the SPIN model checker.  Their tool named vUML verifies 

models where the behavior of the objects is described using UML statecharts diagrams. Its 

focus is to treat concurrent and distributed models containing active objects. This tool does 

not support other types than integer
61

. In addition, this tool only supports proprietary UML 

models since its input textual format is the also proprietary UXF format.  

[Henocque, 2004] propose a mapping from UML and OCL to the Z language 

[Spivey, 1989]. Among all the related works, this is the more precise and complete 

mapping for UML class diagrams. It covers some properties, such as discriminator in 

hierarchies. However, concerning OCL mapping, very few mappings are covered for some 

OCL predefined operations, such as min and max integer operations. No mapping is 

shown for any OCL expression. Moreover, this work covers only OCL invariants. It does 

not generate executable code for methods and does not support pre and post-conditions nor 

derive specifications. This mapping is not systematic and is not defined according to the 

MDA, i.e., it does not make use neither of metamodels nor of transformation definitions. 

There is no tool for automatically execute this mapping. In addition, Z does not support 

neither Transactional Logic nor High-Order Logic. 
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 This restriction is imposed by SPIN. 
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[Roe et al., 2003] translates UML class diagrams incorporating OCL constraints to 

Object-Z. Although this work identifies errors in OCL constraints, this mapping neither 

identifies instances violating such constraints nor executes OCL code specifying method 

body. In addition, they do not specify the transformations underlying on metamodels and 

only contemplate OCL invariants, pre and post-conditions. 

[Ramos et al., 2005] propose a manual mapping from UML-RT profile into Circus, 

a language that combines CSP and Z. They focus on mapping structural and behavioral 

elements that UML-RT adds to UML 1.4. As they  focus on these new elements, they do 

not completely cover the semantic mapping of UML class diagrams. Although they have 

expressed the UML-RT properties as invariants pre and post-conditions in Circus, they do 

not cover any OCL constructor. In addition, Circus is not an executable language 

disallowing fast prototyping in this approach. [Fisher et al., 2001] and [Engels et al., 2001] 

propose a similar approach, but, instead of [Ramos et al., 2005], they map UML-RT 

properties only partially. 

[Richters and Gogolla, 2001]  proposes the USE tool to validate UML and OCL 

models by constructing snapshots representing system states at a particular point in time 

with objects, attribute values and links, i.e., by object diagrams. This work is done 

manually. [Gogolla et al., 2003] extends the USE tool proposing a language to 

automatically generate these snapshots. These works provide to developer a way to 

formally check properties (against provided scenarios). However, they do not provide a 

systematic mapping from UML/OCL to any formal language.  

[Massoni et al., 2004] propose a mapping from UML class diagrams annotated with 

OCL invariants to Alloy, a formal object-oriented modeling language. They advocate that 

with this mapping, one can take benefit from the Alloy Analyzer tool, which is a constraint 

solver that automatically either generates snapshots satisfying model constraints or refutes 

assertions by means of counterexamples. However, the search for solution is limited by a 

scope and the absence of an instance does not automatically show that a formula is 

inconsistent. Although it is an interesting approach, meanly by using resources from the 

Alloy Analyzer tool, this work differs from MODELOG by the following aspects: (1) Alloy 

is not able to execute UML/OCL code in order to allow fast prototyping; (2) their mapping 

does not cover OCL behavior specification nor a number of relevant OCL expressions such 

as call operations and loop constructs; and (3) there is no tool for automating their mapping.  

[Marcano and Levy, 2002] and [Ledang and Souquières, 2002] advocate the 

mapping from UML-OCL specifications to the B language [Abrial, 1996] – a formal 

notation based on set theory. [Marcano and Levy, 2002] proposes an approach to 

automatically transform OCL constraints into B expressions. They define a set of 

transformations rules specified using the T formalism based on the abstract syntax of both 

languages. The main objective of this work is to provide analysis and verification of the 

UML/OCL models through an automated proof tool available for B: Atelier-B [STERIA, 

1998]. [Ledang and Souquières, 2002] overcomes three shortcomings in the work of 

[Marcano and Levy, 2002]. Two of them are concerning the sound mapping to B 

expressions, whereas the third one adds support for post-conditions not provided in the 

former work. we can point out several drawbacks in these two approaches in comparison to 

our work: 
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• B does not support object-oriented paradigm. Moreover, certain implicit 

inferences, like inheritance are not supported by the provided B theorem-prover; 

• B does not support transactional operations, what restricts the OCL code 

appearing in post-conditions of operations having side-effects; 

• B does not support meta-programming; 

• B is not executable what means that the code specified by UML models and 

OCL expressions may not be directly executed in B, but only verified; 

• They take into account OCL 1.4 precluding the use of OCL expressions for 

derived properties as well as OCL body specification to be used in query 

operations; 

• Their mapping UML/OCL to B is less intuitive than that of the MODELOG due 

to lack of object-oriented syntactic sugar in B. For instance, a class is mapped 

into an abstract machine, whereas objects are represented by abstract variables. 

Moreover, associations are represented as binary relations.  

• The OCL metamodel considered is not that provided by the OMG; 

• The transformation rules are expressed in the non-standard and non-

disseminated T language; 

• The theorem-prover ATELIER-B proves automatically about 70% of proof 

obligations. The user is obligated to manually make some non-trivial proofs. 

Compared to all these proposals, the advantages of our approach lies in the fact that 

we map both structural and behavioral UML specifications directly to a single language 

that possesses formal semantics, allowing model verification, but that is also an executable 

implementation
62

. This shuts down the major loophole of dual language formal 

development, one for non-executable but verifiable formal specification, and another for 

executable implementation without formal semantics: namely to introduce errors during the 

implementation step of a formally verified model. Therefore, in fact, these previous work 

do not support fast prototyping and do not follows a MDE approach.  

The last related work relevant to mention [Gray and Schach, 2000] implements a 

mapping of UML class diagrams and OCL constraints to an object-oriented logic program 

in Prolog++. The main drawback of this approach as compared to our MODELOG proposal 

is that Prolog++ is a somewhat ad-hoc, implementation level integration of the logic and 

object-oriented paradigms, based on ISO Prolog and without a well-defined formal 

declarative semantics. In contrast, STFL is a sound, formalization level of the two 

paradigms, based on tabled resolution. It thus avoids most ISO Prolog problems with left-

recursion, redundant inference, inconsistent and unsound operational semantics for 

negation as failure and rule-based fact base updates. In addition, Prolog++ does not 

implement neither Transactional Logic nor High-Order Logic. Their mapping is not defined 

according to the MDE, i.e., it does not make use neither of metamodels nor of 
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 Although [Marcano and Levy, 2002] and [Ledang and Souquières, 2002] also proposes an integrated 

transformation from structural and behavioral models, their pursued target language are not executable and 

they do not follows a MDE approach. 
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transformation definitions. Moreover, the Prolog++ code is manually translated from 

UML/OCL. In addition, this translation is defined only for checking invariants, what means 

that this work does not generate executable code and does not support pre and post-

conditions as well as derive specifications. Finally, there is no free available engine for 

Prolog++. 

There are yet several others works mapping UML to several other target languages: 

[Rodrigues, 2000], [Borger et al., 2000], [Compton et al., 2000], [Eshuis and Wieringa, 

2001], [Arons et al., 2004], [Yang et al., 2004], [Long, et al., 2005. There are also several 

other tools for verification of models than UML, such as MOCES [Mikk et al., 1998], 

ROOM  [Selic et al., 1994], vUML [Lilius and Paltor, 1999] , [Compton et al, 2000] and 

Alcoa [Jackson et al., 2000]. However, they are focused on pure UML without handling 

OCL constraints. 

7.2 Other Related Works 

The second line of MODELOG’s related works advocates the use of UML to represent SW 

ontologies, due to its visual clarity, conciseness, intuitiveness, comprehensive 

expressiveness, wide user base and the availability of many industrial strength case tools 

for UML model edition and maintenance [Baclawski et al., 2001] [Cranefield, 2001]. In 

part because other languages such as RDF Schema and DAML-OIL [Davies et al., 2003] 

have been approved as W3C standards for SW ontology representation, this line of work 

emphasized mapping UML diagrams to these languages.  

While we fully support UML class diagrams and OCL specification as a 

knowledge-level SW language, our mapping differs from these other proposals due to the 

distinctive characteristics of STFL as compared to W3C ontology languages. Foremost, 

RDF, DAML-OIL can only represent structural constraints (invariant and derive), but 

cannot represent behavioral constraints (pre and post-conditions and body specification). 

Second, for some languages there is no inference engine available to directly reason with 

such languages. Reasoning can thus only be carried through a second mapping to a third 

knowledge representation language for which such engine is available. To that effect, 

Prolog has been choose as the third language in that mapping and the Jess [Friedman-Hill, 

2003] engine has been used indirectly by various description logic languages [Baader et al., 

2003] and STFL itself have been also proposed. Our approach is more direct. It maps a 

standard, intuitive, concise, visual, non-executable language (UML) to a non-standard, 

concise, textual, executable language (STFL) without an intermediary standard, verbose, 

textual, non-executable W3C language. 

An additional work that enforces our point of view in advocating UML as the 

notation for specifying agents is [Bauer and Odell, 2005]. They point out how each UML 

2.0 static and behavioral diagram could be applied for specifying agent-based system. They 

give some general guidelines and arise some open issues for specifying agents with UML 

2.0. However, no PSM is proposed for performing agent-based system. 
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Chapter 8 – Conclusions 

 

 

 

 
_______________________________________________________ 

This chapter concludes this thesis emphasizing its main contributions to the 

following, orthogonal, but synergetic areas: formal development and model 

checking; model-driven development and transformations; agile development 

and fast prototyping; intelligent agent development and semantic web. In 

addition, we state the main current limitations of this work and make some 

final remarks as well as raise eligible future works. 

_______________________________________________________ 
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8.1 Contributions 

In this thesis, we presented the MODELOG (Model-Oriented Development with 

Executable Logical Object Generation) framework based on a proposal that consists of 

defining an automatic mapping from precise UML diagrams fully annotated with OCL 

specifications to the formal knowledge representation and executable language Flora-2 that 

implements the semantics of STFL, a powerful logics that integrates two orthogonal and 

synergetic extension of First-Order Horn Logic: (1) Frame Logic (FL) an object-oriented 

extension that allows complex structural modeling with dynamic, multiple inheritance 

hierarchies; and (2) Sequential Transaction Logic (STL) a non-monotonic extension that 

allows complex behavioral modeling with logical knowledge base updates and transactions. 

The mapping from a set of precisely OCL-annotated UML diagrams to a 

corresponding Flora program can form the basis for key missing building blocks 

concerning model checking, model-driven development, agile development, code 

generation, intelligent agent development and semantic web service development. 

Although MODELOG has potential to address simultaneously several issues raised 

in the aforementioned areas, this thesis is concentrated in providing fast prototyping with 

formal verification of constraints to intelligent agents developed according to the functional 

standards provided by OMG. This is reached by a systematic, declarative and imperative 

and executable mapping from UML class diagrams fully annotated with OCL specifications 

to Flora code. In addition, this thesis is the starting point of the MODELOG as a whole and 

plays an important role in proving the feasibility of their full potential. Fig. 8-1 shows the 

MODELOG as the pivotal and point of synergy between different areas hereabout not 

iterating. 

By adopting a full MDE approach to transform a platform independent model 

(UML and OCL) to a platform specific model (Flora) and validating this transformation 

with a medium-size case study that is a rich, complex and representative case study for 

intelligent agent applications since requires search strategies and reasoning to be performed 

by the agents involved in the application, we have shown be consistent the hypothesis of 

this thesis.   

The main originality of this thesis is twofold. First, it simultaneously tackles various 

advanced UML applications such as code generation and verification from UML models, 

semantic web ontologies and agents, UML formal semantics and UML model 

transformation. Second, it does so without putting forward any new language but only by 

reusing a theoretically consolidated and efficiently implemented one. In contrast, previous 

proposals tend be limited to one or two such applications while often proposed new 

languages. The individual contributions reached in this thesis to each one of the 

aforementioned areas are better detailed in the next subsections.  
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Figure 8-1: MODELOG full potential and envisioned contributions 

8.1.1 Contributions to Object-Oriented Logic Programming 

Since modern logical programming involves languages and platforms that tightly integrate 

multiple paradigms and purposes, we have defined several metamodels for that involved in 

Flora theoretical foundation. All of them were built in a compositional approach that 

faithfully mirrors their structure as a simple core and a set of largely orthogonal and 

complementary extensions. With such an approach, one starts by independently 

metamodeling the core and each extension in a separate package, to then assemble them 

together. So for example, when we applied this approach to the case of Flora, we developed 

one separate metamodel package for (1) First-order logical terms that are common to DLP 

and many other logic and rule-based languages, (2) DLP programs and clauses that reuses 

the logical terms package, and (3) each orthogonal extension of either logical terms or DLP 

clauses used in STFL programs. From such minimal metamodel units, larger metamodels 

for HLP, STLP, FLP, STFLP and, finally, Flora can then be obtained through assembly. 

Therefore, more than a complex metamodel to STFL formalism and Flora language, we 

have built one metamodel for each one of the logical formalism involved in this final 

compositional platform. 

This compositional approach brings five clear benefits. The first is cognitive 

complexity management for such large meta-modeling tasks. For example, the fully 

assembled Flora metamodel contains over 275 elements. Hence, much simplicity was 
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gained by decomposing it into tens packages. The second benefit is the creation of valuable 

course didactic assets that visually contrast basic language concepts and platform services 

and clarify the many different ways in which they can be integrated. For example, the 

compositional Flora metamodel is such an asset for teaching the distinct principles and 

complementary strengths of logic, object-oriented and imperative language concepts for 

programming, knowledge representation and data manipulation. The third benefit is the 

reusability of minimal metamodel units for other languages or platforms. For example, we 

have already reused the first-order logical terms present in the DLP package of the Flora 

metamodel to build a metamodel of the language Constraint Handling Rules [Marriot and 

Stuckey, 1998]. The fourth benefit is to provide a sound basis for representing integration 

semantics in UML and OCL which are more accessible than the mathematical notations 

generally used for such task.  In the case of Flora, while each of its sub-language possesses 

denotational and operational semantics, the unification of theses into a single framework is 

still incomplete; metamodeling the semantics of each sub-language should bring valuable 

insights towards such unification. The fifth benefit of compositional metamodeling is 

compiler MDE based on model transformations. For example the Flora to XSB compiler 

could be specified as a set of declarative QVT relations between elements of the STFL and 

HiLog metamodels.  

These benefits are pervasive since many modern, powerful languages result, like 

Flora does, from successive and partially orthogonal extensions from an initial simple core. 

For example, the semantic web language standards put forward by the World Wide Web 

consortium (W3C) also evolved this way: an initial core, RDF [Birbeck et al., 2001] was 

successively extended to yield RDFS, DAML, DAML-OIL, and finally OWL [W3C, 

2006]. In addition, all these languages reuse the syntactic core XML syntax, and DAML-

OIL itself resulted from the integration of DAML with OIL. 

Another important contribution of this thesis to OOLP is that this paradigm is put 

forward side by side with UML and OCL allowing, thus, that further integration may be 

reached with most widely known software engineering processes and methodologies that 

make use of these technologies. The benefits with this integration are mutual. On the one 

hand, it encourages applications developed following logical paradigm to adopt the 

development of high-level models before starting the implementation phase, taking 

advantage, hence, of the UML and OCL standards and their visual clarity, conciseness, 

intuitiveness, comprehensive expressiveness, wide user base and the availability of many 

industrial strength case tools for UML model edition and maintenance. On the other hand, 

software development processes and methodologies that make use of UML and OCL may 

take advantage from logical programming-based applications being provided by a powerful 

platform able to make intelligent reasoning on their high-level specifications. 

8.1.2 Contributions to Intelligent Agent Development 

MODELOG combines the complementary advantages of logical programming (seen by 

some researchers as the paradigm most appropriate for implementing the reasoning of 

intelligent agents) with object-oriented paradigm by its facilities and wide number of tools 

for fully supporting it.   

UML-OCL and Flora emerge as best choices for modeling and implementing 

intelligent agent-based systems, respectively. In addition, the automated mapping among 
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modeling and codification task is a key aspect of the most modern trends in software 

engineering, information systems, databases and artificial intelligence. Therefore, 

MODELOG agglomerate the main strengths of the main groups of Agent-Oriented 

Software Engineering (AOSE) methodologies, by:  

(1) Reusing technologies already well-consolidate of OO paradigm-based AOSE;  

(2) Using robust modeling techniques derived from its formal semantics of formal 

methods-based AOSE;  

In addition, the Triangram case study is a rich, complex and representative case 

study for transformations from UML-OCL to Flora code.  Moreover, it fits well as an 

intelligent agent application since requires search strategies and reasoning to be performed 

by the agents involved in the application. Together, all these features aforementioned carry 

out the triangram as an important contribution of this thesis to the community of MDE and 

intelligent agent development. 

8.1.3 Contributions to Agile Development and Code Generation 

Since changing a model means changing the software, MDE approach helps support agile 

software development allowing to completely specify the models without hindering the 

building system process because the implementation phase will be automatically executed.  

 Fast prototyping is the main goal of agile development. Considering UML and OCL 

as standards for defining PIMs and Flora as an universal and executable PSM, the 

MODELOG turns feasible the fast prototyping of any system whose PIM is specified 

through the OMG standards. In addition, MODELOG appears as a pioneer work in 

generating behavioral code from OCL specifications able not only to verify constraints, but 

also execute methods with or without side-effects in a declarative and executable platform. 

Moreover, it also is able to deduce derived properties specified with OCL. 

8.1.4 Contributions to Model-Driven Engineering and Transformations 

Concerning MDE, the research proposed brings several contributions. First, it turns feasible 

the complete structural and behavioral code generation from UML diagrams (PIM) to Flora 

code (PSM). Second, it proposes and uses Flora as a declarative and executable model 

transformation language. Third, it gives a meta-model to Flora-2 and hence allows it to 

reach their full potential as a general PSM standard for a variety of emergent applications 

desiring fast prototyping. Fourth, it proposes a new metamodel package assembly facility 

named reuse and generalize) that allows both reusing the elements of two basic 

packages, each one focused on a single concern, and generalizing them in a resulting 

package that captures their integration.  Fifth,  the triangram constitutes, as far as we know, 

a case study larger than a lot of published proposals for fully automated integrated 

structural and behavioral executable code from UML/OCL models. It, thus, validates the 

feasibility of fully automated MDE transformations. 

8.1.5 Contributions to UML-based Formal Development 

Concerning Formal Methods, the research proposed: (1) gives a formal semantics to UML 

structural, diagrams, behavioral diagrams and OCL expressions in a single, simple, 

declarative and object-oriented language; and (2) offers a tool to verify UML models 
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adorned with OCL constraints, checking consistency and completeness of each artifact and 

across artifacts; 

8.1.6 Contributions to Semantic Web Service Development 

Concerning the Semantic Web, the research proposed puts together three complementary 

works but till then not combined: (1) UML and OCL as front-end language to specify 

ontologies and web services; (2) SWSL as textual language to represent web services 

ontology; and (3) Flora as inference engine for reasoning with SWSL specifications. 

8.2 Limitations 

Although MODELOG has full potential to handle several open gaps in different areas of 

computer science, it is not a panacea. Moreover, due to its ambitious goal, several 

limitations are present in this thesis mainly due to time limitation. we summarize them as 

follows: 

• Transformation definitions of MODELOG do not contemplate all OCL 

expressions yet, overcoat some OCL predefined operations; 

• Transformation definitions from OCL specifications to Flora code are not 

completely implemented; 

• Since Flora is not a concurrent programming language, our class diagram 

mapping does not cover active classes; 

• The Flora metamodel does not cover all large list of extra logical predicates. 

• Flora metamodel does not have well-formedness rules constraining the syntax of 

models instantiating this metamodel; 

• Our mapping does not support overloading of methods, yet. However, this may 

be easily fixed. 

• MODELOG is not able to generate Flora code in different levels of abstraction; 

• Since currently there is no correct and unified formal semantics to UML and 

OCL, MODELOG transformations do not formally guarantee that the semantics 

from UML/OCL models are preserved in the generated Flora code.  

It is important to emphasize that we do not advocate Flora as an universal PSM. 

Although it is a Turing-complete language, several additional aspects such as data 

persistence, GUIs, security, etc., may be represented by means of additional PSMs than 

Flora. Moreover, since there are Flora modules aiming to invoke code in other languages,  

such as Java or C, their PSMs may be aligned with Flora models. 

8.3 Future Works 

Besides overcoming the previously mentioned limitations (with the exception of those 

concerning active classes due to Flora not supporting concurrence), MODELOG may be 

employed in several others directions, briefly pointed out in the next subsections.  
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8.3.1 Using MODELOG as QVT Engine 

QVT has been put forward few months ago, and so far, no transformation engine is 

available to execute QVT relations. However, since MODELOG contemplates 

transformations from UML class diagrams fully annotated with OCL specifications and 

QVT is composed mainly by OCL expressions applied on metamodels that are, in fact, 

class diagrams, MODELOG has full potential to execute QVT relations on the Flora-2 

platform. The implementation of the class diagram transsformation module has proved the 

potential of Flora-2 as eligible QVT engine. 

 To investigate in details and extend MODELOG to support also executable QVT 

transformations is an eligible future work. 

8.3.2 Using MODELOG as UML and KobrA Model Checking Engine 

KobrA [Atinkson et al., 2001] is the most complete component-based methodology that 

underlies on the OMG standards, mainly UML and OCL. A main characteristic of KobrA is 

the strong link that must occur among the artifacts involved in the whole process. In this 

context, a series of conformance rules are provided by the methodology to guarantee the 

conformance intra and inter-diagrams as follows:  

1. Intra-diagram rules - are applied on a single diagram. Examples of intra-diagram 

rules to be specified and verified are: 

• Checking internal consistency of class diagrams; 

• Checking internal consistency of OCL constraints; 

• Checking internal consistency of activity diagrams. 

2. Inter-diagram rules – are applied to two or more diagrams. For instance, all 

objects named in object flows inside the activity diagrams must be instances of 

classes declared in the class diagram. Another one is that all classes, attributes 

and roles referred to in an OCL expression must be present in the class diagram.  

Nevertheless, in KobrA, these constraints are fully specified in natural language, 

being, hence, inclined to misunderstandings and mistakes. As upcoming work, a group is, 

currently, specifying these constraints with OCL. Therefore, as future work, MODELOG 

may be applied as a tool able to check and validate KobrA-based processes, by using the 

Flora-2 STFL theorem prover to implement this UML-OCL model verification. 

8.3.3 Using MODELOG as Semantic Web Ontology and Agent CASE 
Tool 

An eligible future work is to investigate how better fit the three complementary works: (1) 

UML and OCL as front-end language to specify ontologies and web services; and (2) 

SWSL as textual language to represent web services ontology; and (3) Flora as inference 

engine for reasoning with SWSL specifications. In particular, one may to investigate how 

UML and OCL may be used to fully specify semantic web services and, thus, how the 

MODELOG fits in automatically generating executable code for semantic web services. 
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8.3.4 Using metamodels for Specifying and integrating Formal 
Semantics 

A completely new way to see and represent integration of different semantics of the same 

language is by metamodeling them. we see prospects in providing a sound basis for 

representing integration semantics in UML and OCL which are more accessible than the 

mathematical notations commonly used for such task. Therefore, an eligible future work is 

to metamodel the semantics of each Flora-2 sub-language in order to bring valuable 

insights towards unification among their denotational and operational semantics into a 

single framework. 

8.3.5 Generating Flora Code from Abstract UML specifications 

Since the hybrid logic and object-oriented paradigm of Flora can make any method return 

result dual, as a logical boolean truth-value and an object identifier, MODELOG can be 

further adopted for generating Flora code from different levels of PIM specification. We 

could abstract details about the method’s body by specifying true or false as the only 

atom in the premise defining it. Thus, methods whose body invokes other methods whose 

body has not been detailed yet, could be specified and executed for validation. It would be 

required only that these invoked methods with no (complete) specification were abstracted 

as a method that succeeds or fails, containing true or false as its body, respectively. 

Similarly, additional abstractions or refinements could be incorporated in the code by 

strengthening or weakening its pre and post-conditions [Morgan, 1990].  

In this thesis, we have proposed transformations from fully refined PIMs to Flora 

code. As future work, we propose a deeper study on approaches for generating code from 

abstract PIM specifications. 

8.3.6 Proving the conformance of the Generated Flora Code and the 
Forthcoming Formal Semantics of UML and OCL 

The current set-theoretic semantics from OMG's OCL specification [OMGd, 2006] is 

incomplete in at least two aspects. First, it does not cover the library that contains the 

logical connectives and quantifiers (and many other OCL predefined operations). Second, 

the interpretation domains for an OCL2.0 expression in this semantics are the objects of its 

UML model context. Unfortunately, the semantics of these objects is itself defined only 

informally in natural language in OMG's UML2.0 superstructure specification. The view of 

a UML/OCL model as a STFL formula that we implemented MODELOG fills these formal 

semantic gaps in OMG's specification. Therefore, since the OMG has not provided a 

complete and correct unified formal semantics to UML and OCL, MODELOG’s 

transformations only can provide syntactic correctness, i.e., given a well formed UML class 

diagram annotated with OCL specifications,  we guarantee that the Flora-2 model produced 

by the MODELOG’s  transformations is well-formed.  

Once OMG turns available such correct and unified semantics, an eligible future 

work is to proof the conformance of the generated Flora-2 code and the respective UML-

OCL artifacts. 
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8.3.7 Extending MODELOG by mapping other UML diagrams 

Due to wide versatility of Flora-2 and, thus, the full potential of MODELOG in attending as 

structural and behavioral diagrams, an eligible future work is to extend MODELOG to map 

also other UML diagrams, such as activity and sequence diagrams. We already started a 

research towards to activity diagram mapping from UML/OCL [Ramalho et al., 2004]. 
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1   module ClassTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Class2Flora{ 
4   from  c : UMLOCL!Class 
5   using {allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = c.stereotype;  } 
6   to 

7    class : Flora!SubClassFAtom(  subClass <- subClass), 

8    subClass : Flora!Symbol( 

9   ground <- true, 

10      name <- c.name ), 

11   att : Flora!AttributeSignatureSpecification ( 

12          feature <- umlLabel, 

13  host <- hostLabel, 

14  inheritable <- true, 

15  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

16           type <- typeLabel), 

17   umlLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'uml'), 

18   hostLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.name), 

19   typeLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlMeta'), 

20   umlClassInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

21   object <- objectLabel, 

22  floraClass <- classLabel), 

23   objectLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

24   classLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- 'umlClass'), 

25   umlMetaInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

26  object <- umlMetaObject, 

27  floraClass <- umlMetaClass), 

28   umlMetaObject : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlMeta')), 

29   umlMetaClass : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'umlMeta'), 

30   umlMetaSignature : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

31  feature <- umlFeatureLabel, 

32  host <- umlHostLabel, 

33  inheritable <- true, 

34  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

35  value  <- umlValueLabel), 

36   umlValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlMeta')), 

37   umlFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'uml'), 

38   umlHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.name), 

39   umlClassSignature : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

40  feature <- umlClassFeature, 

41  host <- umlClassHost,     

42  inheritable <- true, 

43  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

44  value  <- umlClassValue), 

45   umlClassHost : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlMeta')), 

46   umlClassValue: Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

47   umlClassFeature : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'class'), 
           ... 
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1   rule Class2Flora{ ... 
4   to ... 

48   isAbstract : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

49     feature <- isAbstractFeatureLabel, 

50           host <- isAbstractHostLabel, 

51           inheritable <- true, 

52           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

53           value <- isAbstractValueLabel), 

54   isAbstractHostLabel:Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

55   isAbstractFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isAbstract'), 

56   isAbstractValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <-  c.isAbstract.toString()), 

57   isLeaf : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification (  

58  feature <- isLeafFeatureLabel, 

59           host <- isLeafHostLabel, 

60           inheritable <- true, 

61           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

62           value <- isLeafValueLabel), 

63   isLeafFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isLeaf'), 

64   isLeafValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.isLeaf.toString()), 

65   isLeafHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

66   isRoot : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

67      feature <- isRootFeatureLabel, 

68           host <- isRootHostLabel, 

69           inheritable <- true, 

70           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

71           value <- isRootValueLabel), 

72   isRootHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

73   isRootFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isRoot'), 

74   isRootValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- c.isRoot.toString()), 

75   isActive : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

76      feature <- isActiveFeatureLabel, 

77           host <- isActiveHostLabel, 

78           inheritable <- true, 

79           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

80           value <- isActiveValueLabel), 

81   isActiveHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')), 

82   isActiveFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- 'isActive'), 

83   isActiveValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- c.isActive.toString()), 

84   stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

85        feature <- stereotypeFeatureLabel, 

86           host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

87           inheritable <- true, 

88           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

89           value <- stereotypeSet), 

90   stereotypeFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'stereotype'), 

91   stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet( member <- members), 

92   members : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (stereotype in allStereotypes)( 

93      name <- stereotype.name), 

94   stereotypeHostLabel:Flora!Symbol(name <- thisModule.getOid(c.name, 'umlClass')) 

95   do{ thisModule.id <- thisModule.id + 1;} } 
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1   module AttributeTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   helper  def :  new (par : String) : String = par + thisModule.id.toString(); 
4   helper  def :  getFeatureOid(owner : String, feature : String, 

5                featureType : String) : String = 

6 owner + '_' + feature + '_' + featureType; 

7   helper context UMLOCL!Attribute def : getLower() : String = 

8 if self.multiplicity.oclIsUndefined()  

9  then '1' else self.multipllicity.range.lower.toString() endif; 

10  helper context UMLOCL!Attribute def : getUpper() : String = 

11 if self.multiplicity.oclIsUndefined()  

12  then '1' else self.multipllicity.range.upper.toString() endif; 

13  rule Attribute2Flora{ 
14  from 

15     a : UMLOCL!Attribute 

16   using { 

17     Oid_umlAttr : String = thisModule.new('umlAttr'); 

18     paramValues : Sequence(String) = Sequence{a.getLower(), a.getUpper()}; 

19     allStereotypes : Sequence(UML!Stereotype) = a.stereotype; 

20   } 

21  to 

22     att : Flora!AttributeSignatureSpecification ( 

23             feature <- featureLabel, 

24             host <- hostLabel, 

25             inheritable <- true, 

26             multiplicity <- a.getMultiplicity(), 

27             type <- attTypeLabel), 

28 featureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.name), 

30 hostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.owner.name), 

32 attTypeLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.type.name), 

34 umlAttrInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

35            object <- objectLabel, 

36            floraClass <- classLabel), 

37  objectLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

38       name <- Oid_umlAttr), 

39   name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 

40'umlAttr')), 

41 classLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'umlAttr'), 

43 attrInformation : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

44             feature <- featureLabel2, 

45             host <- hostLabel2, 

46    host <- thisModule.resolveTemp(a.owner, objectLabel), 

47             paramValue <- paramLabel, 

48             inheritable <- true, 

49             multiplicity <- #single, 

50    returnValue <- valueLabel), 

51 featureLabel2 : Flora!Symbol( 

52      name <- 'attr'), 

53 paramLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

54      name <- a.name),  

55 hostLabel2 : Flora!Symbol( 

56      name <- 'umlClass1'), 

57 valueLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

58  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 
... 
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13  rule Attribute2Flora{ 

... 

59 visibility : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

60           feature <- visibilityFeatureLabel, 

61  host <- visibilityHostLabel, 

62           inheritable <- true, 

63           multiplicity <- #single, 

64           value <- visibilityValueLabel), 

65 visibilityFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'visibility'), 

66 visibilityHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

67  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 

68 visibilityValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.visibility.toString()), 

69 initValue : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

70           feature <- initFeatureLabel, 

71           host <- initHostLabel, 

72           inheritable <- true, 

73           multiplicity <- #single, 

74           value <- initValueLabel), 

75 initFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'initialValue'), 

76 initHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

77  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 

78 initValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.initialValue), 

79 changeability : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

80           feature <- changeFeatureLabel, 

81           host <- changeaHostLabel, 

82           inheritable <- true, 

83           multiplicity <- #single, 

84           value <- changeValueLabel), 

85 changeaFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'changeability'), 

86 changeHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

87  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 

88 changeValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- a.changeability.toString()), 

89 ordering : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

90           feature <- orderingFeatureLabel, 

91           host <- orderingHostLabel, 

92           inheritable <- true, 

93           multiplicity <- #single, 

94           value <- orderingValueLabel), 

95 orderingFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'ordering'), 

96 orderingHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

97  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 

98 orderingValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.ordering.toString()), 

... 
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13  rule Attribute2Flora{ 

... 

99 multiplicity : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

100          feature <- multiFeatureLabel, 

101          host <- multiHostLabel, 

102          paramValue <- params, 

103          inheritable <- true, 

104          multiplicity <- #single, 

105          returnValue <- multiValueLabel), 

106 multiFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'multiplicity'), 

107 params : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet(member <- members), 

108    members : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach(param in paramValues)( 

109    name <- param), 

110 multiHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

111  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 

112 multiValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'true') , 

113 stereotype : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

114  feature <- stereotypeLabel, 

115          host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

116          inheritable <- true, 

117          multiplicity <- #multi, 

118          value <- stereotypeSet), 

119 stereotypeLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'stereotype'), 

120 hostHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(  

121  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(a.owner.name, a.name, 'umlAttr')), 

122 stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet(member <- membersStereotypes), 

123 membersStereotypes : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach  

124  (stereotype in allStereotypes)(name <- stereotype.name)   

125 } 
} 
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1   module OperationTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Operation2Flora{ 
4   from 

5     o : UMLOCL!Operation 

6   using { 

7     allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = o.stereotype; 

8     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) = o.parameter 

9                 ->select(p |  p.kind <> #return); 

10 } 

11  to 

12    oper : Flora!MethodSignatureSpecification ( 

13       feature <- featureLabel, 

14           param <- paramLabel, 

15           inheritable <- true, 

16           multiplicity <- o.getMultiplicity(), 

17           host <- hostLabel, 

18           returnType <- typeLabel ), 

19    featureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.name), 

20    paramLabel: distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (param in allParameters)( 

21   name <- param.type.name), 

22    hostLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.owner.name), 

23    typeLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

24    name <- o.parameter->select(p | p.kind = #return) 

25      ->asSequence()->first().type.name), 

26    umlOperInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

27           object <- objectLabel, 

28           floraClass <- classLabel), 

29    objectLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

30  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

31    classLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlOper'), 

32    operInformation : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

33           feature <- infoFeature, 

34           paramValue <- infoParam, 

35           inheritable <- true, 

36           multiplicity <- #single, 

37           host <- infoHost, 

38           returnValue <- infoValue), 

39    infoFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'oper' ), 

40    infoHost : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlClass1'), 

41    infoValue : Flora!Symbol( 

42   name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

43    infoParam : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.name), 

44 visibility : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

45           feature <- visibilityFeature, 

46           host <- visibilityHost, 

47           inheritable <- true, 

48           multiplicity <- #single, 

49           value <- visibilityValue), 

50    visibilityFeature : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'visibility' ), 

51    visibilityHost : Flora!Symbol( 

52  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

53    visibilityValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.visibility.toString()), 

... 
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3   rule Operation2Flora{ 

... 

11  to 
... 

54 isQuery : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

55  feature <- isQueryFeature, 

56           host <- isQueryHost, 

57           inheritable <- true, 

58           multiplicity <- #single, 

59           value <-  isQueryValue), 

60    isQueryFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'isQuery' ), 

61    isQueryHost : Flora!Symbol( 

62  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

63    isQueryValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.isQuery.toString() ), 

64    isAbstract : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

65           feature <- isAbstractFeature, 

66           host <- isAbstractHost, 

67           inheritable <- true, 

68           multiplicity <- #single, 

69           value <- isAbstractValue), 

70    isAbstractFeature : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isAbstract' ), 

71    isAbstractHost : Flora!Symbol( 

72  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

73    isAbstractValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.isAbstract.toString()), 

74    isRoot : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

75           feature <- isRootFeature, 

76           host <- isRootHost, 

77           inheritable <- true, 

78           multiplicity <- #single, 

79           value <- isRootValue), 

80    isRootFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'isRoot'), 

81    isRootHost : Flora!Symbol( 

82  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

83    isRootValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.isRoot.toString()), 

84    isLeaf : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

85           feature <- isLeafFeature, 

86           host <- isLeafHost, 

87           inheritable <- true, 

88           multiplicity <- #single, 

89           value <- isLeafValue), 

90    isLeafFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'isLeaf'), 

91    isLeafHost : Flora!Symbol( 

92  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

93    isLeafValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.isLeaf.toString()), 

94    concurrency : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

95           feature <- concFeature, 

96           host <- concHost, 

97           inheritable <- true, 

98           multiplicity <- #single, 

99           value <- concValue ), 

100   concFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'concurrency'), 

101   concHost : Flora!Symbol( 

102  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

103   concValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- o.concurrency.toString()), 
... 
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3   rule Operation2Flora{ 

... 

11  to 
... 

104  stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

105  feature <- stereotypeLabel, 

106          host <- stereotypeHost, 

107          inheritable <- true, 

108  multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

109          value <- stereotypeSet), 

110 stereotypeLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'stereotype'), 

111  stereotypeHost : Flora!Symbol(   

112  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

113   stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet(member <- members), 

114 members : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (stereotype in allStereotypes)( 

115      name <- stereotype.name), 

116    param : distinct Flora!MethodValueSpecification foreach  

117        (p in allParameters) ( 

118          feature <- paramFeatures, 

119          paramValue <- paramParams, 

120          host <- paramHosts, 

121          inheritable <- true, 

122          multiplicity <- #multi, 

123          returnValue <- paramReturnValues), 

124 paramFeatures : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (p in allParameters)( 

125   name <- 'parameter'), 

126 paramParams : distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach (p in allParameters)( 

127  name <- allParameters->indexOf(p).toString()), 

128 paramHosts : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (p in allParameters)( 

129  name <- thisModule.getFeatureOid(o.owner.name, o.name, 'umlOper')), 

130 paramReturnValues : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (p in allParameters)( 

131  name <- thisModule.getParameterOid 

132    (o.owner.name, o.name, p.name, 'umlFormalParameter')), 

133 paramName : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification foreach  

134       (p in allParameters) ( 

135  feature <- metaparamFeatures, 

136  host <- metaparamHosts, 

137          inheritable <- true, 

138          multiplicity <- #multi, 

139          value <- metaparamValues), 

140    metaparamFeatures :  distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach (p in allParameters)( 

141   name <- 'name'), 

142    metaparamHosts :  distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach (p in allParameters)( 

143  name <- thisModule.getParameterOid 

144    (o.owner.name, o.name, p.name, 'umlFormalParameter')), 

145    metaparamValues :  distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach (p in allParameters)( 

146   name <- p.name), 
... 
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3   rule Operation2Flora{ 

... 

11  to 
... 
147    paramDirection : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification foreach  

148       (p in allParameters) ( 

149      feature <-paramDirectionFeatures, 

150          host <- paramDirectionHosts, 

151          inheritable <- true, 

152          multiplicity <- #multi, 

153          value <- paramDirectionValues), 

154    paramDirectionFeatures :  distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach  

155   (p in allParameters)(name <- 'direction'), 

156    paramDirectionHosts :  distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach 

157  (p in allParameters)( 

158  name <- thisModule.getParameterOid 

159    (o.owner.name, o.name, p.name, 'umlFormalParameter')), 

160    paramDirectionValues :  distinct Flora!Symbol  foreach  

161  (p in allParameters)(name <- p.kind.toString()), 

162    paramInitialValue : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
163   foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

164  feature <- paramInitialValuesFeatures, 

165          host <- paramInitialValuesHosts, 

166          inheritable <- true, 

167          multiplicity <- #multi, 

168          value <- paramInitialValuesValues), 

169    paramInitialValuesFeatures :  distinct Flora!Symbol  
170   foreach (p in allParameters)(name <- 'initialValue'), 
171    paramInitialValuesHosts :  distinct Flora!Symbol   
172       foreach (p in allParameters)( 

173  name <- thisModule.getParameterOid 

174    (o.owner.name, o.name, p.name, 'umlFormalParameter')), 

175    paramInitialValuesValues :  distinct Flora!Symbol   
176   foreach (p in allParameters)(name <- p.defaultValue), 
177    paramStereotypes : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
178   foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

179         feature <- paramStereotypesFeatures, 

180         host <- paramStereotypesHosts, 

181         inheritable <- true, 

182         multiplicity <- #multi, 

183         value <- paramStereotypesValues), 

184    paramStereotypesFeatures :  distinct Flora!Symbol 
185   foreach (p in allParameters)(name <- 'stereotype'), 

186    paramStereotypesHosts :  distinct Flora!Symbol  

187   foreach (p in allParameters)( 

188  name <- thisModule.getParameterOid 

189    (o.owner.name, o.name, p.name, 'umlFormalParameter')), 

190    paramStereotypesValues :  distinct Flora!Symbol   

191      foreach (p in allParameters)( 

192    name <- if p.stereotype->isEmpty() then ''  

193    else p.stereotype->first().name endif) 
194   } 
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1   module GeneralizationTransformations; -- Module Template 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Generalization2Flora{ 
4   from g : UMLOCL!Generalization 
5   using { 

6     Oid_umlGeneralization : String = thisModule.new('umlGeneralization'); 

7     allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = g.stereotype; 

8     allSpecializations : Sequence(UMLOCL!Generalization) =  

9     g.parent.specialization; 

10   } 

11 to 

12     generalization : Flora!SubClassFAtom( 

13  subClass <- subclassLabel, 

14           superClass <- superclassLabel), 

15  subclassLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- g.child.name ), 

16  superclassLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- g.parent.name ), 

17  umlGeneralizationInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

18           object <- objectLabel, 

19           floraClass <- classLabel), 

20  objectLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

21  name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

22 (g.discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

23  classLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlGeneralization'), 

24   superclass : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

25           feature <- featureLabel, 

26           host <- hostLabel, 

27           inheritable <- true, 

28           multiplicity <- #single, 

29           value <- valueLabel), 

30  featureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'general'), 

31  hostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

32   name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

33 (g.discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

34  valueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- g.parent.name), 

35 discriminator : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

36           feature <- discriminatorFeatureLabel, 

37           host <- discriminatorHostLabel, 

38           inheritable <- true, 

39           multiplicity <- #single, 

40           value <- discriminatorValueLabel), 

41 discriminatorFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'discriminator'), 

42 discriminatorHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

43 name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

44 (g.discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

45 discriminatorValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- g.discriminator), 

46   disjoint : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

47           feature <- disjointFeatureLabel, 

48           host <- disjointHostLabel, 

49           inheritable <- true, 

50           multiplicity <- #single, 

51           value <- disjointValueLabel), 

52 disjointFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'disjoint'), 

53 disjointHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

54  name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

55  discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

56 disjointValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- g.getDisjointValue()), 

... 
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1   module GeneralizationTransformations; -- Module Template 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Generalization2Flora{ 

... 

11  to 
... 

57 covering : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

58  feature <- coveringFeatureLabel, 

59           host <- coveringHostLabel, 

60           inheritable <- true, 

61           multiplicity <- #single, 

62           value <- coveringValueLabel), 

63 coveringFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'covering'), 

64 coveringHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

65  name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

66 (g.discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

67  coveringValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- g.getCoveringValue()), 

68 child : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

69  feature <- childFeatureLabel, 

70           host <- childHostLabel, 

71           inheritable <- true, 

72           multiplicity <- #multi, 

73           value <- childValue), 

74  childFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'specific'), 

75    childHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(   

76  name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

77 (g.discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

78  childValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- g.child.name), 

79  stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

80  feature <- stereotypeFeatureLabel, 

81           host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

82           inheritable <- true, 

83           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

84           value <- stereotypeSet), 

85  stereotypeFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(  name <- 'stereotype'), 

86    stereotypeHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(   

87  name <- thisModule.getGeneralizationOid 

88 (g.discriminator, g.child.name, g.parent.name, 'umlGeneralization')), 

89  stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet( 

90    member <- stereotypeMembers), 

91  stereotypeMembers : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach  

92  (stereotype in allStereotypes)(name <- stereotype.name) 
93} 
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1   module AssociationTransformations; -- Module Template 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Association2Flora { 
4   from a : UMLOCL!Association 
5   using{ 

6     Oid_umlAssociation : String = thisModule.new('umlAssociation'); 

7     allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = a.stereotype; 

8     allConstraints : Sequence(UMLOCL!Constraint) = a.constraint; 

9     allAssociationEnds : Sequence(UMLOCL!AssociationEnd) = a.connection; 

10    allNavigableAssociationEnds : Sequence(UMLOCL!AssociationEnd) =  

11     a.connection->select(ae | ae.isNavigable); 

12  } 

13  to 

14     assocInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

15  object <- objectLabel, 

16  floraClass <- classLabel), 

17 objectLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

18       name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

19       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

20  classLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlAssociation'), 

21 isRoot : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

22  feature <- isRootFeatureLabel, 

23  host <- isRootHostLabel, 

24  inheritable <- true, 

25  multiplicity <- #single, 

26  value <- isRootValueLabel), 

27 isRootFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'isRoot'), 

28 isRootHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

29        name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

30       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

31     isRootValueLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- a.isRoot.toString()), 

32     isLeaf : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

33           feature <- isLeafFeatureLabel, 

34           host <- isLeafHostLabel, 

35           inheritable <- true, 

36           multiplicity <- #single, 

37           value <- isLeafValueLabel), 

38  isLeafFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'isLeaf'), 

39  isLeafHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

40        name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

41       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

42  isLeafValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.isLeaf.toString()), 

43 isAbstract : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

44           feature <- isAbstractFeatureLabel, 

45           host <- isAbstractHostLabel, 

46           inheritable <- true, 

47           multiplicity <- #single, 

48          value <- isAbstractValueLabel), 

49  isAbstractFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'isAbstract'), 

50  isAbstractHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

51        name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

52       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

53  isAbstractValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.isAbstract.toString()), 

... 
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3   rule Association2Flora { 

... 

13  to 
... 

54      name : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

55           feature <- nameFeatureLabel, 

56           host <- nameHostLabel, 

57           inheritable <- true, 

58             multiplicity <- #single, 

59             value <-nameValueLabel), 

60  nameFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'name'), 

61  nameHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

62        name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

63       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

64  nameValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.name),     

65     stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

66           feature <- stereotypeFeatureLabel, 

67           host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

68           inheritable <- true, 

69           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

70           value <- stereotypeSet), 

71 stereotypeFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'stereotype'), 

72 stereotypeHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(   

73    name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

74       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

75 stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet(member <- stereotypeMembers), 

76 stereotypeMembers : distinct Flora!Symbol  
77  foreach (stereotype in allStereotypes)(name <- stereotype.name) , 

78     constraint : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification( 

79  feature <- constraintFeatureLabel, 

80            host <- constraintHostLabel, 

81            inheritable <- true, 

82            multiplicity <- #multi, 

83            value <- constraintSet), 

84 constraintFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'constraint'), 

85 constraintHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(   

86    name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

87   .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

88 constraintSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet( member <- constraintMembers), 

89 constraintMembers : distinct Flora!Symbol 
90  foreach (cons in allConstraints)(name <- cons.name), 

91     assocEnd : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification( 

92           feature <- assocEndFeatureLabel, 

93           host <- assocEndHostLabel, 

94           inheritable <- true, 

95           multiplicity <- #multi, 

96           value <- assocEndSet), 

97  assocEndFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'associationEnd'), 

98  assocEndHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

99     name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

100      .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

101  assocEndSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet(member <- assocEndMembers), 

102  assocEndMembers : distinct Flora!Symbol  

103  foreach  (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

104         name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid 

105   (a.name, a.connection->first().getRoleName(), 

106     a.connection->last().getRoleName(),  

107     ae.getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

... 
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3   rule Association2Flora { 

... 

13  to 
... 
108   roleName : distinct Flora!AttributeSignatureSpecification 
109  foreach (ae in allNavigableAssociationEnds)( 

110              feature <- navigAssocEndFeatureLabel, 

111              host <- navigAssocEndHostLabel, 

112              inheritable <- true, 

113              multiplicity <- ae.getAssociationEndMultiplicity(), 

114              type <- navigAssocEndTypeLabel), 

115 navigAssocEndFeatureLabel :  distinct Flora!Symbol 
116  foreach (ae in allNavigableAssociationEnds)( 

117    name <- ae.getRoleName()), 

118 navigAssocEndHostLabel :  distinct Flora!Symbol  
119  foreach (ae in allNavigableAssociationEnds)(   

120    name <- ae.association.connection->select(c | c <> ae) 

121   ->first().participant.name), 

122 navigAssocEndTypeLabel :  distinct Flora!Symbol  
123  foreach (ae in allNavigableAssociationEnds)(   

124    name <- ae.participant.name), 

125    assocEndParticipant : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
126  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

127   feature <- participantFeatureLabel, 

128              host <- participantHostLabel, 

129              inheritable <- true, 

130              multiplicity <- #single, 

131              value <- participantValueLabel), 

132 participantFeatureLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
133  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(name <- 'participant'), 
134 participantHostLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
135  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(   

136   name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name,  

137  a.connection->first().getRoleName(), a.connection->last() 

138  .getRoleName(), ae.getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

139 participantValueLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
140  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(name <- ae.participant.name), 
141 assocEndRole : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
142  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

143   feature <- roleFeatureLabel, 

144   host <- roleHostLabel, 

145   inheritable <- true, 

146   multiplicity <- #single, 

147   value <- roleValueLabel), 

148 roleFeatureLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
149  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(name <- 'role'), 
150 roleHostLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

151     name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name, a.connection->first() 

152       .getRoleName(), a.connection->last().getRoleName(), ae.getRoleName(), 

153       'umlAssociation')), 

154 roleValueLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
155  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( name <- ae.getRoleName()), 

... 
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3   rule Association2Flora { ... 
13  to ... 
156 assocEndVisibility : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification 
157  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds) ( 

158              feature <- visibilityFeatureLabel, 

159              host <- visibilityHostLabel, 

160              inheritable <- true, 

161              multiplicity <- #single, 

162              value <- visibilityValueLabel), 

163 visibilityFeatureLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
164  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( name <- 'visibility'), 

165 visibilityHostLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol 

166  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(   

167   name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name,  

168          a.connection->first().getRoleName(), a.connection->last() 

169    .getRoleName(), 169     ae.getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

170 visibilityValueLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
171    foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( name <- ae.visibility.toString()), 
172 assocEndOrdering : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
173  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

174   feature <- orderingFeatureLabel, 

175              host <- orderingHostLabel, 

176              inheritable <- true, 

177              multiplicity <- #single, 

178              value <- orderingValueLabel), 

179 orderingFeatureLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
180  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(name <- 'ordering'), 
181 orderingHostLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
182  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(   

183   name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name,  

184      a.connection->first().getRoleName(), a.connection->last() 

185      .getRoleName(), ae.getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

186 orderingValueLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
187  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(name <- ae.ordering.toString()), 
188 assocEndChangeability : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification 
189  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds) ( 

190              feature <- changeabilityFeatureLabel, 

191         host <- changeabilityHostLabel, 

192              inheritable <- true, 

193              multiplicity <- #single, 

194              value <- changeabilityValueLabel), 

195 changeabilityFeatureLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
196  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(name <- 'changeability'), 
197 changeabilityHostLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
198  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

199   name <- thisModule.getAssociationOid(a.name,  

200   a.connection->first().getRoleName(), a.connection->last() 

201   .getRoleName(), ae.getRoleName(), 'umlAssociation')), 

202  changeabilityValueLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol 
203  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)( 

204   name <- ae.changeability.toString()), 

205    assocEndIsNavigable : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
206  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds) (...) 
207    assocEndAggregation : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
208  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds) (...) 
209 aggregationValueLabel : distinct Flora!Symbol  
210  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(...) 
211 assocEndQualifier : distinct Flora!AttributeValueSpecification  
212  foreach (ae in allAssociationEnds)(...) }    
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1   module DependencyTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Dependency2Flora{ 
4   from 

5     d : UMLOCL!Dependency ( 

6       d.stereotype.size() = 0  or d.stereotype->select(s | s.name = 

7   'realization').size() = 0) 

8   using { 

9     Oid_umlDependency  : String = thisModule.new('umlDependency'); 

10     allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = d.stereotype;} 

11   to 

12     umlDependencyInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

13           object <- objectLabel, 

14  floraClass <- classLabel), 

15 objectLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- Oid_umlDependency), 

16 classLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'umlDependency'), 

17 name : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

18  feature <- nameFeatureLabel, 

19  host <- nameHostLabel, 

20           inheritable <- true, 

21           multiplicity <- #single, 

22           value <- nameValueLabel), 

23 nameFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'name'), 

24 nameHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

25  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(d.name, d.client->first() 

26   .name, d.supplier->first().name, 'umlDependency')), 

27 nameValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- d.name),    

28 client : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

29  feature <- clientFeatureLabel, 

30  host <- clientHostLabel, 

31           multiplicity <- #single, 

32           value <- clientValueLabel), 

33  clientFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'client'), 

34  clientHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

35  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(d.name, d.client->first() 

36   .name, d.supplier->first().name, 'umlDependency')), 

37  clientValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- d.client->first().name), 

38   supplier : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

39  feature <- supplierFeatureLabel, 

40           host <- supplierHostLabel, 

41           multiplicity <- #single, 

42           value <- supplierValueLabel), 

43  supplierFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'supplier'), 

44  supplierHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

45  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(d.name, d.client->first() 

46  .name, d.supplier->first().name, 'umlDependency')), 

47  supplierValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- d.supplier->first().name), 

48      stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

49            feature <- stereotypeFeatureLabel, 

50           host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

51           multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

52           value <- stereotypeSet), 

53  stereotypeFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'stereotype'), 

54  stereotypeHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(   

55  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(d.name, d.client->first() 

56   .name, d.supplier->first().name, 'umlDependency')), 

57  stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet( member <- members), 

58  members : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (stereotype in allStereotypes)( 
59      name <- stereotype.name)} 
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1   module RealizationTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule Realization2Flora{ 
4   from 

5    r : UMLOCL!Dependency ( 

6      r.stereotype.size()> 0  and r.stereotype->select(s | s.name = 

7  'realization').size() > 0) 

8   using { Oid_umlRealization  : String = thisModule.new('umlRealization'); 

9           allStereotypes : Sequence(UMLOCL!Stereotype) = r.stereotype; } 

10  to 

11     umlRealizationInstance : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

12           object <- objectLabel, 

13           floraClass <- classLabel), 

14  objectLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

15  name <- Oid_umlRealization), 

16  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(r.name, r.client->first() 

17   .name, r.supplier->first().name, 'umlRealization')), 

18  classLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'umlRealization'), 

19  name : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

20           feature <- nameFeatureLabel, 

21           host <- nameHostLabel, 

22           inheritable <- true, 

23           multiplicity <- #single, 

24           value <- nameValueLabel), 

25  nameFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'name'), 

26  nameHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

27  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(r.name, r.client->first() 

28   .name, r.supplier->first().name, 'umlRealization')), 

29  nameValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- r.name),    

30  client : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

31           feature <- clientFeatureLabel, 

32           host <- clientHostLabel, 

33           inheritable <- true, 

34           value <- clientValueLabel), 

35  clientFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'client'), 

36  clientHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

37  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(r.name, r.client->first() 

38   .name, r.supplier->first().name, 'umlRealization')), 

39  clientValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- r.client->first().name), 

40     supplier : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

41          feature <- supplierFeatureLabel, 

42            host <- supplierHostLabel, 

43           multiplicity <- #single, 

44           value <- supplierValueLabel), 

45  supplierFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'supplier'), 

46  supplierHostLabel : Flora!Symbol( 

47  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(r.name, r.client->first() 

48   .name, r.supplier->first().name, 'umlRealization')), 

49  supplierValueLabel : Flora!Symbol(name <- r.supplier->first().name), 

50     stereotype :  Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

51             feature <- stereotypeFeatureLabel, 

52             host <- stereotypeHostLabel, 

53             multiplicity <- Flora!MultiplicityKind::single, 

54             value <- stereotypeSet), 

55  stereotypeFeatureLabel : Flora!Symbol( name <- 'stereotype'), 

56  stereotypeHostLabel : Flora!Symbol(   

57  name <- thisModule.getDependencyOid(r.name, r.client->first() 

58   .name, r.supplier->first().name, 'umlRealization')), 

59  stereotypeSet : Flora!NotFunctionalTermSet( member <- members), 

60  members : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach (stereotype in allStereotypes)( 
61      name <- stereotype.name)} 

  MODELOG Module: RealizationTransformations 

  Rule: Realization2Flora 
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1  module InvariantTransformations; 
2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3  rule InvariantConstraint2Flora{ 
4    from 

5  c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6      c.constrainedElement->exists(c | c.oclIsTypeOf(UMLOCL!Class)) and 
7      c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

8      c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'invariant') 

9     ) 

10   to 

11 new_clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

12  conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

13           premise <- new_premise), 

14     new_conclusion : Flora!LogicalPredicativeAtom ( 

15           functor <- new_functor, 

16           arg <- new_var), 

17     new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

18     new_functor : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'violatedInv_'.concat(c.name)), 

19     new_var : Flora!Variable(name <- 'X'), 

20     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

21  functor <- serialConjunction, 

22           formula <- new_query1, 

23           formula <- new_query2), 

24 serialConjunction : Flora!SerialConjunction(), 

25     new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_atom), 

26     new_atom : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

27  object <- new_self, 

28  floraClass <- new_class), 

29     new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

30     new_class: Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().name), 

31     new_query2 : Flora!Query ( connective <- new_nafConnective), 

32     new_nafConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

33  functor <- negationAsFailure, 

34           formula <- new_oclExp), 

35   negationAsFailure : Flora!NegationAsFailure(),     

36     new_oclExp : Flora!Query () 

37   do{ 

38    thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_oclExp, c.body.bodyExpression); 

39   } 
40 } 

MODELOG Module: InvariantTransformations 

Rule: InvariantConstraint2Flora 
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1  module DeriveTransformations; 
2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3  rule DeriveConstraint2Flora{ 
4     from 

5  c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6        c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 
7        c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsTypeOf(UMLOCL!Attribute) and 

8  c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'derive') 

9   ) 

10   using { 

11      a : UMLOCL!Attribute = c.constrainedElement->first(); } 

12   to 

13     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

14            conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

15            premise <- new_premise), 

16     ne 

w_conclusion : Flora!AttributeValueSpecification ( 

17            host <- conclusionHost, 

18           feature <- conclusionFeature, 

19            inheritable <- true,     

20            multiplicity <-  

21   c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

22        value <- conclusionValue), 

23 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

24 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- a.name),    

25 conclusionValue : Flora!Variable(name <- 'DerivedValue'), 

26 new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

27 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

28            functor <- classicalConjunction, 

29            formula <- new_query1, 

30            formula <- new_query2), 

31 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

32 new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

33  new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

34            object <- new_self, 

35            floraClass <- new_class), 

36     new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

37 new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <-  

38   c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

39 new_query2 : Flora!Equality ( 

40            arg <- new_variable, 

41  arg <-  new_deriveExp), 

42     new_variable : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Result'),     

43 new_deriveExp : Flora!Query () 

44  do{ 

45    thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_deriveExp, c.body.bodyExpression); 

46    } 
47} 

MODELOG Module: DeriveTransformations 

Rule: DeriveConstraint2Flora 
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1  module BodyTransformations; 
2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3  rule BodyAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 
4    from 

5   c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6         c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7         c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8         c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'body') and 

9    not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10       ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'precondition')) and 

11    not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

12       ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'postcondition')) and 

13       (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

14       ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' or            

15    c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

16  ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void') 

17   )     

18   using { 

19     bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

20     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) =  

21  c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return); 

22   } 

23   to 

24     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

25           conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

26           premise <- new_premise), 

27     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

28           host <- conclusionHost, 

29           feature <- conclusionFeature, 

30           paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

31           inheritable <- true,     

32           multiplicity <- 

33 c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

34  returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

35 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

36 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

37 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

38             name <- p.name), 

39 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'true'), 

40 new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

41 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

42  functor <- classicalConjunction, 

43  formula <- new_query, 

44           formula <- new_bodyExp), 

45 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

46 new_query : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

47 new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

48             object <- new_self, 

49             floraClass <- new_class), 

50 new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

51 new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

52 new_bodyExp : Flora!Query () 

53 do{ 

54         thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_bodyExp, c.body.bodyExpression);        

55 } 
56} 

MODELOG Module: BodyTransformations 

Rule: BodyAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1  module BodyTransformations; 
2  create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3  rule BodyAppliedToNonBooleanBehavioralFeatureFlora{ 
4  from 

5     c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6      c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7       c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8       c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'body') and 

9   not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10        ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'precondition')) and 

11      not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

12        ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'postcondition')) and 

13      not (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

14           ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' 

15           or c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind =  

16           #return)->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void') 

17     ) 

18   using { 

19     bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

20     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) =  

21  c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return); } 

22   to 

23     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

24           conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

25            premise <- new_premise), 

26     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

27            host <- conclusionHost, 

28            feature <- conclusionFeature, 

29           paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

30           inheritable <- true, 

31           multiplicity <-  

32       c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

33  returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

34 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

35 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

36 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

37  name <- p.name), 

38 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Result'), 

39 new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

40     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

41             functor <- classicalConjunction, 

42             formula <- new_query1, 

43             formula <- new_query2), 

44 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

45     new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

46     new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

47             object <- new_self, 

48             floraClass <- new_class), 

49    new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

50    new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

51    new_query2 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_equality), 

52    new_equality : Flora!Equality ( 

53             arg <- new_variable, 

54             arg <- new_bodyExp), 

55    new_variable : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Result'), 

56    new_bodyExp : Flora!Query () 

57    do{thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_bodyExp, c.body.bodyExpression);}} 

MODELOG Module: BodyTransformations 

Rule: BodyAppliedToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1   module PostConditionTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule PostConditionAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 
4   from 

5    c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6       c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7       c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8       c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'postcondition') and 

9       not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10  ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'body')) and 

11      not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

12  ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'precondition')) and 

13     (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

14  ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' 

15     or c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

16           ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void'))     

17   using { 

18     bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

19     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) =  

20     c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return); } 

21   to 

22     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

23           conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

24           premise <- new_premise), 

25     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

26           host <- conclusionHost, 

27           feature <- conclusionFeature, 

28           paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

29           inheritable <- true,     

30           multiplicity <-  

31 c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(),  

32  returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

33 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

34 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

35 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

36           name <- p.name), 

37 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Symbol( 

38  name <- 'true'), 

39 new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

40     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

41           functor <- classicalConjunction, 

42           formula <- new_query, 

43           formula <- new_postConditionExp), 

44 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

45     new_query : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

46     new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

47           object <- new_self, 

48           floraClass <- new_class), 

49    new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

50    new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

51    new_postConditionExp : Flora!Query () 

52    do{     thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_postConditionExp,  

53        c.body.bodyExpression);        

54 } 
55} 

MODELOG Module: PostConditionTransformations 

Rule: PostConditionAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1   module PostConditionTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule PostConditionAppliedToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 
4   from 

5     c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6       c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7       c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8       c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'postcondition') and 

9       not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10  ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'body')) and 

11      not (c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

12     ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'precondition')) and 

13      not (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

14  ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' 

15      or c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind =  

16  #return)->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void'))     

17   using { 

18     bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

19     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) =  

20      c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return);} 

21   to 

22     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

23         conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

24           premise <- new_premise), 

25     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

26           host <- conclusionHost, 

27           feature <- conclusionFeature, 

28           paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

29           inheritable <- true, 

30           multiplicity <-  

31  c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

32    returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

33 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

34 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

35 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

36             name <- p.name), 

37 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Result'), 

38     new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

39     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

40             functor <- classicalConjunction, 

41             formula <- new_query1, 

42             formula <- new_postConditionExp), 

43 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

44     new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

45     new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

46             object <- new_self, 

47             floraClass <- new_class), 

48    new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

49    new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

50    new_postConditionExp : Flora!Query ()    

51    do{      thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_postConditionExp,  

52        c.body.bodyExpression); 

53    } 
54   } 

MODELOG Module: PostConditionTransformations 

Rule: PostConditionAppliedToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1   module BodyTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule PreConditionAndBodyAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 
4   from 

5     c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6       c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7       c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8       c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'precondition') and 

9   c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10  ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'body') and 

11      not ( c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

12  ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'postcondition')) and 

13          (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

14  ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' 

15       or c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind =  

16   #return)->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void'))     

17   using { 

18     bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

19     allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) =  

20    c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return); } 

21   to 

22     clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

23             conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

24             premise <- new_premise), 

25     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

26             host <- conclusionHost, 

27             feature <- conclusionFeature, 

28             paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

29             inheritable <- true,     

30             multiplicity <-  

31  c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

32   returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

33 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

34 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

35 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

36             name <- p.name), 

37 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Symbol(name <- 'true'), 

38     new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

39     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

40             functor <- classicalConjunction, 

41             formula <- new_query1, 

42             formula <- new_query2), 

43 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

44     new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

45    new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

46             object <- new_self, 

47             floraClass <- new_class), 

48    new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

49    new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

50    new_query2 : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective2), 

51    new_andConnective2 : Flora!Operator ( 

52             functor <- classicalConjunction2, 

53             formula <- new_preConditionExp, 

54             formula <- new_bodyExp), 

55    classicalConjunction2 : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(),     

56    new_preConditionExp : Flora!Query (), 

57    new_bodyExp : Flora!Query () 

58     do{    thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_preConditionExp,  

59        c.body.bodyExpression); 

60            thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_bodyExp,  

61        c.body.bodyExpression);}} 

MODELOG Module: BodyTransformations 

Rule: PreConditionAndBodyAppliedToBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1   module BodyTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule PreConditionAndBodyApplieToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 
4   from  c : UMLOCL!Constraint( 

6       c.constrainedElement->size() = 1 and 

7       c.constrainedElement->first().oclIsKindOf(UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature) and 

8       c.stereotype->exists(s | s.name = 'precondition') and 

9        c.constrainedElement->first().constraint->collect(co|co.stereotype) 

10  ->asSequence()->flatten()->exists(s|s.name = 'body') and 

11       not ( c.constrainedElement->first().constraint 

12  ->collect(co|co.stereotype)->asSequence()->flatten() 

13  ->exists(s|s.name = 'postcondition')) and 

14       not (c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind = #return) 

15  ->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Boolean' 

16  or    c.constrainedElement->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind =  

17  #return)->asSequence()->first().type.name = 'Void') )     

18   using { bf : UMLOCL!BehavioralFeature = c.constrainedElement->first(); 

20           allParameters : Sequence(UMLOCL!Parameter) = c.constrainedElement 

21     ->first().parameter->select(p|p.kind <> #return); } 

22   to clause :  Flora!Clause ( 

24             conclusion <- new_conclusion, 

25             premise <- new_premise), 

26     new_conclusion : Flora!MethodValueSpecification ( 

27             host <- conclusionHost, 

28             feature <- conclusionFeature, 

29             paramValue <- conclusionParam, 

30             inheritable <- true, 

31             multiplicity <-  

32 c.constrainedElement.oclAsType(BehavioralFeature).getMultiplicityValue(), 

33     returnValue <- conclusionReturnValue), 

34 conclusionHost : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Self'), 

35 conclusionFeature : Flora!Symbol(name <- bf.name),    

36 conclusionParam : distinct Flora!Variable foreach (p in allParameters) ( 

37             name <- p.name), 

38 conclusionReturnValue : Flora!Variable( name <- 'Result'), 

39     new_premise : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective), 

40     new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

41             functor <- classicalConjunction, 

42             formula <- new_query1, 

43             formula <- new_query2), 

44 classicalConjunction : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

… 

 MODELOG Module: BodyTransformations 

Rule: PreConditionAndBodyApplieToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1   module BodyTransformations; 
2   create OUT : Flora from IN : UMLOCL; 
3   rule PreConditionAndBodyApplieToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora{ 

... 

45    new_query1 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_context), 

46    new_context : Flora!InstanceFAtom ( 

47             object <- new_self, 

48             floraClass <- new_class), 

49    new_self : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Self'), 

50    new_class : Flora!Symbol(name <- c.constrainedElement->first().owner.name), 

51    new_query2 : Flora!Query (connective <- new_andConnective2), 

52    new_andConnective2 : Flora!Operator ( 

53             functor <- classicalConjunction2, 

54             formula <- new_preConditionExp, 

55             formula <- new_query3), 

56 classicalConjunction2 : Flora!ClassicalConjunction(), 

57     new_preConditionExp : Flora!Query (), 

58    new_query3 : Flora!Query ( atom <- new_equality), 

59    new_equality : Flora!Equality ( 

60             arg <- new_variable, 

61             arg <- new_bodyExp), 

62     new_variable : Flora!Variable(name <- 'Result'), 

63     new_bodyExp : Flora!Query ()   

64     do{  thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_preConditionExp,  

65        c.body.bodyExpression); 
66      thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_bodyExp, c.body.bodyExpression);}} 

MODELOG Module: BodyTransformations 

Rule: PreConditionAndBodyApplieToNonBooleanBehavioralFeature2Flora 
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1  rule transformOCLExp(query : Flora!Query, exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression){ 
2    do{ 

3 if (thisModule.isNotBinaryOperation(exp)){ 

4         thisModule.transformUnaryOCLExpression(query, exp);}  

5  else thisModule.transformBinaryOCLExpression(query, exp); 

6    } 

7  } 

8  rule transformBinaryOCLExp(query : Flora!Query ,  

9      exp : UMLOCL !OCLExpression) { 

10   do{ 

11   if exp.referredOperation.name == 'and'{ 

12  thisModule.transformAndConnective(query, exp) 

13   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'or'{ 

14  thisModule.transformOrConnective(query, exp) 

15   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'not'{ 

16  thisModule.transformNotConnective(query, exp) 

17   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'implies'{ 

18  thisModule.transformImpliesConnective(query, exp) 

19   } else if exp.referredOperation.name == 'xor'{ 

20        thisModule.transformXorConnective(query, exp)} 

21   } 

22 } 

23  rule transformUnaryOCLExp(query : Flora!Query ,  

24      exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

25    to 

26       new_atom : Flora!LogicalAtom(), 

27    do{ 

28       query.atom <- new_atom; 

29       if (exp.oclIsKindOf(IfExp)){ 

30       if(thisModule.expressionInAssignmentContext(exp)){ 

31              thisModule.transformIfExpInAssignmentContext(query, exp); 

32          }else { 

33              thisModule.transformIfExp(query, exp);} 

34       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(VariableExp)){ 

35               thisModule.transformVariableExp(query, exp) 

36       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(FeatureExp)){ 

37                 thisModule.transformFeatureExp(query, exp) 

38       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(LoopExp)){ 

39                 thisModule.transformLoopExp(query, exp) 

40       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(LiteralExp)){ 

41                 thisModule.transformLiteralExp(query, exp) 

42       }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(LetExp)){ 

43         thisModule.transformLetExp(query, exp)} 

44    } 
45 } 

MODELOG Module: OCLExpressionTransformations 
Rule: transformOCLExp 
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1  rule transformIfExpInAssigmentContext(query : Flora!Query ,  

2     exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3     to 

4      new_ifThenElseConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

5             functor <- ifThenElse, 

6             formula <- new_query1, 

7             formula <- new_query2, 

8             formula <- new_query3), 

9 ifThenElse : Flora!IfThenElse(), 

10     new_query1 : Flora!Query (), 

11     new_query2 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_equality1), 

12     new_query3 : Flora!Query (atom <- new_equality2), 

13     new_equality1 : Flora!Equality ( 

14                args <- new_var, 

15                args <- new_query4), 

16     new_equality2 : Flora!Equality ( 

17                args <- new_var2, 

18                args <- new_query5), 

19     new_query4 : Flora!Query (), 

20     new_query5 : Flora!Query (), 

21     new_var : Flora!Variable (name <- thisModule.getVariable()) 

22     new_var2 : Flora!Variable (name <- thisModule.getVariable()) 

23     do{ 

24        query.connective <- new_ifThenElseConnective; 

25        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query1, exp.condition); 

26        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query4, exp.thenExpression); 

27        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query5, exp.elseExpression); 

28     } 
29 } 

1  rule transformLetExp(query : Flora!Query , exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 
2   to 

3   new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

4       functor <- serialConjunction, 

5            formula <- new_query1, 

6            formula) <- new_inExp), 

7   serialConjunction : Flora!SerialConjunction(),  

8 new_query1 : Flora!Query(atom <- new_equality), 

9 new_equality : Flora!Equality ( 

10           args <- new_var, 

11           args <- new_query2), 

12     new_inExp : Flora!Query (), 

13     new_query2 : Flora!Query (), 

14     new_var : Flora!Variable (name <- exp.variable.name) 

15   do{ 

16       query.connective <- new_andConnective; 

17       thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_query2, exp.initExpression); 

18       thisModule.transformOCLExpression(new_inExp, exp.in); 

19   } 
20 } 

MODELOG Module: OCLExpressionTransformations 
Rule: transformIfExpInAssigmentContext 

 

 

 

 

Rule: transformLetExp 
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1 rule transformNavigationCallExp(query : Flora!Query , 

2       exp : UMLOCL!Expression) { 

3  to 

4     new_pathExp : Flora!PathExp ( 

5       feature <- newFeature, 

6            connective <- thisModule.getConnective(exp)), 

7      newFeature : Flora!Symbol () 

10  do{ 

11  query.atom <- new_pathExp; 

12     if (exp.appliedElement.oclIsKindOf(NavigationCallExp){ 

13         new_feature.name <- exp.appliedElement.navigationSource.name; 

14     }else{newFeature.name <- exp.appliedElement.referredProperty.name; } 

15 if (exp.source.oclIsKindOf(FeatureCallExp){ 

16         thisModule.transformNestedFeatureCallExp(new_pathExp, exp.source); 

17     }else{thisModule.transformSourceFeatureCallExp(new_pathExp, exp.source); 

18 } 

19 } 

20 rule transformOperationCallExp(query : Flora!Query , exp : OCL!Expression) { 
21   using{ 

22     allParameters : Sequence(UML!Parameter) =  

23 exp.referredOperation.formalParameter->select(p|p.kind <> #pdk_return); 

24   } 

25   to 

26 new_pathExp : Flora!PathExp ( 

27  host < newHost 

28  feature <- newFeature, 

29           connective <- thisModule.getConnective(exp)), 

30 newHost : PathExpHost(), 

31     newFeature: Flora!Term ( 

32  functor <- newFunctor, 

33  arg <- args), 

34 newFunctor : Flora!Symbol( 

35  name <- exp.appliedElement.referredOperation.name) 

36  args : distinct Flora!Symbol foreach( p in AllParameters) ( 

37  name <- p.name) 

38  do{ 

39     query.atom <- new_pathExp; 

40     if (exp.source.oclIsKindOf(FeatureCallExp){ 

41      thisModule.transformNestedFeatureCallExp(new_pathExp, exp.source); 

42     }else{ 

43      thisModule.transformSourceFeatureCallExp(new_pathExp, exp.source); 

44    } 

41 } 

MODELOG Module: OCLExpressionTransformations 
Rule: transformOperationCallExp 
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1 rule transformSourceFeatureCallExp(pathExp : Flora!PathExp , 

2       exp :  UMLOCL!Expression) { 

3   to 

4      new_term : Flora!Term ( functor <- newFunctor) 

5 newFunctor : Flora!Variable () 

6   do{ 

7     if(exp.oclIsKindOf(VariableExp){ 

8       newFunctor.name <- exp.referredVariable.name; 

9      }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(StringLiteralExp){ 

10       newFunctor.name <- exp.stringSymbol; 

11     }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(BooleanLiteralExp){ 

12           newFunctor.name <- exp.booleanSymbol; 

13     }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(IntegerLiteralExp){ 

14      newFunctor.name <- exp.integerSymbol; 

15     }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(RealLiteralExp){ 

16      newFunctor.name <- exp.realSymbol; 

17     } 

18   pathExp.host <- new_term; 

19 } 
20} 

1 rule transformFeatureCallExp(query : Flora!Query,  

2       exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3   do{ 

4     if (thisModule.isRegularFeatureCallExp(query, exp)){ 

5  thisModule.transformRegularFeatureCallExp(query, exp); 

6      }else{ 

7  thisModule.transformIrregularFeatureCallExp(query, exp); 

8     } 

9   } 

9 } 

10 rule transformRegularFeatureCallExp(query : Flora!Query , 

11       exp : UMLOCL!Expression) { 

12   do{ 

13 if (exp.oclIsKindOf(NavigationCallExp)){ 

14      thisModule.transformNavigationCallExp(query, exp) 

15     }else if (exp.oclIsKindOf(OperationCallExp)){ 

16      thisModule.transformOperationCallExp(query, exp) 

17     } 

18   } 
19 } 

MODELOG Module: OCLExpressionTransformations 
Rule: transformSourceFeatureCallExp 

 

 
 
 
Rule: transformSourceFeatureCallExp 
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1  rule transformAndConnective(query : Flora!Query , 

2       exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3    to 

4 new_andConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

5  functor <- newFunctor, 

6  formula <- query1, 

7            formula <- query2), 

8 newFunctor : Flora!SerialConjunction(), 

9 query1 : Flora!Query (), 

10 query2 : Flora!Query () 

11  do{ 

12      query.connective <- new_andConnective; 

13           thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query1, exp.source); 

14           thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query2, exp.argument); 

15    } 
16 } 

1   rule transformOrConnective(query : Flora!Query ,  

2    exp :  UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3     to 

4        new_orConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

5                functor <- newFunctor, 

6                formula <- query1, 

7                formula <- query2), 

8 newFunctor : Flora!SerialDisjunction(), 

9 query1 : Flora!Query (), 

10 query2 : Flora!Query () 

11     do{ 

12        query.connective <- new_orConnective; 

13        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query1, exp.source); 

14        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query2, exp.argument); 

15    } 
16} 

1   rule transformImpliesConnective(query : Flora!Query ,  

2     exp : UMLOCL!OCLExpression) { 

3     to 

4        new_orConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

5                functor <- newFunctor, 

6                formula <- query1, 

7                formula <- query2), 

8 newFunctor : Flora!SerialDisjunction(), 

9        query1 : Flora!Query (connective <- new_nafConnective), 

10        new_nafConnective : Flora!Operator ( 

11                functor <- nafFunctor, 

12                formula <- query3), 

13 nafFunctor : Flora!NegationAsFailure(), 

14        query2 : Flora!Query (), 

15        query3 : Flora!Query () 

16     do{ 

17        query.connective <- new_orConnective; 

18        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query3, exp.source); 

19        thisModule.transformOCLExpression(query2, exp.argument); 
20        }} 

MODELOG Module: OCLExpressionTransformations 
Boolean Operation Rules 
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APPENDIX C 
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Figure C2: Object diagram for the tri1 triangle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C3: Object diagram for the tri2 triangle   
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Figure C4: Object diagram for the tri3 triangle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C5: Object diagram for the tri4 triangle 
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Figure C6: Object diagram for the tri5 triangle   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C7: Object diagram for the tri6 triangle 
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Figure C8: Object diagram for the tri7 triangle   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C9: Object diagram for the tri8 triangle   
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APPENDIX D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Triangram OCL Code 
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context Triangle inv inv_1: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon) 

 

context Triangle inv inv_2: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(IrregularPolygon) 

 

context Quadrilateral inv inv_3: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon) 

 

context Quadrilateral inv inv_4: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(IrregularPolygon) 

 

context Pentagon inv inv_5: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon) 

 

context Pentagon inv inv_6: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(IrregularPolygon) 

 

context Hexagon inv inv_7: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length)  

implies self.oclIsKindOf(RegularPolygon) 

 

context Hexagon inv inv_8: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  
implies self.oclIsKindOf(IrregularPolygon) 

context Triangle inv inv_9: 

right implies hypotenuse->size() = 1 

 

context IsoscelesTriangle inv inv_10: 

side->exists(s1, s2 | s1 <> s2 and s1.length = s2.length) 

 

context ScaleneTriangle inv inv_11: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length <> s2.length)  

 

context EquilateralTriangle inv inv_12: 

side->forAll(s1, s2 | s1.length = s2.length) 

 

context TriangleSide inv inv_13: 

self.adjacent->forAll(t | t.adjacent->includes(self)) 

 

context QuadrilateralSide inv inv_14: 

self.adjacent->forAll(q | q.adjacent->includes(self)) 

 

context PentagonSide inv a inv_15: 

self.adjacent->forAll(p | p.adjacent->includes(self)) 

 

context HexagonSide inv inv_16: 

self.adjacent->forAll(h | h.adjacent->includes(self)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D1: Triangram Invariants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D2: Triangram Invariants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D3: Triangram Invariants 
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context Triangle inv inv_17: 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left).adjacent 

  ->includes(self.triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::right) 

->asSequence->first()) and 

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left)..adjacent 

  ->includes(self.triangleSide->select(position=TriangleSideKind::base) 

->asSequence->first())  

 

Context Quadrilateral inv inv_18: 

quadrilateralSide->select(position = QuadrilateralSideKind::left).adjacent 

->includes(self.quadrilateralSide->select(position = 

QuadrilateralSideKind::top)->asSequence().first()) and 

quadrilateralSide->select(position = QuadrilateralSideKind::left).adjacent 

->includes(self.quadrilateralSide->select(position =  

QuadrilateralSideKind::base) ->asSequence().first()) and 

quadrilateralSide->select(position=QuadrilateralSideKind::right).adjacent 

->includes(self.quadrilateralSide->select(position =  

QuadrilateralSideKind::top)->asSequence.first()) and 

quadrilateralSide->select(position = QuadrilateralSideKind::right).adjacent 

->includes(self.quadrilateralSide->select(position=  

QuadrilateralSideKind::base)->asSequence.first())  

 

context Pentagon inv inv_19: 

pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::base).adjacent 

->includes(self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::left) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::base).adjacent 

->includes(self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::right) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::topLeft).adjacent 

->includes(self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::left) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::topLeft).adjacent 

->includes(self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::topRight)  

->asSequence()->first())and 

pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::right).adjacent 

->includes(self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::topRight) 

->asSequence()->first()) 

 

context Hexagon inv inv_20: 

hexagonSide->select(position = HexagonSideKind::base).adjacent 

->includes(self.hexagonSide->select(position= HexagonSideKind::baseLeft) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

hexagonSide->select(position = HexagonSideKind::base).adjacent 

->includes(self.hexagonSide->select(position= HexagonSideKind::baseRight) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

hexagonSide->select(position = HexagonSideKind::top).adjacent 

->includes(self.hexagonSide->select(position= HexagonSideKind::topLeft) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

hexagonSide->select(position = HexagonSideKind::top).adjacent 

->includes(self.hexagonSide->select(position= HexagonSideKind::topRight) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

hexagonSide->select(position = HexagonSideKind::topLeft).adjacent 

->includes(self.->select(position= HexagonSideKind::baseLeft) 

->asSequence()->first()) and 

hexagonSide->select(position = HexagonSideKind::topRight).adjacent 

->includes(self.hexagonSide->select(position=HexagonSideKind::baseRight) 

->asSequence()->first()) 

 

 

Figure D4: Triangram Invariants 
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context QuadrilateralSide inv inv_21: 

QuadrilateralSide.allInstances()->select(side = self.parallelSide) 

->forAll(parallelSide = self.side) 

 

context Rhombus inv inv_22: 

sides->forAll(s1, s2| s1.length = s2.length) 

 

context Parallelogram inv inv_23: 

self.quadrilateralSide->forAll(parallelSide.length = side.length) 

 

context EquilateralTriangle inv inv_24: 

right = false 

 

context Rhombus inv inv_25: 

right = false 

 

context Rectangle inv inv_26: 

right = true 

 

context Parallelogram inv inv_27: 

quadrilateralSide.parallelSide->size() = 4 

 

context Trapezoid inv inv_28: 

quadrilateralSide.parallelSide->size() = 2 

 

context Triangle::hypotenuse : SegmentLine 

derive:  

let base : SegmentLine =  

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::base) 

->asSequence()->first().side, 

    left : SegmentLine =  

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::left) 

->asSequence()->first().side, 

    right : SegmentLine =  

triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::right) 

->asSequence()->first().side  

in 

 if (base.length > left.length and base.length > right.length) 

then base 

else if left.length > right.length 

   then left 

else right 

                 endif 

 endif 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D5: Triangram Invariants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D6: Triangram derive 
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context Triangle::isCompatible(other:Triangle, selfSide:SegmentLine, 

otherSide:SegmentLine):boolean 

body:  

let 

selfSide1 : SegmentLine = self.triangleSide 

->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->first().side, 

selfSide2 : SegmentLine = self.triangleSide 

->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->at(2).side, 

otherSide1 : SegmentLine = other.triangleSide 

->select(side =hypotenuse).adjacent->first().side, 

otherSide2 : SegmentLine = other.triangleSide 

->select(side = hypotenuse).adjacent->at(2).side, 

in 

self <> other and self.right and other.right and 

self.hypotenuse.length = other.hypotenuse.length and 

((selfSide1.length = otherSide1.length and  

 selfSide2.length = otherSide2.length) or  

(selfSide1.length = otherSide2.length and  

selfSide2.length = otherSide1.length)) and 
selfSide = self.hypotenuse and otherSide = other.hypotenuse 

context Rectangle::isCompatible(other:isoscelesTriangle, selfSide:SegmentLine, 

otherSide:SegmentLine):boolean 

body:  

let otherBase:SegmentLine = other.triangleSide->select(position= TriangleSideKind::base) 

->asSequence()->first().side  

in  

self.side 

->exists(s1| s1.length = otherBase.length and  

s1.quadrilateralSide->select(quadrilateral = Self) 

->asSequence()->first().adjacent 

->exists(adj| adj.side.length = otherBase.triangleSide.adjacent 

->any(true).side.length)) and 

  otherSide =  otherBase and 

selfSide = self.side->select(length = otherSide.length)->any(true) 

 

context RightPentagon::isCompatible(other:isoscelesTriangle, 

selfSide:SegmentLine, otherSide:SegmentLine):boolean 

body:  

let otherBase:SegmentLine =  

other.triangleSide->select(position = TriangleSideKind::base) 

->asSequence()->first().side  

in 

self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::base) 

->asSequence()->first().side.length = otherBase.length and 

self.pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::base).adjacent 

->any(true).side.length 

= otherBase.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side.length and 

otherSide = otherBase and  

selfSide = pentagonSide->select(position = PentagonSideKind::base) 
->asSequence()->first().side 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D7: Triangram Triangle::isCompatible() method’s  body specifcation 

 

Figure D8: Triangram Rectangle::isCompatible() method’s  body specification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D9: Triangram Pentagon::isCompatible() method’s  body specifcation 
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context Robot::availableTriangle(new:Triangle):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Triangle)) and 

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Triangle)) 

 

context Robot::availableRectangle(new:Rectangle):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Rectangle)) and 

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Rectangle)) 

 

context Robot::availablePentagon(new:RightPentagon):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Pentagon)) and 

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Pentagon)) 

 

context Robot::availableHexagon(new:Hexagon):boolean 

body: table.convexPolygon->exists(oclIsKindOf(Hexagon)) and  

New = table.convexPolygon->any(oclIsKindOf(Hexagon)) 

 

1   context Robot::buildRectangle(New:Rectangle):boolean 

2   pre: 

3       availableTriangle(part1) and availableTriangle(part2) and 

4       part1.isCompatible(part2, part1Side, part2Side) 

5   post:  

6       let  a11 : SegmentLine = part1Side.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side,  

7              a12 : SegmentLine = part1Side.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side,   

8              a21 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent->any(true).side,   

9       a22 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent any(true).side,  

10  pol3:Rectangle = pol3.oclIsNew(),  

11  qs1:quadrilateralSide = qs1.oclIsNew(), 

12  qs2:quadrilateralSide = qs2.oclIsNew(),  

13  qs3:quadrilateralSide = qs3.oclIsNew(), 

14  qs4:quadrilateralSide = qs4.oclIsNew() in 

15   a11 <> a12 and a21 <> a22 and a11.length <> a21.length and 

16   pol3.side->includes(a11) and  pol3.side->includes(a12) and  

17   pol3.side->includes(a21) and  pol3.side->includes(a22) and  

18   pol3.parts->includes(part1) and pol3.parts->includes(part2) and 

19   qs1.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs1.side = a12 and  

20   qs1.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::left and qs1.parallelSide = A22 and 

21   qs1.adjacent->includes(qs3) and qs1.adjacent->includes(qs4) 

22   qs2.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs2.side = a22 and  

23   qs2.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::right and qs2.parallelSide = A12 and 

24   qs2.adjacent->includes(qs3) and qs2.adjacent->includes(qs4) and 

25   qs3.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs3.side = a11 and  

26   qs3.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::base and qs3.parallelSide = A21 and 

27   qs3.adjacent->includes(qs1) and qs3.adjacent->includes(qs2) and 

28   qs4.quadrilateral = pol3 and qs4.side = a21 and  

29   qs4.position = QuadrilateralSideKind::top and qs4.parallelSide = A11 and 

30   qs4.adjacent->includes(qs1) and qs4.adjacent->includes(qs2) and 

31   a11.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs3) and a12.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs1) and 

32   a21.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs4) and a22.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs2) and 

33   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs1) and 

34   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs2) and 

35   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs3) and 

36   pol3.quadrilateralSide->includes(qs4) and 

37   table.convexPolygon->includes(pol3) and  

38   New = pol3 and result = availableRectangle(New) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D10: Triangram method’s  body specification 

 

Figure D11: Triangram Robot::buildRectangle() method’s pre and post-
conditions  specification 
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1   context Robot::buildPentagon(New:Pentagon):void 

2   pre: 

3  (availableRectangle(part1) xor buildRectangle(part1)) and  

4 availableTriangle(part2) and  

5 part1.isCompatible(part2, part1Side, part2Side) and 

6 not part1.parts->includes(part2) 

7   post: 

8       let a11 : SegmentLine = part1Side.quadrilateralSide.adjacent 

9     ->select(position = left)->first().side, 

10        a12 : SegmentLine = part1Side.quadrilateralSide.adjacent 

11     ->select(position = right)->first().side, 

12  a21 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent 

13     ->select(position = left)->first().side, 

14  a22 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent 

15     ->select(position = right)->first().side, 

16  pol3:Pentagon = pol3.oclIsNew(), 

17  ps1:pentagonSide = ps1.oclIsNew(), 

18  ps2:pentagonSide = ps2.oclIsNew(), 

19  ps3:pentagonSide = ps3.oclIsNew(), 

20  ps4:pentagonSide = ps4.oclIsNew(), 

21  ps5:pentagonSide = ps4.oclIsNew(), 

22  opSide:SegmentLine = QuadrilateralSide.allInstances() 

23       ->select(quadrilateral=part1 and side=sidePart1).parallelSide in 

24   a11 <> a12 and a21 <> a22  

25   pol3.side->includes(a11) and  pol3.side->includes(a12) and 

26   pol3.side->includes(a21) and  pol3.side->includes(a22) and  

27   pol3.side->includes(opSide)and  

28   pol3.parts->includes(part1) and pol3.parts->includes(part2) and 

29   ps1.pentagon=pol3 and ps1.side=opSide and 

30   ps1.position = PentagonSideKind::base and 

31   ps1.adjacent->includes(ps2) and ps1.adjacent->includes(ps3) and 

32   ps2.pentagon=pol3 and ps2.side=a11 and ps2.position= PentagonSideKind::left and 

33   ps2.adjacent->includes(ps1) and ps2.adjacent->includes(ps4) and 

34   ps3.pentagon=pol3 and ps3.side=a12 and 

35   ps3.position = PentagonSideKind::right and 

36   ps3.adjacent->includes(ps1) and ps3.adjacent->includes(ps5) and 

37   ps4.pentagon=pol3 and ps4.side=a21 and 

38   ps4.position = PentagonSideKind::topLeft and 

39   ps4.adjacent->includes(ps2) and ps4.adjacent->includes(ps5) and 

40   ps5.pentagon=pol3 and ps5.side=a22 and 

41   ps5.position = PentagonSideKind::topRight and 

42   ps5.adjacent->includes(ps3) and ps5.adjacent->includes(ps4) and 

43   opSide.pentagonSide->includes(ps1) and 

44   a11.pentagonSide->includes(ps2) and a12.pentagonSide->includes(ps3) and 

45   a21.pentagonSide->includes(ps4) and a22.pentagonSide->includes(ps5) and 

46   pol3.pentagonSide->includes(ps1) and pol3.pentagonSide->includes(ps2) and 

47   pol3.pentagonSide->includes(ps3) and pol3.pentagonSide->includes(ps4) and 

48   pol3.pentagonSide->includes(ps5) and  

49   table.convexPolygon->includes(pol3) and  
50   New = pol3 and result = availablePentagon(New) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure D12: Triangram Robot::buildPentagon() method’s method’s pre and 
post-conditions  specifcation 
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1   context Robot::buildHexagon(New:Hexagon):void 

2   pre: 

3  (availablePentagon(part1) xor buildPentagon(part1)) and 

4 availableTriangle(part2) and part1.isCompatible(part2, part1Side, part2Side) and 

5 not part1.parts->includes(part2) 

6   post: 

7   let a11 : SegmentLine = part1Side.pentagonSide.adjacent 

8      ->select(position = left)->first().side, 

9 a12 : SegmentLine = part1Side.pentagonSide.adjacent-> 

10     ->select(position = right)->first().side,  

11 a21 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent 

12     ->select(position = left)->first().side,  

13 a22 : SegmentLine = part2Side.triangleSide.adjacent 

14     ->select(position = right)->first().side,  

15 pol3:Hexagon = pol3.oclIsNew(), 

16 hs1:hexagonSide = ps1.oclIsNew(), hs2:hexagonSide = ps2.oclIsNew(), 

17  hs3:hexagonSide = ps3.oclIsNew(), hs4:hexagonSide = ps4.oclIsNew(), 

18 hs5:hexagonSide = ps5.oclIsNew(), hs6:hexagonSide = ps6.oclIsNew(), 

19 topLeft:SegmentLine =  PentagonSide.allInstances()->select(pentagon = part1 and 

20     position = PentagonSideKind::topLeft)->asSequence()->first().side 

21 topRight:SegmentLine = PentagonSide.allInstances()->select(pentagon = part1 and 

22     position = PentagonSideKind::topRight)->asSequence()->first().side  in 

23   pol3.side->includes(a11) and pol3.side->includes(a12) and  

24   pol3.side->includes(a21) and  pol3.side->includes(a22) and  

25   pol3.side->includes(topLeft) and pol3.side->includes(topRight) and 

26   pol3.parts->includes(part1) and pol3.parts->includes(part2) and 

27   hs1.hexagon=pol3 and hs1.side=a11 and hs1.position = HexagonSideKind::base and 

28   hs1.adjacent->includes(hs4) and hs1.adjacent->includes(hs6) and 

29   hs2.hexagon=pol3 and hs2.side=a12 and hs2.position = HexagonSideKind::top and 

30   hs2.adjacent->includes(hs3) and hs2.adjacent->includes(hs5) and 

31   hs3.hexagon=pol3 and hs3.side=a22 and hs3.position = HexagonSideKind::topRight and 

32   hs3.adjacent->includes(hs2) and hs3.adjacent->includes(hs4) and 

33   hs4.hexagon=pol3 and hs4.side=a21 and 

34   hs4.position = HexagonSideKind::baseRight and 

35   hs4.adjacent->includes(hs1) and hs4.adjacent->includes(hs3) and 

36   hs5.hexagon=pol3 and hs5.side=topRight and  

37   hs5.position = HexagonSideKind::topLeft and 

38   hs5.adjacent->includes(hs2) and hs5.adjacent->includes(hs6) and 

39   hs6.hexagon=pol3 and hs6.side=topLeft and 

40   hs6.position = HexagonSideKind::baseLeft and 

41   hs6.adjacent->includes(hs1) and hs6.adjacent->includes(hs5) and 

42   a11.hexagonSide->includes(hs1) and a12.hexagonSide->includes(hs2) and 

43   a21.hexagonSide->includes(ps4) and a22.hexagonSide->includes(ps3) and 

44   topLeft.hexagonSide->includes(hs6) and topRight.hexagonSide->includes(hs5) and 

45   a11.hexagonSide->includes(HS1) and a12.hexagonSide->includes(HS2) and 

46   a21.hexagonSide->includes(HS4) and a22.hexagonSide->includes(HS3) and 

47   topLeft.hexagonSide->includes(HS6) and topRight.hexagonSide->includes(HS5) and 

48   pol3.hexagonSide->includes(hs1) and pol3.hexagonSide->includes(hs2) and 

49   pol3.hexagonSide->includes(hs3) and pol3.hexagonSide->includes(hs4) and 

50   pol3.hexagonSide->includes(hs5) and pol3.hexagonSide->includes(hs6) and 

51   table.convexPolygon->includes(pol3) and 

52   New = pol3 and result = availableHexagon(New). 

 

 

Figure D13: Triangram Robot::buildHexagon() method’s pre and post-conditions  
specification 
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/* class taxonomy */ 

1    convexPolygon. 

2    compoundPolygon::convexPolygon. 

3    atomicPolygon::convexPolygon. 

4    quadrilateral::compoundPolygon. 

5    hexagon::compoundPolygon. 

6    pentagon::compoundPolygon. 

7    triangle::compoundPolygon. 

8    triangle::atomicPolygon. 

9    trapezoid::quadrilateral. 

10   parallelogram::quadrilateral. 

11   rectangle::parallelogram. 

12   rhombus::parallelogram. 

13   square::rectangle. 

14   square::rhombus. 

15   scaleneTriangle::triangle. 

16   isoscelesTriangle::triangle. 

17   equilateralTriangle::isoscelesTriangle. 

18   regularPolygon::convexPolygon. 

19   irregularPolygon::convexPolygon. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E1: Excerpt of the Flora taxonomy from the Triangram class diagram 
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1    convexPolygon[right *=> void, 

2                  uml *-> umlMeta1]. 

3    umlMeta1:umlMeta. 

4    umlMeta1[ class *-> umlClass1]. 

5    umlClass1[visibility *-> public, isAbstract *-> true]. 

6    umlMeta1[attr(right) *-> umlAttr1]. 

7    umlAttr1:umlAttr. 

8    umlAttr[visibility *-> public]. 

9    regularPolygon[]. 

10    irregularPolygon[]. 

11    compoundPolygon[parts *=>> convexPolygon]. 

12    atomicPolygon[]. 

13   triangle[side *=>> segmentLine, 

14         triangleSide *=>> triangleSide, 

15         hypotenuse *=> segmentLine, 

16         isCompatible(triangle, segmentLine, segmentLine) *=> void, 

17        uml *-> umlMeta2]. 

18   umlMeta2:umlMeta. 

19   umlMeta2[meth(isCompatible) *-> umlOper1]. 

20   umlOper1:umlOper. 

21   umlOper1[visibility *-> public, 

22            isQuery *-> true, 

23     parameter(1) *-> param1, 

24  parameter(2) *-> param2, 

25  parameter(3) *-> param3]. 

26   param1:umlFormalParameter. 

27   param1[name *-> ‘other’]. 

28   param2:umlFormalParameter. 

29   param2[name *-> ‘selfSide’, direction *-> out]. 

30   param3:umlFormalParameter. 

31   param3[name *-> ‘otherSide’, direction *->out]. 

32   triangleSide[triangle *=> triangle, 

33        side *=> segmentLine, 

34        position *=> (left; right; base), 

35        adjacent *=>> triangleSide]. 

36   robot[table *=> table, 

37        availableRectangle(rectangle) *=> void, 

38        availablePentagon(rightPentagon) *=> void, 

39        availableHexagon(hexagon) *=> void, 

40        buildRectangle(rectangle) *=> void, 

41        buildPentagon(pentagon) *=> void, 

42        buildHexagon(hexagon) *=> void]. 

43   umlAssociation1:umlAssociation. 

44   umlAssociation1[associationEnd *->> {ae1, ae2}] 

45   ae1:umlAssociationEnd. 

46   ae1[participant *-> compoundPolygon, 

47   multiplicity(0, *), 

48   aggregation *-> composition]. 

49   ae2[participant *-> convexPolygon, 

50   multiplicity(2, 2), 

51   isNavigable *-> true, 

52   role *-> ‘parts’]. 

53   umlGen1:umlGeneralization. 

54   umlGen1[general *-> convexPolygon, 

55   specific *->> {compoundPolygon, atomicPolygon}, 

56  discriminator *-> ‘granularity’, 

57  disjoint *-> disjoint, 
58  covering *-> complete]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E2: Excerpt of the Flora class signatures from Triangram class diagram 
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/* inv_1 mapping */ 

1   #violated_inv1(Self) :- Self:triangle and  

2  tnot (  

3  tnot (Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and 

4        tnot #p_inv1(Col) ) 

5         or  

6  (Self:regularPolygon) 

7       ). 

8   #p_inv1(Col) :- member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and  

9 member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics) and  

10 tnot(S1 = S2) and  

11 tnot(S1.length =:= S2.length). 
 

/* inv_9 mapping */ 

1    #violated_inv9(Self) :- Self:triangle and 

2    tnot ( 

3         (tnot (Self[right])) or 

4         (Col = collectbag{Var | Self[hypotenuse->Var]} and  

5   size(Col, 1)) 

6        ). 

 

 

/* inv_2 mapping */ 

1    #violated_inv2(Self) :- Self:triangle and  

2  tnot ( 

3  tnot (Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and 

4        member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and 

5        member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics) and  

6        tnot(S1 = S2) and 

7        tnot(S1.length =:= S2.length)) 

8  or (Self:irregularPolygon) 
9 ). 

/* inv_10 mapping */ 

1    #violated_inv10(Self) :- Self:isoscelesTriangle and  

2      tnot( 

3         Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and 

4         member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics)  

5         and tnot(S1 = S2) and S1.length =:= S2.length 
6       ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E3: Flora code generated from inv_1 invariant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E4: Flora code generated from inv_2 invariant 

 

 

 

 

Figure E5: Flora code generated from inv_9 invariant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E6: Flora code generated from inv_10 invariant 
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/* inv_17 mapping */ 

1    #violated_inv17(Self) :- Self:triangle and 

2  tnot( 

3        L1 = collectbag{Var|Self[triangleSide->>Var] and Var.position = right} and 

4         asSequence( L1, Seq) and 

5         first( Seq, First) and 

6   L2 = collectbag{Var3|Self[triangleSide->>Var2] and Var2.position = left and  

7        Var2[adjacent->>Var3]} and 

8  includes(L2, First)) 

9       and 

10       (L3 = collectbag{Var4|Self[triangleSide->>Var4] and Var4.position = base} and 

11         asSequence( L3, Seq2) and 

12         first( Seq2, First2) and 

13        L4 = collectbag{Var6|Self[triangleSide->>Var5] and Var5.position = left and  

14  Var5[adjacent->>Var6]} and 

15  includes(L4, First2)) 
16        ). 

/* inv_13 mapping */ 

1    #violated_inv13(Self) :- Self:triangleSide and 

2  not( 

3        Col = collectbag{Var|Self[adjacent->>Var]} and 

4        tnot #p_inv13(Self, Col) 

5      ). 

6    #p_inv13(Self, Col) :- member(S, Col)@prolog(basics) and 

7  L = collectbag{Var2|S[adjacent->>Var2]} and 

8   tnot (includes(L, Self)). 
 

/* inv_11 mapping */ 

1   #violated_inv11(Self) :- Self:scaleneTriangle and tnot( 

2        Col = collectbag{Var|Self[side->>Var]} and  

3              tnot #p_inv11(Col) 

4        ). 

5   #p_inv11(Col) :- member(S1, Col)@prolog(basics) and member(S2, Col)@prolog(basics) 
6         and tnot(S1 = S2) and tnot(S1.length =\= S2.length). 

 

 

 

Figure E7: Flora code generated from inv_11 invariant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure E8: Flora code generated from inv_13 invariant 

 

 

Figure E9: Flora code generated from inv_17 invariant 
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/* Triangle::hypotenuse derived property mapping */ 

1   Self[hypotenuse->Hypotenuse] :- Self:triangle and 

2        L = collectbag{Var|Self[triangleSide->>Var] and Var.position = base} and 

3        asSequence(L, Seq) and first(Seq, First) and 

4        Base = First.side and 

5        L2 = collectbag{Var2|Self[triangleSide->>Var2] and Var2.position = left} and 

6        asSequence(L2, Seq2) and first(Seq2, First2) and 

7        Left = First2.side and 

8        L3 = collectbag{Var3|Self[triangleSide->>Var3] and Var3.position = right} and 

9        asSequence(L3, Seq3) and first(Seq3, First3) and 

10        Right = First3.side and 

11  if (Base.length > Left.length and Base.length > Right.length) 

12           then Hypotenuse = Base 

13           else if Left.length > Right.length 

14                   then Hypotenuse = Left 
15                   else Hypotenuse = Right. 

 
/* inv_21 mapping */ 

1    #violated_inv21(Self) :- Self:quadrilateralSide and 

2  tnot( 

3  L = collectbag{Var | Var:quadrilateralSide and Var.side = Self.parallelSide} and 

4  tnot #i(L, Self) 

5      ). 

6    #i(Col, Self) :- tnot (member(Element, Col)@prolog(basics) and 
7       Element.parallelSide = Self.side). 

/* Invariants */ 

1 #violated_inv24(Self) :- Self:equilateralTriangle and  

2 tnot( tnot (Self[right]) ). 

3  

4 #violated_inv25(Self) :- Self:rhombus and  

5 tnot(tnot (Self[right])). 

6  

7 #violated_inv26(Self) :- Self:rectangle and 

8 tnot( Self[right] ). 

9  

10 #violated_inv27(Self) :- Self:parallelogram and 

11 tnot( Col = collectbag{Var2 | Self[quadrilateralSide->>Var] and 

12                               Var[parallelSide->Var2]} and  

13       size(Col, 4) 

14 ). 

15  

16 #violated_inv28(Self) :- Self:trapezoid and 

17 tnot( Col = collectbag{Var2 | Self[quadrilateralSide->>Var] and 

18       Var[parallelSide->Var2]} and 

19       size(Col, 2) 
20 ). 

Figure E10: Flora code generated from inv_21 invariant 

 

Figure E11: Flora code generated from inv_24, inv_25, inv_26, inv_27 and 

inv_28 invariants 

 

Figure E12: Flora code generated from derive definition 
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/* Triangle::isCompatible method body mapping */ 

1  Self[isCompatible(Other, SelfSide, OtherSide)] :- Self:triangle and Other:triangle and 

2      Col1 = collectbag{Var2| Self[triangleSide->>Var] and 

3                Var.side = Self.hypotenuse and Var[adjacent->>Var2]} and 

4      first(Col1, First1) and 

5      SelfSide1 = First1.side and 

6      Col2 = collectbag{Var4| Self[triangleSide->>Var3] and  

7      Var3.side = Self.hypotenuse and Var3[adjacent->>Var4]} and 

8      at(Col2, 2, Element) and 

9      SelfSide2 = Element.side and 

10     Col3 = collectbag{Var6| Other[triangleSide->>Var5] and 

11      Var5.side = Other.hypotenuse and Var5[adjacent->>Var6]} and 

12     first(Col3, First2) and 

13     OtherSide1 = First2.side and 

14     Col4 = collectbag{Var8| Other[triangleSide->>Var7] and 

15      Var7.side = Other.hypotenuse and Var7[adjacent->>Var8]} and 

16     at(Col4, 2, Element2) and 

17     OtherSide2 = Element2.side and 

18     tnot (Self = Other) and 

19     Self[right] and 

20     Other[right] and 

21     tnot (SelfSide1 = SelfSide2) and 

22     tnot (OtherSide1 = OtherSide2) and 

23     Self.hypotenuse.length = Other.hypotenuse.length and 

24    ((SelfSide1.length = OtherSide1.length and SelfSide2.length = OtherSide2.length) or 

25     (SelfSide1.length = OtherSide2.length and SelfSide2.length = OtherSide1.length))  

26     and 

27     SelfSide = Self.hypotenuse and 
28     OtherSide = Other.hypotenuse. 

 

Figure E13: Flora code generated from Triangle::isCompatible method body 
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/* Robot::buildRectangle */ 

1   Self[#buildRectangle(New)] :- Self:robot and 

2        Self[#availableTriangle(Part1)] and 

3        Self[#availableTriangle(Part2)] and 

4        Part1[isCompatible(Part2, Part1Side, Part2Side)] and 

5        Part1Side..triangleSide[adjacent->>Var] and 

6        A11 = Var.side and 

7        Part1Side..triangleSide[adjacent->>Var2] and 

8        A12 = Var2.side and 

9        Part2Side..triangleSide[adjacent->>Var3] and 

10        A21 = Var3.side  and 

11        Part2Side..triangleSide[adjacent->>Var4] and 

12        A22 = Var4.side  and 

13        tnot(A11=A12) and tnot(A21=A22) and A11.length = A21.length and 

14        object_factory[#new(Pol3, rectangle)] and 

15        btinsert{Pol3[side ->> A11]} and 

16        btinsert{Pol3[side ->> A12]} and 

17        btinsert{Pol3[side ->> A21]} and 

18        btinsert{Pol3[side ->> A22]} and 

19        btinsert{Pol3[parts->> Part1]}, 

20        btinsert{Pol3[parts->> Part2]}, 

21        object_factory[#new(QS1, quadrilateralSide)] and 

22        object_factory[#new(QS2, quadrilateralSide)] and 

23        object_factory[#new(QS3, quadrilateralSide)] and 

24        object_factory[#new(QS4, quadrilateralSide)] and 

25        btinsert{QS1[quadrilateral->Pol3]} and btinsert{QS1[side->A12]} and 

26        btinsert{QS1[position->left]} and btinsert{QS1[parallelSide->A22]} and 

27        btinsert{QS1[adjacent->>QS3]} and btinsert{QS1[adjacent->>QS4]} and 

28        btinsert{QS2[quadrilateral->Pol3]} and btinsert{QS2[side->A22]} and 

29        btinsert{QS2[position->right]} and btinsert{QS2[parallelSide->A12]} and 

30        btinsert{QS2[adjacent->>QS3]} and btinsert{QS2[adjacent->>QS4]} and 

31        btinsert{QS3[quadrilateral->Pol3]} and btinsert{QS3[side->A11]} and 

32        btinsert{QS3[position->base]} and btinsert{QS3[parallelSide->A21]} and 

33        btinsert{QS3[adjacent->>QS1]} and btinsert{QS3[adjacent->>QS2]} and 

34        btinsert{QS4[quadrilateral->Pol3]} and btinsert{QS4[side->A21]} and 

35        btinsert{QS4[position->top]} and btinsert{QS4[parallelSide->A11]} and 

36        btinsert{QS4[adjacent->>QS1]} and btinsert{QS4[adjacent->>QS2]} and 

37        btinsert{A11[quadrilateralSide->>QS3]} and  

38        btinsert{A12[quadrilateralSide->>QS1]} and 

39        btinsert{A21[quadrilateralSide->>QS4]} and 

40        btinsert{A22[quadrilateralSide->>QS2]} and 

41        btinsert{Pol3[quadrilateralSide ->> QS1]} and 

42        btinsert{Pol3[quadrilateralSide ->> QS2]} and 

43        btinsert{Pol3[quadrilateralSide ->> QS3]} and 

44        btinsert{Pol3[quadrilateralSide ->> QS4]} and 

45        Self[table->Table] and 

46        btinsert{Table[convexPolygon ->> Pol3]} and 

47        New = Pol3 and 

48        Self[#availableRectangle(New)] and 

49        tnot(#violatedClassInvariant(Any)). 

 

 

Figure E14: Flora code generated from Robot::buildRectangle method 
definition 

 




